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Facilities

Evangelia Agapaki

Abstract

Shape segmentation from point cloud data is a core step of the digital twinning process
for industrial facilities. However, this process is labour-intensive with 90% of the cost being
spent on converting point cloud data to a model. This counteracts the perceived value of the
resulting model in managing and retrofitting the facilities and motivates the use of automation
to reduce this cost. In the US alone, unplanned factory shutdowns due to maintenance cost
$50 billion per year. Better documenting the existing conditions can significantly circumvent
irreversible damages and decrease the frequency of shutdowns, thus boosting the productivity
of industrial assets. This explains why there is a huge market demand for less labour-intensive
industrial documentation.

Shape segmentation in the literature has so far mostly focused on cylinders, with state-
of-the-art methods achieving 60-70% precision and recall for cylinder detection. Such
performance is promising, but far from drastically eliminating the manual labour cost, as
all other shapes have to be segmented manually. Yet the search space is massive; industrial
facilities contain thousands of object types, making automated detection an impossible
problem. Hence, there is a direct need to prioritise the most tedious to model objects.

The objective of this PhD research is to devise, implement and benchmark a novel frame-
work that can accurately generate individual labelled point clusters of the most important
shapes of existing industrial facilities with minimal manual effort in a generic point-level
format. This is addressed by first identifying the most important shapes to be modelled and
then developing algorithms to efficiently detect those shapes. The former is achieved by
answering the following three general research questions: a) what are the most frequent
industrial object types?, b) what is the time to model the most frequent object types in
state-of-the-art commercial software? and c) what is the performance of state-of-the-art tools
in terms of automated object detection? The proposed methodology employs a statistical
analysis to identify the most frequent industrial object types and then manually models those
to estimate the average man-hours needed for each type. Then, it evaluates the state-of-the-art
automated cylinder extraction tool and concludes a 64% reduction in manual modelling
time of cylinders. This leads to focus on reducing the remaining man-hours for cylinder
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modelling as well as for manual modelling of the remaining industrial objects, which are still
substantial. This is achieved by answering the following technical research questions: (1)
how to automatically segment the most important industrial shapes from point cloud data
with varying point densities and occlusions without relying on prior knowledge? (2) how to
minimise the time for manually assigning class labels to points? and (3) how to automatically
segment instance point clusters with less manual labour compared to the state-of-the-art?

The proposed framework employs a combination of deep learning and geometric methods
to segment the points into classes and individual instances. Along the way, the author
generates the largest to-date dataset of laser scanned industrial facilities used for training and
evaluation. Experiments reveal that the method can work reliably in complex and incomplete
point clouds of industrial facilities, yielding 82% class segmentation accuracy. Compared to
the current state-of-practice, the proposed framework can realise estimated time-savings of
30% on average.

Contributions. This PhD research provides the unprecedented ability to rapidly and
intelligently segment point clusters based on quantitative measurements. This is a huge leap
over the current practice and a significant step towards the automated generation of industrial
Digital Twins. As a result, the knowledge created in this PhD research will enable the future
development of novel, automated applications for real-time factory maintenance, planned
and unplanned downtime reduction.

Keywords: Digital Twin, Industrial Factory, Point Cloud Data, Deep Learning, Class
Segmentation, Instance Segmentation
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It is change, continuing change,
inevitable change, that is the
dominant factor in society today. No
sensible decision can be made any
longer without taking into account
not only the world as it is, but the
world as it will be...”

Isaac Asimov,
Asimov on Science Fiction (1981)

The main objective of this research is to automate the segmentation of industrial shapes
from point cloud data of existing factories in order to facilitate the generation of geometric
Digital Twins, as stated in the thesis title. This thesis starts by dissecting each essential
concept and defining it thoroughly, so that the reader has a clear picture of the motivation
and goals of this thesis.

The author defines Segmentation as the partitioning of a Terrestrial Laser-Scanned (TLS)
point cloud dataset to clusters of points with labels assigned per cluster. This is different from
object detection that refers to object localisation by determining the orientation and location
of an object without necessarily associating class labels to points. The challenge that this
research addresses is how to efficiently minimise the cost and manual labour for automatically
generating object oriented geometric Digital Twins (gDTs) of industrial facilities, so that the
benefits provide even more value compared to the initial investment to generate these models.
In other words, this research seeks to augment the substantial benefits that gDTs already
have when implemented. The author defines a Digital Twin (DT) to be a digital replica of
a real-world asset. This asset can be a building, a tunnel, an industrial facility or any other
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man-made asset of the built environment. A DT differs from traditional computer-aided
design (CAD) and is not merely an Internet of Things (IoT) solution. It is based on massive,
cumulative, real-time, real-world data measurements in multiple dimensions (Buckley and
Logan, 2017, El Saddik, 2018) and uses information of a digital model across the entire life-
cycle of an infrastructure. The DT concept was originally used in the manufacturing industry
to monitor the Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and improve manufacturing processes.
This concept originated from the fourth industrial revolution in manufacturing technologies
that generates a “smart factory” (Industry 4.0). The DT market is predicted to reach $15
billion by 2023 (Market Research Future, 2017) given the application opportunities and the
rise in Artificial Intelligence (AI) that makes it cost-effective to implement. It is important
to note that this research focuses on automated segmentation of industrial spaces that are
essential for DT space digitisation and not on digitisation of processes or manufacturing
systems.

Digital Twins can be divided into three categories: As-designed DTs, As-built (or as-
constructed) DTs and Operational phase DTs depending on their relation with the life-cycle
of the asset. The author refers to them using this terminology for the rest of the thesis. These
DTs are not simply static models, but are constantly updated with Architecture, Engineering
and Construction (AEC) data that become available during the life of the asset. According to
IET (2019), Mohammadi and Taylor (2018) and Hamledari et al. (2017), these types of DTs
can be defined as follows:

• “As-designed DTs” are produced by design engineers for new assets and contain detailed
information generated by the subcontractors and suppliers. These models contain the
end-user requirements and other data necessary to define the asset’s intended function
(Hamledari et al., 2017).

• “As-built or as-constructed DTs” are continuously produced by the project management
team and general contractor or subcontractor of the asset. They reflect the phase of the
asset throughout the time of its construction. These models have four-dimensions since
they also incorporate the time component when updating the model during construction.
They can also have the capacity to compare the as-designed DT with the as-built DT
(Hamledari et al., 2017). The as-built models are often updated through data capturing
sensors (such as laser scanners, drones, photogrammetry, drawings/sketches) post-
construction. Capturing the actual conditions of the asset during its construction is out
of scope of this thesis and readers can refer to Kopsida et al. (2015) and Omar and
Nehdi (2016) for a detailed literature review of the available data capture solutions.
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• “Operational phase DTs” are produced and maintained by the asset management agency
through real-time spatiotemporal data (i.e. IoT sensors) or other static datasets, such as
design information, material specifications, inspection reports, and asset management
information and further enriched with metadata (i.e. a Building Information Model)
from the infrastructure asset (Mohammadi and Taylor, 2018). These models can then
be used for maintenance and operations or even can be analysed to inform and predict
the behaviour of the existing asset and facilitate decision making, with the output or
results feeding back and updating the existing DT. For example, an operator could
control a physical valve or activate equipment by initiating the action from the DT.

Another definition used for the rest of the thesis is the geometric DT (gDT), which
corresponds to the geometric representation of the DT. This includes the semantic meanings
and shapes of the components of the asset in labelled point format. Information that includes
texture, materials and processes is not represented in the geometric DT notation. The term
Automated is used to explain that this research aims to drastically reduce the manual labour
hours needed to generate a gDT when compared to existing state-of-the-art semi-automated
software. It is noteworthy that this differs from “automatic”, which means no manual labour
is necessary. Minimal human assistance will still be required in this work. Existing refers to
industrial facilities that are already built. This definition differentiates the gDTs generated in
this thesis from those in the design phase or during construction.

Existing industrial facilities are complex environments with thousands of object categories
and hundreds of object types under each category. Therefore, the two general objectives of
this thesis are to identify the most important industrial object types given how frequent and
laborious they are for 3D modelling (G1) and to measure the performance of existing tools
in modelling these particular object types (G2).

The author further explains the main objective of this thesis by providing the definitions
of the input and output of the framework, clarifying the technical objectives and research
questions, and the contributions achieved. The input of the proposed framework is a
Point Cloud Dataset (PCD) of an existing industrial facility. The outputs are labelled
point clusters in point format representing individual instances where a specific 3D object
representation can then be fitted. This format makes it easier to convert it to other geometric
formats, i.e. 3D models or meshes, depending on the application. This representation can be
supported by any software and is an unequivocal description of the geometric and semantic
properties of industrial shapes. This output is defined as instance-labelled point clusters
(e.g. points of cylinder1). A much more fundamental task than instance segmentation is
class segmentation, which is the task of segmenting the PCD to point clusters based on their
shape category (e.g. points that are part of some cylinder) without distinguishing individual
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instances. The technical objectives of this research are to (1) automate the segmentation of
the most important CLOI industrial shape class-labelled point clusters and (2) to automate
the segmentation of instance-labelled CLOI point clusters. These two technical objectives
are achieved by answering the following main technical research questions: (1) how to
automatically segment the most important industrial shapes from point cloud data with
varying point densities, occlusions and outliers without relying on prior knowledge? (2) How
to minimise the manual annotation time for the assignment of class labels to points? And
(3) How to automatically segment instance point clusters at optimal performance with less
manual labour time compared to the current state-of-the-art practice?

Main contributions. This research reveals the best of its kind to achieve the highest
class segmentation performance compared to state-of-the-art previous methods for the most
important industrial shapes (i.e. cylinders, elbows, valves, flanges, angles, channels, I-
beams) named CLOI in real-world industrial factory PCD. It also provides the first instance
segmentation method that cost-effectively and accurately segments individual components
(instances). The proposed framework has the potential to be extended to adapt to other
industrial types by extending the CLOI dataset and further expanding the current methodology.
It provides the foundation for other researchers to cost-effectively segment industrial factories
and can be used to generate efficiently a gDT of the facility, which is currently a tedious
and onerous manual procedure. This prototype framework can be directly used due to its
accuracy, level of detail, time-efficiency and accessibility. The following section provides a
clear explanation of the immense value of DTs for industrial factories as justification for the
need to devise methods that generate the DT’s foundation: geometric Digital Twin (gDT).
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1.1 Industrial Space Digital Twin: Definition and value

Industrial plants can be divided into fifteen main categories: (a) onshore and (b) offshore oil
platforms, (c) chemical, (d) mining, (e) pharmaceutical plants, (f) power plants, (g) water
and wastewater treatment facilities, (h) natural gas processing and biochemical plants, (i)
refineries, (j) food processing factories, (k) defence facilities, (l) metal production facilities,
(m) nuclear plants, (n) research facilities and (o) warehouses and silos (Douglas, 1988).

The industrial sector and especially the oil and gas is an industry with the highest potential
growth in terms of worker productivity and economic value of the sector within the next
couple of years. The Global Infrastructure Initiative forecasts that heavy industrial buildings
and the oil and gas sector are among the construction sectors with the highest potential for
investments with an average Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 3.4% as shown in
Figure 1.1. Therefore, it is crucial that the industrial sector is properly maintained given the
high value of the industrial assets for our economies.

Fig. 1.1 Productivity of each construction industry sector with CAGR and value added in
2012 (McKinsey Global Institute, 2015)

.

Maintenance, safety management and retrofitting are vital operations in the life-cycle
of existing industrial facilities. Poor maintenance and safety deficiencies lead to equipment
failure, which can have significant environmental, economic and societal impacts. In terms of
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economic impacts, unplanned downtime costs in the US due to corrective or poor maintenance
are estimated to be $50 billion per year with 44% of all unscheduled equipment downtimes
resulting from aging equipment (National Institute of Standards and Technology, 2018).
Poor preventive maintenance also decreases the Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) of a
factory between 5 to 20% (PECI, 1999).

Unplanned shutdowns are an example of improper maintenance of industrial facilities.
They are results of corrective maintenance, which includes unplanned repairs that are essential
for the operation of an industrial component or equipment that is not properly functioning
(Sullivan et al., 2010). These shutdowns cost daily $ 320,000 to $ 754,000 depending on
the facility size (Amendola et al., 2010) and on average the estimated budgets per facility
per year range between $ 8 to 10 million (Amendola, 2002). Industrial managers can avoid
this cost by conducting preventive maintenance to minimise industrial facility shutdowns.
The economic losses of a shutdown of a facility can be quantified by multiplying the price
of crude oil per barrel and the daily production of crude oil, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The higher and lower prices of North Sea Brent crude oil are forecasted to be $185/barrel
and $45/barrel respectively based on the expected supply and demand curves (U.S. Energy
Information Administration, 2019). Examples of major shutdowns and accidents due to poor
maintenance that had large economic impact are provided in the next paragraph.

Fig. 1.2 Distribution of crude oil production (EIA, 2017)
.

The industrial sector has suffered major accidents over the past decades that are mainly
caused by poor maintenance of industrial assets (Loveland, 2018). The Deep Water Horizon
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(Office of Maritime Administrator, 2011) and the 2008 Georgia sugar refinery (US Chemical
Safety and Investigation Board, 2007) explosions are two recent examples of critical failures
caused by poor maintenance. The Deepwater Horizon Spill is one of the largest marine oil
spills in history and was primarily caused due to poor maintenance of a drill pipe in the
Gulf of Mexico. The estimated damages were up to $17.2 billion in properties, fisheries and
tourism across the Gulf Coast (Office of Maritime Administrator, 2011). Figure 1.3 shows
an illustrative image of the disaster and an animation of the buckled pipe that initially caused
it. Failures in the oil and gas pipelines can also cause tremendous damage. The United States
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration reported more than 10,000 failures
in oil and gas pipelines across the U.S. which incurred financial losses of around $6 billion in
the form of property damage, production losses, environmental impacts and human casualties
(U.S. Department of Transportation, 2013).

Fig. 1.3 (a) Deepwater Horizon Spill disaster (JSTOR Daily, 2015) and (b) drill pipe failure
(Office of Maritime Administrator, 2011)

.

Improper maintenance of aging industrial facilities is a growing concern for the manufac-
turing industry given its significant and potentially irreversible impacts on both the natural
and human environments as explained above. Maintenance concerns are growing given
that an estimated 72% of the existing 300,000 U.S. factories are more than 20 years old
(The American Institute of Architects and Rocky Mountain Institute, 2013). The oil and gas
industry is more prone to improper maintenance since more than half of the world’s oil rigs
will be more than 30 years old over the next 5 years (Phillips, 2017). The same study reports
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that only in the Gulf of Mexico, there are more than 100 operational rigs that were built
before 1960. Additionally, approximately 1,500 platforms, which account for 50% of the
Gulf’s total oil platforms, operate past their intended design lifetime. This causes equipment
failures and exposes personnel working on old rigs to hazards.

There are four maintenance strategies that an aging factory could follow to prevent dam-
ages. These are summarised in Figure 1.4. Each maintenance phase shows the effectiveness
of a maintenance strategy measured with Original Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) (SEMI,
2001, 2000, De Ron and Rooda, 2006, S.Nakajima, 1988). OEE is defined as (SEMI, 2000)

OEE =
theoretical production time for effective units

total time
= AE · (OE ·RE) ·QE (1.1)

with

AE =
equipment uptime

total time
,

OE =
production time

equipment uptime
,

RE =
theoretical production time for actual units

production time
,

QE =
theoretical production time for effective units

theoretical production time for actual units
.

where AE stands for the availability efficiency, OE for the operational efficiency, RE for
the rate efficiency and QE for the quality efficiency of a machine. In these definitions, the
theoretical production time measures the production time that a machine operates efficiently
without losses that may be incurred due to defects, downtime (scheduled or unscheduled) or
equipment failure. Figure 1.5 shows the six equipment states of manufacturing equipment
which sum up to the total time of a machine as defined in Equation (1.1). In other words,
OEE measures the manufacturing time of a machine that is truly productive.

Figure 1.4 shows that the highest OEE will be for a predictive maintenance strategy,
the more effective the strategy is. OEE is low for reactive maintenance, since potential
damage caused to machines can deteriorate the machines’ condition, hence maintenance
costs will be higher and unplanned downtime of a factory will affect production. Planned
maintenance can also have increased replacement costs over time and there is an implied need
of storing additional spare parts in the factory’s inventory. Proactive maintenance treats the
root cause of the problem, ultimately reducing costs without impeding production. Predictive
maintenance is where a DT would be most helpful for predicting failures using real-time
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Fig. 1.4 Maintenance strategies in industrial factories (Coleman et al., 2017)
.

factory space and sensor data. A proactive rather than reactive approach to maintenance
increases equipment up-time by 10-20% while reducing overall maintenance costs by 5-10%
(Deloitte, 2017).

Fig. 1.5 OEE equipment states (SEMI, 2001)
.
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Regardless of the maintenance strategy a factory follows, maintenance issues are mostly
linked to inefficient and ineffective facility management and improper documentation of the
existing conditions that lead to maintenance actions well after the problems have occurred.
These have generated a market demand for a quicker and more efficient maintenance scheme
of existing industrial facilities. Recent studies have shown that refurbishment and preventive
maintenance of industrial assets will impede the above-mentioned issues. For instance, the
Chartered Institute of Building (Edwards and Townsend, 2011) have shown that the need for
refurbishing and retrofitting 93% of existing industrial facilities will be a major focus in the
U.K. construction industry by 2050. Another example of the perceived value of preventive
maintenance proposed by the Association of Swedish Engineering Industries (Bokrantz et al.,
2016) is the strategy to eliminate production shutdowns in Sweden by 2030. Analogous
provisions will be established in the US, since 72% of the building stock is over 20 years old.
The author argues that these market demands establish the need to generate and maintain
up-to-date DTs.

Digital technologies have already boosted manufacturing performance in the chemical
industry, i.e. predictive maintenance and Yield, Energy and Throughput analysis (YET). The
industrial sector needs to adopt the advances of new technologies in order to perform with
higher efficiency and reliability (Tao et al., 2019). Even a 2% production boost in an oil
and gas factory means a boost in the managers’ revenue to $1 million per day on average
(Hahn, 2019). Predictive maintenance uses historical data of equipment and production units
to predict when they are likely to fail and identify the root cause of the problem in order
to minimise unplanned service time. These measures can reduce machine downtime by 30
to 50% and increase the machine life by 20 to 40% (Dilda et al., 2018). YET focuses on
maximising the production of individual units by reducing the energy consumption of those
units. Despite the use of digital technologies, most facilities do not have usable DTs yet.

An industrial DT provides a digital representation of a real industrial facility and can
be further used for computational applications. Typical DT applications include but are not
limited to visualisation, project management, drawing generation and preventive maintenance.
The advantage of generating a DT is that it can be maintained throughout the whole life-cycle
of an industrial facility (Parrott and Lane, 2017). Therefore, it provides facility managers
and owners with early insights about potential risks, hazards or aging machinery.

The greatest value of using DTs is that they are projected to save substantial costs for
facility managers by automating the preventive maintenance process which will enable
accurate positioning of each industrial object and timely maintenance decisions. For example,
DTs can help to keep records of the inventory, processes, historical data and additional
equipment. This allows owners to identify inefficiencies and ways to address them. Industry
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experts believe that the wider adoption of DTs will unlock 15-25% savings to the global
infrastructure market by 2025 (Barbosa et al., 2017, Gerbert et al., 2016).

There are limits on the acceptable shut down duration that will not impede production.
These limits cannot be violated without incurring extra costs. This is why adoption of DTs is
crucial for the industrial sector. For instance, Sanders (2001) reported that 40% of the total
DT generation cost of retrofitting a Chevron plant was spent on data-processing labour and
the shut-down time was limited to 72 h to avoid additional costs. Every DT generation hour
saved can prevent critical failures or unexpected accidents so that continuous production flow
of these assets can be achieved. This research aims to assist the tedious current practice in
this regard. So, how far are we now on generating DTs? The concept of DTs is not new. In
the following section, the author provides a review on the current state of implementation
of DTs in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) and Facility Management
(FM) sectors.
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1.2 Industrial Space Digital Twin: Past, Present and Fu-
ture Forecast

Digital Twins (DTs) are digital replicas of real-world assets that can assist preventive mainte-
nance efforts as explained in the previous section. The need for cost-effective and improved
maintenance has led to numerous academic and industrial efforts towards modelling existing
industrial factories. The paragraphs that follow explain the past, present and future forecast
in the use of industrial DTs.

NASA first generated the term “twin” when building two identical space vehicles for
its Apollo program to rescue a three-man crew, over 200,000 miles from Earth (Glaessgen
and Stargel, 2012). The modern terminology of a “digital twin” has been attributed to Dr
Michael Grieves as part of his research in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) (Grieves,
2014). General Electric, Siemens and Rolls Royce have been designing motors, turbines and
engines with the aid of simulations decades before the term was established. Similarly, the
oil and gas industry has been utilising simulations of fuel reservoirs since the 1980s. The
author wants to distinguish a digital model, a simulation and a digital twin at this point. The
latter is a dynamic model connected between the physical and digital system. The four core
parts of a DT are: (1) models, (2) data, (3) connections and (4) services. The interactions
between the physical and digital asset can be viewed in Figure 1.6. The user interacts with
the digital twin through applied intelligence enabling the DT to perform tasks with minimal
or no human labour. The digital thread connects the physical and digital assets and can make
use of 3D simulations, IoT devices, networks, cloud computing and artificial intelligence.

The applicability and influence of DTs in the industrial sector can be better understood by
studying the history of industrial revolution. Industrial revolution has been marked by four
industrial innovation waves as presented in Figure 1.7: (a) the introduction of mechanical
production facilities in the form of water and power-steamed engines (Industry 1.0), (b) the
use of electricity as the primary power source for mass production of goods (Industry 2.0),
(c) the use of electronic devices and the first fully automated machines in manufacturing
(Industry 3.0) and (d) the rapid evolution of digital technologies such as artificial intelligence,
big data, additive manufacturing and cloud computing which pushed the Industry 4.0. The
future of the manufacturing industry is perceived to undergo another industrial revolution
(Industry 5.0) that will be motivated by the advances of deep learning, advanced robotics
and the collaboration of humans with robots. This is the era where DTs will have significant
application in the ecosystem of industrial facilities.

The UK National Infrastructure Commission (NIC) has recognised the importance of
DTs and developed recommendations on a “National Digital Twin” (National Infrastructure
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Fig. 1.6 Digital Twin ecosystem (ARUP, 2019)
.

Commission, 2017). NIC reports that the UK construction industry saved £840 million from
using Building Information Models (BIMs); the predecessor of DTs. Digitising rail network
assets is predicted to save Network Rail up to £770 million over the next 8 years. Similarly
in the US, “restoring and improving urban infrastructure” is considered one of the 14 Grand
Challenges in Engineering in the 21st Century as identified by the US National Academy of
Engineering (2017). Recent studies predict that DTs will have the highest impact compared
to other digitisation technologies in the construction industry as presented in Figure 1.8.

Reports based on the digitisation index have shown that the oil and gas industry has been
highly digitised as compared to the construction industry, which is in the bottom of the list
shown in Figure 1.9. This means there is better foundation set up in the oil and gas factories
to generate industrial DTs in comparison to the adoption rates for the construction industry.
The World Economic Forum (2016) predicts that technology-led changes will most likely
have the greatest impact in the construction industry. Despite the high value DTs have in the
industrial sector, yet, industrial facilities do not have DTs for existing industrial factories due
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Fig. 1.7 Industrial evolution timeline (Statista, 2019)
.

to the high perceived cost which outweighs their benefits (West and Blackburn, 2017). In the
following section, the author provides an overview of the current practice of DT generation.
This explains why to date the DT implementation is so limited.
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Fig. 1.8 Assessment of digitisation in construction (Roland Berger, 2017)
.

1.3 Current Practice of Digital Twin Generation

The generation of a geometric Digital Twin (gDT) is the core and first step in the DT
generation. Other data can then be linked on top of the gDT but the literature related to that is
out of scope of this thesis. The current practice of gDT generation in either the construction
or the operation phases is also known in the literature as “Scan-to-BIM” process (Tang et al.,
2010) and consists of four main steps (1) raw data collection (image and/or PCD data); (2)
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Fig. 1.9 Assessment of digitization of assets across sectors (Agarwal et al., 2016)
.

data preparation; (3) geometric modelling and (4) semantic enrichment of the model with
additional information, such as topological relationships and material specifications.
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The author explains how each step in the gDT generation procedure is currently performed
in the following subsections. In the first part (Section 1.3.1), the current practice from data
collection to manual modelling is presented for industrial facility use. The second part
(Section 1.4) explains the intermediate data representation that is used for the purposes of
this PhD thesis and then presents the 3D object representations that are used in the current
gDT practice. These sections demonstrate that the current practice of gDT generation is a
tedious task and explains why the DT implementation is limited. These sections will also
reveal where most of the time for the gDT generation is currently spent.

1.3.1 TLS Manual Modelling

The first step in the digital twinning process is data collection of the real-world asset as
mentioned earlier. There are numerous sensors on the market that are used to capture real-
time data, such as photogrammetric sensors (digital cameras, mobile phones, drones, laser
scanners) (Cramer, 2008).

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) has been widely used due to its highly-accurate and
rapid capabilities (Marshall, 2016). Previous studies have demonstrated the applications
of TLS surveys, such as construction progress monitoring (Bosché et al., 2015, Bosche
et al., 2009, Turkan et al., 2012, Kim et al., 2013a), structural health monitoring (Park et al.,
2007, 2015) and construction inspection (Anil et al., 2011, 2013, Lu et al., 2019). Industrial
managers may have the TLS data, but this data does not actually give insights on how it
could be useful. The root cause of this issue is that TLS surveys generate millions of points
as shown in Figure 1.10, but it is difficult to extract meaningful information.

Laser scanners generate a set of points, which are represented by their Cartesian or polar
coordinates, the point cloud, and in some cases by their colour data (RGB) or intensity values.
The accuracy of laser scans can be within a few millimetres, with new models claiming
accuracy up to 2mm (FARO, 2018). Laser scanners emit a line of laser light in an object’s
surface and generate points on that surface. The most common types of laser scanners for
civil engineering projects are time-of-flight (or pulse-based) scanners. These scanners are
used due to their long effective maximum range of taking measurements (up to 1000 m)
and data collection rates (up to 50,000 points per second) (Pfeifer and Briese, 2014). The
collected data of the existing asset is in an unstructured format, such as a “point cloud”.
This data format is a low-level representation which does not contain any intelligence or
meaningful information about the asset. As such, the point cloud data cannot be directly used
in this format. Generation of a gDT from the TLS survey data can address this problem by
manually converting this low-level representation into a high-level geometric representation
(gDT).
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Fig. 1.10 Laser-scanning of three industrial plant projects at Electricité de France (EDF)
(Hullo et al., 2015)

.

The laser scans are first registered in a consistent coordinate system and then the geometric
modelling step is performed. The laser scan registration is achieved by calculating inter-scan
rigid body transformations and the registered PCD represents the complete measured data.

There are commercial software that manually convert the registered laser scans to high-
level geometric representation, however the adoption rate of gDTs is still limited. The
main reason for that is partly due to the high ratio of manual labour cost while generating
the gDT to data collection (laser scanning), which is roughly ten (Lu and Brilakis, 2017,
Fumarola and Poelman, 2011, Hullo et al., 2015). Researchers have reported that geometric
processing takes 90% of the modelling time (Fumarola and Poelman, 2011, Hullo et al.,
2015). Hullo et al. (2015) reported that 10 operators were needed to process 1084 scans of
a nuclear reactor, resulting in 1200 labour hours to model its objects in around 6 months
using Dassault Systemes SolidWorks and Trimble Realworks. In contrast, laser scanning of
the plant was completed in only 35 days. This significant time required to model the large
number of industrial objects impedes adoption of operational phase DTs for these plants. Lu
and Brilakis (2017) report that more than two thirds of the human effort needed for generating
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a gDT is dominated by geometric processing of the PCD. This combined with the significant
value of gDTs explains why there is an urgent need to develop less labour-intensive industrial
modelling techniques. However, industrial facilities are composed of thousands of industrial
object categories with hundreds of industrial objects in each. Automatically modelling these
object categories is a very hard classification problem due to the large number of classes and
the strong similarities between them. Therefore, there is a crucial need to prioritise which
objects are most important to model in order to direct the automated efforts to this end. The
author will identify these objects and elaborate on the current state-of-the-art commercial
modelling tools in Chapter 2. Prior to that, it is essential to clarify the data representation
formats of industrial objects in the section that follows.
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1.4 Data representation

This section then discusses the data representation for all the steps of the gDT generation
starting from (a) the representation of the input dataset, then (b) the intermediate data
representations that are used to process the input and (c) the data representations of the output
gDT.

Input data representation
The input point cloud dataset is a set of 3D points (low-level geometry) and has many

imperfections that need to be acknowledged for the gDT generation. Three major metrics
that measure the quality of laser scanned PCDs are: (a) occlusions, (b) point density and (c)
margin of error of 3D measurements. Occlusions can be differentiated to visual and physical
occlusions. Visual occlusions refer to occlusions where one or more objects limit the field
of view of a laser scanner, so the object is not visible (Hsiao and Hebert, 2014). Visual
occlusions can be avoided by taking multiple laser scans from different locations. On the
other side, physical occlusions occur due to space layout constraints, such as unmovable
objects, equipment, vegetation to name a few. These occlusions cannot be removed by
moving the scanner or the target scanned object in any direction. Hereafter, the author uses
the term “occlusions” to refer to the physical occlusions. The second quality metric of a
laser scanned PCD is attributed to the varying distance of the objects from the laser scanner.
Hence, the distribution of the points on a scanned surface is non-uniform. The third quality
metric measures the uncertainty of 3D point measurements for a given level of confidence.
These metrics determine the quality of laser surveys and the reader can refer to the TLS
data quality requirements in Tang et al. (2019) for further details. An overview of the laser
scanner properties that will be used in the evaluation of the proposed framework of this thesis
will be presented in Chapter 7.

Intermediate data representation
The author then defines the intermediate data outputs of the proposed automated segmen-

tation framework or the manual current practice as “point clusters”. A “point cluster” is a
subset of 3D points with X, Y and Z coordinates of the original TLS point cloud. The seg-
mentation tasks of the proposed framework output point clusters that incorporate information
about the representation shape. There is a point clustering based on the “class” labels and a
point clustering based on the “instance” labels as defined in the beginning of this Chapter.
The instance-labelled point clusters are needed for the next step in the process, i.e. fitting
gDT higher level geometry on them. The format of such geometry is discussed below.
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1.4.1 Output data representation

1.4.1.1 IFC representation

The Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) schema is a standardised data format that encodes in
a meaningful way the identity and semantics, the characteristics or attributes (i.e. material,
colour, thermal properties), and relationships (i.e. locations, connections and ownership) of
objects (i.e. a column, a slab or pipe), abstract concepts (i.e. performance, costing), processes
(i.e. installation, operations) and people (i.e. owners, designers, contractors). The IFC
schema has a set of definitions for all the object types encountered in the AEC/FM sectors
and these definitions are structured in a text-based format. The IFC schema was introduced
by BuildingSMART (2018) and it is an open, vendor-neutral, international data exchange
standard. Therefore, the content of the IFC files depends on the modelling techniques adopted
by the modellers as well as the export tools of the modelling software packages that the
modellers use. The IFC standards have been extended to different types of applications;
bridges (Ji et al., 2012, Yabuki et al., 2006), buildings (Bassier et al., 2018, Ochmann et al.,
2019). For example, the standard of IFC4Add1 refers to the description of an Object-Oriented
XML Storage System for buildings and infrastructure.

The above-mentioned IFC extensions have not been fully integrated to the IFC schema,
mostly due to the time these international efforts take. For example, adoption of the
Precast/Pre-stressed Concrete Institute Model View Definition took more than half a decade
to fully integrate to the IFC schema (Belsky et al., 2014, Panushev et al., 2010). The IFC
schema (its most recent release was IFC4Add2 as of 2016) contains roughly 800 data types
representing building objects, their relationships and associated lifecycle information (e.g.
tasks, systems, resources, requirements and project stakeholders/managers). This large size
of files containing this information may hinder their usage and pose difficulties in data
exchange. These difficulties are mostly due to the interpretations of different exchange func-
tions (Sacks et al., 2010). A layer of specificity that contains all the appropriate information
entities and their attributes from a schema for a particular context is needed to overcome
these inconsistencies in data exchange (Eastman et al., 2011). Smaller subsets of the initial
data definitions for specific IFC applications are defined as Model View Definitions (MVD).
The appropriate amount of data is specified according to the data exchange scenarios. For
bridge inspection and retrofitting, an Information Delivery Manual (IDM) (Sacks et al., 2018)
has been compiled to provide semantically meaningful information. This manual has been
integrated in the buildingSMART International Standard (2018).

There is no universal definition as to the appropriate amount of information that a DT
of an asset should contain. The fundamental feature of DTs is the 3D geometry and other
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features are built upon it. The literature beyond IFC models is very extensive and can be
found at (Borrmann et al., 2018a,b). The author further discusses only a small portion of the
IFC schema that is related to the geometric representation and relationships between objects
of a gDT. The relationships (semantics) and geometric properties of a gDT are linked as
shown in Figure 1.11. The definitions in IFC terms are given below.

Fig. 1.11 Semantic structure and geometric description of an IFC data model (Borrmann
et al., 2018b)

The IfcProduct term (Figure 1.11) describes the physical and spatial objects of a building
and the relationships between them. The IfcProduct comprises of subclasses in different
hierarchical levels such as IfcBuilding, IfcElement and IfcBuildingElement. For example, Ifc-
Site describes a building site, IfcBuilding represents a building, IfcBuildingStorey represents
a particular storey and IfcSpace the individual rooms and spaces within the building. An
instance of a 3D object in a building is called IfcObject and represents a real-world object.
IfcPropertyDefinition is a generalisation of all the characteristics and context information
that can be added to an IfcObject.
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IfcRelationships then relate different objects to each other. The relationships between
instances of these objects are represented by the type IfcRelAggregates. For instance, if we
have a building asset, aggregation can be used to indicate the spatial relationships between
storeys within a building. In this case, the whole building is the aggregation of the elements
in the specified story. We can use the same hierarchy to define aggregations between different
parts of an asset. Figure 1.12 shows the relationships between objects in different hierarchical
levels. The author will then focus on determining the amount of detail that is needed to
represent 3D industrial objects that is appropriate for modelling industrial environments.

Fig. 1.12 Proposed changes to the spatial structure to support infrastructure (Borrmann et al.,
2018a)

1.4.1.2 Level Of Detail (LOD)

By definition, the Level Of Detail (LOD) is the amount of detail included in the graphical
representation of an object. It defines how the 3D geometry and relationships between 3D
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objects of an asset can be represented in different levels of refined details. By contrast, the
level of Development is how much detail is included in both the graphical representation and
other information, such as properties, material, cost, to name a few. In other words, the level
of Development represents the degree to which project engineers can rely on the information
provided by the model. As the standardised specification for modelling the most important
industrial objects that will be explained in Chapter 2 is missing in the literature, the author
leveraged the LOD specification suggested by BIMForum (2018) as guidance. Figure 1.13
and Figure 1.14 illustrate an example of the interpretation of the LOD for an industrial facility
component: a cylinder. Herein, LOD specifically refers to the level of geometry refinement
an industrial component can achieve and is used as a measure of the service level required.

Simple models with lower LOD, such as LOD 200, are graphically represented as a
generic system, object, or assembly with approximate size, shape, location, and orientation.
LOD 200 is approved to be used in analysis, cost estimation, and scheduling during design
stages or for monitoring existing infrastructure using sensors. It is especially useful when a
quick 3D visualisation of the schematic layout is preferred rather than the model accuracy
and precision, as per the needs of end-users. The LOD increases as the stages of a project
proceed, often developing from a simple design intent model through to a detailed virtual
construction model and then an operational-phase gDT. For example, the model element of
LOD 300 is graphically represented as a specific system, object, or assembly accurate in
terms of quantity, size, shape, location, and orientation. This level is approved for processes
such as maintenance analysis, cost estimation, bidding, scheduling during construction and
post-construction stages. However, LOD 300 does not include information such as detailing,
fabrication, installation, and detailed assemblies, which are necessary to reflect the actual
status of an existing infrastructure. LOD 350 and higher LODs contain enriched information
that reflects the operational status of an existing asset. However, a variety of additional
sensors are required to capture the embedded information that is invisible to a laser scanner.
Extraction of this information is beyond the scope of this thesis. This thesis only focuses
on generating point clusters that correspond to LODs which can be achieved by using laser
scanning technology. Therefore, the proposed framework in the chapters that follow generates
point cluster instances that are in line with the LOD 300. The following paragraphs then
discuss about geometric representations of industrial shapes at LOD 300 that describe the
IfcGeometricRepresentationItem.
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Fig. 1.13 Part 1 of LOD specifications for domestic water piping (BIMForum, 2018).
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Fig. 1.14 Part 2 of LOD specifications for domestic water piping (BIMForum, 2018).
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1.4.2 Geometric Object Representations

There are four main groups of geometric representation methods at LOD 300 that can
describe 3D shapes: (1) Solid models; (2) Curves; and (3) Surface models. The digital
representation of objects has been studied extensively, however it remains an unsolved
problem in computer graphics (Akenine-Möller, 2018). This is due to the fact that there is
no unique representation of an object. Several 3D digital representations exist with each
one having its own advantages and disadvantages. The choice of a digital representation
depends on many factors, such as: (1) the physical representation of the desired object to
model, (2) the modelling technique one chooses to use and (3) the application of the digital
objects that one wants to achieve. For example, for several cases, an ideal representation is a
cost-effective solution that accurately describes the physical model. Particularly for industrial
facilities, the state-of-the-art commercial software (EdgeWise and PointSense Plant) provide
3D representations of industrial objects that will be discussed in this section (ClearEdge,
2019, AVEVA, 2019, FARO, 2018).

Existing solid model representation methods can be further categorised into six groups:
Implicit representation, Boundary representation (B-rep), Constructive Solid Geometry
(CSG), polygonal mesh, free-form and Swept Solid presentation. The author investigates all
of them as follows.

1.4.2.1 Implicit representation

Implicit functions represent solids as the set of points where an implicit global function takes
certain values. The points on the surface of the solid and inside the solid can be defined as
f (x,y,z) ≥ 0 (Rvachev, 1963, 1974, 1982), where f is a single, real-valued function with
three variables and its surface is f (x,y,z) = 0 (Ricci, 2005). Quadratic surfaces or quadrics
are second order implicit representations (i.e. Limberger and Oliveira (2015), Schnabel et al.
(2007), Andrews and Séquin (2013), López-Rubio et al. (2017), Weisstein (2018)). This
representation is widely used in the computer-aided geometric modelling community with
the most common implicit surface definitions being, but not limited to, the ones presented in
Figure 1.15.
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Fig. 1.15 Common implicit surfaces.
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Figure 1.16 illustrates the boundary relationships between different quadric shapes that are
not rotationally symmetric. The arrows in Figure 1.16 represent the boundary relationships
between the shapes. Figure 1.16 also explains that fitting a quadratic of a more general type
lies at the intersection of two more general types. For instance, an elliptical cylinder is a
valid fitting result of ellipsoid-specific fitting. Examples of rotationally symmetric shapes are
circular cylinders, circular cones, spheroids and circular hyperboloids.

Fig. 1.16 A chart of quadric shapes.

Implicit surfaces are widely used in commercial software (e.g. Revit (2019), AVEVA
(2019), FARO (2018), ClearEdge (2019)) for simple industrial shapes-primitives (i.e. cylin-
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ders, planes). However, they have significant limitations for shapes that have sharp features
such as edges and vertices (i.e. valves, flanges), although they are sufficient when checking
whether a point lies inside, outside or on a surface (Song and Jüttler, 2009). They cannot
be used to capture real world customised 3D shapes, since they can only represent a very
limited number of primitive shapes. In addition to that, shapes from 3D data can often contain
defects, which means that the effectiveness of implicit representations is further reduced.

1.4.2.2 Boundary shape representation

Another solid model geometric representation is the Boundary shape representation (B-rep).
This representation encompasses both geometric and topological relationships. The main
topological items used are faces, edges and vertices and these are joined to form an object.
Some definitions that are helpful herein are:

• The vertices are represented by their (x,y,z) coordinates

• The edges are straight or curved lines

• The faces are descriptors of a given surface and can be represented in algebraic or
parametric forms.

For example, a simple quadrilateral is composed of four vertices joined by four straight
lines or a bi-cubic parametric patch (Watt, 2000). In other terms, this is like the “skin”
of the shape, since it distinguishes the boundary between the model from the non-model
(Stroud, 2006). The application of the B-rep method in industrial shapes will be discussed in
comparison with the the representation that follows, the constructive solid geometry.

1.4.2.3 Constructive Solid Geometry

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) is a technique used for volumetric modelling of complex
surfaces using Boolean operations and rigid transformations (scale, translation, rotation or
shear) to hierarchically build objects (Laidlaw et al., 1986). The final shape is represented
by a set of elementary solid geometric primitives (i.e. cuboids, cylinders, spheres, cones
and so on) that are combined using Boolean operations. These operations are: (a) union,
merger of two objects into one, (b) difference, subtraction of one object from the other and (c)
intersection of both objects. These operations and an example of a CSG object representation
are shown in Figure 1.17.

The CSG representation extends the finite domain of elementary geometric primitives.
For example, a cylinder has always a specific radius and a finite length. The use of the CSG
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Fig. 1.17 (a)-(c) Boolean operations and (d) CSG object representation (adapted from Foley
(1996)).

representation permits to represent more complex industrial shapes, i.e. a reducer, flange,
valve, pump or other equipment. There are a lot of commercial libraries that have models in
CSG format (Dassault Systemes, 2020, Siemens PLM, 2019).

A comparison of B-rep and CSG methodologies is presented in Figure 1.18 and illustrative
examples are shown in Figure 1.18. Although the power of Boolean operations as represented
in Figure 1.17 can accommodate complex geometries, CSG does have certain drawbacks.
The Boolean operations do not permit to construct unusual shapes that are not the product of
other primitive shapes (i.e. a tilted shape). Also, a modification of one face of a primitive
cannot be easily implemented by using this restricted set of operations (Xiangping, 1995,
Hiroshi and Hiroaki, 1993). For instance, if one wants to change the radius of a hole in
Figure 1.18(a), all that is required is to change the radius of the original cylinder and to
execute a Boolean operation. On the other hand, the boundary representations only store the
shape data, so modification of an object shape is complicated. An advantage of modifying
boundaries is that intuitive modification can be realised very quickly, e.g. moving vertices or
edges and lifting surfaces. However, in complex shape geometries (e.g. a valve) an incorrect
shape may be generated by modifying its edges. In CSG operations, such intersection is
prevented by the Boolean operations.

Both methods are exact, meaning that they explicitly define the shape with mathematical
representations. Most CAD libraries use the CSG representation, since it easily combines
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topological and geometric information for the solid objects and a CAD system can easily
construct this representation. On the contrary, the data structure of boundary representations
is more complicated. The CSG method does not define the boundaries of shapes, so these
need to be created separately (e.g. after converting to a B-rep representation). Data conversion
from boundary representations to CSG representations is difficult for point cloud data and is
still being studied.

Table 1.1 Comparison of CSG and boundary representations (adapted from Hiroshi and
Hiroaki (1993)).

CSG representations Boundary representations
Data structure Simple Complicated
Amount of data Small Large
Validity Represents only valid objects Represents any objects
Data exchange Available (into B-rep) Difficult (into CSG)
Local modification Difficult Easy

Fig. 1.18 Comparison of methods for 3D fitting, (a) Constructive Solid Geometry and (b)
Boundary representation example (Stroud, 2006)
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1.4.2.4 Polygonal Mesh representation

The Polygonal Mesh Representation (PMR) is a collection of connected surface elements.
For instance, meshes can be represented by triangle or polygonal surfaces. Oesau et al. (2014)
used a graph-cut formulation and HT to reconstruct a synthetically acquired point cloud into
a mesh-based model. It is worth mentioning that the PMR representation is considered the
most popular representation in computer graphics (Vince, 2019). However, there are certain
difficulties to overcome using polygon mesh models.

Among these difficulties, the most significant one is (a) the desired level of detail (LOD),
which depends on the number of polygon facets used and is arbitrarily accurate (Hoppe
et al., 1992). The representation of a low resolution polygon mesh model is prone to even
minor edge displacements, since the continuity of the surface will be destroyed. However,
if we choose a higher resolution, the complexity of the model will be considerably higher
(Luximon et al., 2012). High resolution affects the rendering time and model generation cost,
and the results can be needlessly complex. For instance, it is possible to use thousands of
polygon facets to represent the natural surface of components from real world assets at the
desired LOD 300 that was suggested in Section 1.4.1.2. An option would be to reduce the
polygon resolution to reduce the model complexity. However, complex shapes (e.g. valves)
or shapes with high curvature have high number of polygons, which means that the model
complexity can dramatically increase (Eck et al., 1995).

Secondly, polygon mesh models suffer from (b) missing data points, i.e. occlusions. The
common cause of occlusions in the scanning process is due to the limited line-of-sight of the
laser sensor. This means that several portions of the scanned objects are partially scanned
and generation of a mesh of largely occluded regions is hardly smoothed (Carr et al., 2003).
Thirdly, mesh representation is a surface rather than volumetric representation, as a result
it is difficult to have access to volumetric information (Oesau et al., 2014). For example,
geometric properties that depend on volumetric information cannot be extracted. The idea of
generating FEM models from laser-scanned 3D data is also a possibility and is relatively new
(Laefer et al., 2014, Stavroulaki et al., 2016). The key difference of the PMR compared to
the B-rep and CSG representations is that the PMR is an approximation of a surface with
polygons or triangles with the advantage to more accurately capture the existing conditions
(Wiemann et al., 2010) such as a bent pipe.

1.4.2.5 Free-form representation

A free-form curve is another surface modelling method that is mathematically described
by parametric curves. A curve is a set of points with certain properties and not a function.
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Surface models can be used to represent composite surfaces of sub-surfaces. These can
be curved surfaces (e.g. NURBS) or flat surfaces (e.g. meshes). There are three types of
curves grouped as following: (a) Bézier curves, (b) B-splines and (c) Non-Uniform Rational
B-splines (NURBS) (Piegl and Tiller, 1997). All three curve types can be expressed as:

P(t) = ∑
i

αiφi(t) (1.2)

Where αi are control points i and φi(t) are sets of functions called basis functions. The
basis functions differ depending on the type of the curve and they are polynomials in vector
space.

Bézier curves are parametric curves defined using Bernstein polynomials and control
points. B-splines are not constrained to pass through any control points; therefore they
represent a more generalised form of Bézier curves. These control points can form a convex
hull that bounds the B-spline curve. This means that control points determine the shape of the
B-spline curve. Figure 1.19 compares a Bézier and a B-spline curve. NURBS (Non-Uniform
Rational B-splines) are non-uniform B-spline curves due to a weight that is assigned to
each control point. Non-uniform means that the spacing between the blending polynomial
functions is different (“knots”).

Fig. 1.19 Example of (a) Bézier and (b) B-spline curves.

Similar to the curves, one can differentiate Bézier, B-spline and NURBS surfaces.
NURBS surfaces are the most flexible type of freeform surfaces and can be used to precisely
model spherical and cylindrical surfaces.

1.4.2.6 Swept Solid Representation

Swept Solid Representation (SSR) or Extrusion is a 3D solid geometric representation which
is generated by sweeping a 2D profile that is enclosed by a contour line along a specific path
(trajectory) in the third dimension. Examples of enclosing contours are contiguous lines, arcs
and polylines. The sweeping line could be either a straight line perpendicular to the contour
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surface or a curve in 3D space. The contour surface could remain fixed or it could be scaled
as the solid extruded volume is swept.

The Swept Solid Representation (SSR) has been widely used to model industrial objects in
a wide variety of commercial software (PDMS, Smart3D, AutoPLANT, AutoCAD Plant3D,
Abaqus). Herein, the specifications used at the PDMS software will be further discussed as
an illustrative example (AVEVA Plant, 2012). There are four types of cylinder primitives in
the PDMS software and these are illustrated in Figure 1.20. These types are LCYL, SCYL,
SSLC and LSNO. LCYL depends on the definition of four attributes: (1) the direction of
the cylinder axis (PAXIS), (2) the cylinder diameter (PDIA), (3) the distance along axis to
the center of the bottom cylinder surface (PBDIS) and (4) the distance along axis to the
center of the top surface (PTDIS). This cylinder primitive is used to directly connect piping
components. Likewise, the SCYL primitive has four attributes: (1) the direction of cylinders
axis (PAXIS), (2) the cylinder height (PHEI), (3) the cylinder diameter (PDIA) and (4) the
distance along axis to the center of the nearest surface (PBDIST). The last cylinder primitive
is the Slope-Bottomed Cylinder (SSLC) which is mainly used for modelling mitred bends.
Mitred bends are elbows fabricated from tubes which are cut at angles and then are welded
together to form the bend. The SSLC primitive is defined by the following ten attributes:
(1) the direction of the cylinder axis (PAXI), (2) the cylinder height (PHEI), (3) the cylinder
diameter (PDIA), (4) the inclination angle of the top face to the X-axis of the cylinder
(PXTS), (5) the inclination angle of the top face to the Y-xis of the cylinder (PYTX), (6) the
inclination angle of the bottom face to the X-axis of the cylinder (PXBS), (7) the inclination
angle of the bottom face to the Y-xis of the cylinder (PYBX) and (8) the distance from the
origin (PDIS). Cylindrical elements with varying diameters along their length are modelled
with the Snout primitive (LSNO). The LSNO primitive is defined by the following seven
attributes: (1) the direction of the axis normal to the top surface of snout (PAAX), (2) the
offset direction (PBAX), (3) the distance along A axis to the top and bottom surfaces of snout
(PTDI, PBDI), (4) the diameter of the top and bottom surfaces of snout (PTDM, PBDM) and
(5) the offset/eccentricity of the snout as measured in the PBAX direction (POFF).

Elbows in PDMS are fitted to circular torus catalogue primitives (SCTO) as shown in
Figure 1.21. However, SCTO primitives cannot fit elbows that exceed 180◦. The SCTO
primitives have two attributes: (1) the direction of axes normal to the end faces of the torus
and (2) the diameter of the cross-section of the torus (PDIA). The illustration of an SCTO
primitive is shown in Figure 1.21. Mitred bends are a special type of elbows where slope
cylinders (SSLC) are fitted.

Valves are complex piping components that are composed of more than one geometric
primitives and are modelled symbolically using the SSR representation. For instance, control
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Fig. 1.20 (a) Cylinder LCYL catalogue primitive, (b) cylinder SCYL catalogue primitive, (c)
slope-bottom cylinder and (d) snout primitive (AVEVA Plant, 2012).

valves can be modelled with a dish (SDSH) and their slip-on flanges with the LCYL primitive.
The SDSH primitive allows for symbolic modelling of control valves using the following five
attributes: (1) the direction of axis of dish (PAXI), (2) the distance along axis to the center of
the top surface (PDIS), (3) the diameter of the dish base (PDIA), (4) the maximum height of
the dished surface above the base (PHEI) and (5) the corner radius (PRAD). If PRAD is zero
then a spherical section dish is drawn, whereas if PRAD≥ 0 then an ellipsoidal section dish
is drawn as shown in Figure 1.22.

Flanges can be modelled using cylinder primitives (e.g. using an implicit representation).
For example, the slip-on flange is modelled using the LCYL primitive. A weld neck flange
can be modelled using the LCYL and the LSNO geometric primitives. These two types of
flanges are illustrated in Figure 1.23. It is noteworthy that all the above-mentioned primitives
take into account the insulation layer if present.
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Fig. 1.21 Circular torus catalogue primitive (AVEVA Plant, 2012).

Fig. 1.22 (a) The disk (SDSH) primitive and (b) a modelled control valve (AVEVA Plant,
2012).

Structural profiles are also modelled in the PDMS and similar commercial software. The
users can choose between the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC, 2016) and the
British Standards (BSI, 2013) to name a few. A typical 2D steel I-beam profile is presented
in Figure 1.24 and the SSR representation is used to model it.

Overall, the selected 3D object representation at the desired LOD 300 depends on the
application that it will be used for and the lifecycle stage of the project (i.e. conceptual,
design, construction, operation, maintenance).
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Fig. 1.23 Illustrations of a modelled (a) slip-on flange and (b) weld neck flange (AVEVA
Plant, 2012).

Fig. 1.24 Illustration of a modelled structural steel I-beam profile with its parameters (AVEVA
Plant, 2012).
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1.4.2.7 IFC geometric representation

All the above-mentioned geometric representations can be defined in IFC format. More
specifically, bounding boxes can be represented by the entity IfcBoundingBox (Figure 1.11).
Bounding Boxes are highly simplified geometric representations of 3D objects that are
usually used as intermediate format to exchange information. The IfcBoundingBox is defined
by a placement corner point and dimensions of the three sides as a cuboid.

Modelling of linear objects can be achieved by the IfcCurve and its subclasses IfcBound-
edCurve, IfcLine and IfcConic. Modelling of more sophisticated and free-form geometries
can be achieve by using freeform curved edges (i.e. splines) and curved surfaces. IfcB-
SplineSurface can be used to represent curved surfaces (BuildingSMART, 2018). IfcTrian-
gulatedFaceSet can be used to represent triangular meshes or polygons with an arbitrary
number of edges.

The CSG and SSR representations also have definitions in IFC format. IfcCsgPrimi-
tive3D and its subclasses such as IfcBlock, IfcRightCircularCylinder, IfcSphere and other
primitive shapes can be utilised. The Boolean operations can be used with IfcBooleanResult.
Generation of IFC objects using the Swept Solid Representation (SSR) can be widely used
as well. More specifically, the IfcSweptAreaSolid and its subclasses IfcExtrudedAreaSolid,
IfcRevolvedAreaSolid, IfcFixedReferenceSweptAreaSolid and IfcSurfaceCurveSweptArea-
Solid can be used to extrude solids. The extruded direction is the depth that needs to be
determined to fit an IfcSweptAreaSolid Figure 1.25. Detailed descriptions of the IFC ex-
truded area solid methods can be found in Borrmann et al. (2018a). The IfcSweptAreaSolid
entity can be directly used in conjunction with the existing catalogues and specifications of
commercial software to model the piping and structural steel components.

This section analysed all the possible geometric representations and their corresponding
IFC format that can be utilised for industrial shape modelling. The representation used
depends on the use case and the resulting user requirements for accuracy and simplicity. The
next section follows with a detailed description of the research design, writing structure and
contributions that will be achieved in this thesis.
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Fig. 1.25 An extruded area solid (BuildingSMART, 2018)

1.5 Research Design, Writing Structure

This thesis starts with a broad introduction of the problem and relevant background infor-
mation of the industry, which assists readers to understand the context of this PhD research.
The author provides a thorough literature review of (a) the current state-of-practice and (b)
the state-of-research to formulate the research objectives, research questions and to highlight
the originality of this research. The literature review synthesises research conducted by
researchers in this field or related fields in order to identify the research gaps that this thesis
addresses. The following sections then describe the developed methodology, the CLOI
benchmark generation, the experiments validated on CLOI and results to demonstrate that
the research gaps have been adequately addressed and this thesis contributes to the body of
knowledge.

Specifically, the overall structure of this thesis follows the hourglass model (Schulte,
2003). The author starts with a broad introduction of the social and practical issues to solve
(Chapter 1). The introduction reviews the current state-of-the-art practice and Chapter 2
answers the general research questions by deriving the priority list of the most important
industrial objects for automated modelling and the technical limitations of the current practice.
The background reviews the state-of-research that focuses on the limitations identified to
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derive the remaining knowledge gaps, technical objectives and several specific technical
research questions (Chapter 3). Then, the scope is narrowed down to the actual technical
problems to solve by defining the gaps in knowledge and corresponding research questions
to address. The chapters that follow (Chapter 4,5 and 6) explain the proposed solution,
its implementation, experiments and results (Chapter 7) to validate its performance. The
conclusions (Chapter 8) then broaden the scope again, by discussing and interpreting the
results, presenting the research and practical contributions and linking the results to the
literature to explore broader contributions to practice and the society.

The following three contributions to knowledge are achieved in the chapters that follow:

• Knowledge Contribution 1: It will be the first method of its kind to determine the priority
list of industrial objects for automated gDT generation based on three indicators: value
of modelling, frequency of appearance and modelling time in state-of-the-art current
practice.

• Knowledge Contribution 2: It will be the best method of its kind to segment cylinder
point clusters from PCD data of existing industrial factories.

• Knowledge Contribution 3: It will be the first method of its kind to efficiently segment
the rest most important to model industrial object classes from raw PCD.

The research results in the following chapters that reveal two contributions to academic
research:

• Academic Contribution 1: CLOI will be the largest and most diverse available point
cloud dataset of industrial factories for training supervised machine learning algo-
rithms.

• Academic Contribution 2: It will provide a clearly demonstrated case of the strengths
and weaknesses of the state-of-the-art deep learning tools for gDT generation.

The results show also two contributions to industry:

• Industry Contribution 1: The proposed research will demonstrate dramatic reduction of
modelling costs, and the exact modelling labour savings will be measured against the
state-of-the-art modelling tools.

• Industry Contribution 2: The proposed research will improve safety for factory workers
due to better facility management.
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• Industry Contribution 3: The CLOI framework will minimise the time spent for onsite
inspection and facilitate remote management of the facility, which is of crucial impor-
tance especially for dangerous and hazardous industrial environments such as offshore
rigs.

Lastly, this research has two contributions to society, which are:

• Society Contribution 1: The proposed method will enable the efficient generation of DTs
for industrial facilities, thus reducing the cost of managing them, which are savings
that will be passed on to the consumers.

• Society Contribution 2: The proposed method will improve public safety and prevent
environmental damage, since disasters and damages in factories will be mitigated by
effective adoption of DTs.



Chapter 2

Prioritising industrial objects for
automated modelling

“Treat nature by means of the cylinder,
the sphere, and the cone.”

Paul Cézanne, 1904

90% of the gDT generation cost is spent on converting point cloud data to 3D models due
to the sheer number of Industrial Objects (IOs) of each plant (Fumarola and Poelman, 2011,
Hullo et al., 2015). Hence, cost reduction is only possible by automating the generation
of gDTs. However, automatically classifying millions of IOs is a very hard classification
problem due to the very large number of classes and the strong similarities between them.
Section 1.3 explained the current manual practice of gDT generation, but there is no compre-
hensive technical assessment and viable evaluation of existing state-of-the-art software tools
available.

The research presented in this chapter is exploratory in nature, not causal. It does not
seek to solve the problem of automating the modelling of industrial facilities. It rather seeks
to improve our understanding of the problem and the extent to which it has been resolved so
far and provide a foundation for the next chapters that are focused on solving it. This is why
the two general objectives of this chapter are:

• Objective G1: Identification of the most important industrial object types given how
frequent and laborious they are for modelling

• Objective G2: Assessment of the performance of the state-of-the-art existing tools in
3D modelling these particular object types.
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The author identified the most frequent objects based on a frequency-based, statistical
analysis of 3D modelled industrial objects in a variety of industrial plants. The most frequent
objects were then modelled in the state-of-the-art, semi-automated modelling software,
EdgeWise, and their modelling time was measured. Finally, the most important industrial
object types were ranked based on their frequency of appearance and average modelling time.
This analysis will guide the automated modelling efforts by distinguishing a small but highly
representative subset of the plethora of industrial object types, and conclude that focusing on
that subset is sufficient in the quest of drastically reducing the manual modelling time.

This chapter was published in the Journal of Automation in Construction under the title
“Prioritizing object types for modelling existing industrial facilities” (Impact factor: 4.313).
This paper was co-authored with Dr Ioannis Brilakis and Graham Miatt (AVEVA Group
Plc.).
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2.1 Value of modelling industrial object types

This section tackles this challenge by (1) discovering the most frequent IOs and (2) measuring
the man-hours required for modelling them in a state of the art software, EdgeWise. This
allows to measure (a) the Total Labour Hours (TLH) spent per object type and (b) the
performance of cutting-edge modelling software on this regard (Agapaki et al., 2018, Agapaki
and Brilakis, 2018).

The object types of industrial facilities are grouped in the following main object categories:
(a) structural elements, (b) piping system, (c) electrical, (d) safety and (e) general equipment,
(f) architectural elements, (g) instrumentation, (h) Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) and (i) civil elements. Representative examples of structural elements include
barricades, catwalks, mod pilings, steel platforms, stairs, pipe racks, supports and structural
steel elements. Respectively, examples of safety equipment include deluge systems, cameras,
fire extinguishers, fire aid stations and fire detectors. General equipment includes lifting
mechanisms, pumps, compressors, tanks, turbines, vessels, degassers, air coolers, drainers,
water heat recovery units and exchangers. Civil elements include curbing, foundations and
bollards. Examples of architectural elements are windows, slabs and walls. Instrumentation
includes sensors (temperature, pressure, etc.) and controllers. Indicative examples of
electrical equipment are cable trays, conduit, electrical panels, power outlets and lights.
Illustrative examples of IOs are presented in Figure 2.1.
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Fig. 2.1 Object type categories and object types encountered in industrial factories
.
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Petitjean (2002) found that 85% of the objects in industrial scenes can be approximated
by planes, spheres, cones and cylinders. These primitive shapes, however, have not been
assigned to specific industrial object types. The value of modelling those is measured in
terms of safety, maintenance and retrofitting (British Institute of Facilities Management,
2012). Operational gDTs for industrial plants have significant value for facility managers
since these models assist them to be proactive in decision making that involves maintenance,
operations and health and safety as discussed in Chapter 1.

Extensive research has been conducted to identify critical industrial objects under the
above-mentioned values of modelling (Baker and Stanley, 2008, Kala, 2015, Mechhoud
et al., 2016, Moss and Strutt, 1993, Ruijters and Stoelinga, 2015, Thompson et al., 1999,
Umar, 2010). Susceptibility to failure is measured based on failure rate metrics. The nominal
mean failure rate (λ0) is the frequency that an industrial object type or object component fails
and is usually expressed in failures per year (Moss and Strutt, 1993). The sample data for
electrical component failures can be combined from different data sources and calculation of
a mean failure rate is reasonable. Moss and Strutt (1993) list several factors that affect the
mean failure rate of mechanical components in industrial facilities. These factors depict the
design, the size of equipment, environmental conditions and level of operation compared to
the mechanical capacity of an object (Moss and Strutt, 1993). For example, outdoor facilities
that are affected by more challenging weather conditions tend to have more rusty components.
The same paper specifies factors calculated to modify the standardised life of a component
given those factors. Particularly for chemical plants and offshore platforms, these factors
increase the nominal mean failure rates of mechanical components due to environmental
conditions and heavy equipment operation compared to average industrial conditions. Steel
sections are also critical for fatigue and fire, dependent on the load imposed and welding
(Baker and Stanley, 2008, Kala, 2015).

The criticality of industrial object types is then defined as the likelihood of failure
multiplied by the consequence of failure for an industrial object or a process line of a
plant (Thomson and Boehm, 2015). There are three methods in literature used to evaluate
the hazards and assess the consequences of accidents for a plant. These are HAzard and
OPerability (HAZOP), Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) (Mechhoud et al., 2016)
and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) (Ruijters and Stoelinga, 2015). What is missing, though, is
a justified study on which critical objects should be modelled for maintenance, safety or
retrofit purposes.

Examples of critical object types that should be considered are given below. Hazardous
subsystems should be modelled in finer detail for safety purposes. Highly hazardous object
types are separators, compressors, driers and flash drums, whereas moderately hazardous
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Fig. 2.2 (a) 3LPE coating illustration TUBOS (2019) and (b) 3LPE coating lining of existing
pipelines (S.A., 2019).

ones are pipelines and pumps (Umar, 2010). The identification of hazardous equipment
elements will remarkably improve safety management.

Valves are a final control element in nearly all chemical process control loops and regulate
the flow through piping systems. Failure to quickly locate and identify control and safety
valves during inspection can result in significant damages or even massive, unprecedented
disasters such as Texas City Refinery (US Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board
(CSB), 2014) or Piper Alpha (Landau, 2008). Safety system deficiencies that occurred due to
poor inspection and inadequate maintenance are reported as some of the main factors of the
devastating incidents mentioned above. More examples of poor maintenance practices were
given in Section 1.1.

Another important control measure in industrial facilities is maintenance of pipelines and
pipe supports. Insulated pipes and pipelines carrying flammable, hazardous or toxic materials
are highly important for inspection. One of the most important concerns of inspectors for
maintenance of pipelines is corrosion. Corrosion is the primary reason to use pipe coatings
in order to protect the pipelines. Usually the external, anti-corrosion coating layer is a
three-layer Polyethylene System (3LPE) or three polypropylene layer (3LPP). An illustrative
example and a real case pipeline is shown in Figure 2.2. The estimated U.S. industry corrosion
costs are $150 billion per year with $15 billion annual costs in the oil industry (Koch et al.,
2016). Pipes of Nominal Bore (NB) greater than 2 inches (50 mm) are considered critical for
corrosion (Singh and Britton, 2001).
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Structural steelwork and equipment are also vital for the structural stability of the plant
and oil and gas production especially in cases of fire. Given the short lifecycle of refineries,
which range from 15 to 30 years, structural design is challenging since the layout should be
flexible and expandable (Gourlis and Kovacic, 2017). Seismic and energy refurbishments for
pipes are typical retrofitting operations in industrial plants (Autodesk, 2011). Operational
gDTs can significantly assist these operations, should accurate models of these objects be
created. Table 2.1 summarises the critical elements for each category (maintenance, safety
and retrofit) based on their failure rates λ0 (high, medium and lower impact) as investigated
by Umar (2010) and Keeley et al. (2011). These values are calculated for major accidents
that involve dangerous substances and cause serious damage/harm to people and/or the
environment. The piping system is generally subdivided in two meaningful subgroups with
respect to their Outer Diameter (OD). The OD of a hollow circular object, such as a pipe,
is the diameter between its outer walls and does not include the wall thickness. Small bore
pipes are the pipes whose OD is less than or equal to 2 inches (50.8 mm) and the rest (pipes
with OD greater than 2 inches) are considered large bore pipes. Table 2.1 shows that small
bore pipelines are considered to have higher impact than large bore. Some categories listed
in Table 2.1 are critical but not frequent. For this reason, they do not appear in Table 2.3 and
Table 2.4.
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Table 2.1 Critical object type list for facility management in terms of value for modelling

Value for modelling High Impact
(λ0 ≥ 10−4)yr−1

Medium Impact
(10−5 ≤ λ0 ≤ 10−4)yr−1

Lower Impact
(λ0 ≤ 10−5)yr−1

Maintenance Valves
Small bore

straight pipes
Large bore

straight pipes

Safety

Separators,
reciprocating compressors,

driers & flash drums,
valves, large vessels,

tanks, electrical conduit,
circuit breakers

3 mm diameter
straight pipes,

pumps,
reciprocating compressors

4 mm diameter
straight pipes,

25 mm diameter
straight pipes, 33 mm diameter

straight pipes,
pressure & spherical vessels

Retrofit -
3 mm diameter
straight pipes

4 mm diameter
straight pipes, 25 mm diameter
straight pipes, 33 mm diameter

straight pipes
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Therefore, the author contends that the critical industrial object types have been identified
by previous research. However, the object types on which automated modelling efforts
should be focused are not necessarily critical, and some critical object types might not be
worth automated modelling efforts. If an object type is critical but not frequent, there is little
value in devising ways to automatically model it. On the other hand, we should consider
for automation objects that are not critical in nature but important enough to model and
simultaneously both frequently encountered and time consuming to model. This is because
such automation has high value in terms of reducing the total modelling time. The primary
condition that the industrial objects should meet in order to be considered for automated
modelling is being in the priority list based on their frequency of appearance.

In the following, the author expands by studying Objectives G1 and G2 in detail. In
Section 2.2, a statistical study of the most frequent industrial object types is presented. Then,
Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 elaborate on the time needed to model those objects. More
specifically, Section 2.3 deals with the objects can be modelled in a semi-manual way using
state-of-the-art modelling tools, and Section 2.4 with those that need to be fully manually
modelled.
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2.2 Statistical analysis on most frequent industrial objects

There is no substantive study that prioritises industrial objects based on their frequency
of appearance as explained in Section 2.1, however there are related fields where object
importance is considered for object classification (Spain and Perona, 2011, Zhou et al.,
2017a,b). SceneParse150 (Zhou et al., 2017b) is an image dataset, part of ADE20K, used for
image classification that contains the eight most frequent object classes (“person”, “building”,
“car”, “chair”, “table”, “sofa”, “bed”, “lamp”) and 150 objects in these classes found in a
variety of everyday scenes. The uniqueness of this dataset compared to other benchmark
datasets, such as ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) and Pascal (Xiang et al., 2014), is
that the distribution of objects that appear in the selected images is diverse, which mimics
object occurrences in daily scenes. This dataset, however, is limited to everyday scenes and
not extended to industrial facilities. Therefore, the statistics of most frequent object types in
industrial scenes are not determined. As such, the identification of the most frequent object
types in industrial plants facilitates the application of multi-classifiers and makes a difficult
multi-classification problem solvable. Then, the researchers can focus their detection efforts
on the most frequent object categories that take most of the manual labour time, so that
users manually model those that take less modelling time. Application of the results of the
frequency based studies will guide researchers on automatically detecting and classifying
these objects in industrial scenes. A training library of the object classes that are critical for
industrial facility operations, frequent in industrial plants and laborious to model will assist
the implementation of multi-classifiers for automated modelling of these classes.

The author determines the most important object types for automated modelling by
answering the two general research questions:

• GRQ1: What are the most important industrial object types in terms of frequency of
appearance and modelling time?

• GRQ2: How much time does it take to manually model the most frequent object types
after applying state-of-the-art software tools?

In order to answer these questions, the author follows the methodology framework
depicted in Figure 2.3. The counts of 3D modelled industrial objects obtained from as-
designed gDTs are analysed by hierarchically ordering those based on their average frequency
of appearance in sample case studies in order to answer the question GRQ1. The most
frequent object types are then modelled in EdgeWise to measure the modelling time of each
type and the manual modelling time that is still required in order to answer the question
GRQ2. The time required for manual modelling of cylindrical objects is then compared
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with that measured in EdgeWise. In that way, a list of the most important object types are
determined as those being most frequent and most laborious to model.

Fig. 2.3 Research methodology on the prioritisation of industrial objects
.
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2.2.1 Data collection and Assumptions

The author first explains the data collected for the statistical analysis on the frequency
of industrial objects and then the assumptions made for the evaluation of the presented
framework. Five case studies of 3D modelled industrial facilities were examined to find a
statistically representative sample of object types in industrial facilities. Three case studies
were offshore platforms, one was a petrochemical plant and the fifth was a food processing
refinery (sugar refinery). The subcategories of offshore platforms that were examined in
this study are (a) a Gravity-Based Structure (GBS), (b) a Tension-Leg Platform (TLP) and
(c) a fixed platform. These facilities are anonymised since rights are reserved by AVEVA
Group Plc. and British Petroleum (BP). The total number of objects in the sugar refinery and
petrochemical plant is 22,143 and 240,687 objects respectively. The GBS, TLP and fixed
platform have 577,237, 434,780 and 34,089 objects respectively.

This study is not seeking to find the statistics of industrial object categories and object
types by decimal accuracy. It rather proposes the most frequent object categories and object
types that need to be prioritised for automated modelling. For this purpose, the datasets were
chosen to represent different types of facilities with total number of objects that differs by
orders of magnitude. As such, it is legitimate to assume that the ranking of object categories
would not be substantially different if additional facilities were assessed.

The author observes that some object categories were not modelled in all the as-designed
gDTs. In this work, it is assumed that these object categories exist in all facilities but the
engineers were not interested in modelling them in some of them. For these cases, the average
frequency of appearance of the object category is calculated only in the facilities that contain
this category. The following paragraphs explain this assumption in detail.

This assumption was made for electrical, safety equipment, HVAC and civil categories of
the offshore platforms and sugar refinery due to unavailability of data. The percentages of
these categories for the petrochemical plant were used to calculate the respective percentages
in the other case studies presented. For instance, in the case of electrical equipment, around
27% of the total objects in the petrochemical plant was assumed to be present in the tension-
leg platform, which has 289,943 objects in structural, piping system, equipment, architectural
and instrumentation categories. These categories represent 67% of the total objects in the
facility, which are 434,780 in this case, assuming that safety objects constitute around 6%,
HVAC 0.6% and Civil 0.05%. This assumption for electrical and HVAC categories is reason-
able, since the pipe network and fittings can be simulated with conduit and valves/flanges.
The same concept is applied to identify the object counts in the other missing categories of
the case studies.
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The safety equipment (deluge systems, cameras, fire extinguishers, fire aid stations
and fire detectors), civil elements (curbing, foundations, bollards) and HVAC were not
modelled in the majority of the as-designed gDTs that the author investigated (four out of
five as-designed models as described above). Safety equipment, civil elements and HVAC
are approximately 6% of the total number of objects in the petrochemical plant and this
assumption was adopted for the other datasets as well.

Electrical equipment is substantial when modelled (27% of the total number of modelled
industrial objects in the petrochemical plant). The results show a correlation between the
average frequency of appearance and the total number of objects in the categories where the
statistics were available for all the investigated case studies. A sensitivity analysis on the
total number of industrial objects that a plant can have, is conducted to observe the range
of percentages for each object category. Figure 2.4 shows the average curves on the data
available from the counts of as-designed gDTs of industrial plants.

The author then determines whether there is any correlation between the total number of
industrial object categories between a given facility and the frequency of appearance. This
intends to substantiate that there is no significant bias between facilities that can change
the hierarchical order of the industrial object categories in a facility. The results shown
in Figure 2.4 indicate that the prioritisation of the object categories does not change with
the increase in the total number of objects. As such, it is reasonable to assume that when
electrical equipment is modelled, its hierarchical order compared to the other categories
will not change between facilities. For cases where modellers ignore modelling electrical
equipment, this does not indicate absence of electrical equipment in the existing industrial
plant as explained earlier.

The range of total number of objects is defined based on the existing datasets (1.5∗104

– 6 ∗ 105 objects). The average frequency of appearance based on the collected data is a
linear function for object categories shown in Figure 2.4, object types of the pipe system and
structural elements in Figure 2.5(a) and Figure 2.5(b). Equipment, architectural elements and
instrumentation are less than 5% in all case studies.

These observations substantiate the assumptions for the average frequencies of the
categories with unknown data, since the average frequency of appearance is invariant to
changes in the priority list of objects. This means that the prioritisation of object categories
does not change with the increase in total number of objects except the piping system and
structural elements. These two categories overlap at 240,200 objects and their hierarchical
order is reversed for greater number of objects above this threshold. The results show that
piping elements and structural elements vary from 20 – 40%, given the collected data. The
variance in the frequency of appearance is justifiable given that the variability in the total
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Fig. 2.4 Estimated frequency of appearance (%) of industrial object categories with respect
to the total number of objects in the five case studies of industrial plants

.

number of objects is more than one order of magnitude. The correlation between the total
number of objects and the prioritisation of object categories is not significant despite the
variance in frequency. This means that the hierarchical order of the most frequent object
types does not change with the change in total number of industrial objects with the exception
of piping and structural elements as explained.

The author then needs to determine whether there is any change in the hierarchical order
of industrial objects with the size of a facility that can bias the results. No correlation between
the size of the plant and the frequency of appearance is observed in Figure 2.5. It is also
important to mention that there is no clear definition of the size of a plant related to its total
number of objects. In other words, large number of objects does not imply a large plant in
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Fig. 2.5 (a) & (b) Estimated frequencies of appearance (%) of industrial object types with
respect to the total number of objects in the five case studies of industrial plants

.

terms of dimensions, since the plant may be densely packed with industrial objects. The
results on object categories show a decreasing trend with increasing total number of objects,
except structural elements that have an increasing trend (Figure 2.5). The same trend is
observed for all object types other than solid bars and I-beams, whose average frequency
increases with the total number of objects.

2.2.2 Most frequent industrial object categories

The object categories that need to be modelled are determined by implementing a statistical
analysis on the frequency of appearance of all object categories encountered in typical
industrial plants that will answer the question GRQ1. The frequency of appearance is
calculated by dividing the total counts of each object category (ni = Si, Pi, Ei etc. dependent
on the category) with the total number of objects of the same object category in all case studies
(Ni). The total counts of each object category were calculated by running a Programmable
Macro Language (PML) script in 3D models designed in Everything 3D (2017) software.
The pseudo-code of this script is shown in Algorithm 1 for finding the counts of 3D modelled
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pipes, structural elements and equipment. The counts of the rest of the object types are
calculated in the same manner. The pipe length corresponds to the length of the pre-fabricated
pipe spools that are manufactured offsite and are supplied in the following cut lengths: single
random and double random (Parisher and Rhea, 2012). The former is usually 16 – 20 feet on
average, whereas the latter comes in lengths of 35 – 40 feet on average (Engineering Toolbox,
2004, Parisher and Rhea, 2012).

Algorithm 1 Industrial object count algorithm
Input: 3D modelled elements (pipes, structural and equipment) {P,S,E}
Output: Number of pipes {Pi} for each bore, number of structural elements {Si} for

each type, total number of equipment {Ei}
1: procedure COUNT NUMBER OF INDUSTRIAL OBJECTS IN GDTS

2: for each pipe P do
3: Traverse the pipelines and store each pipe length Li, where Li represents the

length of each pipe spool
4: Collate the total number of pipe spools on each element type of pipe bore Pi

5: for each structural element S do
6: Determine the structural element profile Si
7: Calculate the structural element length and store for each profile type SLi

8: for each equipment element E do
9: List the element description Ei and store for each element

Subsequently, the most frequent object types of these categories are presented. The author
measures the statistical accuracy of the calculated average frequency per industrial object
category for all the collected datasets using the standard error metric. The standard error
of each object category between the five case studies using the inter-project standard error
(S.E.) is given below (Press et al., 1992):

S.E.1−5 = z

√√√√ 5

∑
k=1

pk(1− pk)

nk
(2.1)

where k ∈ [0;5] for each individual case study, pk is the probability of appearance of
each object category in case study k, nk is the number of objects in each category and z is the
Z-score corresponding to the confidence level of a Gaussian distribution.

The object category rankings are calculated in descending order for all case studies in
Table 2.2. Structural elements are most frequent in all case studies with an average frequency
of around 33%. The piping system and electrical equipment follow in percentages being
28 and 27% respectively. These statistics are important since most software packages and
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research methods are designed to automate only the modelling of pipelines, electrical conduit
and Circular Hollow Sections (CHSs), which are all cylindrical objects. Each object category
follows a binomial distribution where N is the total number of objects in all independent
object categories existing in the presented case studies (1,308,936 in all five projects) and pi

the probability of appearance of the specific object category i. A binomial distribution can be
approximated to a Gaussian distribution if the following conditions are met (Walker, 1985):

Ni > 30 (2.2)

Ni pi > 5 (2.3)

Ni(1− pi)> 5 (2.4)

The results show that all conditions are met for every object category, thus the approxi-
mation to a Gaussian distribution is valid. The sample size of the binomial distribution of
each object category, the standard deviation and standard error of the sample mean are also
presented in Table 2.2. Illustrative examples of the datasets used for the statistical analysis
are presented in Figure 2.6. The sample size of the object category i is defined as (Press et al.,
1992):

ni = Ni pi (2.5)

where pi is the frequency of appearance of the object category i ∈ [1;9], since there are
nine independent object categories for each case study.
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Table 2.2 Priority list of object categories for all case studies

Object category Frequency of appearance
(average) (%) Sample size (n)

Standard deviation
(average)

Standard error
(95% Confidence level)

Structural 33.40 437,530 540 0.92
Piping 28.20 368,428 515 0.88
Electrical 26.90 352,170 507 0.87
Safety 5.70 74,860 266 0.46
Equipment 2.80 36,310 188 0.32
Architectural 2.00 24,557 160 0.27
HVAC 0.60 8,431 81 0.14
Instrumentation 0.50 6,066 88 0.15
Civil 0.04 584 21 0.04
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Fig. 2.6 Pictures illustrate typical industrial facilities in each case: all pictures of the offshore
platforms are taken from Devold (2002) and the picture of the sugar refinery from KPMG
(2007). Picture (f) represents the actual petrochemical plant used for the statistical analysis.

The standard deviation and standard error of each object category i are then calculated
using the equations for a binomial distribution (Press et al., 1992, Larsen and Marx, 2012):

σi =
√

N pi(1− pi) (2.6)

SEi =
zσi√

ni
(2.7)

The standard error estimates the standard deviation of the sample mean based on the
population mean. This definition implies the sample follows a Gaussian distribution (Press
et al., 1992) as proved above. The standard deviation for the structural category is 540
objects, meaning that there is a higher variance from the mean of all projects (437,530 ±
540 objects) compared to the other object categories, but is low compared to the magnitude
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of the mean. The standard error with 95% confidence level is low for all object categories,
meaning that the sample mean is close to the population mean (1,308,936 objects) for all
object categories. For instance, if more samples of each object category are considered,
there is 95% confidence level that the average frequency of appearance will be the same as
calculated herein. The inter-project standard error, as shown in Table 2.2 is almost negligible
for all object categories implying that the variability of object counts between different case
studies for the same object category is very low.

2.2.3 Most frequent industrial object types

The most frequent object categories being around 90% of all objects modelled in these
facilities are: structural elements, the piping system and electrical equipment. The object
types present in these categories were further investigated. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show the
priority list of object types belonging to these categories with the same statistical properties
evaluated for the object categories.

The results show that Circular Hollow Sections (CHSs) are the most frequent structural
elements present in these studies with an average percentage of around 19% Table 2.3. They
are one of the object types in this category with highest standard deviation (261 objects) and
inter-project standard error (≈ 1.8 ∗ 10−2), meaning that their distribution among the five
case studies is quite widespread from the sample mean (84,688 objects) compared to the
other object types. However, the standard deviation is two scales of magnitude lower than the
sample size (n) meaning that the average frequency of appearance is invariant to the sample
size, and the samples are large enough to give accurate results. Channel sections, solid bars
and I-beams follow with approximately 14, 13.5 and 13% respectively.

The priority list of piping elements is also provided in Table 2.3. Straight pipes are more
than half of the total objects in this category (52.1%) with a slightly higher standard deviation
compared to structural elements (303 objects). Elbows and flanges follow with 19% and 12%
respectively and lower standard deviations.

Electrical equipment is mostly comprised of conduit (90.2%) in the petrochemical plant
as shown in Table 2.4. An assumption was made that the proportion of electrical equipment
in each project will be the same for all case studies as discussed above, thus the inter-project
standard error is zero.
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Table 2.3 Priority list of objects for all case studies in structural and piping element categories.

Structural
object type

Frequency of appearance
(average) (%) Sample size (n)

Standard deviation
(average)

Standard error
(95% Confidence level)

Inter-project
standard error

CHSa 19.4 84,688 261 0.8 1.77∗10−2

Channel 14.3 62,634 232 0.7 1.72∗10−2

Solid bar 13.5 58,934 226 0.7 0.34∗10−2

I-beam 13.1 57,314 223 0.7 0.58∗10−2

Angle 11.9 51,886 214 0.6 1.2∗10−2

Others 10.8 47,273 205 0.6 0.98∗10−2

RHSb 9.2 40,439 192 0.6 0.2∗10−2

PFTc 7.5 32,699 174 0.5 0.28∗10−2

T-brace 0.4 1,663 41 0.1 0.16∗10−2

a Circular Hollow Section (CHS)
b Rectangular Hollow Section (RHS)
c Parallel Flanged Tee (PFT)

Piping
object type

Frequency of appearance
(average) (%) Sample size (n)

Standard deviation
(average)

Standard error
(95% Confidence level)

Inter-project
standard error

Straight Pipe 52.1 192,081 303 1.0 1.56∗10−2

Elbow 19.3 70,945 239 0.8 1.25∗10−2

Flange 11.8 43,308 195 0.6 1.09∗10−2

Tee & Olet 6.1 22,460 145 0.5 0.81∗10−2

Valve 5.6 20,591 139 0.4 0.76∗10−2

Other 2.2 8,137 89 0.3 0.18∗10−2

Reducer 1.8 6,570 80 0.3 0.36∗10−2

Cap 1.2 4,336 65 0.2 0.17∗10−2
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Table 2.4 Priority list of objects for all case studies in electrical element categories.

Electrical
object type

Frequency of appearance
(average) (%) Sample size (n)

Standard deviation
(average)

Standard error
(95% Confidence level)

Conduit 90.2 317,572 177 29.8∗10−2

Cable tray 6.1 21,585 142 23.9∗10−2

Electrical panel 2.1 7,397 85 14.3∗10−2

Lights 1.4 5,009 70 11.8∗10−2

Miscellaneous 0.07 250 16 2.7∗10−2

Alarm 0.05 190 14 2.3∗10−2

Speaker 0.03 120 11 1.8∗10−2

Others 0.01 39 6 1.07∗10−2

Power outlet 0.003 11 3 0.53∗10−2
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The standard error with 95% Confidence Level for the electrical equipment has the
highest range compared to all the other categories, indicating the different scale of total
numbers of objects in the five case studies investigated. The standard deviation of the sample
considered is also low compared to the sample size in terms of order of magnitude, so the
average frequency of appearance is a reliable estimation.

This statistical analysis gives us the most frequent object types in object categories that
are among the most critical object types for modelling industrial plants as shown in Table 2.1.
According to the results, the most frequent categories are structural elements, the piping
system and electrical equipment. These categories represent around 90% of all objects in
industrial facilities and the sample sizes for each object category are large enough to give
representative results. The most frequent object types of these categories are in descending
order: electrical conduit, straight pipes, circular hollow sections, elbows, channels, solid
bars, I-beams, angles, flanges and valves. The results are presented in Table 2.5. The author
defines angles as roll-formed, steel angles that have “L” shape. The legs of the “L” shape
have equal or unequal length. Channels refer mostly to steel beams with C-shape. CHSs
refer to cylinders that support pipes, cylindrical structural columns and handrails. Conduit
refers to the tubes that protect electric wiring. Elbows are tubes that connect piping elements.
Flanges refer to plates or rings at the end of pipes. I-beams are the structural steel beams
that have I-shape. Pipes are tubes that carry liquids and gases. Valves refer to all the devices
that control the flow of liquids through the pipelines. We cover all types of valves across
our datasets (globe, ball, gate, butterfly, diaphragm, plug, check, needle, pinch valve). It is
noteworthy that the rest of the object types present in the collected datasets were less than
1% of the total number of objects, thus of negligible added value in terms of automating their
modelling process.

Figure 2.7 shows a distribution of the ranked object types with their corresponding
average frequencies for the five case studies investigated. The distribution follows the Zipf’s
law (Powers, 1998) and is typically found in everyday scenes as explained in the previous
section. This means that the average number of industrial objects and their ranking are
inversely proportional. Therefore, the most frequent object category (electrical conduit) will
occur approximately twice compared to the second most frequent category (straight pipes),
three times as often as the third most frequent category (CHSs) and so forth. The 10 rank-
ordered object types can be used for automated modelling. This industrial object repository
can then be the dataset used for training machine learning algorithms. Automated modelling
of those categories will significantly assist the tedious modellers’ work by efficiently reducing
modelling time, whereas modellers can intervene to a small subset of infrequent object types.
This answers the question GRQ1. Then, the author will measure manual modelling time that
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is required to model these most frequent industrial object types to answer the question GRQ2.
Prior to that, the next section will elaborate on a frequency-based analysis on the geometric
properties of the top three object types (conduit, pipes and CHSs) and their connecting
components.

Table 2.5 Ranking of most frequent industrial object types of all object categories.

Rank Most Frequent
object types

Frequency of appearance
(average)

1 Electrical Conduit 24.3
2 Straight pipes 14.7
3 CHSs 6.5
4 Elbows 5.4
5 Channels 5.0
6 Solid bars 4.5
7 I-beams 4.4
8 Angles 4.0
9 Flanges 3.3
10 Valves 2.0

2.2.4 Parametric study of Outer Diameter (OD) of piping elements

The objective of this section is to determine the dimensions of industrial piping elements in
order to assist the training of machine learning algorithms that will be investigated in the
Chapters that follow. An important geometric parameter that is useful for the detection of
each element of the piping system is the range of Outer Diameter (OD). For this purpose, the
OD distributions of these object types will be examined and validated according to available
industrial specifications (ASTM A53/A53M-12, 2017, ASTM D2513-16a, 2017). This will
determine whether the OD will assist the modellers to distinguish each object type or other
properties and relationships between the objects that need to be explored.

The author conducts a parametric study to quantify the frequency of appearance of the
elements of pipe systems with respect to their OD following a discrete probabilistic approach.
The data is clustered in bins of 25 mm (less than 1 inch) to achieve homogeneity for all
projects and then calculates the probability density function curves based on these bins. The
weighted mean of the OD distribution of each object type is computed with:

µ =
∑

N
i=1 nidi

∑
N
i=1 ni

(2.8)
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Fig. 2.7 Object types sorted by frequency of appearance in average number of objects.

where N is the total number of counts of a specific object type, ni is the number of counts
for an OD equal to di. The weighted variance is also calculated to observe the dispersion of
the datasets from the weighted mean. The formula of the weighted variance is defined as
following:

σ
2 =

∑
N
i=1 nid2

i −µ2

∑
N
i=1 ni

(2.9)

Expanding Eq. Equation (2.9) gives us:

σ
2 =

∑
N
i=1 nid2

i

∑
N
i=1 ni

−
2µ ∑

N
i=1 nidi

∑
N
i=1 ni

+
niµ

2

∑
N
i=1 ni

(2.10)

Using Eq.Equation (2.8) in Eq.Equation (2.10) gives:
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σ
2 =

∑
N
i=1 nid2

i

∑
N
i=1 ni

−µ
2 (2.11)

where N is the total number of diameters of a specific object type, ni is the number of
counts per each d OD and µ the weighted mean of each object type.

These statistical parameters (µ,σ , OD range) are then compared for the four case studies
presented in Section 2.2.1 and a {min,max} range is given in Figure 2.8 for all the most
frequent piping system object types. Figure 2.8 also shows the distributions of OD for all
object types. It should be noted that the frequencies of caps were less than 1.5% for all
case studies and nonexistent in the fixed platform, thus their OD distribution is not further
investigated. The right skewness of data is a trend prevalent in all object types indicating
the wider distribution of large bore objects. The information inferred from Figure 2.8 is
that elements with diameters less than 100 mm have higher probabilities of appearance and
elements with diameters greater than 600 mm are distributed in ranges up to 1050 mm, with
probabilities less than 10%.

This finding is in accordance with typical pipe catalogues in the manufacturing industry
for both plastic (ASTM D2513-16a, 2017) and steel pipes (ASTM A53/A53M-12, 2017).
Specifically, oil pipelines for Tension-Leg Platforms (TLPs) range in size up to 18 inches
(457.2 mm) NB and gas pipelines up to approximately 14 inches (355.6 inches), whereas
pipe diameters on fixed platforms range from 4 inches (100 mm) to 36 inches (914.4 mm) NB.
It should be noted that NB is less than the OD according to the European set of standards
(ISO 6708, 1995).

The ranges of the statistical properties (weighted mean, weighted average and OD range)
are similar for all industrial facilities, which clearly indicates a trend of connectivity between
all object types of the piping system. Reducers and valves have the largest and smallest mean
ranges respectively. The standard deviations of the mean are quite high for all object types,
indicating wide dispersion of the data. Meanwhile, the OD ranges are similar for all the most
frequent piping system objects types. Figure 2.8 also shows the mean probability density
curves for all object types along with their 95% confidence intervals. These curves have no
significant variations for ODs greater than 600 mm for all object types with probabilities
close to zero, so the objects with the most frequent OD ranges are below 600 mm. These
ranges are then compared with OD ranges of the electrical conduit in industrial facilities
based on specifications. The OD ranges for rigid steel conduit and intermediate metal conduit
that are usually used for wiring are [17.1 – 168.3 mm] and [20.7 – 113.4 mm] respectively
(National Electrical Manufacturers Association, 2015).
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This concludes that it is not possible to distinguish small bore pipes from electrical
conduit based on OD solely, since their OD ranges overlap. The OD distributions also
show significant variations for piping object types, which means that the OD cannot be a
determining parameter for detecting their shape. Thus, other parameters and connectivity
relationships need to be investigated. These findings are by-products of studying the most
frequent piping system object types that will assist in automating the tedious current practice.
The next section evaluates the current state-of-the-art modelling tools in order to determine
how tedious it is to model each of the most frequent object types of Figure 2.7.
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Fig. 2.8 Mean probability density curves with respect to the OD of (a) pipes, (b) bends and
elbows, (c) tee and olets, (d) valves, (e) reducers and (f) flanges for all case studies and
{min,max} ranges of statistical properties for each object type

.
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2.3 Evaluation of TLS modelling

As stated in the objective G2, an important part of this study is evaluating the time needed to
model the most frequent industrial object types. This section evaluates the time required to
model the most frequent object types (Figure 2.7) in state-of-the-art semi-manual modelling
tools. This study will achieve this by first semi-automatically modelling the most frequent
piping objects in EdgeWise (Section 2.3.1) and then modelling the rest of the object types
manually in EdgeWise (Section 2.3.2). Finally, the modelling time in EdgeWise and a fully
manual modelling tool for all the most frequent object types will be compared (Section 2.3.3).
Modelling time refers to the time a modeller spends on extracting the 3D representation of
an object type at LOD 300 from the PCD dataset. EdgeWise does not explicitly define the
3D representation that is used for 3D modelling, however the author contends that implicit
and CSG representations are used based on the evaluation. The analysis is presented below.

This section starts with identifying the state-of-the-art software package that is suitable
for modelling industrial objects. Leading 3D CAD software (Autodesk, Bentley, AVEVA
and FARO) have developed programs containing a variety of functions that enable pipe
modelling from 3D point clouds. However, automated detection has been achieved by a
limited number of software packages. For example, AutoCAD Plant 3D accompanied with
FARO’s PointSense Plant add-in enables semi-automated pipe modelling from PCD.

PointSense Plant provides several functions and a large standard library with a variety
of piping and structural components available for the detection of pipelines from 3D point
clouds. Moreover, fitting template objects to scanned 3D objects is performed automatically
and constraints can be applied to fix potential errors of fitting. PointSense Plant 17.5 has
integrated a pre-calculation tool that detects cylinders in a small sub-set of the point cloud
and has the ability to colourise the PCD by deviation from reference geometry (FARO, 2017).
However, the users still manually model the as-is pipelines by finding the insertion points
for fitting CAD objects to the segmented 3D point clouds and fitting errors of the extracted
cylinders are not provided. The “Walk the Run” feature is rather a suggestion for pipe
insertion points than an automated pipe modelling tool.

EdgeWise is another semi-automated platform that is extensively used. The main differ-
ence between PointSense and EdgeWise is that a modeller using the former should manually
extract the desired boundaries of an object and afterwards the software will automatically
extract the correct dimensions and location. However, this procedure is automatically per-
formed by EdgeWise, that is why it was chosen as the most suitable tool for the evaluation
of state-of-the-art semi-manual modelling. Structural sections are manually modelled in all
available software packages. Fitting of user-selected primitives (e.g., circular hollow sections,
cuboids, tori etc.) is performed automatically by both EdgeWise and PointSense Plant. To
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date, no one has provided a comprehensive technical assessment of these state-of-the-art
modelling tools.

2.3.1 Evaluation of EdgeWise for pipeline semi-automated modelling

The author first evaluates the modelling of pipes and the other most frequent piping object
types and presents the steps of the evaluation procedure and metrics used. The author
composed a dataset of industrial facilities for the evaluation of the extent to which EdgeWise
has automated this modelling task and to obtain modelling times for these object types per
dataset. The dataset was intentionally chosen to consist of functionally diverse types of
facilities in order to obtain conclusions that can be generalised. Figure 2.9 shows the sample
datasets that were used for this evaluation. Two case studies are rooms of a typical industrial
facility (Warehouse), one was a water treatment facility in Cambridge (U.K.) and the fourth
was a room of a petrochemical plant. The industrial and petrochemical plant are anonymised
since rights are reserved by AVEVA Group Plc. The water treatment facility in Cambridge
was laser scanned by the author.

The results show that pipeline modelling is significantly assisted by the automated
extraction of cylinders that EdgeWise provides with the following procedure. The steps of
this procedure are presented in Figure 2.10. The scans were first processed on a desktop
computer with CPU Intel© CoreTM i7-4790K at 4.00GHz, 32 GB RAM and Windows 10 64-
bit operating system. The average processing time for this operation on EdgeWise using the
above-mentioned operating system for the sample datasets is 3.3∗10−3min/ (cylinder*points
in the point cloud), as shown in Table 2.8. The average number of points of all datasets used
is 258 million and the number of points of each dataset is presented in Table 2.6. The average
diameter of cylinders and pipes is presented for evaluation purposes in Table 2.7.

The author then chose the following parameters that are essential for the automated
extraction of cylinders. These are the distance tolerance and minimum number of points
considered for the cylinder extraction. The minimum number of cylinder points is set to
80 points in order to detect a pipe and provided a distance tolerance of 0.7 ∗ 10−3m. The
minimum threshold of the software is 50 points to identify pipelines, however if one gives a
very low value, the automated extraction tool will identify noisy and erroneous features as
pipes. The distance tolerance is a parameter that determines how far away from the cylinder
a 3D point can be, so that it is not excluded from the extraction algorithms. The default value
of 0.7∗10−3m is used here, which was obtained from a scanner with a high level of accuracy
and low noise (ClearEdge, 2019).

The results reveal that although cylinders are automatically extracted, no contextual
information is provided. EdgeWise only extracts the 3D geometry cylinder representations,
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Fig. 2.9 Sample pictures of the evaluated point cloud datasets. (a), (b) Two rooms of a typical
industrial facility, (c) pictures of a water treatment plant and (d) a room of a petrochemical
plant

.

which includes the radius, length and location of the cylinder. Electrical conduit, pipes,
handrails, cylindrical pipe supports, vessels and other cylindrical object types were all
modelled as straight pipes. Therefore, manual steps are needed after the automated extraction
step, in order to inspect and approve the correctly classified ones depending on the modeller’s
discretion. The author added a class label depending on the object category that each cylinder
belongs to (e.g. pipe, conduit or CHS). This step is semantic classification of cylinders.
The author used pictures taken from the laser scanner to assist the inspection process for
cases where it was difficult to identify the cylinder object. A user friendly “Smart Sheet” is
produced by EdgeWise, which contains information such as the length, diameter, Root Mean
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Fig. 2.10 Workflow of pipeline detection, classification and editing steps in EdgeWise
.

Square Error (RMSE) and coverage (%) of each pipe spool. This tool assisted the inspection
process.

The results in Table 2.6 show that EdgeWise does not automatically detect all the cylinders.
Therefore, the next step in the inspection process was to edit the pipes and to manually add
missing ones. This step is the manual extraction and editing of pipes. Pipe spools were
then connected, and tees and elbows were added in the piping network using the “Easy
Connect” tool (ClearEdge, 2019).

An additional step of cleaning the pipes and merging the connecting spools together was
performed to complete the pipeline system. This step is essential since cylinders and elbows
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Table 2.6 Total number of points in the point cloud datasets, cylinders and pipes in each case
study

Typical facility
Room 1

Typical facility
Room 2 Water facility Petrochemical

plant
Total number

Total number
of points (millions) 129 105 122 675

Automatically detected
cylinders 551 86 44 358

Manually detected
pipes 166 79 48 265

Table 2.7 Average diameter of cylinders and pipes for each dataset

Typical facility
Room 1

Typical facility
Room 2 Water facility Petrochemical

plant
Average diameter (m)

Cylinder 0.067 0.076 0.315 0.095

Pipe 0.114 0.106 0.617 0.081

or other piping objects may not be directly connected. This step was completed automatically
by the software. Then, standard catalogues were used to get standardised pipe dimensions.

Table 2.8 Modelling time of each modelling task for each dataset and average time per object
(min/object).

Typical facility
Room 1

Typical facility
Room 2

Water
facility

Petrochemical
plant

Modelling
Task Time (min)

Average
time (min)

Automated
extraction

of cylindersa
1.5∗10−3 1.5∗10−3 7.1∗10−3 1.4∗10−3 3.3∗10−3

Semantic
classification
of cylindersb

0.20 0.47 0.17 0.12 0.24

Manual
extraction &

editing of pipesc
0.69 2.37 2.43 1.22 1.68

a per cylinder*point
b per cylinder
c per pipe
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The author chose the American Society of Mechanical Engineers’ (ASME) specifications
and pressure rating of 150 psi. After this step, fittings, such as flanges and valves, were
applied on the standardised pipes. There are different types of standard fittings that the
user can select from available standard libraries in EdgeWise (ClearEdge, 2019). Fitting is
performed automatically, once the user selects the boundaries of each object manually.

The modelling of pipelines is summarised in three basic steps: (a) automated extrac-
tion of cylinders, (b) semantic classification of cylinders and (c) manual extraction and
editing of pipes. Fitting is performed automatically for object extraction: therefore, it is not
a separate step of the procedure. The performance of EdgeWise on pipeline modelling based
on the procedure discussed above is measured using the following metrics.

The average time per cylinder or pipe for each step is computed in our operating system
in Table 2.8. The processing times for steps (a), (b) and (c) are calculated as follows:

time/cylinder.point =
time for automated extraction of cylinders

automatically detected cylinders ·points in the dataset
(2.12)

time/cylinder =
time for semantic classification of cylinders

automatically detected cylinders
(2.13)

time/pipe =
time for manual extraction & editing of pipes

total number of pipes
(2.14)

where the number of automatically detected cylinders and the total number of pipes is
shown in Table 2.6 for each case study. The latter is the sum of automatically and manually
detected pipes in each dataset. These normalisations are used to compare the modelling times
for each case study, since the number of points and cylinders processed are different for each
dataset.

The time for semantic classification was 0.24 minutes per cylinder on average. The results
in Table 2.8 show that manual extraction and editing of pipes was the most time-intensive
step, since 1.68 minutes were needed per pipe on average to manually add missing pipes and
edit the existing ones. The observations show that the manual effort to classify and extract
pipes was 1.92 minutes per cylinder on average, which is the summation of two subsequent
steps, (b) and (c). This is almost three times the time needed for automated extraction of
cylinders by the software.
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A variation of the time needed for automated extraction of cylinders between the water
facility and the other datasets is observed. This discrepancy is attributed to the fact that the
water facility is an outdoor facility, requiring the most processing time compared to the other
datasets. Technically, outdoor scenes are inherently more occluded and incomplete exhibiting
extreme variations in point density (Hackel et al., 2016). These effects are mitigated by the
limited size and constrained shape of rooms. The two rooms of the typical industrial facility
were processed at the same time in our operating system, for this reason the time required for
automated extraction is the same as shown in Table 2.8. Manual modelling of the second
room of this facility required the most modelling time. This is due to cluttered pipelines,
which resulted in the largest Room Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the cylinder diameters, as
shown in Table 2.9. This clutter is attributed to the reflective surface of pipelines. Manual
extraction and editing of pipes in the water facility is another modelling time outlier. Highly
occluded pipelines are the primary reason for this outlier, since they have the lowest average
coverage (26.5%), compared to the other projects. The diameter of pipelines in this facility
was significantly larger, since most pipes are used for sewage purposes. These observations
show that manually detected pipes have larger average diameter (0.617m) compared to
automatically extracted cylinders (0.315m) for the same dataset. This means that it is difficult
for the software to identify cylinders with large diameters.

Table 2.9 Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the radius and coverage area (%) of automati-
cally detected cylinders in each dataset and their average values.

Automatically detected
cylinders in

RMSE of the
cylinder radius (m) Coverage area (%)

Typical facility - Room 1 1.7∗10−3 32.5
Typical facility - Room 2 6.7∗10−3 30.2
Water facility 1.9∗10−3 26.5
Petrochemical plant 4.2∗10−3 27.6
Average 3.6∗10−3 29.2

RMSE and coverage percentages for each extracted cylinder are calculated in the
“SmartSheet”, provided in EdgeWise. Table 2.9 summarises their average values for all case
studies. The results show that the first room of the typical facility has the lowest RMSE,
meaning that the automatically extracted cylinders fit well the corresponding points of the
cylinders. The average coverage area of cylinders in all case studies is around one third of the
cylinder (29.20%), which is the reason that many cylinders are not automatically extracted.

The performance of the software is also evaluated based on the two following metrics,
precision and recall (Powers, 2011),
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precision =
True Positives (T P)

True Positives (T P) +False Positives (FP)
=
|pred∩gt|
|pred|

(2.15)

recall =
True Positives (T P)

True Positives (T P) +False Negatives (FN)
(2.16)

where TP is the number of objects that are automatically detected as pipes and were
correctly inspected as pipes, FP is the number of objects that are detected as pipes, but the
author classified them either as other cylindrical objects (for instance handrails, circular
hollow steel sections to name a few) or other object types and FN is the number of objects
that are pipes but were not automatically detected as pipes. Those pipes were manually
extracted and added to the model. The performance metrics are schematically presented in
Figure 2.11.

Fig. 2.11 Schematic representation of performance metrics for the modelling of pipes
.
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Another metric that is used to assess the performance of EdgeWise is called the Inter-
section Over Union (IoU) and is a combination of precision and recall metrics (Everingham
et al., 2014). The IoU metric and its correlation with precision and recall is given by,

IoU =
|pred∩gt|
|pred∪gt|

=
T P

T P+FP+FN
=

1
1

prec +
1

rec −1
(2.17)

The performance metrics obtained from the four sample datasets are given in Table 2.10.
According to precision, out of all the automatically detected cylinders only an average of 47%
in all case studies correspond to pipes, whereas the rest were other cylindrical objects. The
average recall was 58.1%, meaning that only 58.1% of all pipes existing in a typical facility
will be automatically detected. The results show that the water treatment facility, which is
an outdoor facility, has the lowest recall, being 33.3%. The low performance metrics of this
dataset, compared to the other ones, can be attributed to increased noise. The low precision
of pipes in the first room of the typical facility (27.9%) is attributed to a larger number of FPs
(roof tiles), which were wrongly detected as pipes. This leads to low IoU as well (26.1%).
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Table 2.10 Average performance metrics of pipe and cylinder detection.

Pipe detection
metrics

Cylinder detection
metrics

Dataset Recall (%) Precision (%) IoU (%) Recall (%) Precision (%) IoU (%)
Typical facility - Room 1 80.1 27.9 26.1 69.3 48.2 39.7
Typical facility - Room 2 59.5 54.6 39.8 100.0 22.0 22
Water facility 33.3 36.4 21.1 87.3 86.4 76.8
Petrochemical plant 59.6 69.3 47.2 45.7 91.9 43.9
Average 58.1 47.0 35.1 75.6 62.1 51.7
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The same metrics were measured for cylinders. The only difference in the metrics used
is that precision is defined as the number of automatically detected cylinders out of all the
detected cylinders, whereas recall is the number of automatically detected cylinders out
of all other automatically detected non-cylindrical shapes. The recall of cylinders is high
for all datasets except the petrochemical plant (45.7%), which is attributed to low scan
completeness of this dataset and increased clutter. The average recall for the four datasets is
75.6% indicating the advantage of the software to extract this primitive shape. The precision
of cylinders is also 15% higher compared to that of pipes, since the software is designed to
detect cylindrical shapes. The lowest precision (22%) is observed for the second room of
the typical industrial facility, which is attributed to corrugated shapes in the roof that were
incorrectly modelled as cylinders. The same trend (low precision of about 48%) is observed
for the first room of the facility for the same reason. The IoU performance for all datasets is
very low except for the water facility, where the IoU is significantly higher (76.8%) due to
the larger diameter of most of its cylinders. The results reveal that there is very high variance
of the detection results, which makes the EdgeWise software a less robust solution.

2.3.2 Evaluation of EdgeWise for manual modelling of industrial struc-
tural components

The most frequent structural elements that were identified in Table 2.5 (CHSs, channels,
I-beams and angles) need to manually modelled in the four case studies, since there is no
automated commercial software that can automatically extract these shapes. This section
describes the procedure to manually model them in the state-of-the-art software, EdgeWise.

The user first needs to select the I-Beam, Channel or Round Tubing tools to manually
extract the respective elements. The user can also create custom standards for shapes that
do not exist on the standards list (ClearEdge, 2019). The “Pattern Extract” tools have the
capability to extract groups or repeatable elements of the same object type. The extracted
sections are then inspected for accuracy in the “SmartSheet” in the same way like the pipeline
inspection Section 2.3.1.

The standards that were used for this evaluation were taken from the American Institute of
Steel Construction (AISC) manuals. The author also used the “Autofit” tool to automatically
fits the correct size of the specified section to the point cluster of a structural element.
Precision and recall metrics were not used herein, since the procedure is fully manual.
The workflow of the manually modelled structural sections in EdgeWise is summarised in
Figure 2.12.
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Fig. 2.12 Workflow of the manual modelling of structural elements in EdgeWise
.

2.3.3 Overall performance of state-of-the-art modelling software

The performance of EdgeWise on all the most frequent industrial objects is summarised in
this section. Representative 3D models obtained from the four datasets that were used for the
evaluation are presented in Figure 2.13-2.16. These figures show (a) the initial point cloud,
(b) the automated pipeline extraction output and (c) the 3D model that was obtained after
manual modelling of the most frequent pipeline elements, structural sections and electrical
conduits. These 3D models are not the complete 3D models of the facility, but the subsets
used for the evaluation purposes of this Chapter.

More specifically, the author models all cylindrical objects and out of the six remaining
classes randomly samples and models only some of the objects. The author uses Hoeffding’s
inequality in order to determine a sufficient sample size (i.e. how many shapes of each object
category should be modelled). This implies that 3log(12/α)

t2 samples per class suffice in order
to ensure an error of ±t min with confidence at least 1−α . An assumption was made that
the maximum possible modelling time for a single object is 2.5min. Setting α = 0.06 and
t = 0.25min it follows that with 260 samples per class, the error in the time estimates is
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±0.25min with confidence at least 94%. Therefore, the author chooses to model at least 260
samples for each class (except for cylinders).
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Fig. 2.13 (a) Input point cloud of Room 1, (b) automated cylinder extraction in EdgeWise
Plant/MEP and (c) 3D model after manual modelling of pipes, structural elements and
electrical conduit for a room of a petrochemical plant (dataset provided by AVEVA Group
Plc.)

.
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Fig. 2.14 (a) Input point cloud of Room 2, (b) automated cylinder extraction in EdgeWise
Plant/MEP and (c) 3D model after manual modelling of pipes, structural elements and
electrical conduit for a room of a petrochemical plant (dataset provided by AVEVA Group
Plc.)

.
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Fig. 2.15 (a) Input point cloud of water facility, (b) automated cylinder extraction in EdgeWise
Plant/MEP and (c) 3D model after manual modelling of pipes, structural elements and
electrical conduit for a water facility

.
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Fig. 2.16 (a) Input point cloud of petrochemical plant, (b) automated cylinder extraction in
EdgeWise Plant/MEP and (c) 3D model after manual modelling of pipes, structural elements
and electrical conduit for a room of a petrochemical plant (dataset provided by AVEVA
Group Plc.)

.
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It is noteworthy that solid bars are not modelled separately in EdgeWise since they
cannot be distinguished from circular hollow sections in a laser survey. The 3D models can
be exported in Revit, in order to obtain IFC models for interoperability purposes between
different software packages. However, the author observed that reducers, valves, flanges,
angles and some channels (C3 and C4 according to the AISC standards) cannot be exported
in Revit. Models containing straight elements with length less than 4 mm also cannot be
transferred to Revit as well. This implies that the model that is transferred in Revit is
incomplete and shows a limitation on the data exchange output of EdgeWise.

The performance of state-of-the-art modelling software is summarised in Table 2.11. This
Table shows that fitting of the most important object types has been solved by commercial
software like EdgeWise, since known geometric shapes are automatically fitted to the selected
point clusters.

Table 2.11 Performance of state-of-the-art software packages on each modelling step for the
most important object types.

Industrial Object
type

Primitive shape
extraction

Semantic labelling
(classification) Fitting

Straight pipe Partially solved Not solved Solved
CHSa Partially solved Not solved Solved
Channel Not solved Not solved Solved
Conduit Partially solved Not solved Solved
I-beam Not solved Not solved Solved
Valve Not solved Not solved Solved
Elbow Not solved Not solved Solved
Flange Not solved Not solved Solved
Angle Not solved Not solved Solved

a Circular Hollow Section (CHS)

Automated primitive shape detection of cylinders has been partially solved since the
results showed 75% recall, 62% precision and 51% IoU in EdgeWise with high variance of
20%. Non-cylindrical shapes are manually extracted, and classification of all object types
has not been achieved.

It is important to note that a direct comparison with a fully manual software package is
needed in order to assess the performance of EdgeWise. Therefore, pipes, conduits and CHSs
were also modelled manually in Revit to compare the man-hours needed for their shape
extraction through this manual process. 30 objects were modelled in each category and their
average modelling times were measured. The workflow of manual modelling in a software
such as Revit entails three steps: (a) manual segmentation of the desired object in a point
cloud visualization software such as CloudCompare, (b) exporting the points in Autodesk
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Recap to obtain the appropriate format and then (c) modelling in Revit. The workflow of
modelling is similar to Figure 2.12 for structural objects and will not be repeated. Revit 2017
was used for this evaluation. The parameters of the cylinders (radius and length) are chosen
based on the modeller’s discretion. The measured modelling time for both EdgeWise and
Revit will be compared in the next section and will conclude the evaluation with the most
important object types to model.
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2.4 Modelling Time of current state-of-the-art modelling
tools

This section qualitatively assesses the performance of EdgeWise in comparison to manual
modelling in order to answer the GRQ2. The time needed to model the most frequent object
types of Figure 2.7 is measured in the same operating system as stated in Section 2.3.1 for
pipeline, structural and electrical object types. The average modelling time per object for the
most frequent object types is calculated. The manual modelling time of cylindrical objects is
broken down to the two steps investigated in Section 2.3.1; shape extraction and semantic
classification. Knowing the average number of objects of a specific type in a typical facility,
the author calculates the average modelling time for each object type and each modelling step
where applicable. Figure 2.17 shows the modelling time/object in minutes and Figure 2.18
the estimated total man-hours for modelling of the same object types in a typical industrial
facility in hours.

Figure 2.17 shows that manual extraction of straight pipes in EdgeWise is the most time-
intensive task compared to semantic classification for pipes that requires 1.68 min/straight
pipe. Manual extraction of channels is also a laborious task compared to the manual extraction
of all other object types, requiring 1.78 min/channel due to the complexity of their shape.
Although some of the CHSs are automatically extracted, it is difficult to identify them
manually, since they are usually pipe supports and handrails, which are significantly occluded.
For instance, pipe supports are occluded due to pipelines that run on top of them. This is the
reason for the intensive modelling time (0.93 min/CHS). Semantic classification of cylinders
is not a time-intensive step, requiring less than 0.5 min/cylinder on average.
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Fig. 2.17 Average modelling labour time per object (min/object) for the most important
object types

.

The author chooses a facility from the frequency-based case studies investigated above
that has the median total number of objects out of the five facilities investigated. This is the
petrochemical plant with 240,687 objects. Figure 2.18 shows that pipes require the most
modelling time on average (around 5,200 labour hours) for this facility with 53,834 pipes.
It is important to note that, although automated extraction of cylinders has been achieved
by EdgeWise Plant/MEP, modelling of pipelines still takes a substantial amount of time.
The cylindrical shape is the most frequent geometric shape, thus the modellers’ effort to
distinguish electrical conduits, CHSs, handrails and other cylindrical objects from straight
pipes is significant.
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Fig. 2.18 Average modelling labour hours per object type for the most important objects of a
sample facility with shown numbers of objects

.

Although the electrical conduit is the most prevalent object type in industrial plants
(24.3% in a typical plant, Table 2.5), it takes less man-hours to model it compared to a
straight pipe. This is attributed to the design of electrical conduit that places many cylinders
closely to each other. This makes it easier for the modeller to identify them, thus the
modelling time is reduced.

Flanges and elbows do not require substantial time (0.28 and 0.39 min/object respectively)
as shown in Figure 2.17, although the user manually adds them in the pipeline model. The
results show that once the piping network is identified, the addition of piping fittings is a
quick task that does not necessarily need to be automatically modelled. Angles require the
least amount of time, being less than 0.25 min/angle, which is attributed to their simple
geometry compared to I-beams or channels.

The total labour hours for manual modelling of the petrochemical plant with 240,687
objects of the above categories are estimated to be 21 person-months. This finding is based
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on the following assumptions: (a) one trained modeller for all case studies, (b) the working
hours are assumed to be 8 hrs/day, 5 days/week and (c) the operating system is as specified
above. The same metric for cylinder extraction and classification is 17 person-months using
EdgeWise as explained above. The confidence intervals for the average manual modelling
time of pipes, conduit and CHSs are calculated since the selection of parameters depends
on the modeller’s discretion. Pipes were manually modelled in 5.8 ± 1 minutes with 99%
confidence level. Conduits and CHSs were modelled in 1.3 ± 0.75 and 3.6 ± 0.4 minutes
respectively. This means that the modelling time does not change substantially for any of
these object categories.

The author observes that 64% of the man-hours needed for manual modelling of cylinders
are saved by using the state-of-the-art software, EdgeWise, compared to conventional manual
modelling platforms such as Revit. The results also show that 67% of manual modelling
time is saved for pipe modelling. This case shows that 4,836 labour hours are saved when
modelling cylinders in EdgeWise. This is crucial especially for industrial facilities, since
the time required to take decisions for maintenance and refurbishment is limited due to
continuous production flow.
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2.5 Summary

The section marks the first study specifically aimed at identifying the most frequent (Sec-
tion 2.2) and laborious to model object types (Section 2.4). The results showed that cylindrical
objects (straight pipes, electrical conduit and circular hollow sections) require 80% of the
total modelling time of the ten most important object types in EdgeWise and represent 45.5%
of the total number of objects in an industrial plant on average. EdgeWise was selected
compared to other state-of-the-art software, because it is the only commercially available tool
that attempts to automatically extract cylinders from the point cloud of an industrial plant
without significant user assistance. PointSense Plant has a similar functionality (“Walk the
Run”) as discussed above, however the user needs to identify the potential regions where the
pipes are most likely to be located. This semi-automated approach guides the user through the
run by suggesting insertion points for pipes and keeping the user in control of the modelling
process. Therefore, EdgeWise was preferred since it has achieved greater level of automation
for cylinder extraction. It has also substantially facilitated 3D modelling of industrial plants
according to the findings discussed above. However, it has some limitations, which can be
summarised as follows:

1. The modeller should identify the structural elements manually or define the location of
an object roughly in the point cloud to fit it.

2. Detection of cylinders has only been partially solved, since cylinders are detected
with 75% recall and 62% precision. The same metrics for pipes are 58% and 47%
respectively.

3. EdgeWise does not enrich the 3D geometric primitives with semantic labels and
topological relationships. Engineers are required to manually implement the semantic
labels of the components of the 3D model.

4. Data inconsistency between different software platforms impedes modellers from
exchanging data between different operational-phase gDT platforms. EdgeWise is not
designed to provide a final output in an open and generic schema.

Therefore, the evaluation of EdgeWise uncovered (a) the substantial performance of
this software in detecting cylinders, (b) the inability of the software to (i) further classify
cylinders into conduit or pipes or CHSs and (ii) detect and further classify I-beams, channels,
flanges, valves and angles in spite of their high frequency in an industrial facility.

This performance of EdgeWise has substantial room for improvement and this thesis
intends to address the above-mentioned limitations in order to automatically generate gDTs
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of industrial facilities and assist the tedious current practice. This section set the ground on
which object types are needed to focus our automated modelling efforts by answering the
general research questions GRQ1 and GRQ2. Figure 2.19 summarises the geometric shape,
cross-section and discriminative shape of the most important object types. In the chapters
that follow the author will analyse and validate the proposed framework, bench-marking with
the current state of practice.
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Fig. 2.19 Geometric shape, cross section and discriminative shape of the most frequent object
types

.



Chapter 3

State of Research

“Study the past if you would define the
future.”

Confucius (479 BC)

Generation of gDTs using state-of-the-art semi-automated software packages is still
human dependent to a great extent, making it an onerous task. As explained in Chapter 2,
extensive manual effort is required by modellers to segment individual industrial point
clusters, with fitting being the only step of the gDT generation procedure that is performed
automatically so far. As proved in Chapter 1, automating this procedure is an imperative
need for effective retrofitting and maintenance of existing assets and a longstanding goal in
the fields of Civil Engineering, Computer Graphics, Computer Vision and Machine Learning.

Most of the contents of this chapter were published in the Infrastructure Computer Vision
(ICV) Book under the title “ICV scene understanding and model generation“. This book
chapter was co-authored with Dr Mohammad Nahangi. This thesis chapter is solely written
by the author. There are two distinct gDT generation strategies investigated in the literature.
The first one (S1) involves two steps: (a) primitive industrial shape detection and (b) fitting.
The second one (S2) has three steps: (a) class segmentation, (b) instance segmentation
and (c) fitting. Therefore, this chapter elaborates on the current state of research in four
parts: (S1a) object detection methods, (S2a) class segmentation methods with an overview
of available TLS benchmark datasets, (S2b) instance segmentation methods and (S1b/S2c)
3D solid model fitting to point clusters. A detailed review of these methods is presented in
this Chapter.
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Definitions
Here the author intends to clarify the terminology that will be used in this thesis. First the

definition of semantic objects is given. A semantic object is a representation of a collection of
attributes that describe an identifiable entity in the user environment. For example, VALVE is
a physical semantic object with many attributes and ORDER is a conceptual semantic object.

(S1a): Object detection is the procedure of identifying the location and geometric
properties of instances of semantic objects that belong to a certain class (such as straight
pipes, channels or I-beams). Object detection is based on the concept that every object
type has its own specific features that identify the object class. These features can be
either geometric or semantic features. For instance, the geometric shape is a feature that
distinguishes object types. Detected individual objects are usually represented by a bounding
box containing the object.

(S2a): Class segmentation describes the procedure of partitioning the TLS point cloud
dataset to clusters of points with class labels assigned per point (such as cylinder, elbow,
I-beam, valve, flange, angle and channel) (Li et al., 2019a). It is the task of partitioning a set
of measurements in the 3D point cloud space into smaller, coherent and connected subsets
(Snyder W. E. and Qi, 2010). This means that each point belongs to a single segment/class,
and the 3D space is partitioned to non-overlapping regions. The segmented subsets should
be “meaningful” regarding their respective object of interest. For example, one segments
each 3D point into a fixed set of classes without differentiating object instances (e.g. cylinder
#1). An overview of segmentation methods is given in Grilli et al. (2017) and Nguyen and
Le (2013).

(S2b): Instance segmentation is closely related to class segmentation. While class
segmentation assigns the same label to points that belong to different instances of the same
class, instance segmentation assigns a label per point based on the individual object that the
point belongs to. In other words, one segments the input data (pixels or 3D points) into point
clusters representing the object instances (He et al., 2017). Therefore, instance segmentation
is related to both object detection and class segmentation.

An illustrative comparison between the three definitions of class segmentation, object
detection and instance segmentation is presented in Figure 3.1. One can observe that for class
segmentation, each point is characterised by colour that represents its class label (for example
cylinders). For object detection, one can associate each object with a 3D bounding box and
does not necessarily assign class labels per point. Instance segmentation is illustrated as an
instance colour that represents the object that a 3D point belongs to.
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Fig. 3.1 Definitions of (a) class segmentation, (b) instance segmentation and (c) object
detection on buildings (Armeni et al., 2016).
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3.1 Object Detection methods

This section focuses on object detection methods. The methods are part of the S1 gDT strategy
(S1a). Object detection methods are categorised into two distinctive groups: (a) model-
based methods and (b) graph-based methods. Their main advantages and disadvantages
are summarised in Figure 3.7. Each category is described in detail with its strengths and
limitations and specific applications of industrial shapes are discussed.

3.1.1 Model-based methods

Two of the most commonly used model-based methods for point cloud detection are RAN-
dom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) and Hough Transform.

3.1.1.1 RANSAC method

RANSAC has mainly been used for simple shapes, planar and cylindrical shapes. RANSAC
was originally introduced to detect planes by Fischler and Bolles (1981) and became a
fundamental tool in the computer vision community. Basic RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles,
1981) is comprised of two repeating steps: (1) minimal set selection and (2) minimal set
evaluation. In the first step, a minimal subset of points is selected to generate hypothesis
shapes and estimate the model parameters of the subset of points that will be used to fit
a shape. In the second step, RANSAC iteratively checks the remaining points in the TLS
dataset to determine whether the estimated parameters of the generated model from the
first step are consistent with the remaining points. The generated shape that has the largest
number of inliers (points that fit the generated model within an error threshold) is extracted.
The RANSAC algorithm has a threshold and accepts any shape proposal that has scores
greater than the given threshold. The author investigates the hypotheses formulated and steps
to generate the simplest shapes: a plane and a cylinder.

Assuming that one wants to fit a plane in a PCD, the RANSAC approach is as follows.
The minimal set for plane detection is a single point along with its normal vector, as this
provides a complete description for a plane. RANSAC randomly samples minimal sets from
the scan data, fits a plane using their description, and counts the number of points in the
3D dataset (point cloud) that are consistent with the fitted plane. A threshold value is set
for counting the number of points consistent with the tested hypothesis. For plane fitting,
the threshold value identifies the maximum distance between a point and the fitted plane.
After a given number of trials, a plane is considered to be detected at the locations defined by
the parameters which achieved a score higher than a predefined threshold. Although basic
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Fig. 3.2 Normal vector extraction module: (a) A point p is selected in a point cloud P, (b) K
near neighbours of point p are selected and (c) a plane is fitted to (b) and the normal vector
Np of the plane is calculated.

RANSAC is conceptually simple, a direct application to plane detection is computationally
intensive.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the procedure required for normal vector calculation given a point
in a 3D dataset. The plane fitting module has three major components: (1) finding nearest
neighbours ( ), (2) fitting a plane to the calculated neighbourhood ( ), and (3) extracting a
normal vector ( ). These steps are explained as follows.

Finding nearest neighbours( )
As discussed earlier and shown in Figure 3.2, each point should be grouped with its

nearest neighbours in order for a plane to be fitted. For this purpose, a kd-tree data structure
(Bentley, 1975) can be employed for the nearest neighbours searching step involved. The
point and its nearest neighbours are then stored in an array to be used in normal vector
extraction.

Fitting a plane to a neighbourhood( )
Given a PCD including a point which is being investigated and its k-nearest neighbours,

a plane that best fits the dataset is calculated. In general, a plane p is defined as p : ax+by+
cz+d = 0. Without loss of generality, let’s assume that c = 1; thus, the plane equation can
be simplified and rewritten as p : z =−ax−by−d. Rewriting the plane equation in matrix
form results in:
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z =−
[
x y 1
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We can obtain the best plane to fit by solving a least-squares adjustment problem:
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Where n = k+ 1 is the total number of points used for plane fitting with k being the
number of nearest neighbours. It can be rewritten as ∥AX−B∥2

2 , where X is the matrix of
unknowns.

Calculating normal vectors ( )
Given an equation of a plane in the form of a vector XT = (a,b,c = 1,d), the normal

vector can be calculated as follows:

n⃗ =

(
a√

a2 +b2 +1
,

b√
a2 +b2 +1

,
1√

a2 +b2 +1

)
(3.3)

The RANSAC algorithm for sphere and cylinder estimation is presented below.
Sphere estimation algorithm
A sphere is defined as a set of points in three-dimensional Euclidean space (R3) that are

at a fixed distance r (sphere radius) from a given point (sphere center). Mathematically, a
sphere with center (x0,y0,z0) and radius r is defined as:

(x− x0)
2 +(y− y0)

2 +(z− z0)
2 = r2 (3.4)

The set of parameters needed to determine a sphere are (x0,y0,z0,r), which means that at
least four linearly independent equations are necessary. These parameters can be determined
by solving:
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Cylinder estimation algorithm
A cylinder is defined as the set of all points in three-dimensional Euclidean space (R3)

that are located at a fixed distance from a given line, the axis of the cylinder. The parameters
that define a cylinder are its radius (r), height (h) and the cylinder axis (Y ). The minimum
set of points needed for estimating a circular model are three not collinear points (xi,yi,zi)

that satisfy an equation of the form:

Axi +Byi +Czi +D = 0 (3.6)

with i = 1, 2 and 3 points. The cylinder axis is estimated by taking the normal vector of
the previously estimated plane in Equation (3.6). The distance between each point p⃗ of the
cylinder surface and the cylinder axis is computed as:

dmin =
|u⃗n× p⃗|
∥u⃗n∥

(3.7)

where u⃗n is the cylinder axis going through the origin. Estimation of the height of the
cylinder is the last step in the RANSAC algorithm and it is computed by projecting all the
estimated points on the estimated cylinder axis. A disadvantage of estimating the height in
this way is that the non-uniform density of points will affect the height estimation.

The above mentioned calculations are used for the detection of a cylinder provided that
there is no noise in the PCD. However, in the case of noisy PCD the number of points needed
are more than three and point normals cannot be used to determine the cylinder parameters
since they are noisy (Liu et al., 2013). However, it is difficult to determine the number of
points needed to detect an arbitrary cylinder. It was proved by Devillers et al. (2003) that
there are at most six cylinders through five points in a PCD. Later, Liu et al. (2013) proved
that RANSAC methods are prohibitively computationally expensive for cylinder detection in
noisy PCDs.

RANSAC’s limitations are summarised as follows:
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1. this algorithm is not suitable for large scenes.

2. it is not applicable for noisy point clouds where the number of points for a cylinder
point cluster to be detected is much smaller than the total number of points of the PCD.
For example, if one has a noisy PCD where the points belonging to a cylinder are
100 times less the total number of points of the PCD, then the algorithm needs to run
1010 times to get a robust solution for one cylinder given that five points are used for
cylinder detection (Liu et al., 2013). This is computationally intensive.

3.1.1.2 Hough Transform method

Hough Transform (HT) is another popular model-based object detection method that has
been widely used. It was first invented for machine analysis of bubble chamber photographs
(Hough, 1959). Duda and Hart (1972) introduced the HT in the computer vision and image
processing community after the related patent by Hough (1959). Ballard (1981) generalised
the method for shape detection in 2D and 3D. A detailed survey of HT-based methods
can be found in Mukhopadhyay and Chaudhuri (2015). HT has been mostly used in 2D
objection detection, where the number of parameters is typically small. The HT is a feature
extraction technique that assigns every point in the dataset to a parameter space given a type
of parameterised geometric primitive. This parameter space is composed of cells that act
as accumulators, in which each point casts votes. The HT-based object detection method
consists of two major steps: (a) mapping the Cartesian space to a parameter space and (b)
searching for the most voted parameter cell. The first step maps points of the Cartesian space
for voting. The second step searches for the parameter cells with the maximum number of
votes. Taking the examples of a plane and a cylinder the author illustrates the procedure to
detect these simple shapes.

Assuming a plane is defined in the 3D Hough space by the parameters φ , θ and ρ

(Borrmann et al., 2011), the mapping between a given point pi in Cartesian coordinates and
the Hough space in polar coordinates defines the best fitted plane (Figure 3.3). Given a point
pi = (px, py, pz) in Cartesian coordinates, all planes on which pi lies are found by identifying
all possible sets of φ , θ and ρ that satisfy:

pxcosθsinφ + pysinφsinθ + pzcosφ = ρ (3.8)

where ρ is the distance of the point pi to the origin. Each point in the Hough space
represents one plane in R3. The intersection of three curves in Hough space corresponds
to the polar coordinates defining a plane that spans between these three points. The more
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curves intersect in h j ∈ (θ ,φ ,ρ) the more points lie on the plane represented by h j and the
higher the probability that h j is extracted from this parameter cell.

Fig. 3.3 Normal vector described by polar coordinates (Borrmann et al., 2011)
.

Similarly for cylinders, each point in the geometrically projected space (Figure 3.4)
generates a circle in the Hough parametric space. The point in the Hough space having the
majority of intersections gives the coordinates of the center of the circle. The main limitations
of Hough Transform are its computational complexity for objects with too many parameters,
even though the Randomised Hough Transform (RHT) method (Xu et al., 1990) allows for
higher computational speed and infinite parameter space. Even using the RHT method, if one
has a PCD with multiple circles that have the same radius, there will be overlap of circles as
shown in Figure 3.4(d), which can cause spurious centers to be created. The efficiency of the
method depends on the selection of the Hough space discretisation and it is challenged in
cluttered scenes.

3.1.2 Graphical model methods

Graphical model methods are another category of object detection methods. They are
structured probabilistic models for a system of random variables (x1, . . . ,xn) that have a joint
distribution specified by the product of the potential functions over the subsets of variables
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Fig. 3.4 (a) Cylinder parameters adapted from Patil et al. (2017), (b) Gaussian image of a
cylinder, (c) projected circle space and (d) Hough space of a circle

(P(x1, . . . ,xn)). They can be described by the distributions of their random variables and
can be considered as a special class of machine learning methods. All the graphical model
methods can be described by the Bayes rule (Kemp et al., 1994):

p(y|x) = p(x|y)p(y)
Z

(3.9)

where Z is a constant parameter, p(y) is a prior distribution of the unknown parameters,
p(x|y) is the likelihood that reflects the assumptions of the observations x.

The simplest graphical model method is the Naive Bayes classifier. This algorithm
was first introduced for text recognition in the early 1960’s (Maron, 1961). Then, it was
extensively used in the statistics and the computer science literature in 2001 (Hand and
Yu, 2001). This classifier predicts a single class variable y given a feature vector x =

(x1,x2, . . . ,xn) as a joint probability model:
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p(y,x) = p(y)
N

∏
i=1

p(xi|y) (3.10)

Another well-known classifier represented as a graphical model is logistic regression:

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

exp

(
λy +

N

∑
i=1

λy,ixi

)
(3.11)

where Z(x) is a normalising constant, λy is a bias weight that acts like logp(y) in the
Naive Bayes classifier.

These classifiers only predict a single class variable. Sequence models were then devel-
oped to model many interdependent variables. A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Rabiner
and Juang, 1986) models a sequence of observations X = {xi}N

i=1 assuming that there is an
underlying sequence of states Y = {yi}N

i=1. An HMM makes two assumptions:

1. each state depends only on its immediate predecessor. In other words, each state yi is
independent of all its ancestors y1,y2, . . . ,yi−2 and is only dependent on its previous
state yi−1.

2. each observation variable xi depends only on the current state yi.

The joint probability of an HMM sequence is given by:

p(y,x) =
N

∏
i=1

p(yi|yi−1)p(xi|yi) (3.12)

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) are a category of HMMs that are used for estimating
parameters of generative models from PCD (Dick et al., 2004, Schmittwilken et al., 2007).
MCMC randomly generates a feature from a probability distribution where the next sample
is dependent upon the current sample. The two most popular methods are the Gibbs sampler
(Geman and Geman, 1984) and the Metropolis-Hasting method (Metropolis et al., 1953,
Hastings, 1970). However, these methods cannot handle dimension jumps, i.e. changes in
dimensions between samples. Therefore, the reversible jump MCMC algorithm based on the
Metropolis-Hastings samplers (Green, 1995) was introduced to deal with a variable dimension
state space. This technique has been applied in image segmentation and architectural object
segmentation (Dick et al., 2004, Schmittwilken et al., 2007, Lafarge et al., 2010). For
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example, a generative model of straight stairs in 3D could be described with eight parameters:
the number of stairs, the 3D position of a reference point, the tread depth, the riser height,
the step width and the azimuth. Saatkamp and Schmittwilken (2007) use prior probabilities
for each parameter and apply an MCMC technique to detect stairs from PCD. The merit
of MCMC techniques is that they explicitly define the parameters of shapes, however prior
knowledge is needed concerning the shapes and tuning of many parameters may be difficult.

Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) were initially introduced by Lafferty et al. (2001).
The algorithm constructs a graph G(V,E), where V are the vertices and E is the set of
edges that connect the vertices of the graph. CRFs are an extended version of HMMs. A
linear-chain CRF can be described by the joint probability as:

p(y|x) = 1
Z(x)

N

∏
i=1

exp

(
K

∑
j=1

λ j f j(yi,yi−1,xi)

)
(3.13)

where f j are real-valued feature functions.

Fig. 3.5 Diagram of the relationship between naive Bayes, logistic regression, HMMs,
linear-chain CRFs, generative models, and general CRFs (Sutton and McCallum, 2011)

.

The CRF method has been used in building component detection (Armeni et al., 2016,
Bassier and Vergauwen, 2019) for keeping a consistent subset out of a larger set of detection
proposals. An advantage of the CRF method is that it enforces semantic relationships
between shapes since the location of one shape gives a distribution over the location of
other shapes. For instance, the location of the roof implies the location of walls and indoor
furniture. However, in industrial spaces there is no direct correlation between the position
of an industrial shape and its location. For instance, the location of an I-beam does not
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determine whether there will be a pipe next to it. There is also great variability between
industrial spaces and this is based on their use, i.e. nuclear power plants have different space
configurations than oil and gas refineries.

A comparison of graphical model methods is provided in Figure 3.5. Markov Random
Fields (MRFs) are also a central tool in machine learning with wide applications including
computer vision (Li, 1994) and computational biology (Yanover and Weiss, 2003). The
main merit of the discussed graph-based methods in object detection from PCDs is their
insensitivity to data loss by imposing constraints on the parameters that define the object and
relevant industry standards. These methods are not a suitable solution for object shapes that
do not follow a specific industry standard. In the next section, detection methods specifically
for industrial objects will be presented.

3.1.3 Industrial shape detection methods (S1a)

3.1.3.1 Industrial cylinders

The author evaluated in Chapter 2 the state-of-the-art commercial packages and proved that
EdgeWise (ClearEdge, 2019) automatically detects cylinders with 62% precision (std=28.6%)
and 75.6% recall (std=20.4%) on average. The results also showed that 64% of the cylinder
modelling time can be saved compared to manual modelling.

State-of-the-art research work has partially solved the cylinder detection problem and
achieved similar performance compared to commercially available software packages like
EdgeWise. Research studies do give us an idea of the methods that are likely used by
EdgeWise given the similarity in performance (Ahmed et al., 2014, Patil et al., 2017, Sharif
et al., 2017, Liu et al., 2013, Lee et al., 2013, Kawashima et al., 2014, Qiu et al., 2014,
Bey et al., 2011, Rabbani et al., 2006, Su and Bethel, 2010). Research efforts so far have
focused on automated cylinder detection by defining the five parameters that describe cylinder
orientation, position and radius using a variety of methods. Most of the methods use pre-
knowledge to detect cylinders: (a) cylinders in orthogonal directions (Liu et al., 2013,
Kawashima et al., 2014, Ahmed et al., 2014, Qiu et al., 2014), (b) a priori CAD models (Bey
et al., 2011) or (c) Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) (Son et al., 2013).

Industrial cylinder detection methods are model-driven. The most commonly used
methods are based on RANSAC (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) and Hough Transform (Hough,
1959). The main limitation of RANSAC methods in industrial environments are their
computational inefficiency in large TLS datasets with multiple cylinders given the large
number of point selections needed as described in Section 3.1.1. Hough Transform methods
are limited for the detection of cylinders with similar directional orientation in TLS data
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with multiple cylinders (Rabbani et al., 2006, Patil et al., 2017, Ahmed et al., 2014). The
method proposed by Ahmed et al. (2014) has two additional limitations: (a) they only detect
cylinders in orthogonal directions along the main axes of a facility and (b) the number of
cylinders and diameters of cylinders are pre-defined to assist the detection procedure. Their
assumption is that typical pipe diameters are within the range of 0.0508 and 0.1016m (2
and 4in). Patil et al. (2017) recently developed a cylinder detection method that depends on
threshold values for radius and normal estimation. Their cylinder radius range is 0.0254m -
0.762m and the normal deviation is 5◦. Their RANSAC and updated Hough Transform based
on work by Rabbani et al. (2006) detects cylinders in two sample datasets with 60% recall
and 89% precision. The limitations of the RANSAC method as stated in Section 3.1.1.1 apply
to these methods. Sharif et al. (2017) propose a model-based (RANSAC-based) cylindrical
and structural object detection method by matching features of the acquired point cloud data
with those of library generated point cloud models. However, the experiments are limited to
a small-scale pipe spool and a structural frame and they are also dependent on manual effort
needed to manually generate the library of point cloud models. Likewise, Liu et al. (2013)
detect cylinders by detecting circles using RANSAC in projected planes in two orthogonal
directions (parallel and perpendicular to the ground plane of an industrial facility). However,
their main limitation is they cannot detect cylinders in arbitrary orientations.

Other cylinder detection methods are highly dependent on user defined parameters, prior
knowledge provided by the users or manual cropping of the initial TLS dataset. Lee et al.
(2013) propose a method to detect straight pipes, elbows and junctions from points in the
piping system using a Voronoi diagram. However, the input point cloud only includes pipe
elements and other parts of the piping system or industrial shapes such as flanges or valves
and other parts of an industrial facility are manually segmented. This method makes the
inherent assumption that it is comprised only of straight pipes, elbows and tees. If other
objects exist, their method cannot distinguish them. For example, it could detect an I-beam
as a straight pipe. This means that their method requires significant manual cropping to
detect pipe elements in industrial PCDs. Kawashima et al. (2014) propose an automated
method to detect straight cylinders, elbows and tees by using a normal-based, region growing
method. Then, they estimate the positions and orientations of straight cylinders by calculating
the eigenvalues and surface-normal vectors of their 3D points. The main limitation of this
method is that their results are highly dependent on the parameters used in the detection
method. Recall rates range from 60% to 94% depending on the parameters selected in their
experiments. Son et al. (2013) and Son and Kim (2016) use P&IDs to assist the detection
of straight cylinders, elbows, reducers and tees. The average overall recall of their method
is 95%. However, as-is P&IDs are often not available as prior knowledge in industrial
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plants, thus they do not reflect the modifications a plant undergoes through its life. The
above-mentioned methods detect match points to pre-defined cylinder models and still require
substantial manual effort. Their detected points are then used to fit standardised cylinders.

A comparative study of the state-of-the-art research methods that have investigated
cylinder detection is summarised in Table 3.1. The performance metrics used are precision
and recall defined as follows (Powers, 2011),

Precc =
|predc∩gtc|
|predc|

=
T Pc

T Pc +FPc
(3.14)

Recc =
|predc∩gtc|
|gtc|

=
T Pc

T Pc +FNc
(3.15)

where T Pc, T Nc, FPc and FNc correspond to the number of the true positive, true negative,
false positive and false negative pointwise predictions for class c. predc and gtc correspond
to the set of points predicted as class c and set of ground truth points that belong to class c
respectively.

Table 3.1 Comparison of state-of-the-art research methods on cylinder detection

Method Performance
Precision (%) Recall (%)

Area-adaptive Hough Transform (Patil et al., 2017) 60.15 89.2

Hough Transform (Rabbani, 2006) 59.7 82.95

RANSAC on projected slices (Liu et al., 2013) 54.4 61.5

RANSAC (Schnabel et al., 2007) 50.7 26.3

Region growing (Kawashima et al., 2014) 50.1 88.9

P&ID (Son and Kim, 2016) - 92.3

The performance of these primitive-based methods is rather low and cannot be generalised
to large scale TLS industrial facilities. Another reason these methods are likely unsuitable
for industrial cylinder modelling is the high relative ratio of the total number of TLS points
in a dataset to the number of per cylinder points. Liu et al. (2013) demonstrate that RANSAC
methods cannot be used on TLS data with cylinders that have significant variation in the
number of their points. The suitability of RANSAC methods will also be investigated on the
generated by the author CLOI benchmark dataset in Section 5.1.2 of the proposed solution.
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3.1.3.2 Industrial structural steel shapes

Detection of structural steel members in industrial TLS data is a challenging task that requires
substantial manual modelling effort, since the methods that have been developed either only
work on specific cases or have mediocre performance. Anil et al. (2012) investigate four
manual methods to detect structural steel components: (1) point to point, (2) distance between
edges, (3) distance between plane to plane intersection lines and (4) cross-section tracing.
When compared to AISC sections, their best method only achieves 18.75% accuracy for
columns and 39.68% accuracy for beams. Yeung et al. (2014a) compare the Hough Transform
method and a clustering method based on normal vectors to detect structural steel sections
(I-beams), by slicing the point cloud in all orthogonal directions. Yeung et al. (2014b) use
binary images and a predefined library to find the best match pixels of a standard steel section
and the image. However, cross-section errors vary significantly (-41% to +15%). Laefer
and Truong-Hong (2017) use a non-parametric, kernel density estimation method to detect
the primary surfaces of structural steel members, which appear as local maximum peaks of
probability density curves (Figure 3.6). They detect steel columns and I-beams with 85.7%
recall and 77.8% precision. However, this method is only applicable to gridded structural
members and these members are manually segmented from the noisy TLS point cloud data.
Cabaleiro et al. (2014) use a Hough Transform method to automatically extract the web and
flange lines of steel frame connections using 2.5D images and manually complete the steel
frame using the software Solidworks 2012. The main limitation of these methods is that
they only recognise members that are orthogonal to one of the slicing planes and are not
applicable to occluded regions. Circular and rectangular columns have been successfully
detected from rasterised images (Díaz-Vilariño et al., 2015) in partially occluded indoor
environments. However, the main limitation of their method is that its success is dependent
on data completeness. This means that if the positions of the laser scanner changed, this
would greatly affect the columns detected using this method. Detection of structural steel
shapes depends on matching the primitive shape with pre-defined steel profiles, which are
again RANSAC- and Hough Transform-based. These methods are not further investigated
given these methods’ limitation on the relative number of points of the extracted shape to the
total number of points and the manual user input.

The methods discussed in this section reveal that automated class detection of steel
sections from industrial TLS data when fitted to standardised steel profile shapes that give
accurate results for deformation modelling, stress analysis and Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) has not been achieved yet.
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Fig. 3.6 Virtual scans and kernel density functions shown on (a) I-, (b) C- and (c) L-shape
cross-sections (Laefer and Truong-Hong, 2017).

3.1.3.3 Industrial piping elements

Elbows are curved joints, which connect two cylinders of the same radii to allow change
of direction. Detection of elbows is based on the dot product of the vectors of the axis of
connected cylinders (Kawashima et al., 2014). Although their method detects some types of
elbows (45-, 90-degree elbows) with 58.1% precision and 90.85% recall, it does not recognise
180- and 120-degree elbows (return elbows) due to the assumption made that directions of
the intersecting pipes should not exceed 90 degrees. Son and Kim (2016) only detect 45-, 90-
and 120-degree elbows with 97% recall. The main limitation of their method is that it relies
on existing Piping and Instrumentation Diagrams (P&IDs) in order to determine curvature at
points on the surface of pipes based on the radii of pipes.

Machine learning methods have been used for valve and flange detection. The theoretical
background of the machine learning methods discussed herein will be analysed in detail
in Section 3.2.2. Pang and Neumann (2016) concatenate multiple Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) in projected 2D images generated by an exhaustive scanning window
search. Their method allows for detection of valves with 77% recall and 88% precision. The
advantage of this method is that it unifies the detection for multiple object classes with a
multi-class CNN and uniform-size training samples without requiring prior segmentation
of the scene. This method is promising, however it has a limitation. It is not designed for
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direct segmentation of TLS data, it rather requires to detect 2D shapes on projected depth
images and then reprojects them in 3D. As a result, the detection of occluded shapes or
shapes that are too close to each other is limited to the visibility of shapes on the projected
views that are processed by the CNN. For instance, industrial spaces are highly congested
and specifically many industrial shapes are closely located even overlapping each other
such as electrical conduit that will not be visible in 2D projected views. Huang and You
(2013) use Support Vector Machine (SVM) and local descriptor classifiers, Fast Point Feature
Histograms (FPFH) and 3D Self-Similarity (3D SSIM) descriptors, to detect pipes, planes,
parts of valve and elbow assemblies based on normal vector similarity. Then, they match the
detected bounding boxes with the ground truth ones using a rigid body transformation with a
variant of RANSAC. They achieve 87% precision and 62.5% on flange detection and 41.5%
and 68% on valve detection. The method is limited to matching pipes, a specific type of valves
(hand-wheel valves) and elbows with a library of pre-existing shapes. Another limitation is
that their method does not detect the large tanks with small curvatures as cylinders but rather
as planes. It is noteworthy to mention that Huang et al.’s method combines techniques from
object detection (RANSAC) and class segmentation methods (SVMs, FPFH and 3D SSIM)
that will be analysed in the section that follows.

The above-mentioned methods focus on detecting valves, flanges and elbows in syntheti-
cally or simplified industrial scenes, however none of these methods is designed to detect
these shapes in real settings of multiple industrial facilities (i.e. closely located shapes, highly
occluded shapes). Another limitation is that these methods are mostly focused on detecting
individual shapes and not on segmenting all the points of specific classes.

This section concludes the analysis on industrial shape detection methods. A large body
of literature has developed methods for the generation of surface-based primitives, especially
planar surfaces (Patraucean et al., 2015) which are out of scope of this research. This is due
to the high frequency of planar elements in building models (Zhang et al., 2015). RANSAC
has been widely used for plane extraction from TLS data in these applications. A detailed
literature review of detection methods in infrastructure scenes is beyond the scope of this
chapter. The reader can refer to a detailed literature review of these methods performed by
Agapaki and Nahangi (2020). In the next section, the author assesses the state-of-research on
class segmentation.

3.2 Class segmentation

This section will focus on class segmentation methods. These methods are part of the S2
strategy (S2a) as discussed earlier in this Chapter. It is important to note that some of these
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methods have been used for object detection as well. The author categorises them into three
groups: (a) attribute based methods, (b) machine learning and (c) deep learning methods as
shown in Figure 3.7. Their main advantages and disadvantages are summarised in Figure 3.7
as well. The selection of the appropriate strategy (S1 or S2) for the gDT generation of
industrial facilities answers the research question RQ1a. Each category will be described in
detail with its strengths and limitations and specific applications on industrial shapes.

3.2.1 Attribute-based methods

Attribute-based methods are bottom-up approaches that cluster base elements to generate
complex systems in successive higher levels until a top-level system is formed (e.g. bridge,
facility) (Borenstein and Ullman, 2008). Attribute-based methods cluster points with similar
attributes into subsets. An n-dimensional attribute space is created to extract the attributes in
the parameter domain, where n represents the estimated number of attributes. These methods
process a point cloud starting from point-wise features and generate higher-level features,
such as surface normals (Rusu et al., 2009, Sampath and Shan, 2010), mesh (Marton et al.,
2009) or patches (Vosselman, 2009, Zhang et al., 2015). The estimated attributes are clustered
and extracted in the parameter domain. Attribute based methods can be divided in two broad
categories based on the shape descriptors they use: global or local. Local descriptors allow
for partial matching of features, therefore are preferred for occluded scenes compared to
global descriptors. Global descriptors describe the scene as a whole. For instance, local
descriptors of a cylinder are curvature and normal vectors, whereas global descriptors are its
length and diameter, which correspond to properties for the whole cylinder.

Some of the local features that are widely used are summarised in Figure 3.8 with
their equations and interpretations. More specifically, the features of linearity, planarity
and sphericity are derived from a set of neighbouring 3D points (Xi) with i = 1, . . . ,k by
considering the respective 3D covariance matrix:

C =
1

k+1

k

∑
i=0

(Xi−X)(Xi−X)T (3.16)

where

X =
1

k+1

k

∑
i=0

Xi (3.17)
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Fig. 3.7 Advantages and disadvantages of primitive shape detection and class segmentation
methods.
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which is known as the 3D structure tensor. This tensor holds useful information about the
distribution of points in each neighbourhood. Its eigenvalues λ1,λ2,λ3 exist, are non-negative
and correspond to an orthogonal system of eigenvectors, since C is a symmetric, positive-
definite matrix. Linearity, planarity and sphericity are derived based on the eigenvalues
(λ ). These features sum up to unity and they can be considered as the probabilities of a
3D point to be labelled as 1D, 2D or 3D structure. The linearity feature reflects how well
the distribution of points can be modelled by a 3D line. The planarity feature describes the
smoothness of the surface which is directly related to the roughness measure. For instance,
if λ1,λ2 >> λ3 ≈ 0, the planar behaviour of the respective neighbourhood will prevail.
However, as laser lines reflect when they strike different surfaces, the points are spread
inhomogeneously over a 3D volume. This volumetric point distribution is measured by
omnivariance. Finding a suitable neighbourhood size may favour one dimensionality the
most. For this reason, a measure of unpredictability is given by the Shannon entropy of
the discrete probability distribution λ1,λ2,λ3 and is captured in Figure 3.8 as eigenentropy.
This feature describes the order/disorder of 3D points within the optimal neighbourhood.
Anisotropy or directionality measures the change of patterns between points in terms of their
direction. The vertical context of the optimal neighbourhood is investigated through the term
verticality. This feature reaches its minimum (equal to zero) for a horizontal set of points,
and its maximum (equal to one) for a vertical set of points. It should be mentioned that all
the eigenvalues are normalised by their sum for all features.

Curvature based features have been widely used in class segmentation and are easily
interpretable and understandable. Principal curvatures at a given point Xi are the minimum
eigenvalues of a point and they measure how the surface bends in different directions at the
point. Gaussian curvature is used to characterise the surface around the neighbourhood of
the point as dome-like, hyperbolic or parabolic. For instance, a sphere has positive Gaussian
curvature, thus it has dome-like surface. The eigenvalues of an ellipsoidal neighbourhood
of points and the principal curvatures of a point are presented in Figure 3.9. The gaussian
curvature is the product of the two principal curvatures of a surface. Mean curvature describes
the tangential part of the curvature. The shape index gives information about concavities,
such as ruts, troughs and spherical caps of the surface. Curvature ratio is a normalisation
feature that gives information about the bending of the surface. All these geometric features
are considered to capture basic properties of the local 3D neighbourhood and local 3D shape
features that represent the spatial arrangement of 3D points within the neighbourhoods of
each cluster. Some implementations of these features can be found in Hackel et al. (2016)
and Weinmann et al. (2017).
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Fig. 3.8 Geometric set of features based on eigenvalues and principal curvatures

3.2.2 Machine learning methods

Every parametric 1 supervised learning algorithm is defined by a family of functions F =

{ fθ |θ} that map the input x to an output fθ (x) together with a process that given some

1A parametric family of functions is defined as a model whose parameters can change, but its structure does
not change.
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Fig. 3.9 (a) Eigenvalues of ellipsoidal neighbourhood of points and (b) principal curvature
planes.

training data T = {(x1,y1),(x2,y2), . . . ,(xn,yn)} finds the function fθ ∈ F that best predicts
the training outputs (yi). The author reviews two widely used parametric supervised machine
learning methods in the class segmentation literature. These are Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) and Neural Networks (NNs).

3.2.2.1 Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVM) are a supervised class segmentation machine learning
technique that find a plane which separates the classes in feature space. SVMs were first
introducted by Vapnik and Cortes (1995), and the initial idea for linear classifiers was
proposed by Vapnik in 1965. SVMs are intended for binary classification of linearly separable
classes and focus on boundary points in order to derive the biggest margin between the classes.
If a separating plane cannot be found, then:

• either the separating criterion is adjusted or,

• the feature space is enriched and enlarged so that separation is possible between the classes.

A hyperplane in p-dimensions is a flat (p−1)-dimensional affine subspace that is defined
as:

f (X) = β0 +β1X1 +β2X2 + · · ·+βpXp = 0 (3.18)
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where if a point X = (X1,X2, . . . ,Xp)
T satisfies Eq. 3.18, then X lies on the hyperplane.

The vector β = (β1,β2, . . . ,βp) is the normal vector that points in a direction orthogonal to
the surface of a hyperplane.

Assuming that we have a perfect classification, then f (X)> 0 for points on one side of
the hyperplane and f (X) < 0 on the other. Assuming a binary classification problem, the
points in Figure 3.10 are colour coded for Yi =+1 as blue and for Yi =−1 as purple. The
grid in Figure 3.10 indicates the decision rule made by a classifier based on the separating
hyperplane. If Yi f (Xi)> 0 for all i, then f (X) = 0 defines a separating hyperplane (Eq. 3.18).
The choice of the separating hyperplane is made based on the maximal margin classifier.
The margin (M) is a minimal perpendicular distance between each point and the hyperplane.
The maximal margin hyperplane is the hyperplane that amongst all possible ones makes the
biggest margin (separation) between the two classes – the points are as far from the line as
possible. The classification of a test point depends on which side of this hyperplane it falls
on, thus the classifier is named maximal margin classifier. The points lying on the margin are
called the support vectors and the maximal margin depends on them. These are shown in
Figure 3.10(c) as points lying on the dashed lines. Points far away from the hyperplane have
no effect on the maximal margin hyperplane. The maximal margin classifier is constructed
based on the following steps.

1. We have n training observations x1, . . . ,xn ∈ R and the associated class labels are
y1, . . . ,yn ∈ {1,−1}. We maximize M based on the normal vector β . For the case
of expanded features we have 2p features of X1,X2

1 ,X2,X2
2 , . . . ,Xp,X2

p and decision
boundary f (X) = β0 +β11X1 +β21X2

1 +β21X2 +β22X2
2 + · · ·+βp1Xp +βp2X2

p .

2. The maximisation is subject to ∑
p
j=1 β 2

j = 1 and ∑
p
j=1 ∑

2
k=1 β 2

jk = 1 for the case of
expanded features:

• for linearly separable data yi(β0 +β1xi1 +β2xi2 + · · ·+βpxip)≥M,∀i = 1, . . . ,n

• for noisy data yi(β0 +β1xi1 +β2xi2 + · · ·+βpxip)≥M(1− εi),∀i = 1, . . . ,n.

3. given that εi ≥ 0,∑n
i=1 εi ≤ C where ε1, . . . ,εn are slack variables (related to use of

term “slack” in the Simplex method for linear programming, to which this approach
is related algorithmically) that represent the amount that individual points are on the
wrong side of plane or margin and C is the tuning parameter (slack penalty) used to
regulate the slack variables. In other words, C is the penalty for misclassifying the
features. If the dataset is imbalanced, then the penalty for misclassifying minority
classes needs to be increased to prevent overfitting.
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Step 3 guarantees that each observation is on the correct side of the plane. Step 2 is not a
hard constraint, but if it is true then step 3 gives the perpendicular distance of the point from
the hyperplane and step 1 finds the parameters β that maximise the margin M. If the data
is not perfectly separable, then the maximum margin classifier will not work. In that case,
the feature space needs to be enlarged to accommodate a non-linear boundary between the
classes.

The algorithm as explained herein works for two features (x1 and x2). The hyperplane
for the case of two features is a line as described. For the case of three features, we would
need to find a 2-dimensional plane that produces that largest separation between the classes.
For more than three dimensions, the visualisation of a plane is difficult, thus it is called
hyper-plane.

In the case of noisy data in PCD scenes, the margin may be tiny, thus there is low
confidence in the accuracy of the separating plane and it is worthwhile to misclassify a few
training data in order to better classify the test data. The use of slack variables describes
where the ith data point is with respect to the plane. For instance, if εi = 0 then the ith point
is on the correct side of the margin, if εi > 0 then it is on the wrong side of the margin and if
εi > 1 then it is on the wrong side of the plane.

However, there are classes that cannot be separated by linear boundaries, thus the support
vector classifier will not work no matter what the value of C is as shown in Figure 3.10(d).
The solution to this delimitation is to enlarge the feature space using quadratic, cubic or
higher order polynomial functions of features. Expanding the features leads to non-linear
decision boundaries in the original space, but possibly linear boundaries in the expanded
feature space. However, the expanded feature space may become so large that computations
are intractable and the feature space cannot be linearly separable. For this reason, kernels
can be used.

There are a number of kernels that can be used in SVMs in order to define non-linear
boundaries. These include linear, polynomial, Radial Basis Function (RBF) and sigmoid as
described below:

K(xi,x j) =


xix j linear(
γxix j +C

)d polynomial

exp
(
−γ|xi− x j|2

)
RBF

tanh
(
γxix j +C

)
sigmoid

(3.19)

SVM’s limitations are summarised as follows:
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Fig. 3.10 (a) Three separating hyperplanes are shown in 2D-space, (b) a separating hyperplane
is shown in black with the blue and purple grid, (c) the maximal margin hyperplane shown
as solid line with the margins shown as dashed lines and (d) poor performance of a linear
support vector classifier (James et al., 2013)

1. SVM was originally designed to solve the problem of binary classification as explained
in this section. It solves multi-classification problems as well by breaking the classes
into pairs of two classes such as one-against-one and one-against-all.

2. SVM is not designed for imbalanced classes. Weights inversely proportional to the
class frequency are applied to the imbalanced classes. Industrial facility datasets are
highly imbalanced with respect to the most important object types they have, since
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their distribution follows the Zipf’s law as proved in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.7). For this
reason, the application of SVMs on TLS industrial facility data is not preferred, unless
one oversamples the object types that appear less frequently.

3. The success of SVMs depends on the selection of hand-crafted features, the type
of kernel function and the parameters to the kernel function. Improper selection
of features can result in misclassifications, whereas application of different kernel
functions for a dataset gives different results.

3.2.2.2 Neural Networks (NNs)

SVMs are machine learning models with finite numbers of features, so there is a need for
models with high dimensional number of features. A Neural Network (NN) consists of a
collection of nodes (neurons). Each node is connected to other nodes via links and each link
has a weight which determines the strength of one neuron’s influence on another. NNs learn
by example by a process called training. The mechanics of training will be discussed in detail
in Section 3.2.3. The training examples should be carefully selected otherwise the network
might be functioning incorrectly or give inaccurate results. NNs are widely promoted as
universal approximator machines that with enough data could learn any smooth predictive
relationship unlike SVMs that rely on predefined separating hyperplanes. There are three
steps for methods that use NNs: (a) selection of the architecture of the network, (b) data
preprocessing and setting up the model and (c) evaluation of the network. Figure 3.11 shows
a simple architecture of a feed forward NN with one hidden layer. This network has three
predictors or inputs (x j), four hidden units and two output units. Each neuron ai is connected
to the input layer via a vector of parameters or weights w(1)

i j where the (1) refers to the first

layer and i j refers to the jth variable and ith unit. The intercept terms w(1)
0 are called bias and

the function g is a non-linear function such as a sigmoid function g(t) = 1/(1− e−t). The
equation of each hidden layer unit in Figure 3.11 is given as follows:

ai = g

(
w(1)

i0 +
4

∑
j=1

w(1)
i j x j

)
(3.20)

The output units are computed using the following equation:

oi = h

(
w(2)

i0 +
4

∑
j=1

w(2)
i j ai

)
(3.21)
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Figure 3.11 also shows the architecture of a biological neuron as an analogy of the
mathematical model of the same neuron for simplification. Each neuron receives input
signals from its dendrites and produces output signals along its (single) axon. The axon has
branches and connects via synapses to dendrites of other neurons. The signals that travel
along the axons (x0) interact multipicatively (w0x0) with the dendrites of other neurons based
on the synaptic strength at that synapse (w0). The idea is that the synaptic strengths (the
weights w) are learnable and control the strength of influence of one neuron to another. Then,
the dendrites carry the signals to the cell body where they are summed. If the final sum
is above a certain threshold the neuron sends a spike along its axon. The frequency of the
spikes is modelled by the activation function (g). Neurons are often organised in distinct
layers of neurons. A commonly used NN layer type that is widely used in class segmentation
networks is the fully-connected layer, in which neurons between two adjacent layers are fully
pairwise connected but neurons within a single layer share no connections.

Data preprocessing for the application of a NN method is achieved by mean subtraction,
normalisation of data dimensions or Principal Component Analysis (PCA). An important
point to be aware of when training NNs and will be applied in this thesis is to use the
preprocessing method on the training data first and then apply it to the validation/test data.
For instance, if one computes the mean and then subtracts it from every 3D point of the TLS
dataset and then splits the data into training and test splits, this will be erroneous. Instead,
the mean is computed only over the training data and then subtracted equally from all splits
(training/ test data). Initialisation of weights in the NN is set very close to zero, but not
identically zero in order to prevent symmetry breaking. A recently developed technique by
Sergey and Christian (2015) called Batch normalization properly initialises NNs by explicitly
forcing the activations throughout a network to take on a unit Gaussian distribution at the
beginning of the training.

Increasing the size and number of layers in a NN increases the capacity of the network.
This means that the neurons can collaborate to express many different functions. However,
models with high capacity can overfit the data. In this case, regularisation terms can be
introduced to prevent overfitting of the data. Prevention of overfitting can be achieved
by L2 regularisation, L1 regularisation, max norm constraints and dropout. Dropout is a
very effective and recently introduced regularisation technique by Srivastava et al. (2014)
that complements the other methods (L1, L2 and maxnorm). While training, dropout is
implemented by only keeping a neuron active with some probability p (hyperparameter) or
setting it to zero otherwise. Dropout can be understood as averaging over an exponential
ensemble of subnetworks. Figure 3.12 shows a standard NN and the same NN after applying
dropout. It can be easily inferred that the computational time required for the latter reduces
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Fig. 3.11 A simple neural network architecture with a single hidden layer, the mathematical
and biological architecture of a perceptron (neuron).

substantially. Dropout also prevents the network from excessively relying on spurious
correlations between different hidden units.

More sophisticated techniques, like autoencoders (special NN for computing a type of
nonlinear principal-component decomposition) have not been investigated on infrastructure
scenes. They can be, however, an effective linear method for reducing a large set of correlated
variables to a typically smaller number of linear combinations that capture most of the
variance in the dataset.

3.2.3 Deep Learning methods

Modelling the visual world is highly complicated. In the past, enough data to train complex
models were not available, as such use of these models especially in the construction industry
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Fig. 3.12 (a) A standard NN model with two hidden layers, (b) example of the same NN after
applying dropout to the network.

was very limited. However, nowadays big data is emerging, which makes the use of deep
learning algorithms feasible. The reader can refer to Goodfellow et al. (2016) for an extensive
literature review of deep learning models. The author only analyses important deep learning
architectures and concepts that will be used in the class and instance segmentation algorithms
that will be discussed in the following sections.

Training of deep learning NNs is achieved by learning the weights (θ ) with the target
to best match the training outputs (yi) with the outputs ( fθ ). The quality of the match is
evaluated by using a loss function.

Learning of weights is achieved in three steps:

1. Forward propagation: for each training example (xi), the training outputs are computed
for each layer l.

x(l) = f (l)
(

x(l−1),θ (l)
)

(3.22)

2. Backward propagation: the loss derivatives are computed iteratively starting from the
last layer to the input

∂L

∂x(l−1)
=

∂L

∂xl
∂ f l(x(l−1),θ l)

∂x(l−1)
(3.23)
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3. Gradients: the gradients are computed with respect to the weights and the weights are
updated.

∂L

∂θ l =
∂L

∂xl
∂ f l(x(l−1),θ l)

∂θ l (3.24)

The weights are then updated by summing over all the training examples:

θ
(k+1)← θ

k +η

(
∂J
θ

)T

(3.25)

where η is the learning rate 2 and J = ∑
N
i=1 L ( fθ (xi),yi).

Fig. 3.13 Backpropagation example illustration.

The updated weights needed are:

θ
∗ = argmin

θ

{
N

∑
i=1

L ( fθ (xi),yi)+R(θ)

}
(3.26)

2The amount that the weights are updated during training.
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where θ ∗ are the updated weights, xi is the input data, yi is the ground truth output, fθ (xi)

is the predicted output and R(θ) is a regularisation term.
As an example, a number of features φ(x) where their weights are learned by back-

propagating the weights in the subsequent layers are used to classify pixels of an image as
shown in Figure 3.14.

Fig. 3.14 Illustrative example of class segmentation of an elbow

The inputs are usually processed in parallel in batches as shown in Figure 3.15(b).
The difference when using batch processing is that the losses from each input are added
(Figure 3.15). The non-linearity in the weights is added by using activation functions. The
three most popular ones are: tanh, a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) or a leaky ReLU. ReLU
is widely used in current models. Figure 3.16 illustrates these three functions and their
mathematical models.

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a special category of deep NNs with
specialised connectivity. They are tailored to processing natural signals with a grid topology
(e.g., images). CNNs were first introduced in 2008 (LeCun et al., 2008) for digit recognition
and the model architecture is presented in Figure 3.17. CNNs are simply deep NNs that use
convolution layers. These will be defined as follows.

CNNs have two building blocks that are fundamental in the class and instance segmenta-
tion networks that will be further discussed:

1. Convolution layer (ConvLayer) or kernel: this layer convolves (applying the convolu-
tion operation) a filter (kernel) with a subset of the input (i.e. pixels of an input image).
Each filter is convolved across all the dimensions of the input. The objective of this
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Fig. 3.15 (a) Loss function of a deep network and (b) the same network with a batch of many
inputs.
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Fig. 3.16 Examples of activation functions (a) Tanh, (b) ReLU and (c) leaky ReLU.

Fig. 3.17 Network architecture of the first CNN applied for digit recognition (LeCun et al.,
2008).

layer is to extract high-level features such as edges, colour, gradient orientation from
an input image. Usually the first ConvLayer is responsible for capturing the low-level
features. Additional ConvLayers adapt to the high level features giving the network
understanding of the images similar to that of the human brain.

2. Pooling layer: this layer has two functionalities: a) reduction of the spatial size of
convolved features for computational purposes and b) dominant feature extraction.
There are two types of pooling: max pooling and average pooling. Max pooling returns
the maximum value from the portion of the image covered by the kernel. On the other
hand, average pooling returns the average of all the values from a kernel.

Popular CNNs are AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), LeNet (LeCun et al., 2008),
VGGNet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015), GoogleNet (Szegedy et al., 2014) and ResNet
(He et al., 2016). CNNs for 3D data have recently emerged and will be discussed in the next
section.
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One can also assess the proposed class and instance segmentation pipeline based on
the commonly used mean Jaccard Index or mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) metric
(Everingham et al., 2014), given by:

mIoU =
1
C

C

∑
c=1

T Pc

T Pc +FPc +FNc
(3.27)

An illustration of IoU is shown in Figure 3.18.

Fig. 3.18 IoU definition.

3.2.4 3D Class Segmentation Deep Learning methods

In computer vision problems, image segmentation (referred to as semantic segmentation
in the computer vision community) using hand-crafted features has achieved a plateau in
performance. CNNs as explained in Section 3.2.3 are extensively used in image segmentation
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012), text classification (LeCun et al., 2008), medical imaging (Taha and
Hanbury, 2015, Pang et al., 2012) and self-driving vehicles (Wang et al., 2018a, Teichmann
et al., 2018). A basic CNN architecture is using a deep neural network that combines
convolutional and pooling layers to aggregate local information per pixel/letter in images/text
respectively. Wang et al. (2019a) groups the existing 3D deep learning methods in three
main groups: (DLa) view-based (Su et al., 2015b, Kalogerakis et al., 2017, Wei et al., 2016),
(DLb) volumetric (Maturana and Scherer, 2015, Wu et al., 2015, Zhou and Tuzel, 2017,
Klokov and Lempitsky, 2017, Tatarchenko et al., 2017) and (DLc) geometric deep learning
methods (Qi et al., 2017b,a, Wang et al., 2019a).
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There are three challenges that need to be addressed for the application of these techniques
in real-world, TLS point clouds:

1. TLS data is irregular (unstructured) and needs to be permutation invariant. This means
that if the order of the points changes, this should not affect the result. Figure 3.19
illustrates that difference of pixel-to-pixel relations and point-to-point permutations.

2. TLS data is noisy, sparse, with outliers, occlusions, density variations and especially
for industrial settings, large-scale.

3. TLS industrial shapes can have different scales and objects in these point clouds may
have the same shape but can be translated or rotated to their principal axes. Therefore,
the selected method should be rotation and translation invariant. Objects of the same
class can even have substantially different geometric shapes, i.e. valves (European
Commission, 2010).

Fig. 3.19 (a) Permutation variance of pixels and (b) permutation invariance of 3D points

Each of the three class segmentation deep learning groups (DLa-DLc) will be analysed in
the sections that follow in order to identify the most suitable group of deep learning methods
for the class segmentation application on industrial settings.

3.2.4.1 View-based Deep Learning Methods (DLa)

View-based methods represent objects in 3D space as a collection of 2D views. These 2D
projected views are then processed by applying standard CNNs as discussed in Section 3.2.3.
A CNN is applied to each 2D view and then the features are aggregated using max pooling
(Su et al., 2015b). An illustration of their method is presented in Figure 3.20. The rendered
images are passed through a first CNN (CNN1) in order to extract their features. Then,
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all image features are combined by a view pooling function that performs element-wise
max-pooling across all image views. These features are then processed in a second CNN
(CNN2) that produces shape descriptors and generates the final shape predictions. Recently,
their results were refined by aggregating the predicted 2D projections of 2D onto the 3D
shapes through a Conditional Random Field (CRF) (Kalogerakis et al., 2017). This technique
is more useful for data acquired by RGB-D sensors since a single view can be processed at a
time (Wei et al., 2016) rather than TLS point clouds. The main drawback of these methods is
that they cannot be applied if the input is noisy and/or incomplete. Therefore, these methods
are not further investigated for TLS point cloud industrial applications.

Fig. 3.20 Multi-view CNN network architecture (Su et al., 2015b)

3.2.4.2 Volumetric Deep Learning Methods (DLb)

A key difference of 3D data compared to image data is that adjacent 3D points in the Euclidean
space are not necessarily correlated. There are two widely used volumetric CNN methods
that can accommodate for this. These are voxelisation and octree based CNN methods.
Voxelisation is a technique to convert the unstructured geometric data to a regular 3D grid, so
that standard CNN operations can be applied (Maturana and Scherer, 2015, Wu et al., 2015).
The main drawbacks of voxelisation is the complexity of the network that does not take into
account the sparsity of data. For instance, the 3DShapeNET (Wu et al., 2015) for a small
3D voxel input of 30x30x30 has 30x30x30 = 27,000 parameters and becomes prohibitively
large for larger voxel inputs. A solution to this is anisotropic probing that only selects parts
of images to train and results in a very low number of parameters and low computational
cost (Su et al., 2015b). Another solution would be to only store the occupied voxels and
constrain the computations near the surface of the 3D object. Voxelisation produces a sparse
grid, so the volumetric representation is not often useful and results in loss of data. This
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representation in bounding volumes is not accurate enough for calculating normal vectors of
points due to the latter challenge. For this reason, Boulch and Marlet (2016) propose a deep
learning approach for robust normal estimation in point clouds using CNNs and randomised
Hough Transform to accurately interpret the local neighbourhood of a 3D point. However,
this method depends on the neighbourhood size, which determines normal estimation. Given
the advances in image processing, voxel-based methods apply CNNs with 3D convolutions
for 3D object detection (Zhou and Tuzel, 2017) and class segmentation. However, there
are certain limitations, such as the exploding memory consumption when the resolution
of the 3D voxel grid increases. Some promising recent methods partition the 3D space in
k-d trees (Klokov and Lempitsky, 2017) or octrees (Tatarchenko et al., 2017), however this
representation does not take into account the local geometry structure.

The second set of volumetric methods uses octrees which recursively partition the 3D
space and label each voxel according to object occupancy (Meagher, 1980) with internal
nodes having exactly eight children as shown in Figure 7.4. Octree based methods do not
compute features per individual 3D point. Rather, they process cubes of data based on a
voxel data structure. The convolutions on octrees are performed using hash tables that only
search around neighbourhoods (Shao et al., 2018). An illustrative example of a hash table is
presented in Figure 3.22(b) in comparison to voxel convolutions (Figure 3.22(a)). Octree
CNN methods tend to be memory efficient in comparison to voxel-based CNN methods,
but they still require substantial time to train. Yet, octree size determination highly depends
on the TLS point density and the desired level of detail (LOD) of output point clusters.
Therefore, these methods are not suitable for the class segmentation of industrial facilities
and are not further analysed.

3.2.4.3 Geometric Deep Learning Methods (DLc)

The key difference between geometric deep learning methods and traditional approaches
is that the former are feature-agnostic, i.e. they have to learn the shape features instead
of hand-crafting them. Geometric deep learning has become a core technique for class
segmentation tasks (Qi et al., 2017a,b). Prior to deep neural nets, class segmentation of
images and point clouds was traditionally solved using feature extractors, such as spin Images
(Johnson and Hebert, 1999)) combining classical classifiers such as SVMs (Agrawal et al.,
2009), semantic hashing (Behley et al., 2010)) or Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to
enable label consistency in neighbouring points (Munoz et al., 2009, 2008, Triebel et al.,
2006). A comprehensive overview of methods that rely on hand-designed point features was
given in the attribute-based (Section 3.2.1) and machine learning (Section 3.2.2) sections.
Readers can also refer to Agapaki and Nahangi (2020), Biasotti et al. (2016), Guo et al.
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Fig. 3.21 Octree representation (Vo et al., 2015)

Fig. 3.22 Illustration of (a) voxel and (b) Hash table convolutions.

(2014), Patraucean et al. (2015) and Grilli et al. (2017) for specific applications of these
methods in infrastructure scenes.

Laser-scanned point clouds are massive datasets, where, unlike images, convolution
operations between 3D points cannot be performed since point clouds are unstructured and
this prohibits the use of 3D CNNs as discussed. For this reason, PointNETs are developed.
PointNETs are a special class of network architectures that directly process point cloud data in
3D space. Their key operation is a symmetric function applied to 3D coordinates so that they
are invariant to permutations. Qi et al. (2017b) developed a deep neural network (PointNET)
that takes point clouds as inputs and outputs segmented labelled point clusters. PointNET
is trained on the ShapeNet data set (Su et al., 2015a) and the Stanford3D indoor dataset
(Armeni et al., 2016). However, PointNET is not designed to capture spatial relationships
between features. In other words, PointNET processes fixed-size blocks separately, and uses
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fully connected neural network layers for the points of each block. However, this implies that
it treats local information the same way as global information during the learning process,
something that impairs the learning procedure. Also, the learned features are sensitive
to the global transformation and rotational transformations of point clouds due to loss of
neighbouring information per point.

PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) solved this problem by applying individual PointNETs to
local neighbourhoods of points and combined their outputs by using a hierarchical approach.
As such, PointNET++ captures both local and global contextual information. The hierarchical
structure of PointNET++ is achieved by using a number of set abstraction levels. These
levels are composed of three key layers:

1. a sampling layer which selects a set of points from the input TLS point cloud and
defines the centroids of the point neighbourhoods,

2. a grouping layer which finds the neighbouring points around the centroids of each
sampling layer and

3. a PointNET layer that uses PointNET in each grouping layer to compute point features
and encode them into feature vectors.

The PointNET++ and PointNET network are illustrated in Figure 3.23. The input of a set
abstraction level is a N× (d +C) matrix with N the number of points with d-dimensional
coordinates and C-dimensional point features. The output of the set abstraction layer is a
matrix with dimensions N′× (d +C′) where N′ is the number of subsampled points with
d-dimensional coordinates, C′ the C′-dimensional feature vectors per point and K is the
number of neighbouring points per centroid. The neighbourhood of a point is then defined
by metric distance as opposed to CNNs where a local region of pixels around a pixel is
defined by the kernel size. The ball query or a K nearest neighbour (kNN) search finds
the neighbouring points within a certain radius to the query point or a fixed number (K) of
neighbouring points respectively. The non-uniformity of TLS point clouds is also addressed
by the PointNET++ method using a Multi-Scale Grouping (MSG) layer. This layer allows for
training with varying uniformity that is induced by randomness in the dropout ratio of each
input point set. The MSG layer also captures multi-scale patterns by applying grouping layers
at various scales for each centroid point and then PointNETs extract features at each scale.
The TLS point sets with low densities are processed using a Multi-Resolution Grouping
layer (MRG) which is less computationally intensive compared to the MSG layer and avoids
unnecessary feature extraction at lower levels in large scale non-uniform neighbourhoods.
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The point features of the subsampled points of the set abstraction layer are propagated
from Nl points to Nl−1 points where Nl−1 and Nl are the point set sizes of the input and
output set abstraction layer l. PointNET++ propagates features ( f j

i ) using an inverse distance
weighted average of the features of the k nearest neighbours per point such that (Qi et al.,
2017a):

f ( j)(x) =
∑

k
i=1 wi(x) f ( j)

i

∑
k
i=1 wi(x)

(3.28)

where

wi(x) =
1

d(x,xi)2 (3.29)

and j = 1, . . . ,C features, xi are the subsampled points.
A similar approach was studied by Shen et al. (2018) and exploited local high-dimensional

feature vectors based on a nearest-neighbour-graph, which is constructed from the locations
of 3D points. Another limitation of CNNs when applied on TLS data is that CNNs cannot
adjust to point density variations (Li et al., 2016), since CNNs process structured data (in a
grid). For this reason, other techniques like projecting the point cloud to a voxel grid, tracking
non-empty voxels using a hash table and then performing sparse convolutions are used (Choy
et al., 2019) or TLS data points are spherically projected to an image (Wu et al., 2018a). The
former is ideal for data of video sequences since it allows an extra spatial dimension (time),
thus creating networks with 4-dimensional convolutions. The latter takes into account the
geometry of a rotating LIDAR sensor. Results are smoothed using a CRF after applying a
CNN. A recent approach uses local information between pairs of neighbourhoods of points
and propagates this information by using a special type of graph-structured layers, EdgeConv
layers (Wang et al., 2019b). The EdgeConv layer gets the k-nearest neighbours for each point
and defines features on edges, which are the connections between the centroid point and its
k-neighbours. Wang et al. (2019c) use a shared feed-forward neural network to transform the
features to a higher dimensional space and aggregate them using a symmetric function:

x
′
i = ∑

j:(i, j)∈ε

hθ (xi,x j) (3.30)

where ε is an edge between points xi and x j and hθ is a nonlinear function with a set of
learnable features θ .

The ∑ fuction can be substituted with any symmetric function such as max. If one
wants to make an analogy with convolution on images, xi is considered the central pixel and
{x j : (i, j) ∈ ε} is a patch around it.
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Fig. 3.23 PointNET++ and PointNET network architectures (Qi et al., 2017a,b)
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Most of these deep learning networks are designed to use both spatial coordinates and
RGB information per point. However, the author argues below that the latter is not suitable
for industrial environments, because colour does not give unique information to distinguish
shapes in industrial spaces. For instance, cylinders can have the same colour as structural
elements and colour is dependent on the manufacturers’ specifications. ANSI/ASME A13.1
(American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), 2015) is the most commonly used
general purpose colour coded scheme. Some industries require an even more detailed and
customised standard coding scheme. For instance, water treatment pipes follow the Ten
States Standards (Lakes, 2004), which depends on the fluid carried on the pipelines. Other
systems are so specialised that colour coding should even distinguish between pipes carrying
the same material using the phase of the material as colour identifier (International Institute
of Ammonia Refrigeration, 2014). Figure 3.24 compares three widely applied piping colour
coding schemes, the ASME A13.1 standards (American Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME), 2015), the British standards (BS 1710:2014, 2014) and the ANSI-APWA standards
(ANSI Z535.1, 2017). Studying the color coding standards reveals that all pipes except the
ones used for fire purposes are painted with different colours based on the colour coding
scheme. This explains why the author argues that there is no universal and widely applied
colour scheme that can be used as a unique feature for a geometric deep learning network on
the class segmentation of industrial shapes.

Fig. 3.24 Comparison of colour between pipe colour coding schemes.

Geometric deep learning methods are suitable for answering in part research questions
RQ1b, RQ2a and RQ2b since they address all three challenges of real-world, TLS data that
were presented in the beginning of Section 3.2.4. They achieve that by using conventional
building blocks like convolution and pooling to directly process 3D points. Henceforth, these
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methods will be further investigated due to the scope of the thesis on class segmentation that
is focused on directly assigning class labels to points rather than converting the 3D points to
other representations in order to process them.

Applications of the above-mentioned networks range from indoor to urban scenes. How-
ever, none of them is implemented on industrial facility data. The Stanford 3D Indoor spaces
dataset (Armeni et al., 2016) is extensively used to validate these methods on indoor TLS
datasets. Spatial coordinates, colour information and relative position of each point within
room settings are used as learnable features to apply the geometric deep learning networks
mentioned above. It can be easily understood that these methods cannot be directly applied
on industrial environments since these spaces present three main challenges: (C1) there
is no universal colour scheme that is followed across different facilities as shown above,
(C2) industrial spaces are typically large and semi-structured with shapes that may span
across their entire length/width and (C3) they are heterogeneous spaces where there are
usually no direct contextual rules between shapes that belong in separate systems (piping,
structural, electrical) and only the components that belong to the same system are internally
connected with strong context. In other words, the relative location of a cylinder in a facility
cannot imply derivation of contextual rules for the position of an I-beam, however the relative
location of an elbow and a pipe are strongly correlated.

The applicability of training a geometric deep learning network on industrial TLS datasets
will be investigated in the Chapters that follow. A prerequisite to apply such a network is the
availability of a benchmark TLS dataset. Hence, the author investigates in the next section
the requirements in terms of the size and techniques to generate a TLS dataset on industrial
spaces.

3.2.5 Benchmark Segmentation Datasets

The collected point clouds need to be annotated in order to allow the use of supervised
learning multi-classifiers. Manual extraction of thousands of point clusters from point clouds
for a segmentation algorithm is a tedious process that prohibits training for the application of
deep learning algorithms. There are several benchmark datasets of indoor scenes, which are
generated by RGB-D cameras or are synthetically generated (Armeni et al., 2017, Dai et al.,
2017, 2018, Hua et al., 2016, Li et al., 2018, McCormac et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2015,
Silberman et al., 2012). A lot of work has also been done on road scenes from images (Ros
et al., 2016, Chen et al., 2016, Song et al., 2015, Xiang et al., 2015, Zeeshan Zia et al., 2013,
Zia et al., 2014) and recently promising work using voxelisation techniques in neural network
architectures for TLS point cloud data was conducted (Zhou et al., 2017a). TLS benchmark
datasets of urban scenes for self-driving car applications have recently been developed such
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as the Oakland3d, Freiburg, Wachtberg, Semantic3d, Paris-Lille-3D, Zhang et al. and KITTI
(Behley et al., 2012, Hackel et al., 2017, Munoz et al., 2009, Roynard et al., 2018, Steder
et al., 2010, Geiger et al., 2012). Current benchmark datasets are summarised in Table 3.2.
However, there is no benchmark dataset to date that captures TLS point clouds of industrial
facilities. Without one, we cannot evaluate supervised methods like deep learning. The
benchmark datasets in Table 3.2 give us intuition on the acceptable number of shapes/3D
points to target for the dataset generation required for the experiments of this thesis (CLOI
dataset).
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Table 3.2 Overview of point cloud datasets with class annotations. 1refers to the number of points in millions of each dataset, 2refers to
the number of classes used for evaluation and number of classes annotated is in brackets

#points1 #classes2 Sensor Annotation Use
Semantic3D 4,009 8 (8) Terrestrial 3D Laser Scanner Point-wise Urban scenes

KITTI 1,799 3 Velodyne HDL-64E Bounding box Urban scenes
Stanford 3D 273 13 (13) Matterport 3D scanner Point-wise Buildings

Paris-Lille-3D 143 9 (50) Velodyne HDL-32E Point-wise Urban scenes
Zhang et al. 32 10 (10) Velodyne HDL-64E Point-wise Indoor scenes
Oakland3D 1.6 5 (44) 2D laser scanner (SICK LMS) Point-wise Outdoor

Freiburg 1.1 4 (11) 2D laser scanner (SICK LMS) Point-wise People/bicycles
Wachtberg 0.4 5 (5) Velodyne HDL-64E Point-wise Urban scenes
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A technique of hand labelling through crowd sourcing is available for images (Silberman
et al., 2012, Song and Chandraker, 2015). Crowd sourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical
Turk (Amazon Mechanical Turk, 2018) or LabelMe (Russell et al., 2008) have been developed
for this purpose. However, it is more difficult to accomplish this task for TLS point clouds
due to noise, occlusions and difficulty to interpret cluttered 3D scenes for untrained users.
Industrial scenes are a significant example of complex scenes with thousands of object
categories that make hand-labelling even more time-consuming. Therefore, a new annotation
procedure needs to be done to generate a TLS benchmark point cloud dataset of industrial
facilities.

3.2.6 Industrial shape class segmentation (S2)

In this section, the author investigates the class segmentation methods applied on industrial
shapes. Local descriptors have been used to segment cylinders in industrial scenes. Cur-
vature based descriptors demonstrate superior performance compared to other local shape
descriptors (Heider et al., 2012, Nagase et al., 2013). Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard (2015)
use a region growing method and principal curvatures as features to segment Mechanical,
Electrical and Plumbing (MEP) systems in TLS point clouds. This method takes point cloud
density, surface roughness, curvature and clutter into consideration. Although their main
limitations are (a) over segmentation especially for highly occluded scenes and (b) lack of
contextual inter-connectivity relationships to connect shapes, principal curvature is a local
feature that can describe the 3D structure of points in occluded scenes and the author will
investigate using it in Section 5.1.4 of the proposed solution. Perez-Perez et al. (2016) use
the segmentation method proposed by Dimitrov and Golparvar-Fard (2015) and refine class
labels of indoor point cloud data using an SVM classifier and an Adaboost classifier. Then,
they combine the class labels (wall, ceiling, floor, cylinder) and the geometric category labels
(horizontal, vertical, cylindrical) learned into a Conditional Random Field (CRF) formulation
to incorporate neighbourhood context. Their last step is to use a Markov Random Field
(MRF) to enforce coherence between class and geometric labels. Their results indicate 79%
precision and 93% recall for pipe/cylinder segmentation. However, their main limitation is
that their method is tested on simplified datasets since they manually segment their TLS data
to only represent wall, floor, ceiling and cylinder components. This means that substantial
manual effort is needed to pre-process the data. Huang and You (2013) segment four cate-
gories; planes, cylinders, edges and thin-cylinders (cylinders with diameter less than 5cm).
They use an SVM local descriptor classifier with point normals as local features (FPFH -
Fast Point Feature Histograms and 3D-SSIM - 3D Self-Similarity). However, their method
has mostly been tested on virtual point clouds and partial real-world industrial scenes, having
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less than 200,000 points. The above-mentioned research efforts on cylinder segmentation
from TLS scanned data that constitute 50% of the objects of an industrial facility on average
as proved in Chapter 2 indicate that this problem remains an unsolved challenge.

There are even fewer methods that assign a class label per point of steel shapes. Armeni
et al. (2016) segment concrete beams and columns and other indoor object classes from
TLS data using a 3D sliding window and an SVM classifier to learn local (occupancy, ratio,
colour, normals and curvature) and global features (3D position and size) in each 3D window.
Their precision is 66.67% and 91.77% for beams and columns respectively. Steel structural
components have not been investigated in their study. It is, therefore, evident that class
segmentation of industrial shapes has not been solved in the literature. The next section
focuses on the second step of the S2 gDT strategy, which is instance segmentation.
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3.3 Instance segmentation

Instance segmentation (S2b) captures elements of both object detection and class segmenta-
tion, where an image or 3D point cloud is segmented into point clusters that have the same
instance label since they belong to the same object (He et al., 2017). For examples, points
belonging to two different cylinders will be in two instance point clusters, although they
belong to the same cylinder class. Pinheiro et al. (2015) train an R-CNN network to obtain a
class-agnostic mask segmentation 3 given an image patch, whereas the second part of the
system outputs the likelihood of a patch to belong to a specific object. Instance segmentation
on industrial facility point clouds is a core step towards industrial facility digitisation and
automated gDT generation, since the instances are the point clusters that 3D object fitting will
be applied on. Successful 3D object fitting is dependent on successful instance segmentation.
An illustrative comparison between the three definitions of class segmentation, detection and
instance segmentation was presented in Figure 3.1.

Deep learning is the core technique for instance segmentation tasks. Instance segmenta-
tion methods are a relatively new research field in the computer vision community that is
greatly developing in the last years adopting the advances in instance segmentation of images.
Object detection methods that were analysed in Section 3.1 as part of the S1 gDT strategy
were developed prior to instance segmentation methods. The sections that follow analyse the
metrics and state-of-the-art methods currently used to segment instance point clusters from
TLS data.

3.3.1 Deep Learning instance segmentation

An ideal instance segmentation method should have the following characteristics:

1. high precision (i.e. the number of predicted instances that match with ground truth
instances should be high).

2. high recall meaning the number of ground truth instances that match to some predicted
instance is high.

An object proposal is marked as detected (true positive) if the Intersection over Union
(IoU) is above a certain threshold. The predicted labels are then compared with the ground
truth labels pointwise and precision, recall and Intersection-over-Union (IoU) scores are
computed. The IoU score is defined as:

3A mask of an image is an image where some of the pixel intensity values are zero and others are non-zero.
The pixels that have zero values are the background of the image, whereas the non-zero pixels belong to the
instances of the image that are segmented.
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IoUc(predinsi,gtins j)≥ t (3.31)

where predinsi and gtins j correspond to the predicted and ground truth point clusters
respectively, for 1≤ i≤ N and 1≤ j ≤M

predins j and gtins j match if and only if Equation (3.31) holds for some predetermined
threshold t.

There are three properties that the predinsi and gtins j need to comply with:

1. For any i, j, predinsi ⊆ S and gtinsi ⊆ S. Also, for any i ̸= i′ and j ̸= j′ we have
predinsi ∩ predinsi′ = /0 and gtins j ∩ gtins j′ = /0. In other words, gtins j and gtinsi′ are
disjoint sets of points. The same property applies for predinsi and predinsi′ .

2.
⋃M

j=1 gtins j = S meaning that every point of the input TLS industrial dataset belongs to
some instance.

Instance recall and precision are measured with the same equations as defined in the class
segmentation part (Equation (3.15) and Equation (3.14) respectively). The former measures
the percentage of gtins j that is matched with some predinsi , whereas the latter measures the
percentage of predinsi that matches some gtinsi .

The interpolated averaged precision (AP) is another metric first introduced by Salton and
McGill (1986) and is used to evaluate the instance segmentation algorithms as well. For a
particular class, the precision/recall curve is computed. Recall is defined as the proportion of
all positive examples ranked above a given confidence level. The AP is defined as the mean
precision at a set of eleven equally spaced recall levels [0,0.1, . . . ,1]:

AP =
1

11

C

∑
c=1

max
r∈{0,0.1,...,1}

p(r̃) (3.32)

where p(r̃), the precision at recall i is taken to be the maximum precision measured at a
recall exceeding r̃.

Instance segmentation has been widely used in image processing (He et al., 2017, Newell
et al., 2016, Girshick et al., 2014, Newell et al., 2017). Mask R-CNN (He et al., 2017) is
one of the most popular region proposal networks due to its simplicity and speed and was
proposed by Facebook AI Research. It consists of two stages: (1) a Region Proposal Network
(RPN) and (2) a Fast R-CNN (Girshick et al., 2014). The RPN network proposes candidate
object bounding boxes. The Fast R-CNN network extracts features from each candidate box
and performs classification and bounding-box regression. Faster inference can be achieved
by sharing the features of both stages. Newell et al. (2017) is another example of 2D instance
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segmentation network that groups pixels into instances by combining associative embedding
with a stacked hourglass architecture (Newell et al., 2016). This architecture consists of a
sequence of modules shaped like an hourglass, which have convolutional and pooling layers
that aggregate features per pixel. Other works build on the Mask R-CNN architecture to
detect instances (Hu et al., 2018, Huang et al., 2019, Chen et al., 2019). The readers can
refer to Huang et al. (2017) for a comprehensive comparison between Faster R-CNN and
other frameworks. 3D instance segmentation methods in research related areas are then
investigated, since there is no method that has segmented instances on industrial facility
scenes.

3.3.2 3D Instance segmentation methods in research related areas

3D instance segmentation has attracted a lot of research attention recently (Wang et al., 2018b,
2019a, Yi et al., 2019, Pham et al., 2019). Researchers segment 3D instances by learning to
group per-point features 4 into instances. These networks usually use PointNET/PointNET++
to project the 3D points in a high-dimensional feature vector (Qi et al., 2017b,a). The author
groups the instance segmentation methods into two classes: (a) shape based (top-down) and
(b) shape-free (bottom-up) using a similar grouping with Wang et al. (2019a).

Shape-based methods generate object proposals (such as 3D bounding boxes) in a similar
way like 2D object proposals on images (He et al., 2017). Shape-free methods learn to
associate pixel-predictions or 3D point predictions to object instances. Region-based CNNs
(R-CNNs) (Girshick et al., 2014) are the baseline of instance segmentation methods. They
have two main steps: (1) prediction of a set of candidate object proposals (mask proposals)
and (2) training of an object classifier to choose the best candidate proposal (final instance
masks). Shape-based methods work robustly with images, however these techniques are
challenging on TLS point clouds. The main challenge shape-based methods have on 3D
data is that they are not trained from scratch on 3D object detectors rather they make use
of image features (Deng and Latecki, 2017, Liang et al., 2018, Qi et al., 2018). Recently,
3D instance segmentation of multi-modal inputs (RGB-D scans) was studied by Hou et al.
(2019) achieving a combination of 2D and 3D feature learning. An alternative approach for
processing RGB-D data is taken by Frustrum PointNET, where 2D detection is performed
in advance and then projected in 3D to refine the predictions (Qi et al., 2018). However, a
disadvantage of this method is that the occluded shapes in images cannot be detected, since
the initial bounding box allocation is taken from the image data, so the errors of unrecognised
objects in the 2D image are inherited in the point cloud data as well. For this reason, other

4A feature vector is assigned per point.
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local features should be investigated for these applications. Extending these approaches with
masks on 3D data is a possibility, however the performance may be sub-optimal and the
pipeline is more complicated. A recent network (3D-BoNet) directly learns 3D bounding
boxes for all instances in a TLS point cloud dataset by using two parallel network branches
for a) instance-level bounding box and 2) point mask prediction (Yang et al., 2019). Their
method is designed to learn object boundaries. The main drawback of 3D-BoNET is that
drawing 3D bounding boxes for instances of industrial objects is a challenging task given
the high variability in the dimensions of CLOI shapes. Another challenge is that there is no
direct link between the predicted boxes and the ground truth labels to supervise the network,
even though the 3D-BoNET enforces a set of geometric rules to predict the 3D bounding
boxes.

Another example of shape-based methods is GSPN that stands for Generative Proposal
Network) (Yi et al., 2019). GSPN generates object proposals by understanding the underlying
object geometry. For example, GSPN does not produce blind proposals that contain multiple
objects or parts of an object. It takes a point cloud and a seed point as input, uses a Conditional
Variational Autoencoder (CVAE) to generate a proposal, converts the proposal to a ROI
box and then uses an R-PointNET++ (mask R-CNN) to segment an object. A CVAE learns
to generate natural object data samples from a latent distribution conditioned on the TLS
point cloud and the seed point. The output point cloud generated as an object proposal
approximates the original object in the TLS point cloud. ROIs are candidate axis-aligned 3D
bounding boxes with instance features that are computed from object proposals ( fĉ). Only
the candidate bounding boxes that have confidence score greater than 50% are used, similarly
to other instance segmentation methods. The main drawback of this method is that industrial
shapes have different geometric shapes and are more intricate than everyday objects, as such
the viability of this method on industrial data is limited.

On the other hand, shape-free approaches generate instances based on feature aggregation.
SGPN (Similarity Group Proposal Network) trains a network that outputs instance level labels
per point, based on a similarity matrix between all pairs of points. This matrix compares
the feature vectors of 3D points and assigns them to instances. SGPN tests three potential
similarity classes for each pair of points: (a) points belong to the same object instance,
(b) points share the same class label but do not belong to the same object instance and (c)
points do not share the same class label. ASIS (Associatively Segmenting Instances and
Semantics) is another network that associates semantic and instance level predictions (Wang
et al., 2019a). The ASIS network is trained to segment 3D points into instances by comparing
the feature vectors of those points projected in an embedding space. The points that are
close to each other in the embedding space belong to the same instance, whereas points
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belonging to different instances are apart. ASIS uses two additional metrics to evaluate
instance segmentation: coverage and weighted coverage (Ren and Zemel, 2017, Liu et al.,
2017, Zhuo et al., 2017) as defined below:

Cov(gr, pred) =
|gr|

∑
i=1

max
j

IoU(rgr
i ,rpred

j ) (3.33)

WCov(gr, pred) =
|gr|

∑
i=1

wimax
j

IoU(rgr
i ,rpred

j ) (3.34)

wi =
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i |
∑k |r

gr
k |

(3.35)

where |rgr
i | is the number of 3D points in the ground truth region i.

Cov measures the average instance-wise IoU of predicted instances with ground truth
instances. Then, a weight proportional to the size of the ground-truth instances is used to
measure WCov.

JSIS3D is another shape-free instance network that couples the class and instance seg-
mentation tasks (Pham et al., 2019). They achieve that in two steps. First, they apply a
multi-task network based on PointNET (Qi et al., 2017b) that predicts the class and instance
labels per point and secondly they optimise those labels by developing a multi-value CRF
model. The 3D-BEVIS (3D bird’s-eye-view instance segmentation) predicts an instance and
class label given a TLS point cloud applying three stages (Elich et al., 2019): 1) a 2D instance
feature network that learns instance features from a bird’s eye view (top view of a scene),
2) after concatenating the instance features to the TLS point cloud features, a 3D feature
propagation network propagates and predicts instance features for all points in the scene and
3) final prediction and clustering of the class and instance labels. The main limitation of
this network is that it is not suitable for vertically oriented objects since they are not visible
in the 2D bird’s eye view representation. Overall, the ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a), JSIS3D
(Pham et al., 2019) and 3D-BEVIS (Elich et al., 2019) networks apply the same per-point
feature grouping pipeline as initially proposed by SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b) to segment 3D
instances. The above-mentioned shape-based and shape-free networks are summarised in
Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26 respectively.
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Fig. 3.25 Shape-based instance segmentation networks: (a) 3D-BoNET (Yang et al., 2019)
and (b) GSPN (Yi et al., 2019)
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Fig. 3.26 Shape-free instance segmentation networks: (a) JSIS-3D (Pham et al., 2019), (b) SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b), (c) 3D-BEVIS
(Elich et al., 2019) and (d) ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a)
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The above-mentioned shape-free instance segmentation methods consider instance seg-
mentation as object detection and therefore evaluate this task using the IoU threshold at
50%. The performance of these methods is summarised in Table 3.3. The results presented
are computed based on the PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) baseline, whereas the results in
parentheses are validated with the PointNET (Qi et al., 2017b) baseline. The performance of
these networks is relatively low, but given the complexity of the task it is significant. There
is still ongoing research in the computer vision community expected to further enhance the
discussed instance segmentation networks.

Table 3.3 Instance segmentation results on the Stanford dataset (Armeni et al., 2016)

Method Prec (%) Rec (%) mIoU (%)
SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b) 42.9 - -
JSIS-3D (Pham et al., 2019) 36.3 - -
ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a) 63.6 (44.5) 47.5 (37.4) 37.4 (25.5)

3D-BoNET (Yang et al., 2019) 65.6 47.6 38.1
3D-BEVIS (Elich et al., 2019) 65.7 - -

Shape-free instance segmentation methods are suitable for addressing in part research
question RQ4a, since 3D bounding box training on complex industrial scenes is far from a
feasible task. Also, the high level of occlusion and density of objects in industrial scenes
prevents the use of methods that rely on 3D projections in the 2D space like the shape based
methods. However, shape-free instance segmentation methods also have disadvantages. The
disadvantage of those methods is that they inevitably require a post-processing step such as
mean-shift clustering (Comaniciu and Meer, 2002) to segment the final instance labels which
is a computationally intensive task. Another disadvantage of these methods is that they do
not explicitly detect the object boundaries of objects, which is of significant importance for
industrial shapes that have complex boundaries.

The above-mentioned networks have only been used on point clouds of residential or
office spaces (Armeni et al., 2016) and urban scenes (Behley et al., 2012, Hackel et al., 2017,
Munoz et al., 2009, Roynard et al., 2018, Steder et al., 2010, Geiger et al., 2012, Winiwarter
et al., 2019). Instance segmentation of industrial point clouds has not been achieved so far.
As mentioned above, shape-free instance networks are more appropriate for instance-level
predictions of industrial environments due to the complex boundaries between industrial
shapes that cannot be approximated by shape-specific object proposals (e.g. 3D bounding
boxes).
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3.4 3D Object Fitting to point clusters

3D object fitting to instance point clusters is a solved problem as discussed in Chapter 2,
however all the 3D fitting methods will be presented herein for completeness of the state of
research methods for gDT generation. Point cloud fitting to the geometric representations
discussed in Section 1.4.2 consists of two main steps: (a) coarse alignment and (b) fine
alignment. Coarse registration is an initial step that is performed to roughly align the point
cloud with the selected 3D geometric representation. The 3D geometric representation needs
to be converted to either a point cloud or mesh representation to perform the alignment. This
rough alignment results in acceleration of the subsequent steps and prevents being trapped
in local minima. Coarse registration can be performed manually using interactive software
tools, or it can be done with automated approaches, which are more or less reliable depending
on the application. Consecutively, fine registration finds the best fit between the point cloud
and the 3D geometric representation by minimising the error which is the Euclidean distance
between correspondences (Salvi et al., 2007). Different methods for coarse and fine fitting
and their advantages versus disadvantages are investigated in the following sections.

3.4.1 Coarse fitting

The main goal in coarse fitting is to find a proper alignment for two PCD datasets. Some
of the fitting techniques that are not preceded by the coarse registration step may not work
robustly and correctly. The existing methods for coarse fitting can be classified based on
the method used for finding the matching correspondences and the transformations required
for the fitting. According to the comprehensive study done by Salvi et al. (2007), the most
common correspondences used for coarse fitting are point-to-point (Chua and Jarvis, 1996,
Johnson and Hebert, 1998, Johnson, 1997). However, lines (Van Gool et al., 2002) or even
surfaces (Chung et al., 1998) may be used for the coarse registration step.

It is required to transform the matching features after finding the correspondences,. For
this purpose, the least-squares adjustment method is the most common technique to transform
the models. The method of least-squares finds the best transformation by minimising the error
between the objective point clouds. The rapidness of the method depends on several factors
such as the size of the point clouds, the number of correspondences used, and the method of
optimisation for solving the minimisation problem in the least square adjustment. However,
statistical approaches that dominantly use a covariance matrix for finding resemblance
between two datasets have been used for coarse registration. Although they may not be
sufficiently robust for all kinds of distributions and scatters, which are point clouds in this
context, they work significantly faster. RANSAC (Chen and Hung, 1999) and Principal
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Component Analysis (PCA) (Chung et al., 1998) are the examples of statistical methods used
for coarse fitting. The first method searches for the best fit of a given sample in a database
containing outliers and the latter one performs the alignment calculating the covariance
matrix of the datasets and then the required transformation employing eigenvectors.

The PCA registration method for the rough alignment step is performed linearly which
makes it very fast in contrast with the other methods that are performed iteratively. Although
the registration may be more accurate for the iterative approaches, the achieved level of
accuracy may not be required, since a rough alignment is desired in this step and the rapidness
of the approach plays a more important role. The theory for PCA-based rough alignment is
explained as follows.

The covariance of the two datasets is calculated to roughly align the 3D CAD model (M)
and the scanned TLS dataset (S) using PCA. M may also be converted to a point cloud as
well. The first step is to calculate the covariance. Given a 3D point, the covariance matrix is
defined as follows (Kim et al., 2013b, Salvi et al., 2007):

K =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(xi− x)(xi− x)T (3.36)

where i = 1,2, . . . ,N, K is the covariance matrix, N is the number of points of the point
cloud and xi the ith point of the point cloud S. Once the covariance matrix is calculated for
both M and S, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the two point clouds are calculated based
on Single Value Decomposition (SVD) of the covariance matrix (K):

K =UΛUT (3.37)

where Λ is a diagonal matrix and U is the eigenvector. It should be noted that the
eigenvector represents the principal axes of the point cloud, based on consideration of the
distribution of the points in the point cloud. Following the calculation of UM and US, which
represent eigenvectors for M and S, the required translation components are defined. The
rotation required (Rc) to align the principal axis of S with the principal axis of M is calculated
as follows:

Rc =UM×U−1
S (3.38)

and the required translation (Tc) is defined as follows:

Rc = xM−Rc× xs (3.39)
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The point clouds are aligned based on the calculation of the directions of the principal
axes in both point clouds after T and R are applied as the required transformation components.
The results of the application of PCA show that it resolves the problem of becoming trapped
in the local minima by causing the point clouds to be roughly aligned.

As discussed earlier, the main purpose of the coarse registration is to expedite the process
of registration. It will be shown that if coarse registration is not performed and ignored, the
distance minimisation may get trapped in local minima which leads to incorrect alignment
and precludes further steps. Coarse alignment is an important step and should be performed
to achieve correctly aligned models based on the necessity and its relative rapidness and
simplicity in terms of computation.

Coarse alignment using the methods described works poorly or not at all, if the point
clouds do not roughly have the same volume. For example, if the point cloud that stems
from the 3D model is a pipe assembly, and the scanned cloud is the module in which the
assembly exists along with dozens of others, then automated coarse alignment will not work.
Options in this case include manually, approximately separating the volume of the module
in which the pipe assembly exists, or implementing an automated object search algorithm,
which can be computationally intensive as described in Sharif et al. (2017) and Czerniawski
et al. (2016).

3.4.2 Fine fitting

Once the datasets are roughly aligned, the fine alignment step is performed to find a more ac-
curate fit between the point cluster and the 3D model. The majority of the methods presented
for fine registration are iterative, and the associated error is monotonically decreasing. The
methods presented here are evaluated in terms of efficiency as a combination of robustness
and rapidness for different point clouds. Different methods are explained in this section
according to the comprehensive study done by Salvi et al. (2007).

3.4.2.1 Point Cloud fitting

A pioneering study that uses the closest points as the correspondences for alignment is called
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (Besl and McKay, 1992). This approach aims to align the closest
points in each of the iterations. It starts with searching for the nearest points in a point cloud
from the other dataset. In other words, one subset of a point cloud is chosen; then the nearest
points in the other dataset are determined. The subset points chosen for the nearest-neighbour
search are called “control points”. ICP can be performed more robustly considering different
distributions in point clouds depending on the method used for sub-sampling or selecting
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the control points. The control points can be sampled uniformly, randomly, or normally
(Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001) depending on the distribution of points in the TLS dataset.

Nearest-neighbour search methods also play a key role in the ICP approach. Various
search types are thus used to find the nearest neighbours of the control points (Greenspan and
Godin, 2001). In later years, several researchers attempted to improve the robustness of the
ICP approach and extend it for any types of point clouds in any situation. Different techniques
are used to determine the correspondences in ICP. For instance, ICPIF (ICP with Invariant
Features) uses invariant features as the correspondences. In addition to these invariant
features, colour and curvature in range images are also invaluable to facilitate the ICP
registration (Greenspan and Godin, 2001). Overall, ICP is the most commonly used method
for fine registration. Although the rate of convergence is slow compared to other methods for
fine registration, its simplicity for implementation can benefit the modellers. Several variants
affecting the performance of ICP are extensively investigated by Rusinkiewicz and Levoy
(2001). They evaluate different methods used in each step and compare their performance
for different sizes of point clouds and distributions.

A similar method was developed for range image registration (Chen and Medioni, 1992)
simultaneously with developing the ICP approach. Their approach is primarily based on
point-to-plane Euclidean distance minimisation. While the performance of Chen’s method is
quite different compared to ICP, it has been considered as an improvement to ICP method
in the literature. In later years, different attempts were done to improve the performance of
ICP by adjusting different parameters during the registration process and employing new
tools for optimization, transformation, and correspondence registration. A novel method
presented by Zinßer et al. (2003) is an example of significant improvements to ICP method.
Having formulated the registration as a high dimensional optimization problem, it can be
resolved using modern optimization techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (Chow and Rad,
2002). Although the presented method is faster for specific point clouds than the previously
discussed registration methods, it is known as a difficult approach to be formulated and
implemented.

In summary and according to the comparison studies performed by Salvi et al. (2007),
the modified ICP is the most efficient algorithm among the presented methods. Although
in some cases the accuracy achieved by Chen’s method is slightly higher than ICP, Besl’s
implementation is significantly faster. For the coarse registration step, since PCA is a linear
transformation in contrast with the other methods that are iterative, it performs the rough
alignment faster in the order of a couple of magnitudes.

In the construction industry, automated registration is dominantly used for progress track-
ing. Recently, Nahangi and Haas (2014) presented a PCA-ICP registration for compliance
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checking of pipe spool assemblies. Bosché et al. (2012) presented a method for registration
of construction laser scans with 3D/4D building models. The coarse registration is plane-
based and it is followed by ICP-based iterations for fine registration. More recently, a fully
automated registration method is presented for scheduling and progress tracking (Kim et al.,
2013a). In the previously discussed methods, the process is semi-automated as the noise
removal is being performed manually. However, Kim’s approach for automated registration
includes an automated noise removal using a decay function. The method is followed by
an ICP-based registration in the fine registration step as in Bosche’s algorithm. The theory
behind ICP-based fine registration is explained as follows.

The iterative procedure aligns two datasets Model (M) and the TLS dataset (S), by finding
the points in the Scene closest to predefined subset of M. The robustness and swiftness of
the ICP process is affected by a number of variants: the method of subset selection, the
nearest point searches for matching, and the optimisation techniques for error minimisation
(Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001). The TLS dataset is iteratively translated and rotated as
follows:

S∗ = R f ×S+Tf (3.40)

where R f and Tf are the required rotation and translation matrices for updating S to S∗.
Finding the required rotation and translation matrices involves an optimisation problem for
minimising the error between the transformed points in S∗ and M. The error represents the
summation of the Euclidean distances of the corresponding points in the two point clouds.
The objective function for the optimisation problem can be expressed as follows:

mind(R f ,Tf ) =
1
Ns

NS

∑
i=1
∥Mi−S∗i ∥

2 (3.41)

where NS is the number of points in the TLS dataset used for finding the correspondences
in the Model and d is the error that is minimised. It can be mathematically proven that
the error (d) decreases monotonically during ICP (Besl and McKay, 1992). However, it
may converge to a local minimum rather than the global minimum. Hence, an appropriate
sufficiently fast optimisation method that guarantees the identification of the global minimum
is essential here. Additional challenges associated with ICP are discussed in the following
paragraph.

In the presented work, fine registration is based on three primary assumptions related to
solving the challenges involved in ICP:
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• All points contained in the scene are considered to be the target subset, For determining
the correspondences that are the closest points,

• A brute-force search is used for finding the nearest neighbours. The basic concept
of this search method is the calculation of all distances followed by the selection of
the nearest neighbours, which is also called an exhaustive search or naïve approach.
The search method can be modified for large point clouds by using more efficient
techniques such as a KD-tree (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001).

• The Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) approach is employed for error minimisation to avoid
convergence to a local minimum. Table 3.4 provides a summary of the advantages and
disadvantages of common nonlinear optimisation techniques that are in accordance
with the principles expressed by Bates and DebRoy (2004).

Table 3.4 Comparison of commonly used methods for optimisation

Method Convergence Rate Global minimum finding guaranteed
Steepest Descent (SD) Slow No
Gauss-Newton (GN) Fast No

Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) Slow Yes

LM is the only method that guarantees global minimum convergence as indicated in
Table 3.4. The only disadvantage of the LM method is it has slower convergence rate
compared to slower the Gauss-Newton method.

3.4.2.2 Mesh fitting

A triangulated mesh is fitted to a point cluster by calculating the distance of a given point from
the closest triangle. This method is called Iterative Closest Triangle-point (ICT) (Rabbani
and Heuvel, 2004) and is similar to the ICP method that was discussed in Section 3.4.2.1.
The only difference is that for the ICT method, distances are calculated between points and
triangles. The relative difference between distances approximately by the ICT algorithm can
be significant for points that are located close to the surface. This difference is dependent
on the surface type and the number of triangles that are used in the mesh. For example, the
performance of ICT on curved surfaces like spheres and cylinders varies based on the number
of triangles used to approximate the object.

Another option would be to convert the mesh to a point cloud and then fit the mesh
generated point cloud to the point cluster.
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3.4.2.3 B-rep fitting

There are three methods to fit CSG models to point clusters and calculate the distance of a
given point from the surface of a CSG model. These methods work as follows:

• Calculate the distance of a given point of the instance point cluster to the closest surface
in the B-rep. This method is called the Iterative Closest Surface-point (ICS)

• Approximate the B-rep model with a triangulated mesh and calculate the distance of
a given point (of the instance point cluster) from the closest triangle. This method is
called Iterative Closest Triangle-point (ICT)

• Convert the B-rep model to a PCD and calculate the distance of a given point to
the closest point containted in the PCD. This is the ICP method as discussed in
Section 3.4.2.1.

The distance approximations calculated for each method are illustrated in Figure 3.27.

Fig. 3.27 Distance approximations (a) original point cloud with object, (b) ICS, (c) ICT and
(d) ICP (Rabbani and Heuvel, 2004)

B-rep fitting to point clusters has been mostly used in simple, planar building components.
Valero et al. (2012) used the ICP algorithm to automatically fit B-rep models in indoor planar
point clusters (walls, ceilings and floors) with high modelling precision (between 0.8 cm and
1.88 cm for vertical and horizontal edges) by intersecting the 3D planes and establishing the
relationship between components. Prior knowledge is needed to fit planes using the B-rep
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representation, such as verticality of the walls. Valero et al. (2015) then upgraded these
methods to model more objects (such as tables, chairs and wardrobes) in indoor environments
by using radio frequency identification (RFID). They hypothesise that the distance of points
to the fitted plane satisfies a pre-specified threshold tolerance and that the normal vector of
the fitted plane and the wall point cluster is less or equal to 15◦. They use the ICP algorithm
to fit furniture to point clusters. Their fitting algorithm has larger errors for narrow walls
(above 2cm mean distance errors) and planar surfaces are considered flat, which may deviate
from the existing condition of the walls.

The reader can refer to Stroud (2006) for a comprehensive review of Boundary represen-
tation model fitting techniques.

3.4.2.4 Constructive Solid Geometry fitting

The CSG representation needs to be converted to one of the three previously mentioned
representations (PCD in Section 3.4.2.1, mesh in Section 3.4.2.2 or B-rep in Section 3.4.2.3),
since direct fitting to point clusters cannot be performed.

Cuboids and other quadratic primitives are fitted to patches of points using the Glob-Fit
algorithm (Li et al., 2011) and CSG models are then generated (Wu et al., 2018b). Glob-Fit
(Li et al., 2011) is a fitting method for man-made machine parts that simultaneously fits a
set of geometric primitives given their global mutual relations. The geometric primitives are
locally fitted using RANSAC (Schnabel et al., 2007) and then they are globally aligned with
a constrained optimisation (i.e. extracted coaxis, coplanar, parallel/orthogonal axes). This
method is dependent on correct orientation of the patches and free-form surfaces cannot be
generated using this method. A disadvantage of this method is that the user should specify
and fine-fune the parameters per industrial object type and computation of point normals
is necessary. Another limitation of the method is that it does not consider pair of triplets
(or more) primitives for fitting. Recently, Li et al. (2019b) developed a supervised deep
learning network that learns to fit CSG CAD industrial shapes on point cloud data, without
the need for user input in terms of the parameters needed. Their Supervised Primitive Fitting
Network (SPFN) is based on PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) and learns the point normals and
associated primitive type per point. The learned primitives are then matched with the ANSI
3D mechanical component library provided by the Traceparts library (Traceparts, 2019).

3.4.2.5 Implicit model fitting

Implicit model fitting to point clusters is achieved by finding the best-fitting implicit 3D
representation function to a given instance point cluster, the well known Least-Squares (LS)
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fitting. There exist methods that optimise the LS fitting performance. For example, Gerardo-
Castro et al. (2015, 2014) leverage Gaussian process implicit surfaces to reconstruct a surface
with only a small subset of points (Rasmussen, 2004). Guennebaud and Gross (2007) fit
higher order algebraic surfaces such as spheres into a set of points that are sparsely scanned
by computing the normal direction and orientation of neighbouring points and applying a
Moving Least Squares (MLS) 5 algorithm.

3.4.2.6 Free-form model fitting

A category of methods to fit free-form models is by fitting parametric surface patches in the
format of NURBS curves or surfaces. This method can be approximated as implicit patch
fitting where control points determine the location of patches (NURBS surfaces).

The formulation of the problem when fitting a free-form model is as follows: given an
instance point cluster with points (xi,yi,zi) ∈ R3, find a function F : R2→ R that approx-
imates the value zi at point (xi,yi), i.e. F(xi,yi) ≈ zi. There exist many solutions to that
problem which include Shepard’s methods (Shepard, 1968), radial basis functions (Hardy,
1971) and finite element methods. Detailed literature reviews of these methods can be found
in (Schumaker, 1982, Nielson, 1993, Franke and Nielson, 1991, Barnhill, 1977).

The first step is to project the point cluster (pi points) in order to determine the p j points
in F . This is achieved by (Eck et al., 1995, Floater, 1997, Greiner and Hormann, 1997):

1. finding a surface that passes from the boundary points, so that

2. they minimise the energy function

E =
1
2 ∑
{i, j}∈Edges

ci j
∥∥pi− p j

∥∥2 (3.42)

Then, a Least Squares (LS) method needs to approximate the free-form surface for noisy
point clusters. The interpolation problem can then be stated as follows: given a set of n
points Pi = (xi,yi,zi) ∈ R3 with corresponding points pi = (ui,vi) ∈ R2 and some class S of
parameterised surfaces F : R2→ R3, find F ∈ S such that F(pi) = Pi for all i. S can be a
bivariate polynomial, a tensor product of B-splines or NURBS, a piecewise Bézier patch or a
triangular patch. If S is approximated by basis functions B1, . . . ,Bk, the interpolation function
F = ∑

k
j=1 c jB j satisfies the function F(pi) = ∑ j c jB j(pi) = Pi for all i. The unknowns

ci, . . . ,ck is found by solving the linear system:

5A method of reconstructing continuous functions from a set of points by calculation of a weighted least
squares measure.
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Bc = p (3.43)

with

B =

B1(p1) . . . Bk(p1)
... . . . ...

B1(pn) . . . Bk(pn)

 , c =

c1
...

ck

 , p =

P1
...

Pn

 (3.44)

There are two categories of explicit free-form methods as proposed by (Li et al., 2011):
(a) those that apply a smoothness prior to regularise the fitted model by favoring smooth
reconstructions and (b) those that recover sharp features. The former are not suitable for
standardised mechanical parts which have characteristic sharp features, unless (b) methods
are then applied.

Over the years other implicit functions have been proposed such as the Moving Least
Squares (MLS). Alexa et al. (2001) fit polynomial surface patches to local point neighbour-
hoods based on an MLS approach. This has also been used by Dey and Sun (2005) and
Fleishman et al. (2005). A drawback of the MLS technique is that it cannot model surfaces
with sharp features. Fleishman et al. (2005) and methods like the power crust (Amenta
et al., 2001), the 3D Alpha Shapes method (Edelsbrunner and Miicke, 1992) or the Cocone
algorithm (Dey and Goswami, 2003) solve this limitation.

Alternative methods have been proposed to recover sharp features called point set surface
reconstruction methods. These methods are meshless and they do not exhibit any connectivity
artifacts. Similar methods have been proposed using normals and MLS techniques in the
literature by Fleishman et al. (2005). A limitation of these methods is that they cannot work
on noisy point clouds due to the sensitivity of the MLS algorithm to errors. This limitation is
addressed by Lipman et al. (2007) who propose a Locally Optimal Projection operator (LOP)
for surface approximation that is not dependent on normal estimation or fitting local planes
to surface patches.

3.4.2.7 Swept Solid fitting

Several mathematical methods have been developed to address the sweeping of geometric
entities, such as the Jacobian Rank Deficiency (JRD) method (Abdel-Malek et al., 2001,
Abdel-Malek and Yeh, 1997), the Sweep Differential Equation (SDE) method (Blackmore
et al., 1999) and the trivariate solid visualisation method (Joy, 1992, Joy and Duchaineau,
1999). General methods to determine the swept volume of parametric and B-spline entities
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are well-established. The JRD method has only been demonstrated in parametric and implicit
sweeping with multiple parameters. However, a method by Joy (1992) extended the JRD
method to B-spline function to determine the implicit boundary surface. The SDE methods
has been demonstrated for the determination of the sweep of planar parametric curves but
has not been attempted for implementing the sweeps of free-form surfaces. The reader is
referred to a comprehensive review by Abdel-Malek et al. (2001) addressing swept volumes,
with particularly focus on the JRD, SDE and trivariate volume visualisation methods.

3.4.2.8 Overview

This section analysed the existing literature on 3D fitting methods from 3D geometric repre-
sentations that were presented in Section 1.4.2. Commonly used methods are summarised in
Figure 3.28. The CSG method needs to be converted to either a PCD, a B-rep or polygonal
mesh in order to fit instance point clusters.

Fig. 3.28 Existing fitting methods for different 3D geometric representations and applicable
conversions between 3D representations.

Based on the literature discussed above, the author suggests the existing method outlined
in Figure 3.29 as a possible method to generate gDT from point clusters for each CLOI
shape, which may not be ideally the best choice for design and does not mean that it is the
only applicable method. For instance, the selected representation is chosen to best depict
the existing conditions, however it may not be ideal visually. It is important to note that
the desired 3D representation of industrial objects may change depending on the end user
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application and the life cycle state of the project and the existing method is not the only
solution to the fitting problem. In this case, researchers can also benefit from the advances in
supervised learning methods for fitting as proposed by Li et al. (2019b). Data compression is
a useful technique to perform on the instance point clusters prior to fitting that keeps only
the information (based on geometry constraints) (Chen et al., 2017). CLOI shapes can be
represented as free-form compressed models as proposed by Lipman et al. (2007), however
given the current state-of-practice as discussed in Chapter 1, swept solids can also be used
depending on the application. This section will not further elaborate on fitting methods, since
further analysis is out of scope of this thesis.

Fig. 3.29 Existing solution for fitting CLOI shapes according to Chen et al. (2017) and
Lipman et al. (2007)

The following section then summarises the gaps in knowledge, the research objectives
and research questions of this PhD thesis after reviewing state-of-the-art techniques and
commercial packages for generating gDTs of existing industrial facilities.
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3.5 Gaps in knowledge, objectives and research questions

Considering the state of practice and body of research reviewed above, existing approaches
attempt to generate gDTs using two distinct strategies. The first one S1 involves object
detection and fitting, whereas the second one S2 involves class segmentation, instance
segmentation and fitting. Semi-automated software packages like EdgeWise (i) have only
automated the detection of cylinders achieving 75% recall and 62% precision on average,
(ii) manually detect the rest of the most important industrial shapes and (iii) not further
classify cylinders into conduit or CHSs or pipes following the S1 strategy. Researchers have
also achieved similar performance on (a) detecting cylinders and (b) piping components
(i.e. valves, elbows, flanges) following either the S1 or S2 strategy. The existing automated
detection methods of steel structural shapes (I-beams, angles, channels) reveal that this task
has not been automated so that the detected shapes can be used for further applications (i.e.
deformation modelling, stress analysis). The sub problems that stem from these observations
give a clear understanding on the exact pain points (Gaps in Knowledge: GiK) and the
research questions that need to be addressed in order to solve them.

The first sub problem is that cylinder detection for gDT generation (S1a methods) has
currently subpar performance and results in substantial manual modelling time required for
cylinder modelling. This is due to the following limitations of the methods used: (1) their
computational inefficiency in large TLS datasets with multiple cylinders given the large
number of point selections needed as described in Section 3.1.1, (2) undetected cylinders
with similar directional orientation in TLS data that have overlapping and multiple cylinders,
(3) cylinder detection in pre-defined orientations (i.e. orthogonal directions along the main
axes of a facility), (4) high dependency of the methods on user defined parameters and (5)
prior knowledge provided by the user (i.e. P&IDs, manual cropping of the initial PCD).
Class segmentation of cylinders (S2a in Section 3.2.4) has similar performance with its main
limitations being the use of hand-crafted and noisy dependent features. EdgeWise saves up to
64% of the cylinder modelling time (Section 2.3.3), however there is still prohibitively high
manual modelling time involved resulting in high modelling cost. GiK 1: No method on
cylinder detection has reduced a significant fraction of the manual modelling time required
for cylinder segmentation from TLS industrial point cloud and it is still unclear whether S1
or S2 strategy benefits the gDT generation.

A second sub problem yet to be solved is that of cylinder classification based on their
use in industrial factories. Researchers and state-of-the-art commercial software have only
focused on cylinder detection and/or cylinder segmentation, however the detected cylinders
are not necessarily components of the piping network. They can be circular hollow sections,
electrical conduit or even other cylindrical parts of objects in an industrial facility (i.e.
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columns or circular hollow sections of stair cases). GiK 2: No method can detect the pipes,
electrical conduit, circular hollow sections and columns of industrial facilities, rather only
cylindrical components are semi-automatically detected.

A third sub problem that has not been solved is the significant manual effort on detecting
industrial structural steel sections. State-of-the-art commercial software packages still
manually detect these shapes. Researchers have attempted structural steel shape detection,
however it requires significant manual modelling effort either due to low performance or due
to manual cropping requirements (Section 3.1.3.2). GiK 3: No method can automatically
(S1a) and/or segmentation (S2a and S2b) industrial structural steel shapes.

A fourth sub problem that needs to be addressed is that of substantial manual effort
on modelling the piping elements. The current state of practice models these shapes fully
manually. Although there are research efforts automating the valves, flanges and elbows
(Section 3.1.3.3), the manual modelling time is still significant and only specific types of
these shapes are detected (i.e. hand-wheel valves). GiK 4: There is no efficient method that
can automatically (S1a) and/or segmentation (S2a and S2b) industrial piping component
shapes.

A fifth sub problem that revealed from reviewing the current state of practice and research
is that there is no way of solving the class segmentation problem with industrial TLS datasets
as input without first performing object detection and then clustering all the detected objects
in one class (e.g. cylinders of I-beams). This is a tedious process and is also prone to object
detection errors. In many applications, assigning just class labels to point clusters does not
require detecting the instances. For example, detecting all the valves will be helpful for safety
and maintenance planning. GiK 5: Generation of class point clusters from TLS industrial
data is a more fundamental task and has not been achieved.

Last, but not least, a problem that was identified is that existing methods fit idealised
industrial shapes that incur an extra error in the model (human-related or algorithmic-related
detection error). The industrial shapes will never be in their exact location and translation,
but they will be in an approximate location. The only way to identify the exact locations if
3D shapes and directly capture the existing conditions is on the TLS dataset itself. GiK 6:
Current methods approximate the location of industrial shapes by directly fitting idealised
shapes and no method automatically localises and segments industrial shape instances.

GiK 2 is out of scope of this research, since it is a further classification of cylinders that
depends on successfully segmenting cylinder instances first. The objectives of this research
are to fill GiK 1 and GiK 3-6 from the above-mentioned gaps in order to automatically
segment the most important industrial shape instances at LOD 300, where fitting can then be
performed. These objectives were achieved by answering the following research questions:
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RQ 1a: Which cylinder strategy for generating gDT is more efficient for cylinder segmentation:
S1 or S2? (answers GiK 1) A subsequent question that needs to be answered is

RQ 1b: How to automatically segment cylinders without relying on prior knowledge such as
3D models and user defined cylinder geometry? (answers GiK 1)

RQ2a: How to automatically segment industrial steel shapes given their highly occluded and
noisy profiles? (answers GiK 3) And

RQ2b: How to automatically segment with robust performance the CLOI shapes other than
cylinders and steel shapes from TLS data with varying point densities, occlusions and
outliers? (answers GiK 4)

RQ3: How to minimise the time for manually assigning class labels to points? (answers GiK
5)

RQ4a: How to automatically segment instances from the TLS industrial dataset without
directly enforcing other 3D geometric representations? (answers GiK 6)

RQ4b: How to perform instance segmentation at optimal performance that requires less
manual labour time compared to current state-of-the-art practice? (answers GiK 6)





Chapter 4

Proposed Framework

“Move fast with stable infrastructure”.

Mark Zuckerberg,
Founder and CEO, Facebook, 2014

Generation of gDTs is currently achieved by two distinct strategies: the S1 strategy
involves object detection and 3D fitting to point clusters, whereas the S2 strategy involves
class segmentation, instance segmentation and fitting as discussed in Chapter 3. Existing
research methods have far from automated the gDT generation with efforts being made to
detect cylinders and some of the piping elements (e.g. valves, elbows, flanges) while manual
modelling is still substantial.

This PhD thesis intends to deliver and validate an automated and cost-effective framework
to generate gDTs of existing industrial facilities from laser-scanned PCD with minimum
manual effort. This automated framework mimics the human modelling workflow, the intelli-
gence and knowledge of mechanical engineers in segmenting point clusters and detecting
instances of industrial components in PCD. The framework will be analysed as follows.
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4.1 Introduction

The proposed framework consists of two major parts. Specifically, these parts are (1)
class segmentation and (2) instance level segmentation that intend to answer the research
questions as outlined in Section 3.5 and aim to outperform the existing state of practice and
research in the industrial modelling space.

The author proposes a novel hybrid framework which develops deep learning networks
and leverages their detected outputs with industrial engineering knowledge, in order to
automatically extract labelled point clusters corresponding to industrial shape components
without generating surface primitives (class point clusters) and then to efficiently detect
individual industrial shapes from the labelled point clusters (instance point clusters).

Real-world industrial environments are more challenging than buildings that have been ex-
tensively studied and scanned in previous research efforts (Chapter 3). Industrial components
do not comply with a universal colour scheme, rather colours depend on each manufacturer’s
specifications (Section 3.2.4.3). Industrial spaces are typically large and unstructured with
shapes that may span across their whole length/width and they are heterogeneous spaces
where there are usually no direct contextual rules in separate systems (piping, structural,
electrical) and only the components that belong to the same system are internally connected
with strong context (Section 3.2.4.3). For example, the relative location of a cylinder with
respect to an I-beam in a factory does not imply that the locations of these objects should
comply to specific spatial rules. The author proposes a 3D-slicing facility window method,
CLOI-NET-class based networks and CLOI-Instance graph-connectivity algorithms to tackle
these challenges. The 3D windows are used to segment the TLS dataset in non-overlapping
parts 1, so that a portion of these windows will be used for training. These algorithms
are the core foundation of the methods built upon them to enhance the segmentation and
detection results. The proposed algorithms can deal with the challenges outlined above and
can accurately detect the majority of CLOI industrial shapes.

1These windows should be non-overlapping, so that the training and test set are disjoint.
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4.2 Framework scope

The scope of this PhD thesis is targeted on the generation of gDTs of existing industrial
facilities and on cost, modelling time and effort reduction in two main ways: (a) by combin-
ing industrial, spatial data insights with efficient deep learning techniques to yield fast and
accurate modelling algorithms and (b) by inventing a framework that enables the mechani-
cal/modelling engineer to seamlessly navigate the data to inspect the facility and modify any
inaccurate classifications. This scope includes the following several aspects.

Data source. This thesis assumes that no prior knowledge such as the “as-designed” or
the “as-built (as-constructed)” industrial gDT is available. This is based on the fact that
the clear majority of large refineries were built before the advent of CAD in 1977: gDT
models, therefore, do not exist to assist their maintenance operations (Cabinet Office, 2011,
Tornincasa and Monaco, 2010). For instance, the newest refinery with significant downstream
unit capacity built in the United States is in Louisiana (Garyville Refinery) and it began
operating in 1976 Marathon Petroleum Company (2017). Henceforth, the scope of this thesis
considers the need to generate the gDT of an existing industrial factory only based on the
TLS data survey.

Industrial facility type. This thesis focuses on both discrete and process manufacturing
facility types. The former refers to production of distinct items such as automobiles, furniture,
smartphones and airplanes (Edwards, 2013). The products of the latter differ widely from the
products of discrete manufacturing since these products are undifferentiated (i.e. oil, natural
gas and salt). Therefore, this thesis focuses on all potential types of manufacturing/industrial
facilities as defined by The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) United
States Census Bureau (2012) as long as the CLOI shape categories identified in Chapter 1
are present. These factories can be in the following categories:

1. Food manufacturing (NAICS 311)

2. Beverage and Tobacco Product Manufacturing (NAICS 312)

3. Textile Mills (NAICS 313)

4. Textile Product Mills (NAICS 314)

5. Apparel Manufacturing (NAICS 315)

6. Leather and Allied Product Manufacturing (NAICS 316)

7. Wood Product Manufacturing (NAICS 321)
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8. Paper Manufacturing (NAICS 322)

9. Printing and Related Support Activities (NAICS 323)

10. Petroleum and Coal Products Manufacturing (NAICS 324)

11. Chemical Manufacturing (NAICS 325)

12. Plastics and Rubber Products Manufacturing (NAICS 326)

13. Nonmetallic Mineral Product Manufacturing (NAICS 327)

14. Primary Metal Manufacturing (NAICS 331)

15. Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing (NAICS 332)

16. Machinery Manufacturing (NAICS 333)

17. Computer and Electronic Product Manufacturing (NAICS 334)

18. Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and Component Manufacturing (NAICS 335)

19. Transportation Equipment Manufacturing (NAICS 336)

20. Furniture and Related Product Manufacturing (NAICS 337)

21. Miscellaneous Manufacturing (NAICS 339)

Industrial facility shapes. This refers to the most important industrial shapes for auto-
mated modelling (Figure 2.7), since these shapes constitute 75% of industrial facilities on
average (Figure 4.1). The author provides some clarifications on the CLOI shapes considered
for this framework. Bends that connect conduit (usually named as stub bends) are considered
as point clusters of elbows. The stub bends are made by bending a piece of conduit into an
L shape or 90 ◦ bend by placing the free end of the conduit to a predetermined length as
indicated in Figure 4.2. The object category “other” refers to any other point clusters that do
not belong in the above-mentioned classes.

All cylindrical shapes are also grouped in one category, namely “cylinders”. The pri-
oritised shapes that this work focuses on are: cylinders, elbows, channels, I-beams, angles,
flanges and valves. Most of the CLOI shapes match 1 to 1 to a component class, (i.e. the
shape is unique to this component), but for cylinders the shape is not unique. So the method
focuses on segmenting the CLOI shapes, and by default, equivalently segments their com-
ponent classes except for cylinders. Segmentation of the subcategories of cylindrical shapes
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Fig. 4.1 CLOI detectable industrial shapes (Agapaki et al., 2018)

(i.e. pipes, circular hollow sections, handrails, electrical conduit) is beyond the scope of
this research. The proposed framework of this thesis is not applicable for connections of
steel members (welding and bolting), since the output point clusters present industrial shapes
at LOD 300. The proposed algorithms of this thesis address scale variance 2 of industrial
objects and intra-class variations. For instance, there are many types of valves as expressed
above, which are grouped in one class and the proposed algorithms should be able to segment
valves of all the above mentioned categories.

Semantics. This thesis only focuses on detecting and enriching the component-level
semantics (i.e. class or instance point cluster) and geometry of CLOI shapes in industrial
factories. The enrichment of other semantic information such as material, defects, addition
of other relationships (such as connections) and maintenance history data (e.g. data from IoT
sensors) are beyond the scope of this research, since this thesis focuses on generating the
geometric Digital Twin as defined in Chapter 1.

2The algorithms are scale invariant, since we feed them with objects at different scales (from a few
centimeters to some meters).
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Fig. 4.2 Conduit bend illustration (Klein Tools, 2015)

4.3 Framework outline

The author illustrates the developed hybrid framework of this thesis in Figure 4.3. The
proposed framework consists of two major processes: Process 1, class segmentation of CLOI
industrial point clusters, and Process 2, instance segmentation of CLOI industrial shapes
from point clusters. Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 describe these two processes in detail.

The proposed framework starts with a raw, laser-scanned, PCD of an existing industrial
facility (data format: points in .pcd, .txt, .las, .xyz). External noise such as vegetation,
adjacent buildings is removed using commercial software. The industrial PCD contains
CLOI-shapes and any other industrial shapes inside a factory (data format: points in .pcd, .txt,
.las, .xyz). The first step of the framework is to automatically split the PCD facility in 3D
windows and the 3D windows in “3D blocks”. Then, the 3D blocks are aligned in the global
coordinate system. Further details of this process are provided in Section 5.1.2. As such, the
outputs of this step are 3D block PCDs (data format: points in .pcd, .txt, .las or .xyz). Then,
the author manually annotates industrial facilities to generate a benchmark dataset and the
outputs of this step are class and instance segmentation labels and points. It is important
to note that this is an essential offline step needed for training purposes and serves as the
ground truth for the validation of the methodology elaborated in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

Next, the author proposes a three-step class segmentation method (Process 1) to segment
the CLOI point clusters from the 3D blocks. The final outputs of this process are seven
industrial shapes, namely cylinders, elbows, channels, I-beams, angles, flanges and valves, in
the form of labelled point clusters (data format: points in .pcd, .txt, .las, .xyz). Chapter 5
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elaborates this process, where the author answers the research questions 1, 2 and 3, i.e.
Which cylinder gDT methodology is more efficient for cylinder segmentation: S1 or S2?
How can one automatically segment point clusters of the most important industrial shapes
from laser-scanned, occluded factories efficiently without relying on prior knowledge? And
how to minimise the time for manually assigning class labels to points?

Then, the author suggests an optimal manual annotation to remove the erroneous point
clusters maintained from Process 1 followed by proposing an efficient instance segmentation
method (Process 2) through which the seven CLOI classes (in point cluster format) can be
directly segmented to individual shapes. The final outputs of this process are point data
corresponding to the points, class and instance labels per point. Chapter 6 elaborates the
process, where the author answers research question 4, i.e. how to automatically segment
instances from the TLS industrial dataset without directly enforcing other 3D geometric
representations? And how to perform instance segmentation at optimal performance that
requires less manual labour time compared to current state-of-the-art practice?

The expected contributions of Process 1 are that (1) it achieves robust and reliable
performance for segmenting the seven most important CLOI industrial point clusters and
(2) achieves significant cost savings by prompting the users to only annotate a small part
of a PCD facility in order to achieve optimal results with respect to manual labour. The
contribution of Process 2 is that it is the first method of its kind to efficiently segment
individual CLOI shapes and generate accurate gDTs using labelled point clusters.
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Fig. 4.3 Input/Output workflow of the proposed framework in this thesis
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4.4 Hypotheses and assumptions

The hypothesis of this PhD thesis, the hypothesis of Process 1 and the hypothesis of Process
2 are illustrated in Figure 4.4. These hypotheses will be tested in the largest generated
benchmark dataset of laser-scanned industrial factories named CLOI.

Fig. 4.4 Hypotheses of the proposed framework in this thesis

The author makes a list of technical and practical assumptions that will be used to prove
the outlined hypotheses as presented above. This thesis only uses TLS data as data source for
the methodologies developed as outlined in the framework scope earlier. Thus, overarching
assumptions of the proposed framework are that:

A0a. The registration quality of the PCD is performed in commercial software and is not
part of the research methodology of this thesis. In other words, it is assumed to be of
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high quality to conduct post-processing, since data is collected from professional laser
surveys. Specifications of the laser surveys are given in Table 7.1.

A0b. The proposed framework is independent of the laser scanner surveying parameters
(Table 7.1).

A0c. Colour information does not assist the deep learning networks neither for class nor for
instance segmentation of CLOI facilities as explained in Section 3.2.4.3.

This means that this work does not take into account registration error or hardware
limitations of the laser scanning survey and colour information. These assumptions are
confirmed in the experiments. The following two lists explain in detail the assumptions for
the methods presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 respectively.

Assumptions of Process 1
A CLOI facility satisfies the following conditions:

C1. Cylindrical shapes are grouped into one CLOI class. This category includes the most
important cylindrical shapes from the piping, electrical and structural categories.

C2. Cylinders have diverse sizes (Section 2.2.4).

C3. The number of points of the TLS scanned datasets is much larger than the number
of points per cylinder. This is due to the sheer number of object types in industrial
facilities (Chapter 2) and the imbalanced cylinder point clusters (i.e. vessels have large
number of points whereas a conduit will have smaller number of points)

C4. Noise and clutter outside the industrial facilities has been properly removed manually.
For instance, the removed points can be either vegetation or irrelevant points for
outdoor facilities or points reflected outside the scanned area of indoor facilities.

The PointNET++ deep learning network (Qi et al., 2017a) was used as a baseline for
Process 1. Therefore, the assumptions of the PointNET++ implementation will be used
herein. It is important to note that PointNET++ was not adopted as-is in this study. As it will
be explained in Chapter 5, an extensive data-centric study was performed and a modified
version of PointNET++ was introduced that differs in terms of geometric parameters and
sampling. The modified network was named PointNET++ SFR. The name SFR stands for
Smaller and Fewer neighbourhoods with smaller Radius. These choices will be explained in
detail in Chapter 5.

According to the PointNET++ Qi et al. (2017a) baseline implementation and standards
of industrial facilities (Agapaki and Brilakis, 2017, BS EN 10365:2017, 2017), the author
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assumes the proposed CLOI-NET-Class segmentation method is feasible in the context of
either indoor or outdoor TLS scanned industrial factories under the following conditions,
which are also confirmed by experiments:

A1. The PointNET++ SFR network learns point features in cubic meter 3D blocks following
the initial PointNET++ implementation (Qi et al., 2017b).

A2a. The PointNET++ SFR sampling layer generates neighbourhoods around point centers
with the condition that the number of points belonging to different CLOI classes in
these neighbourhoods is minimised.

A2b. The PointNET++ SFR sampling layer parameters are optimised based on the network’s
performance.

A3. Cylinders with diameters greater than 1m cannot be classified in our PointNET++ SFR
network since their dimensions are larger than the cubic meter blocks that the network
processes.

A4. The PointNET++ SFR confidence level of a CLOI class prediction is positively corre-
lated with the prediction that this point is correct.

A5. The performance of individual CLOI classes in the PointNET++ SFR is dependent on
the prior distribution of CLOI classes. Dominant classes are expected to have higher
prediction rates.

A6a. The user annotation time during the active learning methodology is proportional to the
number of incorrect predictions of the PointNET++ SFR network. The more incorrect
predictions the PointNET++ SFR network outputs, the more manual annotation time is
required.

A6b. The pre-annotation cost in the active learning procedure is proportional to the time to
manually pre-annotate. If more manual labour hours are needed, the more costly the
procedure is.

A6c. The performance of training a class segmentation framework improves the more pre-
annotated data of a test facility one uses during training. This means that manually
pre-annotating a part of the test facility and then training on it is expected to improve
the class segmentation performance.

Assumptions of Process 2
The author assumes the proposed CLOI-Instance segmentation method is feasible in the

context of CLOI gDT generation under the following conditions:
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A7. The input data in the proposed method is ideal class segmentation labels generated by
the previous step (CLOI-NET-Class), so that abnormal noisy points and outliers have
been manually removed.

A8. The points at the interfaces between the CLOI instances are considered boundary
points. This is expected to assist the segmentation of instances by clearly defining
boundaries between instances.

A9. The class labels assist the instance predictions of the CLOI-Instance method. However,
the instance labels are not associated with the class segmentation network. For example,
it is expected that it is a much easier task to assign the instance label to a point cluster
(e.g. cylinder1) whose class label is known (e.g. cylinder).

A10. The CLOI instance segmentation is not only dependent on the geometric shape but
also on the distance between connected points. For example, closely located shapes
are expected to be more difficult to segment.
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CLOI-NET-Class Segmentation

“If we want machines to think, we need
to teach them to see.”

Fei-Fei Li, 2014

This chapter focuses on Process 1 of the proposed framework as outlined in Chapter 4,
which is the class segmentation of the most important industrial CLOI shapes as identified
in Chapter 2. These shapes are: cylinders, elbows, channels, I-beams, angles, flanges and
valves. The assumptions (Section 4.4) and hypotheses (Figure 4.4) of Process 1 apply to this
Chapter.

The objectives of this chapter are to:

• Objective 1: Automatically segment the class point clusters of cylinders from TLS data
with robust performance. This will be achieved by answering the following research
questions; RQ1a: Which cylinder gDT methodology is more efficient for cylinder
segmentation: S1 or S2? A subsequent question that then needs to be answered is
RQ1b: How to automatically segment cylinders without relying on prior knowledge
such as 3D models and user defined cylinder geometry?

• Objective 2: Automatically segment the most important CLOI industrial shapes from
the TLS data without manual cropping of irrelevant point clusters. This will be tackled
by answering the following research questions; RQ2a: How to automatically segment
industrial steel shapes given their highly occluded and noisy profiles? And RQ2b:
How to automatically segment with robust performance the CLOI shapes other than
cylinders and steel shapes from TLS data with varying point densities, occlusions and
outliers?
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• Objective 3: Automatically segment all the CLOI industrial shapes with optimal trade-
off between manual effort needed and segmentation performance. This will be done
by answering the research question; RQ3: How to minimise the time for manually
assigning class labels to points?

In this chapter, the author aims to (1) segment an industrial PCD into mutually exclusive
point clusters corresponding to the seven CLOI point clusters and optimise user annotation by
optimizing costs for point cloud class segmentation. To this end, she proposes a novel hybrid
method that leverages deep learning and industrial engineering knowledge. The novelty of
this method is that it directly extracts the most important CLOI shapes and assigns labels per
point in highly occluded industrial facilities without manual effort and without generating
low-level primitive shapes.

The work presented in this chapter is deeply rooted in the areas of deep learning and arti-
ficial intelligence, more specifically computer vision and computer graphics. Most existing
studies are dependent only on hand-designed features and using model-based approaches
segment only cylindrical or planar industrial shapes.

However, the literature review (Chapter 3, Section 3.2.6) reveals that current class
segmentation methods have not, to date, managed to solve the class segmentation of industrial
facilities. In contrast, we argue that deep learning has the theoretical potential to facilitate the
class segmentation process due to the high-dimensional feature space generated that permits
the use of millions of parameters and features to predict the class label of each point. Hence,
we will investigate a novel method that combines coarse-grained learnable features and
fine-grained hand-designed features performs best by leveraging the advances in point cloud
deep learning segmentation, contextual shape specific attributes and active learning in order
to accurately predict point-wise class labels with no significant difference in performance for
industrial environments with varying point density, occlusions, partially detectable objects
and a lot of noise.

It is noteworthy that class segmentation not only clusters industrial elements that belong
to the same class, but also assigns a label per point based on the class they belong to. This
task is defined in this thesis as “class segmentation”. As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, class
segmentation in industrial environments is hard to achieve given the nature of these spaces
and also the volume of data of TLS conducted surveys. The intervention of high-performance,
state-of-the-art deep learning networks as well as class-specific information is necessary to
segment point clusters in a meaningful manner.
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5.1 Proposed method

5.1.1 Overview

The methods of this chapter bypass the stage of surface generation altogether and directly
output segmented and labelled point clusters. The 3D window parsing method breaks down
the whole industrial facility into subset windows for more efficient processing. The key
insight behind this method is to formulate a high dimensional feature space to automatically
assign labels per point so that the target point clusters can be quickly located in the point
cloud.

Figure 5.1 presents the workflow of the proposed methodology. The inputs of the method
are the spatial coordinates of TLS points and the outputs are labelled, segmented point
clusters with confidence levels of the predictions. Here we define segmented point clusters
as all the points that belong to one class i.e. all cylinder points is one class point cluster. The
method consists of three major steps: Step 1 partitions each facility into smaller spaces using
a 3D sliding window/block approach and prepares the data for training, Step 2 predicts a class
label per point using a modified version (SFR) of a geometric deep learning network for point
cloud segmentation (PointNET++) with the goal to accurately segment the CLOI shapes. In
Step 2, the user has two options on how to train the network, either training with no data
from the test facility or manually annotating data of the test facility and including those
for training. The latter is based on the assumption that, inevitably, any class segmentation
algorithm will have errors, which will have to be manually corrected eventually. Therefore
the goal is to minimize the total manual annotation time. Step 3 refines the predicted class
labels by improving class level predictions with stronger contextual relationships. We name
our methodology CLOI-NET-Class.

5.1.2 Step 1: 3D building block generation

The author first evaluates the applicability of cylinder detection methods (S1 methods) and
particularly, RANSAC. She follows the same assumption with Liu et al. (2013) to determine
the number of uniformly random 3D point selections per cylinder needed: each cylinder will
be detected with the probability of at least 90%. This is achieved by repeatedly selecting five
uniformly random points per iteration from a given TLS point cloud of a facility according
to the RANSAC algorithm proposed by Devillers et al. (2003). Therefore, the number of
random selections (k) of 3D points for each cylinder is given by:

ki ≈
log0.1

log(1−X5
i )

(5.1)
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Fig. 5.1 Proposed methodology

where Xi is the probability of a point to belong to a cylinder i.
The huge number of uniformly random selections of points per cylinder i in Table 5.1

demonstrate that RANSAC cannot be directly applied in TLS industrial data, since it is
computationally intractable (> 3∗1011 points selected per iteration in every industrial facility
tested). The majority of cylinders have very few points relative to the total number of points
in the TLS dataset (< 0.5%). This leads to a very high number of uniformly random point
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Table 5.1 Cylinder data summary for RANSAC evaluation

Facility Number of
cylinders

Point Number
of cylinders

Percentage in
total points (%)

Selection number
in RANSAC

Oil refinery 1 2.15∗108 6.63 1.8∗106

1 2.15∗108 6.6 1.83∗106

1 1.37∗108 4.2 1.73∗107

1 5∗107 1.52 2.82∗109

1 3.8∗107 1.19 9.54∗109

2341 <2∗107 <0.5 >3.6∗1011

Warehouse 1 5.9∗105 0.71 1.22∗1011

1 5.73∗105 0.7 1.38∗1011

1 5.46∗105 0.66 1.75∗1011

1 4.62∗105 0.56 4.08∗1011

1 4.15∗105 0.5 6.94∗1011

899 <4.1∗105 <0.5 >7.7∗1011

Petrochemical plant 1 3∗105 0.82 6.34∗1010

1 3∗105 0.82 2.36∗1011

1 2.31∗105 0.63 3.65∗1011

1 4.62∗105 0.58 4.91∗1011

1 4.15∗105 0.54 9.4∗1011

1483 <1.8∗105 <0.5 >1.1∗1012

Processing unit 1 7.7∗106 2.18 4.67∗108

1 4.29∗106 1.21 8.76∗109

1 2.31∗105 0.63 8.26∗1010

1 4.62∗105 0.58 9.09∗1010

1 4.15∗105 0.54 1.34∗1011

1 4.15∗105 0.54 1.85∗1011

1094 <2.2∗106 <0.5 >2.64∗1011

selections per cylinder. The data statistics and results in Table 5.1 confirm the observations
discussed by Liu et al. (2013) and answer the RQ1a that modelling of cylinders should not
be considered as a detection problem and then fitting cylinder primitives. Rather, it should be
solved with S2 detection methods as a class segmentation and instance segmentation problem.
The rest of CLOI shapes have even fewer points relative to the total number of points in the
TLS dataset and a model-based method would require even higher number of parameters to
detect them. Therefore, the author proposes the following methodology to solve the class
segmentation problem of cylinders and the rest of CLOI classes to answer research questions
RQ1b, RQ2a and RQ2b.

There is also an increasing trend in the computer vision community to shift away from
traditional model-based methods and apply deep learning methods due to their reliable
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performance and scalability (Qi et al., 2017a,b, Wang et al., 2019b, Lecun et al., 2015,
Santhanam et al., 2019, Zhang et al., 2019). In addition to that,

• R1: class segmentation gives representation power to the TLS point clouds as men-
tioned by Wang et al. (2019b). This is because it embeds topological information
directly on the real point cloud representation, without the need to introduce bounding
boxes or shape primitives into the representation, as was previously required when
using S1 object detection methods.

• R2: the robustness of primitive fitting RANSAC-based method is highly dependent on
the spatial distribution of samples (Liang et al., 2018). In other words, samples with
points that are closely located to each other usually cannot be properly detected (Liang
et al., 2018, Li and Feng, 2019).

A 3D block parser is used to slice the facility into smaller pieces that will then be used
for training a geometric deep learning network. Four conventions are followed as proposed
by Qi et al. (2017b): (a) the 3D blocks are overlapping, (b) the 3D blocks are subsampled, (c)
the author defines the horizontal plane dimensions as the XY-plane for each 3D block of a
facility and (d) the height dimension of each block to be parallel to the Z-axis of the facility.
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used to align a TLS industrial point cloud such
that the XY-plane of each 3D block is positioned roughly parallel to the global XY-plane.
The 3D blocks are used for training in Step 2 (“learnable” blocks).

The author first determines the 3D “learnable” block dimensions by investigating indus-
trial shape dimensions. A statistical analysis on the dimensions of industrial piping shapes is
conducted in the existing as-designed facilities of Section 2.2.4. The Outer Diameter (OD) of
piping elements, as defined in Agapaki and Brilakis (2017) and shown in Figure 2.8, ranges
between 10 mm and 1050 mm. The dimensions of structural steel industrial members are
determined based on British Standards. The profiles of I-beam and channel steel sections
can be characterised by the following independent parameters: (a) width of the section (B),
(b) depth between fillets (d), (c) thickness of the web (tc) and (d) thickness of the flanges
(t f ). The mean and standard deviation of these parameters are computed for steel profiles
based on the British Steel Manuals (BS EN 10365:2017, 2017) and these are summarised in
Table 5.2. These parameters can be generalised based on steel shape dimensions on other
specification catalogues (AISC, 2016, CISC, 2015, European Standard, 2005). Table 5.2
shows that the dimensions of the steel sections are within the range of 1 m2, with maximum
steel section dimension that of 0.4m for the I-beam sections. This means that the selection of
1m side of 3D blocks is reasonable as proved in this analysis. The cubic blocks are the units
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used for training the facilities in Step 2. The next section follows with the presentation of
the class segmentation network architecture and parameters chosen.

Table 5.2 Shape parameters of I-beams, Channels and Angles

Shape parameter Mean (mm) Standard deviation (mm)

I-beam Channel Angle I-beam Channel Angle
Width of section (B) 239.5 83.1 171 86.1 13.4 33.8

Depth between fillets (d) 387.2 178.6 146 211 79.6 34

Thickness of the web (tc) 13.3 7.2 14.4 7 1 4

Thickness of the flanges (t f ) 20.4 13.2 - 11.7 2.8 -

5.1.3 Step 2a: Class Segmentation Network

The author uses a deep learning network for an initial class segmentation of the TLS point
cloud data. The applicability of the PointNET++ network for the CLOI-NET-Class method is
experimentally proved by testing the three state-of-the-art point cloud segmentation networks
for this pointwise application: PointNET (Qi et al., 2017b), DGCNN (Wang et al., 2019b)
and PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a). Precision (Eq. 3.28), recall (Eq. 3.29), accuracy and
the commonly used mean Jaccard Index or mean intersection-over-union (mIoU) metric
(Everingham et al., 2014) are used to measure the performance of the above-mentioned
networks. Accuracy and mIoU are defined as;

accuracyc =
T Pc +T Nc

T Pc +T Nc +FPc +FNc
(5.2)

mIoU =
1
C

C

∑
c=1

T Pc

T Pc +FPc +FNc
(5.3)

where T Pc, T Nc, FPc and FNc correspond to the number of the true positive, true negative,
false positive and false negative predictions per point for class c and C is the total number of
classes.

The author measures the success of a deep learning segmentation network based on the
mIoU metric, since precision and recall do not sufficiently explain the prediction results.
Class segmentation errors occur due to two main reasons. Assuming that one has a binary
classification problem, 100% precision does not infer sufficient performance since the
algorithm may only correctly predict a small part of the TLS data and incorrectly predicts
the rest of the point cloud. Mathematically, this can be expressed as predc∩gtc = predc or
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equivalently the prediction points are a subset of the ground truth points. As such, 100%
precision can be associated to a very low recall. Similarly, recall cannot solely describe a
good classifier since the classifier may consider all the TLS dataset and predict that all points
belong to a single class. Mathematically, this means that predc∩gtc = gtc, which in other
words means that the ground truth points are a subset of the predictions, therefore although
recall is 100% precision is very low. The limitations of precision and recall metrics are
presented in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(a) illustrates schematically a case where a small set of
the TLS data is correctly predicted whereas the rest of the TLS point cloud is not considered.
Figure 5.2(b) shows a schematic of the limitation for recall where all the TLS point cloud is
predicted as a single class and the ground truth matches a subset of the set of predictions.

Fig. 5.2 (a) Limitation of precision and (b) recall metric.

Therefore, one needs to use another metric that does not reward recall or precision
for successful implementation of our segmentation networks. This is mIoU that leverages
precision and recall (Eq.5.3). The mIoU metric has also been used for class segmentation
of indoor 3D spaces (46.67% mIoU in Qi et al. (2017b) and 56.1% in Wang et al. (2019b)).
?? shows that PointNET++ outperforms the other two networks in all efficiency measures
(accuracy, precision, recall and mIoU) and especially mIoU, as such it is chosen as a baseline
to our CLOI-NET-Class methodology. Although promising, the class segmentation rates
still have room for improvement (32% mIoU). Hence, the PointNET++ network needs to be
fine-tuned to address the challenges of TLS industrial point cloud data. The author validates
these experiments on an oil refinery dataset (part of the CLOI dataset).

Table 5.3 Performance of class segmentation deep learning networks for the oil refinery
dataset

Network Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

mIoU
(%)

DGCNN (Wang et al., 2019b) 66 36 31 22
PointNET (Qi et al., 2017b) 50 21 19 12
PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) 68 46 41 32
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Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 show that PointNET++ outperforms the other two networks in
all efficiency measures for the class segmentation task. Cylinders and I-beams have the
highest precision and recall scores of all CLOI classes. These findings align with the prior
distribution probabilities in Figure 7.2(a), where cylinders and I-beams are the most frequent
classes in comparison with the rest of CLOI classes. This is the reason why these classes
have the highest metrics. PointNET++ outperforms the other two networks, but there is still
room for improvement given that metrics of the least frequent CLOI classes are low.

Table 5.4 Segmentation precision and recall per shape in the oil refinery dataset

Precision Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
DGCNN 11 10 72 27 64 26 9 65
PointNET 2 3 60 8 33 11 3 50
PointNET++ 26 12 83 70 72 37 24 66
Recall Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
DGCNN 3 12 63 6 49 20 5 84
PointNET 0 2 33 0 15 2 0 44
PointNET++ 28 19 63 39 71 28 26 86
IoU Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
DGCNN 2 6 51 5 38 13 3 58
PointNET 0 2 33 0 15 2 0 44
PointNET++ 15 8 56 33 55 19 14 59

PointNET++ receives as input a cluster of points and outputs a category prediction
among the eight CLOI classes. Industrial TLS data have three challanges (C1, C2 and C3)
as discussed in Section 3.2.4.3. An additional challenge (C4) for the application of deep
learning networks is that industrial TLS data are imbalanced datasets in terms of the number
of points per class to the total number of TLS points as proved by Agapaki et al. (2018). RGB
data is excluded from our input due to C1. The original version of PointNET++ is based
on relative (with respect to the 3D block) spatial coordinates, RGB data and normalised
absolute coordinates in the range [0,1]. Normalised absolute coordinates are not relevant in
the industrial settings, since these were used to obtain features related to the position of the
3D block within a building room, which is not applicable in industrial spaces since instead
of rooms industrial environments have large, unstructured spaces and shapes not directly
connected with contextual rules (challenge C2 and C3). Therefore, the author only uses
relative spatial coordinates to train a fine-tuned PointNET++. It is noteworthy that when
one balances the training classes by oversampling blocks that have the least frequent classes
to address the challenge C4, training converges 75% faster. Class balancing is achieved
by selecting equal number of blocks of each class in each training epoch of the network
in Algorithm 2. Also, a small number of points is insufficient for accurate predictions of
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shapes, even for a human observer. Blocks that have less than 100 points are discarded to
overcome this issue as proposed by Qi et al. (2017a). The tunable parameters of PointNET++
are presented in the next paragraphs.

Algorithm 2 Class balancing algorithm
1: procedure UNIFORM CLASS BALANCING BETWEEN BLOCKS

2: for epoch k = 1 . . .N do
3: for batch i = 1 . . .X do
4: cur_batch← /0
5: for block b = 1 . . .B do
6: pick class j ∈ [1, . . . ,8] uniformly at random
7: sample block cur_block that contains ≥ 1 point of class j uniformly at

random
8: cur_batch← cur_batch∪{cur_block}
9: Train on cur_batch

The author groups the tunable parameters of PointNET++ into two distinct groups: (1)
geometric hyper-parameters, which depend on each neighbourhood scale and (2) network-
related hyper-parameters as presented in Table 5.5. These parameters are essential for the
key building block of PointNET++, which is its sampling module. This module aggregates
features from each neighbourhood like a CNN would do for pixels in image segmentation
problems. The geometric parameters of this sampling module are fine-tuned to better fit
the intricacies of industrial shape data. The search radius, ri of the neighbourhood ball
(a) and the number of neighbours (b), denoted as N(qi), where qi is the center point of
each neighbourhood define the neighbourhoods from which features are extracted and their
estimation is presented as follows. Parameter (c) is the number of neighbourhood centers
denoted as (qi) for which the neighbourhood information is aggregated. Parameters (d) and
(e) directly influence the architecture of the neural network in each scale. (d) is applied to all
points of a specific neighbourhood and (e) is the size of the neural network applied after the
backwards feature extrapolation. The dropout rate (g) is adjusted to avoid overfitting and the
learning rate (h) influences the convergence speed and capability of the network to generalise.
The network parameters are discussed in Chapter 7 at the method implementation.

For the geometric parameters, the author creates six network architectures containing
different neighbourhood criteria. These architectures are listed in Table 5.6. The parameters
are chosen heuristically based on the amount of information present in neighbourhoods
of different sizes and measured by by a metric introduced in this work (neighbourhood
rate). The sizes of the MLPs are motivated by the ones used by Qi et al. (2017a), whereas
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Table 5.5 Fine-tuned parameters of PointNET++ SFR

Geometric parameters (a) search radius
(b) number of neighbours
(c) number of points to subsample
(d) size of the MLPa representing h
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation

Network hyper-parameters (g) Dropout rate
(h) learning rate

a MLP stands for Multi-Layer Perceptron and is composed of multiple layers of perceptrons.
In order words, it is a neural network with fully connected layers

the neighbourhood sizes are motivated by the optimal neighbourhoods derived from the
dimensions of CLOI shapes as explained below.
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Table 5.6 Network architecture parameters for PointNET++ SFR

SFR ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
1 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2

(b) number of neighbours, i 64 64 64 64
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 1024 256 64 16
(d) size of the MLP representing h [32,32,64] [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [256,256] [256,256] [256,128] [128,128,128]

ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
2 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.025 0.05 0.1 0.2

(b) number of neighbours, i 64 64 64 64
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 1024 256 64 16
(d) size of the MLP representing h [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [128,64] [256,256] [256,256] [256,256,256]

ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
3 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4

(b) number of neighbours, i 64 64 64 64
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 512 128 32 8
(d) size of the MLP representing h [32,32,64] [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [256,256] [256,256] [256,128] [128,128,128]

ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
4 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.4

(b) number of neighbours, i 64 64 64 64
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 512 128 32 8
(d) size of the MLP representing h [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [256,256] [256,256] [256,128] [128,128,128]

ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
5 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8

(b) number of neighbours, i 32 32 32 32
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 1024 256 64 16
(d) size of the MLP representing h [32,32,64] [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [256,256] [256,256] [256,128] [128,128,128]

ID Parameter Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4
6 (a) search radius, ri in (m) 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.8

(b) number of neighbours, i 64 64 64 64
(c) number of points to subsample, N(qi) 1024 256 64 16
(d) size of the MLP representing h [64,64,128] [128,128,256] [128,128,256] [256,256,512]
(e) size of the MLP for extrapolation [256,256] [256,256] [256,128] [128,128,128]

In particular, industrial shapes (especially steel shapes) have very fine details as sum-
marised in Table 5.2. As such, we need to capture fine-grained regions within each “learnable”
unit block. The search radius (ri) at the largest scale is adapted to be less than 0.8m per
neighbourhood and choices of radii per each scale are based on PointNET++ (Qi et al.,
2017a). The author carries out a random parameter search from a manually selected pool
of parameters and the experimental results of the six PointNET++ SFR architectures are
presented in Table 5.7. For this parameter search, experiments are conducted on the oil
refinery dataset, since it is a representative facility of our CLOI dataset. The capacity of
the network slightly changes with the choice of parameters as shown in Table 5.7. This is
quantified by an achieved overall accuracy ranging between 69 and 72%, mIoU between
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34 and 38%, precision and recall changes of ±7% and ±6% respectively. SFR3 generates
optimised results by applying the following changes from the original PointNET++ param-
eters: (a) reduction of the numbers of the neighbourhoods (i) in each block from 1024
(PointNET++) to 512 points, (b) reduction of the max radius (ri) of each neighbourhood
from 0.1m (PointNET++) to 0.05m and (c) increase of the maximum number of samples
from 32 (PointNET++) to 64 to select more neighbourhood points within each center point
(qi). The selected PointNET++ SFR3 architecture is presented in Figure 5.5. The recall of
PointNET++ SFR is 6% higher than that of the original PointNET++ version with increases
in all the other performance metrics as well. The naming convention SFR stems from Smaller
and Fewer neighbourhoods, more points selected per neighbourhood, which characterizes
the proposed PointNET++ version applied on industrial TLS data.

Table 5.7 Performance of PointNET++ SFR networks for the oil refinery dataset

Network Accuracy
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

mIoU
(%)

SFR1 69 49 56 37
SFR2 70 49 54 36
SFR3 72 50 57 38
SFR4 71 51 56 38
SFR5 67 56 52 34
SFR6 70 51 51 36

The author further validates the optimal proposed network by quantifying the neighbour-
hood information in a novel metric. This derivation stems from the fact that the first sampling
layer of PointNET++ is the one that captures the finest details in the point cloud. It is natural
to assume that each feature produced by the first layer should depend only on points of one
specific class, in order to be able to capture characteristic features of one particular class. If
many of the neighbourhoods processed by the first layer contain points of more than one
class, one can expect a suboptimal learning performance. The primary reason for that is
the network will be trying to learn some features that are not specific to one shape but to a
combination of neighboring shapes which makes learning a harder task. Henceforth, a metric
is defined in this work named neighbourhood rate (Nhrate) to account for neighbourhoods
that have 3D points belonging to more than one CLOI classes:

Nhrate =
# neighbourhoods with ≥ 2 CLOI classes

total # neighbourhoods
(5.4)
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where the number of neighbourhoods in all blocks is defined as the number of blocks per
point cloud dataset multiplied by the number of neighbourhoods per block.

The results for the proposed SFR networks are presented in Figure 5.3. One observes that
the Nhrate is increasing with the neighbourhood radius and the best performing SFR experi-
ment is SFR1, with r = 0.025m and small increase in Nhrate between r = [0.025−0.05m] for
all CLOI facilities. However, the increase in Nhrate between r = [0.025−0.05m] is smaller
compared to the increase between r = [0.05−0.1m]. As such, the SFR3 network architecture
is chosen, which is the best performing network validated by the previous experiments. It is
clear that PointNET++ SFR captures distinctive features of specific neighbourhoods, since
there are fewer classes in each neighbourhood to associate features with specific classes.
When there are many classes in one neighbourhood, features are not distinctive of a particular
class. In other words, the number of neighbourhoods chosen in PointNET++ with points be-
longing to more than one classes is higher than those neighbourhoods chosen in PointNET++
SFR. This means that the author justifiably expects PointNET++ lagging in performance
compared to the proposed PointNET++ SFR network. An illustrative representation of point
neighbourhoods as captured in PointNET++ and PointNET++ SFR is presented in Figure 5.3.

Fig. 5.3 Neighbourhood rate comparison

It is noteworthy that a two-fold reduction in the radius (ri) leads to 10−20% decrease
in the number of neighbourhoods (i) that contain multiple classes. Therefore, according to
intuition, should improve the learning process. The selected PointNET++ SFR3 architecture
is presented in Figure 5.5. The author proposes PointNET++ SFR, where this and previously
mentioned insights are applied. Step 2 partly answers the research question RQ1 and RQ2.
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Figure 5.4 illustrates characteristic examples of neighbourhoods of (a) PointNET++ and
(b) PointNET++ SFR networks. The illustrations demonstrate that PointNET++ SFR has
more distinguishable neighbourhoods where fewer classes are involved in each neighbour-
hood, and therefore the features of the points within these neighbourhoods are expected to be
more easily learnable compared to the ones of the PointNET++ network.

Fig. 5.4 Illustrative neighbourhoods and comparison between (a) PointNET++ and (b) CLOI-
NET-Class differences from part of a 3D block of the oil refinery facility. Examples derived
from the ground truth.

The neighbourhood rate (Nhrate) is also a measure of the occlusions a TLS dataset can
have. This is attributed to the fact that if two points belonging to different CLOI classes are
closely located to each other, the more likely it is that these shapes are occluded. The author
then explores the impact of occlusions on performance with respect to the neighbourhood
rate (Nhrate). Figure 5.6 shows the mIoU performance of the selected PointNET++ SFR3

network per CLOI facility with respect to the Nhrate. The results show that the higher the
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Fig. 5.5 (a) PointNET++ SFR architecture and (b) illustration of parameters used for each
network layer at the block-level.

Nhrate is, the smaller the mIoU performance is. This highlights the impact of occlusion on
performance. A more detailed analysis of this impact is not within the scope of this thesis
but is an interesting direction for further research.

5.1.4 Step 3: Contextual rule enforcement

The performance of PointNET++ SFR is still fairly satisfactory to answer the research
questions RQ1b, RQ2a and RQ2b. The author further refines the point label predictions
from the proposed PointNET++ SFR network using the following three stages of post-
processing inference rules. More specifically, the following techniques are proposed:

(a) The parameters of PointNET++ SFR are fine-tuned to capture local neighbourhood
information in dimensions of a cubic block. This limitation does not permit segmentation
of shapes larger in dimensions than a cubic block. This affects mostly cylinders that can
have diameters larger than 1m. Cylinders with diameter larger than 1m are segmented by
computing curvatures to answer the research question RQ1b.
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Fig. 5.6 PointNET++ SFR performance with respect to Nhrate

(b) Other challenging shapes are secondary steel shapes (channels, angles and some I-
beams). These shapes have low frequency of appearance in industrial facilities and prediction
of their labels is a complex task. The author follows an approach tailored to the peculiarities
of these shapes for segmenting those shapes to answer the research question RQ2a.

(c) One can observe that predictions with low confidence level given by the neural network
have a much higher chance of being incorrect. These low confidence level predictions of
PointNET++ SFR are replaced with higher-confidence level predictions based on (b) and the
confidence level of PointNET++ SFR predictions RQ2b.

5.1.4.1 Step 3a: Cylinder classifier

Large enough shapes (cylinders with diameter greater or equal to 1m) are not captured as
discussed earlier. Therefore, the author develops a method to distinguish cylindrical shapes
from other shapes in industrial settings based on a curvature-based analysis.

The mean and Gaussian curvatures (principal curvatures) are computed upon calculation
of surface normals on each point (x0,y0). The surface normals at point (x0,y0) are first
computed as follows. A kDTree structure is defined and the closest points of (x0,y0) within
a fixed distance (r) are found. The definition of r is based on the bias-variance trade-off of
noisy neighbourhoods of points. Small radius results in high variance of the curve, whereas
larger radius results in high bias. The choice of r = 0.1m gives a balance on the trade-off of
bias-variance.

The center of mass of the closest points is then shifted to the origin (0,0,0) and the
normal is computed as the min eigenvector of the covariance matrix. The points are rotated so
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that the normal is on direction Z. The author follows the approach by Har’el (1995) (Har’el,
1995) that locally approximates the surface of neighboring points by a quadratic polynomial,
and computes the curvature of that surface. The approximate surface is given by:

z = ax+by+ cxy+d + ex2 + f y2 (5.5)

The principal curvatures are the eigenvalues of the paraboloid surface. Henceforth,
the mean (H) and Gaussian (K) curvature of paraboloid surfaces at its vertex can then be
approximated by finding the trace and determinant of an associated matrix.

The principal curvatures are computed as:

principal curvatures = eigenvalues

(
1

1+ f 2
x + f 2

y

(
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c 2 f
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(5.6)

where (
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)(
x0

y0

)
in order to calculate curvatures on point x0,y0.
To smoothen the curvature computations and remove outliers, we assign as the (gaussian

or mean) curvature of each point the median of the respective curvatures of points within
distance 0.2m. Then, the proposed algorithm algorithm predicts a point as cylinder if the
following three conditions (G1−G3) are met:

G1. K ≤ 0.1m−1

G2. H ≥ 0.3m−1

G3. H ≤ 3m−1

These parameters are experimentally verified on the CLOI dataset. For an ideal cylinder,
K = 0 and the mean curvature is H = 1/D, where D is the diameter of the cylinder.

5.1.4.2 Step 3b: Steel shape Segmentation

The author develops a procedure to segment channels, angles and I-beams based on corner
detection. The hypothesis is that these structural steel sections are composed of two per-
pendicular planes (two sets of perpendicular planes for the case of I-beams and channels)
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and one needs to automatically detect these two planes. The author considers channels as
being composed of two L-shape corners, whereas I-beams as having two T-shape corners.
The normals of each point are first computed as the minimum eigenvector of the covariance
matrix of the neighbourhood of each point at a fixed radius of 0.3m based on the mean
dimensions defined in British Steel Standards (BS EN 10365:2017, 2017) for these shapes.
These normals are unoriented, as such their orientation is corrected. This is performed by
picking a viewpoint, which is a vector v, such that when the inner product of the viewpoint
and the normal is positive, the same orientation is kept. Otherwise, when ⟨n,v⟩ < 0, the
direction of the normal vector is changed. Neighbourhoods with fixed radius of 0.5m are
then defined to check whether they are corners. For each neighbourhood, the normals are
clustered based on k-means clustering, where in this case k = 2 for two types of normals.
The author enforces that the angle between the two planes should be > 60◦ instead of = 90◦

as being angle edges due to noise. After finding the planes, we fit rectangles by assigning the
points to either plane.

An illustration of the L- and T-shapes with the directions of their normal vectors (n1 and
n2) is given in Figure 5.7 and an L-shape and T-shape type distinction based on geometric
parameters is presented in Figure 5.8.

Fig. 5.7 Illustrative representation of normals in (a) L-shape and (b) T-shape structural steel
profiles.

The condition for a structural steel profile to have L-shape is that

r1

S1
≈ r2

S2
(5.7)

whereas the condition for a structural steel profile to have T-shape is that
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Fig. 5.8 Illustration of (a) L-shape and (b) T-shape structural steel profiles.

r1

S1
≪ r2

S2
(5.8)

where r1,r2 are the distances from the center of each rectangle to the intersection of the
planes and S1,S2 are the lengths of each rectangle of the L-, T-shape respectively.

The normals of angles and channels are clustered in the same category given that they
have the same L-shape. In contrast, I-beams form a T-shape.

5.1.4.3 Step 3c: Confidence level adaptation

The next step in the proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology acknowledges the fact that
low confidence predictions by the PointNET++ SFR network (Section 5.1.4.2) are more
likely to be erroneous than high confidence ones. Therefore it is legitimate to determine a
methodology to improve the predictions of the classes that are misclassified, and prioritising
those with low confidence. Figure 5.9 presents the confusion matrices of precision and
recall for all the eight CLOI classes. The results show that angle and channel points are
misclassified as “other” (17% and 30% probability respectively). Predicted “channels” are
actually “other” (55% probability) or “angles” (9.7% probability). There is a similar trend
for predicted “angles” being “channels” (6.4% probability), “cylinders” (14% probability) or
“other” (36% probability). The proposed PointNET++ SFR network also confuses I-beam
points with angle (23% probability) and channel points (34% probability). Therefore, the
author develops the following two-step method to correct these misclassifications:
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• Step 1: If a point is predicted as “channel” and is not close (> 0.1m) to either an L-
shape or a T-shape corner, we convert its label to “other”. Definitions and determination
of whether a point is close to an L-shape are provided in Section 5.1.4.2.

• Step 2: If a point is predicted as “I-beam” with low confidence (<80%) and it is close
to an L-shape corner, we classify it as “channel”.

Fig. 5.9 Confusion matrices with (a) recall and (b) precision of network trained on Point-
NET++ SFR3 for the oil refinery dataset.

Valves and flanges are also classes that are more often misclassified, however some
of these predictions cannot be corrected since they stem from ground truth errors. Some
“cylinders” and “valves” are also predicted as “other”, however the author cannot revert these
cases since these can be parts of equipment with similar shapes and consistent geometric
rules cannot be generated to correct these misclassifications. Angles are misclassified as
“I-beams” (23% probability) and “Other” (17% probability). However, their performance
was fairly satisfactory and their frequency is relatively low (2%) compared to the other CLOI
classes (Agapaki et al., 2018). Therefore, the proposed CLOI-NET-Class method on Step 3c
focuses on improving the predictions of channels.

5.1.5 Step 2b: Annotation Cost Optimization

The proposed pipeline so far takes as input facilities that are annotated for training and
first performs the test on PointNET++ SFR with the unlabelled facility and secondly post-
processes these results using shape-specific rules for fine-grained per point segmentation. In
this section, the author makes the observation that the complex and noisy nature of the class
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segmentation problem for industrial data ensures that any algorithm will be approximate,
and thus some of its predictions will be erroneous. For the process of generating gDTs,
however, these errors will, inevitably have to be manually corrected. Therefore, any practical
analysis of DT generation should focus on minimising the manual annotation cost to address
the research question RQ3. Indeed, in this section a simple model for the annotation time
is used to demonstrate that manual pre-annotation of parts of the test dataset can greatly
improve the accuracy of the predictions, thus significantly minimising manual annotation
time. The author proposes a two-stage annotation procedure with the goal to minimise
the annotation cost, should the user choose the option to manually annotate part of the
test facility. This motivation stems from a recent research area called “active learning”.
Researchers use active learning for image annotation (Jain and Grauman, 2016, Mahapatra
et al., 2018) and exploit the most valuable images to manually annotate and then include
them in the training set. As such, a two-step procedure is followed: (a) one applies the
PointNET++ SFR training model that has no annotated windows from the test facility and
post-processes the test windows and (b) one manually annotates an x fraction of the windows
from the test facility using the predictions of PointNET++ SFR to help during annotation.
The author assumes that this annotation step is performed using any manual annotation tool,
i.e. CloudCompare (Cloudcompare, 2016) or the LFM Software (AVEVA, 2019). One then
applies the PointNET++ SFR model with the manually annotated windows during training
and post-processes the remaining test windows. The author denotes the approach described in
Section 5.1.3, passive learning approach, since no data from the test facility is included while
training. A comparison of the steps followed for the active and passive learning approach is
presented in Figure 5.10. For the application of the active learning procedure on the pipeline
of PointNET++ SFR, one parses the 3D TLS data in disjoint “windows” and then slices
the facility into smaller pieces that will then further subdivide into cubic blocks for further
processing. Therefore, uniqueness of the 3D blocks during training and testing splits is
enforced.

The author introduces a simple model in which one uses the percentage of incorrect
predictions (1− accuracy) as a proxy for the manual annotation time. This assumption is
based on similar work conducted for active learning on clinical concept extraction in medical
tasks (Kholghi et al., 2017). Intuitively, we assume that the manual annotation time is
proportional to the percentage of incorrect predictions. However, the proposed analysis is
agnostic of the actual evaluation metric used and could have been carried in terms of other
metrics, e.g. Precision, Recall, mIoU.

The author defines the total annotation cost c(x) as the cost of the two annotation phases
separately, which are Steps 2 and 4 in Figure 5.10(a). She proposes that c(x) is a function
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Fig. 5.10 (a) Active and (b) passive learning methodologies.

of the fraction x of test windows that were manually pre-annotated. It is assumed that the
annotation cost: (1) is proportional to the time to manually annotate the points of an entire
facility, and (2) is proportional to the fraction of incorrectly classified points (1− accuracy).
So, the total annotated cost c(x) is defined as:

c(x) = f (x)+g(x) (5.9)
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where

f (x) = λx(1−a(0)) (5.10)

g(x) = λ (1− x)(1−a(x)) (5.11)

and a(x) : [0,1]→ R is the accuracy on the remaining point cloud data after training on x
fraction of the test set, λ is the time to manually annotate the entire point cloud facility, a(0)
is the accuracy of the first annotation phase with x = 0 annotated windows, f (x) is the time
to pre-annotate x fraction and g(x) is the time to annotate 1− x fraction after active learning
is performed on our data.

The author then determines the optimal amount of data that need to be annotated to
minimise this cost (c(x)). Two further natural assumptions are made: (a) the author assumes
that as the pre-annotated data of the test facility increases, the training accuracy increases, or
equivalently that a′(x)≥ 0, and (b) she assumes that the accuracy learning curve is concave,
i.e. a′′(x) ≤ 0. The latter assumption is based on recent active learning experiments (Jain
and Grauman, 2016). This means that the more data one provides for training, the rate of
accuracy increase decreases.

The first and second derivatives of the cost function c(x) are inspected. These are given
as:

c′(x) =−λa(0)+λa(x)−λ (1− x)a′(x) (5.12)

and:

c′′(x) = λ (2a′(x)− (1− x)a′′(x)) (5.13)

where a′′(x)≤ 0 from assumption (b) and a′(x)≥ 0 from assumption (a), which means
that c′′(x)≥ 0 i.e. the cost function c(x) is convex. In other words, c(x) only has one global
minimum that one finds by setting:

−a(0)+a(x)− (1− x)a′(x) = 0 (5.14)

where x is the annotation percentage that minimises the total cost.
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The author first proves that the optimal manual annotation percentage is always at most
50%. According to the mean value theorem, there exists an annotation percentage ξ that:

a(x)−a(0) = a′(ξ )x (5.15)

where 0≤ ξ ≤ x. As a(x) is a concave function (as we increase x, accuracy increases at
a slower rate), we have:

a′(ξ )≥ a′(x) (5.16)

Applying Eq. 5.16 to Eq. 5.15, we get:

a(x)−a(0)≥ a′(x)x (5.17)

Combining Eq. 5.14 with Eq. 5.17, one finds the following equation for the maximum
pre-annotation percentage:

a′(x)(2x−1)≤ 0 (5.18)

Given that a′(x) ≥ 0, we have x ≤ 0.5. This means that it is never advantageous to
pre-annotate more than 50% of the TLS data of a facility. A qualitative illustration of the
accuracy and annotation cost curves with respect to the annotation percentage used for active
learning is presented in Figure 5.11. The author demonstrates that the better the quality
of learning is, the less the annotation cost, hence the manual pre-annotation percentage x
of a test facility needed for training is smaller. In order words, the higher the accuracy
curve is (optimal annotation percentage x to the top left of the plot), better quality and faster
learning for the same pre-annotation percentage x is achieved. It is important to note that the
annotation cost in Figure 5.11(b) is the cost after applying the active learning approach as a
percentage of the total manual annotation cost of the passive learning approach.

The success of the proposed pipeline is measured not by maximising the point-wise
accuracy of the method, rather by minimising the cost that it incurs to the modelers when
using it. This novel method leverages the advances in point cloud deep learning segmenta-
tion, contextual shape specific attributes and active learning in order to accurately predict
point-wise class labels with no significant difference in performance for diverse industrial
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Fig. 5.11 (a) Accuracy of training and (b) annotation cost with respect to the annotated
percentage (%) of a facility used for training.

environments. A critical part of this method’s novel design is the stage-wise annotation,
which permits both human-annotated and automatically annotated points to influence the
system’s view of what needs the most human attention next.

The hypothesis of this chapter is that class segmentation is (i) efficient and reliable, (ii)
scalable when exploiting deep learning methods in a sensible manner tailored to industrial
spaces and (iii) there is no significant bias in the segmentation performance for different
industrial facilities. The author evaluates this hypothesis experimentally in Chapter 7,
Section 7.1.5.
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5.2 Summary

This chapter presents the first process of the proposed framework in detail. It derives the
CLOI-NET-Class segmentation method to segment an industrial PCD into the seven CLOI
shapes. The key idea behind this method is its simplicity to parse industrial facilities in 3D
windows and to quickly process those through a CLOI-NET-Class segmentation network.
The class-specific contextual rules are applied to refine CLOI shapes and the outputs are
point clusters of each CLOI class. Then, users manually annotate a part of the test industrial
facility to optimise results. The novelty of this method is that it bypasses the generation of
specific low-level primitives and directly generates automatically annotated industrial point
clusters.

The outputs of this chapter are the seven CLOI classes, namely elbows, cylinders, angles,
channels, I-beams, flanges and valves. The experiments, results and discussions of this
method are presented in Chapter 7, Section 7.1.5. The author elaborates in the following
chapter how to segment instance individual shapes from the segmented seven CLOI classes.





Chapter 6

Instance Segmentation

“We are all connected;
To each other, biologically
To the earth, chemically
To the rest of the universe atomically.”

Neil deGrasse Tyson,
We Are All Connected,

Symphony of Science, 2009

This chapter focuses on Process 2 of the proposed framework as outlined in Chapter 4,
which is the instance segmentation of the most important industrial CLOI shapes as identified
in Chapter 2. These shapes are: cylinders, elbows, channels, I-beams, angles, flanges and
valves. The assumptions (Section 4.4) and hypotheses (Figure 4.4) of Process 2 apply to this
Chapter.

The objective of this chapter is to provide an automated method to segment instances
(individual shape point clusters) from the class labelled point clusters and to let the instance
segmentation benefit from the class segmentation method by receiving it as an input. This
objective is achieved by answering the following research questions:

RQ4a How to automatically segment instances from the TLS industrial dataset without
directly enforcing other 3D geometric representations?

RQ4b How to perform instance segmentation at optimal performance that requires less
manual labour time compared to current state-of-the-art practice?

The inputs of this problem are the class segmented point clusters and the outputs are the
instance segmented point clusters that can assist the gDT generation. This chapter focuses on
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predicting the instance labels given the class labels. The combined problem of computing
both class and instance labels is not within the scope of this chapter and will be discussed in
Section 7.1.9.

The author aims to (1) extract the geometric features of the seven CLOI types of labelled
point clusters constituting an industrial PCD and (2) use these features to segment into
individual point clusters. To this end, a novel instance segmentation method is proposed that
takes into account both geometric information and class segmentation labels.

The CLOI-NET-Class method (Chapter 5) can automate the class segmentation step
through an innovative deep learning and class-specific method that directly produces labelled
point clusters of the CLOI classes from TLS industrial data. However, the problem of
automated segmentation of individual instances remains unsolved. This Chapter aims to
solve this problem.

The challenges exhibited in the instance segmentation problem are due to the irregu-
lar geometry of existing industrial shapes. The geometric definitions for components of
buildings/offices are developed on a grid system where the building blocks are rooms of the
building. In contrast, industrial objects are curved, with varying cross sections and deviations
from standardised solid shapes. Another challenge is that industrial shapes that belong to
different instances can be connected due to noise of the TLS dataset.

This chapter intends to provide an instance segmentation method that can automatically
and rapidly generate individual point clusters where Oriented Bounding Boxes (OBBs)
or Swept Solid shapes can be fitted should the users still prefer to use an ideal gDT for
visualisation purposes. The outputs of this chapter can be directly used for fitting as described
in Section 3.4. This process aims to assist the current gDT generation procedure. Therefore,
the author contends that instance segmentation is an essential step of S2 strategies prior to
fitting.
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6.1 Proposed method

6.1.1 Overview

The inputs of the proposed method in this Chapter are the ground truth class point clusters.
The ground truth is used, in order to first evaluate the method on its own without adding the
error of the class segmented predictions of Chapter 5. In Section 7.1.9, the author will instead
consider the predicted point clusters from the CLOI-NET-Class method for the evaluation of
the proposed framework. The same 3D block generation method from Section 5.1.2 is used
for segmenting the input data. The outputs of this problem are point-wise instance labels
(individual point clusters of CLOI shapes).

Figure 6.1 illustrates the workflow of the proposed methodology. The method uses the
seven most important classes as identified in Chapter 2. The inputs of the method are the
spatial coordinates of the point clusters. The method consists of two major steps: Step 1
predicts an instance label per point by using a graph-based method, namely Breadth First
Search (BFS) that was originally introduced by Bauer and Wössner (1972). Step 2 is a
boundary segmentation method that is used to enhance the instance segmentation results
of Step 1. Initially, the author tests a deep learning network that classifies every point as
boundary and non-boundary, named Boundary-NET. The architecture of this network is
based on the geometric deep learning network ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a) and PointNET++
(Qi et al., 2017a) architectures that were analysed in Section 3.3. An assumption of the
method is that the initial TLS industrial data is partitioned in the same way as explained
in Chapter 5 in 3D non-overlapping sliding windows with overlapping 3D blocks. These
instance point clusters present industrial shapes at LOD 300.

The reason for segmenting instances from the original point cloud data is to accurately
capture the existing shapes rather than directly fit standardised solid shapes in IFC Build-
ingSMART (2018) or related format. These solid shapes are so generic that even extruded or
free-form solids representing specific template profiles (i.e. I-beams) are not representative
but an estimate of the existing conditions. This is particularly important for pipelines since
they are often corroded or rusty. 3D patches should be fitted to the extracted instance point
clusters in order to have representative 3D geometry as explained in Section 3.4. This part
is out of the scope of this thesis. Therefore, the author proposes a method to accurately
generate instance point clusters at LOD 300 based on the existing broad guidance discussed
in Section 1.4.1.2 such that it is more flexible to adapt to current and future needs.

The author first experimentally evaluates the state-of-the-art instance segmentation deep
learning networks that are suitable for the application in industrial scenes. The criteria that
make industrial environments challenging scenes for instance segmentation tasks are:
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Fig. 6.1 Proposed instance segmentation methodology

1. 3D object boundaries are complex and cannot be approximated with bounding box
lines. They are usually curved surfaces (i.e. elbows) or multi-faceted surfaces (i.e.
valves).

2. Industrial objects are very close in distance (mm scale) and even overlap each other
(e.g. angles of a steel bracing frame).

The only methods that comply with the above-mentioned criteria are the shape-free
instance segmentation methods as discussed in Section 3.3 and the best performing networks
that will be investigated herein are the SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b) and ASIS (Wang et al.,
2019a) networks based on the results shown in Table 3.3. The performance of these networks
on the oil refinery dataset is summarised in Table 6.1. It is important to note herein that an
instance prediction is often considered correct if 50% or more of the union of the points
of the predicted instance and the ground truth instance overlap, following recent literature
(Hariharan et al., 2014). In other words, the IoU score between the predicted and the ground
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truth instance is at least 50%. The same threshold is used for the evaluation of the SGPN and
the ASIS networks.

The metrics that are used in order to first evaluate the state-of-the-art networks are mean
precision (mPrec) and mean recall (mRec). The averaged metrics are used to assess the
overall performance of the state-of-the-art instance segmentation networks. The results
illustrated in Table 6.1 show that SGPN has very low performance on the oil refinery data
and ASIS performs better in all efficiency metrics.

Table 6.1 Performance of instance segmentation deep learning networks for the oil refinery
dataset

Network mPrec
(%)

mRec
(%)

ASIS(gt) (Wang et al., 2019a) 74 24.9
SGPN(gt) (Wang et al., 2018b) 22 8.4

The performance of the same networks per CLOI shape is presented in Table 6.2. The
performance metrics used are precision (Prec) and recall (Rec). The results and especially
Rec results show that the performance of these networks is relatively low for the gDT
generation process with most CLOI shapes being incorrectly segmented as “other”. However,
the ASIS network seems to have more promising performance, as such it was chosen as the
baseline for further experiments that are explained in Step 2 of the instance segmentation
method.

Table 6.2 Performance of instance segmentation networks per CLOI shape in the oil refinery
dataset

Prec Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
ASIS(gt) 58.7 75.9 59.7 75.6 82.8 82.9 81.9 67.4
SGPN(gt) 34.4 48.3 23.2 14.5 11.2 15.4 4.3 79.5
Rec Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
ASIS(gt) 18.5 27.5 11.8 17.3 43.4 27.8 27.6 87.9
SGPN(gt) 3.5 6.9 4.6 3.1 13.2 9.6 4.3 90.7

The results of the state-of-the-art instance segmentation deep learning networks demon-
strate the following two pain points (Section 3.3):

1. Instance segmentation is a complex task. Therefore, it should be “informed” from the
class labels and should not be independent (P1).
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2. The boundaries of instance point clusters are not explicitly enforced in the existing
instance segmentation networks. As a result, instances are not properly segmented as
demonstrated in Table 6.2 (P2).

Another factor to consider for robust instance segmentation in industrial facilities is the
shape scalability. Industrial shapes and specifically the CLOI shapes that are of interest in
this thesis have different scales ranging from a few centimeters (steelwork) to some meters
(cylinders). More details about the CLOI shape scalability can be found in Chapter 2. This
illustrates the need for a method that is scale invariant.

Scalability is a limitation of instance segmentation networks. Since the above-mentioned
networks capture local geometric features of points at 1m3 3D blocks, instances larger
than that cannot be segmented. In other words, these deep learning networks do not scale
efficiently with the number of points, that is why the “block” technique is applied. On
the other hand, graph-based methods, such as Breadth First Search (BFS) are scalable,
which means that these algorithms can process the entire TLS dataset without the need to
subdivide it into 3D “blocks”. Henceforth, the proposed CLOI-Instance method incorporates
a graph-based method that can segment larger scale (more than 1m3 in volume) shapes.

6.1.2 Step 1 - Graph-based connectivity of industrial shapes

The author first uses a Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm to cluster points into instances
that address the two pain points presented above. The method takes as input the boundary
labels per point from the Boundary-NET network and the subsampled PCD according to
the farthest point sampling method described in Chapter 5 for the 3D block generation. The
method then assigns the same instance to two points that have the same instance label if
their distance is less than a threshold value t and these points belong to the same object
type. These points form a graph of connected components. The algorithm outputs each
individual connected component as an instance. The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.
It constructs a graph G(V,E), where V are the vertices and E is the set of edges that connect
the vertices of the graph. Here the author defines V = {0, . . .N−1} and E = {(i, j) | 0 ≤
i, j ≤ N−1 and di, j < t}, where di, j is the distance between the two points i and j and t is
a threshold distance to split the instances. This means that two points i and j belong to the
same instance if the following conditions are met:

1. there is a path connecting i and j in the graph G without containing any boundary
points and such that all points in the path belong to the same class.

2. i and j do not belong to a boundary, but are interior points. This condition will be
explained in Step 2 of the method.
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Points belonging to a boundary are assigned to the closest instances. Algorithm 3
is an algorithm with complexity O(N ∗ number o f points in neighbourhood), given that
neighbourhoods for each point have already been computed using a k-D tree structure for the
nearest neighbour points (Maneewongvatana and Mount, 2002).

Algorithm 3 BFS Algorithm
Input: (Xi,Yi,Zi) = Pi, i ∈ [0, . . . ,N−1], Si = { j ∈ {0, . . . ,N−1} | j ̸= i}, t
Output: array INS[i] with instance label of point i

1: procedure FIND CONNECTED POINT CLUSTER COMPONENTS

2: tree = kDtree(P)
3: for i = 1 . . .N do
4: L = query(tree,i,t)
5: for j in L do
6: if i < j and classi = class j and boundaryi = interior and boundary j =

interior then
7: INS[i] = join(i,j)
8: join each boundary point with the closest instance

This algorithm encodes contextual information between industrial shapes in point cloud
data. It should be noted that the distance function d(i, j) is symmetric. This means that
d(Pi,Pj) = d(Pj,Pi), both indicating the distances of points i and j. The distance d between
the points is the usual Euclidean distance, defined as:

d(i, j) =
∥∥Pi−Pj

∥∥
2 (6.1)

The author first evaluates the BFS method (Table 6.3) on its own and demonstrates
that although the BFS method performs better compared to the deep learning instance
segmentation networks presented above, the performance can still be improved.

Two parameters are fine-tuned to evaluate the performance of the BFS algorithm per
CLOI class. These are:

(a) the minimum neighbourhood distance between two points (ε) and

(b) the minimum neighbourhood instance size (µ).

The minimum IoU thresholds that are used are 25%, 50% and 75% as proposed by
Wang et al. (2019a). In other words, the performance of the BFS algorithm for these sets of
parameters is measured at three levels of strictness: (a) IoU threshold of 25% (b) 50% and (c)
75%. Inevitably, when the minimum IoU threshold decreases, the BFS algorithm has softer
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criteria to correctly segment the instance point clusters. Therefore, the instance segmentation
performance is expected to be better.

The selection of the minimum instance size is determined by experiments for minimum
IoU threshold of 50% as shown in Figure 6.2. The author tests various values for the
minimum instance size ranging from 10 points per instance to 200 points per instance. The
trend in Figure 6.2 shows that the larger µ is, the higher the precision and the lower the
recall of the BFS algorithm. The same trend is observed in all CLOI facilities. This is
attributed to the fact that the more points instances are constrained to have, the higher the
chance that those points will represent these instances accurately. As the minimum instance
size (µ) is increased, the number of true positives decreases since ground truth instances
with few points might be ignored from consideration and at the same time precision will be
increased because small instances have a larger probability of being noise. Therefore, there
is a trade-off between precision and recall, depending on the minimum size of points (µ) that
an instance can have. The optimal minimum instance size is 20 points based on Figure 6.2.

Representative results to find the minimum neighbourhood distance between two points
(ε) for minimum instance size (µ) of 20 points that optimise the performance per class are
given in Table 6.3. This table shows that the larger the radius, the lower the Rec of cylinders.
This means that some cylinder instances are too close to each other and the BFS algorithm
considers those as a single cylinder. This is particularly important for the case of conduits
that are too close even in most cases overlapping each other. The selection of the radius
ε is in accordance with the spacing specifications between pipelines (Beale et al., 2010).
Particularly, the minimum spacing between the center lines of pipelines with and without
flanges is 2.5cm and 5cm respectively. The range of the spacings though varies based on the
pressure of the fluid the pipeline carries. The spacing between the center lines of parallel
conduits is 5cm (Hensley, 2017). For other conduit configurations, the configuration of the
conduits determines the spacing requirement between them (i.e. 90◦ bends, 45◦ bends with
obstructions). Table 6.3 shows that the other CLOI classes have higher Rec for ε ≤ 4cm and
then lower Rec after ε = 4cm. This is evident since these classes are distant from each other.
For example, it is rare to find a valve too close to another valve. The Prec metric increases
for all CLOI classes.

The set of parameters with optimal precision and recall performance are ε = 0.04m and
µ = 20 points based on the observations above. Increased recall is more important than
precision when segmenting instances, since the more instances are correctly predicted the
less manual labour hours are needed to identify the missing instances. On the other hand,
the user can discard more quickly the wrongly predicted instances rather than manually
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segmenting instances that were not predicted. This is the main reason that low precision is
not as important as low recall.

Fig. 6.2 Performance of the BFS algorithm with respect to the minimum instance size (µ) for
IoU=50% and ε = 4 cm. Test on the oil refinery facility.
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Table 6.3 Performance of the BFS algorithm (IoU = 50%) per CLOI shape in the oil refinery
dataset (µ = 20 points)

ε = 1cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 15.5 60.8 3.7 13.6 1.9 3.9 9.9 0.5
Rec 34.8 21.1 22.7 28.8 24.1 19.1 27.9 14.3

ε = 2cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 57.4 28.4 18.6 49.2 18.4 26.5 48.3 5.2
Rec 58.8 46.9 40.1 50.3 50.5 51.9 60.3 41.4

ε = 3cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 76.1 53.5 31.5 66.5 37.6 44.1 69.7 14.8
Rec 62.3 56.5 41.6 54.4 53.6 60.1 65.7 48.7

ε = 4cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 86.1 73.5 39.3 74.1 50 55.8 77.4 24.4
Rec 63.5 56.4 39.4 56.2 53.1 64.9 66.1 49.2
ε = 5cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 90 82.7 45.2 75.7 60.9 63.2 81.6 33
Rec 63.1 55.1 36.8 55.3 53.9 64.9 66.9 48.7

ε = 6cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 91.2 86.1 48.9 77.3 68.7 67.5 86.4 39.8
Rec 63.7 54.4 33.6 53.7 53.9 64 66.9 47.6

ε = 7cm Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Prec 92.3 88.8 53 79.8 74.9 71.3 86.8 44.4
Rec 63.5 53.7 31.3 52.5 54.4 63.1 65 46.4

The performance of the BFS algorithm with the selected optimal parameters given the
ground truth class labels is 65.2% mPrec and 57.1% mRec when testing on the oil refinery
dataset. It is worth mentioning that the mean metrics are computed given the performance of
the BFS algorithm in the seven CLOI classes excluding the “other” class for IoU threshold
of 50%.

6.1.3 Step 2 - Boundary segmentation

The author then introduces a classification of points into boundary and non boundary points
and then uses a PointNET-based network architecture to perform binary classification in
order to address the pain point P2 and improve the BFS performance from Step 1. A non-
boundary point is defined as a point whose neighbourhood has points that only belong to
one instance. If a point of another instance is encountered in the neighbourhood, then the
original point is a boundary. An illustration of boundary and interior points is given in
Figure 6.3. Points that belong to the “other” CLOI shape are also coloured in red. These
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geometric features (boundaries) are then used in the BFS algorithm that was explained in
Step 1.

Fig. 6.3 Illustration of two 3D windows classified as boundary or interior points (oil refinery
facility).

Intuitively, the proposed Boundary-NET network has similar architecture with the ASIS
network (Wang et al., 2019a). However, Boundary-NET accounts for the instance segmenta-
tion separately from the class segmentation given the assumption that class labels are correctly
assigned to each point. This modification aims to solve the pain point P1 that was identified
by the experiments presented above based on the performance of these networks on the class
segmentation point label predictions. The ASIS network and the Boundary-NET network
architectures are illustrated in Figure 6.4(a) and Figure 6.4(b) respectively. In other words,
the method detaches the class and instance segmentation branches of the ASIS network,
so that the class segmentation branch boosts the performance of the instance segmentation
branch, while the influence of the instance segmentation branch should not impact the class
segmentation labels. The author could have chosen to completely remove the class label
learning from the network, but observed improved performance when the class label learning
was kept.

An illustration of the full pipeline of the network is presented in Figure 6.5. This network
takes as input the spatial coordinates of 3D points of each block and samples points using a
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Fig. 6.4 Illustration of (a) the original ASIS module (Wang et al., 2019a) and (b) the
Boundary-NET module.

PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) sampling layer to account for spatial features between the
points. Analysis of the PointNET++ (Qi et al., 2017a) sampling layer is beyond the scope
of this Chapter and the readers can refer to Chapter 3 for further details. Then, another
PointNET++ layer is used to propagate features of all points. The Boundary-NET module
aggregates the features from the instance and class segmentation layers. The method obtains
the labels per point after a training procedure that minimises the cross entropy loss Hp(q) for
this binary classification Boundary-NET network, which is given by:

Hp(q) =−
N

∑
i=1

yi log p(yi)+(1− yi) log(1− p(yi)) (6.2)

where y is the label (1 for boundary point, 0 for interior points) and p(y) is the probability
of the point being boundary for each point.

The points are classified by using a softmax function in order to predict the boundary
label. The predicted boundary labels are then used in Step 1 to predict the instance labels per
point.

The Boundary-NET network as proposed above classifies each point as boundary or
interior, however there are still instances located too close to each other (so boundaries
are not clearly distinct) or noise impedes joining instances together or segmenting them as
shown in Figure 6.6. This figure illustrates the ground truth and predicted instances after
applying the Boundary-NET network on the petrochemical and the oil refinery TLS datasets.
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Fig. 6.5 Illustration of the Boundary-NET network.

Instances are distinguished based on their colour. The results show that the performance of
the Boundary-NET network is low. The primary reason for that is the unbalanced classes
of boundary and non-boundary points. In other words, the boundary points are much less
compared to the non-boundary points and this biases the performance of the network that
cannot correctly predict the boundary points. Therefore, the author then proposes the use of
class boundary points. A point is defined in this work as class boundary if and only if around
the neighbourhood of that point there is at least one point with a different class label. The
ground truth class labels will be used for the validation of the CLOI-Instance method. The
boundary segmentation method that takes as input the predicted class labels will be discussed
in the evaluation of the framework in Chapter 7.

The boundary segmentation method is not sufficient on its own to perform accurate
instance segmentation. The reason for that is that instances with the same class are closely
located to each other as well. Therefore, the combination of the boundary segmentation
method and the BFS algorithm from Step 1 is proposed in Figure 6.1 to boost performance.

The key hypotheses of the instance segmentation method that need to be proved are
presented in Figure 6.7. These hypotheses will be tested with the CLOI benchmark dataset
presented in the Chapter that follows.
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Fig. 6.6 Boundary limitations in case of (a) conduit proximity and (b) noisy TLS data.

6.2 Summary

This chapter presents the second process of the proposed framework (instance segmentation)
and elaborates on the specific steps undertaken to automatically segment instance point
clusters that can assist the automated generation of a gDT of an existing industrial facility at
LOD 300 from class labelled TLS data. The author proposes a hybrid method that has two
main steps: a graph-based segmentation algorithm, BFS and a boundary segmentation method.
The former takes as input the entire industrial PCD and generates connected components
based on connectivity relationships in order to segment the instances as output. For the latter,
a boundary segmentation method is proposed that takes as input the class-labelled points
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Fig. 6.7 Instance segmentation hypotheses.

from the class segmentation step and outputs binary labels on whether a point is a boundary
point or not. The novelty of the method is two-fold:

1. the efficiency of the BFS algorithm by applying it on the entire PCD and connectivity
between points

2. the intelligence of the boundary segmentation method to account for boundary points
and robustly process points in small regions.

The outputs of this method are instance-level CLOI point clusters. The experiments,
results and discussions of this method are presented in Chapter 7, Section 7.1.7.





Chapter 7

Research Methodology

“Certainty is the mother of quiet and
repose, and uncertainty the cause of
variance and contentions.”

Sire Edward Coke, Institute of the
Lawes of England, 1628

This chapter describes the evaluation experiments that the author conducted in order to
validate the hypotheses outlined in chapters Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 that were presented ear-
lier. This chapter starts with the CLOI benchmark dataset generation (Section 7.1.1), research
platform development (Section 7.1), prototype implementation (Section 7.1.3), experimen-
tal data preparation (Section 7.1.4) and experiment details and results (Section 7.1.5 and
Section 7.1.7). The results presented in this chapter validate process 1 (class segmentation)
and process 2 of the research framework (instance segmentation) separately and in isolation.
Discussion of the class and instance segmentation results is presented in Section 7.1.6 and
Section 7.1.8. Then, the framework is validated as a whole in Section 7.1.9.

The author wants to thank Sara Mandoki and Alex Glyn-Davies, two undergraduate
students at the University of Cambridge, who meticulously assisted with the CLOI benchmark
dataset generation. The CLOI dataset generation paper has been published in the “2019
ASCE International Conference on Computing in Civil Engineering” under the title “CLOI:
A Shape Classification Benchmark Dataset for Industrial Facilities”.
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7.1 Research activities

The research design that the author follows is to validate each process outlined in Chapter 4
individually and then to validate the whole framework. This means that the class segmentation
methodology (Chapter 5) and instance segmentation methodology (Chapter 6) need to be
validated separately and in isolation. Therefore, she proposes the following research activities
to validate the automated segmentation of class point clusters:

1. generation of the CLOI benchmark dataset class labels (Section 7.1.1) and data prepa-
ration (Section 1.4) in order to run the training experiments of the CLOI-NET-Class
network,

2. research platform development for experiment visualisation and implementation of the
CLOI-NET-Class proposed solution (Section 7.1.2) and

3. measuring the class segmentation performance to validate the hypotheses outlined in
Figure 4.4 (Section 7.1.5).

She then proposes the following research activities to validate the automated segmentation
of instance point clusters:

1. generation of the CLOI benchmark dataset instance labels (Section 7.1.1) and data
preparation (Section 1.4) in order to run the training experiments of the CLOI-Instance
network,

2. research platform development for experiment visualisation and implementation of the
CLOI-Instance proposed solution (Section 7.1.2) and

3. measuring the instance segmentation performance to validate the hypotheses outlined
in Figure 4.4 (Section 7.1.7).

Lastly, she performs experiments on the CLOI framework in its entirety (Section 7.1.9)
in order to validate the general hypothesis of this thesis. These activities are then presented
in detail in the sections that follow.

7.1.1 CLOI Benchmark generation

The author generated the first dataset of class labelled point clusters of industrial facilities
named CLOI (Agapaki et al., 2019) to test the hypotheses of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. CLOI
consists of 10 classes that cover a wide range of industrial scenes (both indoor and outdoor).
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The TLS datasets of four laser scanned industrial facilities are used for the generation of
CLOI as shown in Figure 7.1. One facility is a warehouse, one is a petrochemical plant, one
an oil refinery and the fourth a processing unit. These facilities are anonymised since rights
are reserved by AVEVA Group Plc. and British Petroleum. All datasets were obtained using
static terrestrial laser scanners. This research provides the (to the best of her knowledge)
hitherto largest collection of terrestrial laser scans of industrial facilities with point-level (a)
class and (b) instance ground truth annotations. (a) refers to one of the ten CLOI classes and
(b) is an index number that refers to a specific individual shape and is not further used in this
work. In total, it consists of 12,497 shapes and 7.1 billion points with their class and instance
labels for each point. To this end, this research provides CLOI, the largest annotated dataset
based on already existing datasets presented in Table 3.2 and the only dataset of industrial
environments that is captured with more than one sensors. This means that processing CLOI
point cloud data is independent of the data capturing system that was used to generate the
data. CLOI is also the only dataset available for processing PCDs of industrial environments.
Below the metadata of CLOI is investigated; the frequency of appearance of each class and
the scanner specifications of each TLS dataset.

Fig. 7.1 (a) Warehouse, (b) petrochemical plant, (c) oil refinery and (d) processing unit.

It is important to note that the class and instance point annotations of the CLOI dataset
should not be considered as being perfectly correct. This means that there may inevitably be
human annotation errors due to the complexity of these datasets and also the ambiguity of
points that are close to boundaries or parts of occluded objects. This is observed especially
in the “other” class which is not a CLOI class. Even with the human annotation errors, the
performance of the proposed framework is significant and outperforms the human annotation
process in specific cases that will be discussed in this chapter. The reader can refer to Fig.
7.17 that illustrates specific examples of human annotation errors. An interesting direction
for future research would be to crowdsource the data generation and assess the data quality by
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validating the task itself (class/instance segmentation) and demonstrate the worker reliability
(Liu et al., 2019, Ibrahim et al., 2018).

The frequency of appearance of each class across the four industrial facilities is shown in
Figure 7.2. One observes that there is variation in the frequency of appearance of channels and
cylinders (∼ 10−25%) across the four CLOI datasets. This is attributed to the different use
of each industrial plant. The percentages of all shapes in the CLOI dataset align with the the
average frequency of appearance of industrial shapes Table 2.5 except those of elbows (15%
in CLOI and 5% in Agapaki et al. (2018)) and other (12.5% in CLOI and 5% in Agapaki et al.
(2018)). These disparities can be attributed to the diversity of industrial scenes. The CLOI
benchmark dataset can be found in this link: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.7355141.v2.

The Outer Diameter (OD) of the pipes of each CLOI dataset is also investigated and the
results are presented in Figure 7.3. It is evident that all CLOI facilities have diverse pipe OD
diameters, ranging from a few milimeters to 1m and are aligned to ANSI/ASME Standards
(ASME, 2009). This is in line with assumption C2 that all CLOI facilities have cylinders
with a diverse range of diameters (Section 4.4).

The author acquired each dataset with the scanner specifications demonstrated in Ta-
ble 7.1. There is variability in the linearity error of the TLS scanners used to scan the
CLOI facilities. Each facility was scanned with a different TLS scanner and the oil refinery
facility was surveyed with the most accurate scanner that is designed to operate in industrial
environments (Surphaser, 2015). The petrochemical plant was surveyed in greyscale. This is
in line with assumption A0b (Section 4.4).

Table 7.1 Metadata of CLOI dataset

Metadata Warehouse Oil refinery Petrochemical
plant

Processing
Unit

Scans 10 57 44 27
Original size 74,264,368 2,911,602,008 346,748,967 340,349,857

Scanner FARO X330 Surphaser 105HSX
Z+F Imager

5010C
Z+F Imager
5003 scanner

Resolution range @10m 0.3mm 0.21mm 0.1mm 1.6mm
Vertical resolution 0.009◦ 0.0003◦ 0.001◦ 0.018◦

Measurement range ±5◦ ±0.004◦ ±0.5◦ -
Linearity error ±2mm <0.7mm ≤ 1mm ±3mm

The statistics of the evaluation dataset are critical for training and testing the proposed
deep segmentation network. Table 7.2 describes the CLOI statistics per class and validation
experiment that was conducted. For example, the experiment “all but Warehouse” refers
to training on all CLOI facilities except the warehouse and the test is performed on the
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Fig. 7.2 (a) Frequency of appearance of the labelled classes in CLOI and (b) comparison of
CLOI statistics with the priority list of classes in Figure 2.7.

warehouse. Training/validation split was set to 80/20 meaning that 20% of the training data
was used for the validation of the network.
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Fig. 7.3 Distribution of pipe OD for all CLOI facilities and ANSI/ASME pipe standards on
OD.

7.1.2 Research platform

The proposed solution was implemented on Tensorflow 2.0 as a proof of concept and the
experiments were executed on Google Cloud (Deep Learning VM image) with NVIDIA
Tesla P100 GPUs. Visualisations of point clouds and segmentation results were implemented
on Potree Viewer (http://potree.org/) in JavaScript. Potree is built upon ThreeJS and allows
for rendering of large point clouds in a WebGL web browser (Schuetz, 2016, Devaux et al.,
2012). Figure 7.4 shows a spherical PCD that has been partitioned into a Modifiable Nested
Octree (MNO) at four levels of sparsity. Each level exponentially increases the number of
points and details. This platform is ideal for our application since it converts the TLS dataset
to multi-resolution octrees (in LAS format) with adjustable resolution based on the proximity
of the point of view. This property is based on the MNO structure introduced by Scheiblauer
(2014). In other words, the resolution is gradually higher when zooming in, whereas the
resolution is lower for TLS data that are far away from the point of view. The author created
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Table 7.2 CLOI training and test data statistics

Train/val Test
All but Warehouse Number of shapes Number of points Number of shapes Number of points

Angles 459 1,339,297 111 157,504

Cylinders 4,938 26,253,415 910 3,171,234

Channels 392 3,492,770 168 1,313,851

I-beams 535 7,723,485 12 235,473

Elbows 1,481 1,577,101 258 256,985

Flanges 574 1,384,998 21 68,128

Valves 597 2,035,208 85 367,642

Other 1,761 54,645,182 195 4,509,439

All but Oil refinery Number of shapes Number of points Number of shapes Number of points

Angles 359 1,075,578 211 421,223

Cylinders 3,501 17,647,747 2,347 11,776,902

Channels 466 4,562,380 94 244,241

I-beams 426 5,787,190 121 2,171,768

Elbows 1,016 921,643 723 912,443

Flanges 380 1,099,245 215 353,881

Valves 480 1,825,483 202 577,367

Other 1,393 49,053,982 563 10,100,639

All but Petrochemical plant Number of shapes Number of points Number of shapes Number of points

Angles 510 905,283 60 591,518

Cylinders 4,359 18,760,493 1,489 10,664,156

Channels 296 1,746,408 264 3,060,213

I-beams 407 5,117,663 140 2,841,295

Elbows 1,363 1,562,139 376 271,947

Flanges 465 1,039,769 130 413,357

Valves 629 2,158,683 53 244,167

Other 1,128 18,914,234 828 40,240,387

All but Processing Unit Number of shapes Number of points Number of shapes Number of points

Angles 382 1,170,245 188 326,556

Cylinders 4,748 25,612,292 1100 3,812,357

Channels 526 4,618,305 34 188,316

I-beams 273 5,248,536 274 2,710,422

Elbows 1,357 1,441,375 382 392,711

Flanges 366 835,366 229 617,760

Valves 341 1,189,176 341 1,213,674

Other 1,586 54,850,465 370 4,304,156
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a user-friendly interface that allows to visualise the CLOI dataset, compare the predicted
results with the ground truth and visualise subsets of the facility at a fraction of time.

Fig. 7.4 (a) Low-level to (D) higher level nodes (Schuetz, 2016)
.

7.1.3 Implementation

7.1.3.1 Class segmentation

The author first describes the software platforms that were needed to test the validity of
the CLOI-NET-Class method. Two research platforms are needed; one capable of high
computing for training deep neural networks and one for visualisations of large scale TLS
industrial datasets. Training of the CLOI-NET-Class method was performed on Google
Cloud instances 1. The author implemented the deep learning class segmentation experiments
on Tensorflow 2.0 as a proof of concept prototype and ran experiments on Google Cloud
(Deep Learning VM image 2) with NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPUs. Then, consecutive refinement
steps and visualisations of the results were performed in the Potree Viewer 3. The author
created the user interface to select the TLS dataset of a CLOI facility, then segment the CLOI
classes and validate with the ground truth class labels. The user can also select a point and
only view the points associated with that CLOI class. This allows for easier data management
of complex structural, piping and electrical components. In other words, the user clicks
a point in the class segmented point cloud and only the points of that CLOI class that is
clicked are viewed. Another feature of the CLOI tool is a walk-through navigation in the
TLS original point cloud and the class segmented point cloud. The UI environment of this
CLOI tool is shown in Figure 7.5 for the oil refinery facility. The user has also the option to
only visualise a region of the CLOI facility and compare it with the ground truth annotated
data as shown in Figure 7.6.

1https://cloud.google.com/
2https://cloud.google.com/deep-learning-vm/
3http://potree.org/
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Fig. 7.5 (a) TLS dataset, (b) ground truth class annotated dataset and (c) class segmented
predictions of the oil refinery.
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Fig. 7.6 (a) Ground Truth (GT) and class segmentation predictions (pred) of two example windows of the oil refinery facility (a) and
(b).
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The author used the same functions of PointNET/PointNET++ for feature grouping,
aggregation and extraction for the PointNET++ SFR implementation (Section 3.2.4.3). The
following paragraphs explain how the author implemented it. More specifically, regarding
feature grouping, PointNET generates a neighbourhood feature vector as a function f on the
points of a point cloud p1, . . . , pn. The function f is approximated by the combination of an
aggregation function g and a function h. The aggregation function g is symmetric, which
allows the function to be independent of the input order (permutation invariance of 3D TLS
points), and the function h transforms the input to a representation where features can be
extracted

f ({p1, . . . , pn})≈ g(h(p1), . . . ,h(pn)) (7.1)

The functionality of the aggregation function g is to collect the feature values of all points.
The aggregation function g is a simple function, g = maxihi or g = 1

n ∑i hi, where hi = h(pi).
h is represented by an MLP, which allows the approximation of arbitrary continuous functions
(Cybenko, 1989).

For each neighbourhood, the features of points are extracted by the use of the function
h, which is the same function for all the n points of the neighbourhood. This means that
the weights of the MLP are shared for all the points of a neighbourhood. In CNNs, the
convolution also represents a fixed set of weights that is applied to the local neighbourhood
of a pixel. Then, this information is mostly pooled (i.e. subsampled) using a max-pooling
operation, e.g. on 2x2 pixel levels. The only difference in the PointNET representation is that
the weights for every point of the neighbourhood are the same. The PoinNET neighbourhood
feature vector can be used for point cloud segmentation instead of hand-crafted features for
every point.

PointNET++ SFR aggregates the neighbourhood features at different scales using a search
radii with the optimised parameters that were decided experimentally in Section 5.1.3. The
higher scale features (i.e. larger neighbourhood) are calculated on a subset of the points of
a block, generated using farthest distance point sampling. A random seed starting point is
picked from the point cloud block. Subsequently, points that have the farthest distance to all
points that are already in the subset are added, until a certain number of points is reached.
This method is justified by the assumption that features describing a neighbourhood are
spatially, auto-correlated, i.e. they do not change abruptly between two of the subsampled
points. The process is repeated for every scale with the subsampled point cloud from the
previous scale as input. This process can be referred to as multi-resolution grouping.
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The repeated process of subsampling, grouping and feature aggregation leads to a series
of increasingly sparse PCDs. The extracted features are then propagated backwards, scale
by scale, using inverse distance-weighted extrapolation in a top-down approach, in order
to segment the original points of the PCD. In other words, PointNET++ SFR employs an
encoder-decoder strategy, where first, the points are grouped and their features are aggregated
(encoding) and secondly the features are extrapolated back to the points of the original PCD
(decoding). An additional MLP is used to include awareness of the different scales in the
interpolated values after the extrapolation.

A pre-trained model of PointNET++ SFR on industrial facility point cloud data does not
exist. As such, the author trained the network from scratch. The network was trained for 250
epochs or about 100,000 steps using a batch size of 24, an initial learning rate of 0.01 and a
learning rate decay factor of 0.5. The author chose this set of hyper-parameters so that the
loss function converges during training as proposed by PointNET++. Other hyper-parameter
sets were not further investigated as these do have minor impact on the training quality for
the scope of this work. They rather control the stability and speed of convergence of the
loss function. The training time takes 12-15h to converge on average with this configuration.
Cross entropy is a function in information theory that was used to quantify the distance
between a ground truth, underlying distribution p and a predicted label q (Hutton, 2005).
Cross entropy H is then calculated using Equation (7.2) during training. Minimising the
cross-entropy distance of a classifier maximises its predictive correctness.

H(p,q) =−∑
x

p(x)logq(x) (7.2)

Mini-batches are commonly used in training neural networks (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Mini batches are subsets with data points from the original PCD and the data points belonging
to the mini batches are passed through the network simultaneously and result in one weight
update during training. Each batch has points that belong to overlapping blocks (Qi et al.,
2017a). For every point, the individual class probabilities are averaged over all blocks a point
is present in, and the argmax of this average is evaluated as the most probable class.

Figure 7.2 and Table 7.2 show that CLOI is an imbalanced dataset. This is in line with
assumption C3 (Section 4.4). Many learning algorithms have a trend to bias the majority
class for imbalanced datasets due to the objective of error minimisation (Hanley and McNeil,
1982). Henceforth, the effectiveness of the proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology is
assessed in terms of the discrimination measure (AUC) which is equivalent to the Wilcoxon
test in ranking classifiers. The AUC metric was first used by Hanley and McNeil (1982)
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in diagnostic radiology and later used in validating machine learning algorithms (Bradley,
1997). This metric is defined as the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve which shows the trade-off between recall (or True Positive Rate - TPR) and False
Positive Rate (FPR) as defined below:

FPRc =
FPc

FPc +T Nc
(7.3)

The T PRc is also known as sensitivity of classification and measures the probability of
correct prediction of points of a CLOI class c, whereas the FPRc is known as the probability
of false alarm and measures the probability of incorrect predictions among all the points that
belong to all other classes other than c.

The AUCc metric is ideal for predicting probabilities of classes that have a small number
of points in the CLOI datasets which is an issue that has similarly been tackled in 3D
indoor spaces (Armeni et al., 2016) and medical imaging applications due to small and
heterogeneous datasets (Hanley and McNeil, 1982).

7.1.3.2 Instance segmentation

The proposed instance segmentation method (CLOI-Instance) was implemented on the same
platforms as outlined in Section 7.1.3.1 for the class segmentation task. First, training of
the CLOI-Instance network was conducted on the Google Cloud platform (Deep Learning
VM instance). Then, the rest of the methodology was implemented on the Potree Viewer.
Precision and recall metrics are used for the CLOI-Instance validation as explained in
Chapter 6. The author also created the user interface to select the TLS dataset of a CLOI
facility, then segment the CLOI instances. The user can also select an instance and fit
oriented bounding boxes. Another feature of the Potree platform is that of merging together
over-segmented instances. The user first selects the instance of interest and then clicks on
the target instance to merge them together. Instance visualisations of the Potree Viewer are
illustrated in Figure 7.7.
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Fig. 7.7 Examples of three windows (a,b and c) of the warehouse with (i) class predictions coloured per class, (ii) instance predictions
coloured per instance, (c) oriented bounding boxes and (d) fitted 3D solids on cylinder instances.
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7.1.4 Data preparation

The CLOI dataset was generated by manually annotating the four industrial facilities as
outlined in Section 7.1.1. The Ground Truth (GT) datasets are the desired outputs to compare
against those generated by the proposed methodology and also used for training.

GT class: A given industrial facility, TLS scanned, point cloud input is segmented
into the eight CLOI classes (cylinders are grouped in one class as per assumption C1 IN
Section 4.4). Each individual point was assigned a class point-wise label. Figure 7.9 and
Figure 7.10 show each CLOI facility coloured with one of the eight class labels and the
manual annotation time involved to generate the GT per facility. The number of shapes,
original number of 3D points and the area per facility are also provided. One can distinguish
that even if a small facility area is scanned, the density of the scans may be so high that the
number of points is much higher compared to a sparsely scanned facility. For instance, the
oil refinery is only 300m2, making it the smallest facility of the dataset, but it has the largest
number of surveyed 3D points.

GT instance: A given point cloud input is assigned to an individual instance point
cluster.

GT boundary: A given point is classified as a “boundary” point if there is more than
one instance in a neighbourhood of radius 4cm around it. The data structure used to define
the neighbourhoods around each point is a kDTree.

Figure 7.8 illustrates an example output of the GT preparation.

Fig. 7.8 (a) Example of user selected bounding volume in LFM Server (AVEVA, 2019) and
(b) corresponding labelled point cluster of a pipe (Cloudcompare, 2016)

This research provides the (to the best of her knowledge) hitherto largest collection of
terrestrial laser scans of industrial plants with point-level semantic ground truth annotation.
In total, it consists of 7.1 billion points with class and instance point annotations. It took
three trained modelers 663 hours to annotate 12,497 industrial shapes from four industrial
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facilities. Table 7.3 shows the total number of labelling hours needed for the generation of
CLOI and the total number of shapes annotated by each researcher. This means that around 4
min/shape on average were needed for manual instance segmentation.

Fig. 7.9 Class annotated warehouse and oil refinery with manual labour hours involved.

The first step in the proposed pipeline was to prepare and register the laser scanned point
clouds, so that the author can annotate them in the commercial, manual labelling platform
for industrial plants, LFM (AVEVA, 2019). The choice of this platform was made, since it is
used for manual modelling of industrial objects. The organogram of the annotation pipeline
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Fig. 7.10 Class annotated petrochemical plant and processing unit with manual labour hours
involved.

that was followed and the research team is presented in Figure 7.11. The source data of the
laser scanned facilities used were scans, panoramic images and Bubble Views (photorealistic
views) generated in the LFM Software. The author first manually removed outliers outside
the facility of interest (vegetation, reflections outside windows) and registered the laser scans
using Cloud to Cloud registration in the LFM Gateway software. LFM Gateway was then
used to generate a dataset from all the source registered scans. The generation process
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Table 7.3 Total number of manual labour hours, total number of shapes and average labelling
time per shape

Researcher 1 Researcher 2 Researcher 3
Total number of hours 267.5 162.5 233

Total number of shapes 3746 2102 4869

Average minutes/shape 4.2

involved spatially indexing all the returns in the registered scans into a single dataset [∗.l f d
and points/∗ points] along with the scan positions.

Fig. 7.11 Annotation organogram of CLOI.

While annotating the CLOI dataset, the labelled clusters were inspected, outliers were
removed manually and the clusters were refined by using the Statistical Outlier Removal
(SOR) filter (Rusu and Cousins, 2011). The point clusters were annotated by manually
defining the boundaries of oriented bounding boxes in the LFM Server software. There
were cases where the rectangular bounding volumes could not capture irregular or adjacent
shapes. For these cases, the author used CloudCompare (Cloudcompare, 2016) to refine the
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selection of points by defining clipping polygons around the object of interest. The extracted
point clusters contain XY Z coordinates and intensity values. The geometric information of
the labelled point clusters was stored in [demolition.sqlite] files until the entire facility was
annotated.

The author subdivided each facility in overlapping 3D cubic blocks as explained in
Chapter 4. Examples of regions from CLOI facilities and an illustration of slicing a facility
into 3D cubic blocks are demonstrated in Figure 7.12. These examples are taken from the
CLOI oil refinery facility. The author used 0.5m stride to overlap the 3D cubic blocks as
proposed by Qi et al. (2017b). The Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) technique was also used to
sub-sample points (Qi et al., 2017a) within these 3D cubic blocks. Starting with an empty set
of points S, one progressively adds a point x such that x has the maximum distance from the
points in S. The distance between S and x is defined as min

Si∈S
d(x,Si). This sampling method

was used, since it covers the entire point cloud as opposed to random sampling that can
be restricted to dense parts of it with the same number of output points. At training time,
4096 points were sampled in each block and saved them in files of .h5 format, which is a
hierarchical data format to organise large amounts of data (HDF Group, 2019). At test time,
the author tested only on 4,096 points and then extrapolated to the original points of the
cubic block. The cubic blocks were shifted to the global axis origin [0,0,0] and aligned to
the principal global coordinate system axes both for training and testing.

Fig. 7.12 Window generation examples from the oil refinery facility.
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7.1.5 Measuring class segmentation (Chapter 5) performance in isola-
tion

The output of the proposed class segmentation pipeline is a prediction of the label of each
3D point with a confidence score. This score is interpreted as the likelihood of a 3D point to
belong to each one of the eight CLOI classes. The author compared predicted ground truth
labels pointwise and evaluated precision, recall and Intersection-over-Union (IoU) scores in
order to measure the performance of the CLOI-NET-Class method.

The proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology was evaluated on each CLOI test facility
and the details of the experiments are illustrated in Table 7.4. The CLOI-NET-Class proposed
methodology of the prototype was evaluated on the optimal hyperparameters identified in
Section 5.1.3-Section 5.1.5. The author trained on pre-annotated (i) single facilities, (ii) “all”
and (iii) “all but test” CLOI facilities. For (i), the author tested on (a) either the same facility
that PointNET++ SFR was trained on or (b) any other CLOI facility. A k-fold validation
strategy was used such that each facility is a single fold. As such, the training models do not
see any part of the test facility. Validation of the PointNET++ SFR performance involves
evaluating the output of the network. This is a prediction of the class label of each 3D point
with a confidence score. This score is interpreted as the likelihood of a 3D point to belong
to one of the eight CLOI classes. The predicted and ground truth labels were compared
pointwise and the accuracy, precision, recall and Intersection-over-Union (IoU) scores were
evaluated. The author first used the overall accuracy for comparing the sets of experiments.
However, since this metric is biased towards dominant classes (classes having large number
of TLS data points), she then used precision, recall and IoU for individual class evaluations.
The experimental results are explained below.

More specifically, the results in Table 7.4 show that when the same training facility is
used for testing (experiments (ia) or (iia)), the test accuracy increases since it is easier for
the PointNET++ SFR network to learn from data of a trained facility. It is important to note
that in these cases the same 3D blocks were not used for the training and test experiments,
the 3D blocks are completely disjoint. The accuracy of the (ia) experiments is marked in
bold and is the maximum per row and column in Table 7.4. However, for all the CLOI
facilities, annotating data of the same facility and training on those (experiments (ia)) does
not contribute to significantly higher accuracy than learning from annotated data of other
CLOI facilities (experiments (iia)). For example, the evaluation accuracy when training on the
warehouse alone (80% of its data for training) is 84.65%, and the same metric when training
on all CLOI facilities including 80% of the warehouse data is slightly smaller (79.9%). This
means that including more data from other CLOI facilities for training does not necessarily
assist the learning algorithms and is an indicator of differences between facilities. The
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Table 7.4 Evaluation accuracy (%)

Training
Facility

Test
Facility Warehouse Oil Refinery Processing

unit
Petrochemical

plant

Warehouse 84.65 55.43 47.17 73.33
Oil Refinery 51.54 92.97 59.79 62.85
Processing Unit 50.16 58.13 76.27 56.44
Petrochemical Plant 60 56.25 72.67 90.28
all 79.9 85.73 72.7 89.1
all but test 64.1 68.61 61.85 70

author further investigates factors for facility differentiation in Section 7.1.6. The results
also demonstrate that when a single CLOI trained facility is not the same as the one used
for testing (experiments (ib)), performance is relatively low. This is another case indicating
bias between facilities. As such, experiments were conducted with all the CLOI facilities
for training except one used for testing (“all but test” - experiments (iiib)). One can observe
that the petrochemical plant and the processing unit perform better when the former is used
for training and the latter for testing (72.7% test accuracy) in comparison to 61.85% when
“all but test” CLOI facilities are trained. The author attributes this to a greater similarity
of these facilities and as such facility bias is further investigated in Section 7.1.6. One can
observe a similar trend between the petrochemical plant and the warehouse respectively.
Experiments were also conducted with “all” the facility data during training (experiments
(ii)). “All” facility data corresponds to an active learning approach where 80% of all the
CLOI facilities (including the test facility) were trained. With this experiment, the author
shows that increasing the amount of training data results in higher accuracy (from 66% to
82% on average). This means that if modellers are willing to annotate 80% of the test facility,
this will only increase the validation accuracy by 15±5%. A more detailed analysis on the
optimal annotation percentage of the test facility that one can include while training follows
in Section 7.1.6. If one does not include any data from the test facility for the evaluation (“all
but test”), then the accuracy is higher than training on a single CLOI facility (experiments
(ib)). This indicates that more data during training does improve performance, but it should
be properly selected. Pre-annotating data from the test facility (experiments (ia)) or training
on a single CLOI facility other than the test facility (experiments (ib)) is time-consuming to
annotate for the performance gain that is achieved. Therefore, the results of the “all but test”
experiment were used for further processing.
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The confidence level of the predictions of the proposed PointNET++ SFR network were
also investigated. Figure 7.13 shows the percentage of correctly predicted points per facility
(accuracy) with respect to the confidence level of the predictions. The results show that for
the oil refinery 62% of the points are correctly predicted with confidence level 80% and
above. Similarly, 63.4%, 66.7% and 58% of points are correctly predicted with confidence
level 80% and above for the warehouse, petrochemical plant and processing unit respectively.
Therefore, there is a positive correlation between the the correctly classified points and the
confidence level of the predictions for all four CLOI facilities. In other words, the higher
the confidence level, the more points are correctly predicted. This is an indication that the
proposed PointNet++ SFR network outputs correct CLOI class labels with high confidence,
whereas the outputs of incorrect CLOI class labels are given with low confidence. Therefore,
the author further post-processed the incorrect labels that have low confidence to improve the
class segmentation performance of the proposed methodology.

Fig. 7.13 Confidence level of predictions with respect to accuracy for each CLOI facility.

The author highlights three main pitfalls of our PointNET++ SFR network that account
for misclassified points based on these experiments: (a) shapes with volume larger than a
cubic meter cannot be efficiently captured, (b) classes of imbalanced datasets are penalised
and (c) the confidence level of predictions is not propagated while learning neighbouring
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geometry. As such, the efficiency performance was further investigated for each CLOI class
addressing each pitfall in Table 7.5. The results demonstrate that the cylinder prediction
adaptation increases recall by 14.75% on average, meaning that points belonging to cylinders
with large radius are now correctly predicted. Cylinder class adaptation penalizes precision
by 2.5%, however the IoU which combines precision and recall is improved by 3.5% on
average. Steel shape adaptations improve the CLOI-NET-Class performance metrics on
angles (highlighed in Table 7.5). The proposed CLOI-NET-Class predictions are significantly
improved by implementing the active learning approach and confidence level adaptations for
cylinders and I-beams. The precision, recall and IoU for cylinders are 81.25%, 81.75% and
68.25% for cylinders respectively. The precision, recall and IoU for I-beams are 74.75%,
78.25% and 61.25% respectively. The CLOI-NET-Class performance metrics on other classes
are lower, however they still have non-trivial performance.
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Table 7.5 Average segmentation precision, recall and IoU (%) per CLOI shape

PointNET++ SFR Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Precision 28.5 38.75 81.75 50.75 64 36.75 30 73.75
Recall 26.25 28.25 62.25 42.5 67 47.74 22.25 83
IoU 15.5 17.25 55 29.25 49 23.5 13.75 63

Cylinder adaptation Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Precision 28.5 38.75 79.25 50.75 64 36.75 30 77
Recall 26.25 28.25 77 42.5 67 47.74 22.25 82
IoU 15.5 17.25 58.5 29.25 49 23.5 13.75 65

Steel shape/
Confidence level adaptation Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other

Precision 28.5 42.75 81.75 50.75 64 36.75 30 73.75
Recall 26.25 35.25 62.25 42.5 67 47.74 22.25 83
IoU 15.5 20.25 55 29.25 49 23.5 13.75 63

CLOI-NET Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Precision 45.5 42.75 81.25 54.75 74.75 41.25 39.75 84.5
Recall 39.25 61.75 81.75 49.25 78.25 55.25 33.5 86.5
IoU 26.25 41.25 68.25 33.75 61.25 28 21.25 74
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The results show a trend that rewards the CLOI-NET-Class performance of dominant
classes such as cylinders and I-beams in Table 7.5. Their IoUs are 68.25% and 61.25% on
average, whereas the CLOI-NET-Class method has lower performance on angles, valves and
flanges (26.15%, 28% and 21.25% IoUs respectively). Figure 7.14 plots the ROC curves
for each facility on the CLOI data with minority classes being the angles and flanges. On
average, CLOI facilities have a very high AUC measure of 95.6%. Micro-averaged metrics
are used to aggregate the contributions of all classes (CLOI types) to compute the average
metric. This metric is ideal for CLOI classes due to the class imbalanced CLOI datasets. In
other words, many more points of cylinders and I-beams exist in the dataset in comparison to
the other CLOI classes, therefore their metrics are higher.
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Fig. 7.14 ROC curves across CLOI facilities.
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While precision measures the probability of a CLOI class classified as true to actually
be positive, the FPR measures the ratio of false positives within the true negative (“other”)
points. The author expects the FPR metric to be higher for classes that have small number of
points in the CLOI facilities due to the large number of points belonging to the dominant
CLOI classes (cylinders, I-beams). The results also show that the recall and precision of
cylinders is penalising the less frequent classes and the results are further improved with the
post-processing confidence level adaptation and steel shape label contextual rule enforcement
steps.

The author further demonstrates the capacity of the proposed CLOI-NET-Class method-
ology on class segmentation of industrial shapes by adding the 3D detection results of the
commercial software EdgeWise (ClearEdge, 2019) in Table 7.6. Precision and recall of each
CLOI class of the proposed methodology was evaluated and compared with the respective
metrics by EdgeWise. The difference in the evaluation metrics between the proposed method
and EdgeWise (ClearEdge, 2019) is that the cylinder segmentation in EdgeWise is measured
per fitted cylindrical shapes whereas the calculation of the same metrics is based on points.
Despite this difference in metrics, the results can still demonstrate superior performance on
cylinder class segmentation and automated segmentation of the rest of the CLOI classes when
EdgeWise manually segments those. One can make a direct comparison for cylinders, when
a similar S1 detection method is used for cylinder extraction which as shown previously is
not effective to solve this problem. Another advantage of the proposed methodology is that
users can separate the points of each class and further process them. This task is not possible
with EdgeWise that directly fits cylindrical shapes.

Table 7.6 Segmentation precision and recall per shape for the petrochemical plant and
warehouse point clouds

Precision/recall (%) Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
EdgeWise (Petrochemical plant) - - 69.3/59.6 - - - -
CLOI-NET (Petrochemical plant) 25/27 63/72 76/83 40/41 75/83 14/70 39/43
EdgeWise (Warehouse) - - 41.25/69.8 - - - -
CLOI-NET (Warehouse) 44/44 86/91 79/85 42/59 51/75 57/51 21/24

One can observe the visualisation results of the four CLOI facilities in Figure 7.15 and
compare them with the ground truth class annotated points. The points in both ground
truth and predicted classes are coloured based on the semantic class label they belong to.
Figure 7.16, Figure 7.17 and Figure 7.18 also show illustrative examples of predicted and
ground truth point clusters of each CLOI class.
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Fig. 7.15 (i) Ground truth annotated points and (ii) CLOI-NET-Class automatically segmented
points across all CLOI facilities.
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Fig. 7.16 (i) Ground truth annotated points and (ii) CLOI-NET-Class automatically segmented
points in least accurate windows.
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Fig. 7.17 (i) Ground truth annotated points and (ii) CLOI-NET-Class automatically segmented
points in best performing windows.
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Fig. 7.18 (i) Ground truth annotated points and (ii) CLOI-NET-Class automatically segmented
points in occluded windows.
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One can visualise windows where CLOI-NET-Class wrongly segments points in Fig-
ure 7.16. These windows are usually close to the ceiling or floor of the facilities in densely
occluded regions. If one wants to capture these regions more accurately, a more specialised
scanning survey should be conducted. The results show that even with human eyes, one could
not distinguish the shapes close to the roof. As such, the low accuracy in these regions is
reasonable. The results also show another case in Figure 7.16(d) where flanges are considered
as parts of valves. This is also a reasonable near-miss, since flanges are sometimes parts of
valves. The author also encountered this issue when generating the CLOI ground-truth labels,
where in cases it would be difficult to separate flanges from valves.

Figure 7.17 shows some complex segmented scenes where the proposed CLOI-NET-
Class methodology performed very well. The author even observes that the predicted labels
depict the existing conditions better than the ground truth. For example, one can observe
that in Figure 7.17(a) an angle is more clearly segmented compared to the ground truth
labels. Similarly in Figure 7.17(c) the points of an elbow are correctly predicted, however the
ground truth misclassified those. Figure 7.18 shows highly occluded windows coloured by
class. Results show that in all three cases, the proposed methodology has point-wise accuracy
above 70%.

Figure 7.20 and Figure 7.19 show all the class segmented point clusters of the oil refinery
and the warehouse dataset respectively. The predicted cylinder class point clusters for both
datasets (Figure 7.20(a)), Figure 7.19) are almost identical to the ground truth point clusters.
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Fig. 7.19 (i) Ground truth annotated CLOI point clusters and (ii) CLOI-NET-Class automati-
cally segmented CLOI point clusters generated from the oil refinery dataset.
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Fig. 7.20 (i) Ground truth annotated CLOI point clusters and (ii) automatically segmented
CLOI point clusters generated from the warehouse dataset.
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7.1.6 Discussion of class segmentation results

This section discusses the performance of CLOI-NET-Class in two levels: (a) overall per-
formance and (b) class component performance. For the overall performance of the CLOI-
NET-Class methodology, the robustness of the proposed methodology is first investigated
by determining the facility bias. Then, the cost savings are measured by implementing the
proposed CLOI-NET-Class active learning approach. The second part of this section focuses
on the discussion of the proposed method’s performance on class component level.

7.1.6.1 CLOI-NET-Class overall performance

The average class segmentation and mIoU are 66.5% and 44.65% when all the CLOI facilities
are included for training except the one of interest to segment that is tested (“all but test”).
CLOI-NET-Class has been proven to be consistent, reliable and without significant bias, since
the class segmentation performance across the CLOI facilities has a small standard deviation
(3.57% test accuracy). The CLOI-NET-Class performance using the active learning approach
(“all”) has greater standard deviation (6.12%) and average accuracy of 82%, which may be
attributed to the greater difference between the CLOI facilities. The author investigated two
main factors that can account for this bias of the CLOI training dataset. These are (a) the
point density of each CLOI facility and (b) CLOI facility diversity.

Point density of CLOI facilities
Figure 7.21 shows the normalised density across all four CLOI facilities with their 25%

(Q1) and 75% (Q3) percentiles. The results demonstrate that the point density of the oil
refinery is at least one order of magnitude greater compared to the other three datasets,
meaning that this facility was more densely scanned. This finding is also in line with Table 7.1,
where one can observe that this facility has the largest number of scans covering the largest
number of points in comparison to the rest of the facilities. Figure 7.21 also demonstrates
that there is wider dispersion of data across facilities as indicated by the range of Q1−Q3
percentiles. The results show that the point density is not normally distributed across
CLOI facilities. Instead, the point distributions are skewed towards point densities less than
200,000 points per square meter of a facility especially for the petrochemical plant. This
facility has larger open spaces compared to the other facilities.

CLOI facility diversity
The author determined (b) by training a PointNET++ network to predict whether a

facility is recognisable by its shapes in order to investigate facility bias. The author trained a
PointNET++ network that has as inputs non-overlapping 3D blocks of all CLOI facilities and
gives as outputs the predicted facility where a 3D block belongs to. If the network correctly
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Fig. 7.21 Normalised point density across all CLOI trained facilities with 25% and 75%
percentiles.

predicts from which facility the 3D block came from, it means the facility is differentiated in
comparison to the other CLOI facilities. In other words, this means that facilities would not
be similar to each other, should the network distinguish them.

Figure 7.22 demonstrates that all four CLOI facilities are distinguishable by colouring
the predictions per facility as a heatmap. In particular, the petrochemical plant is the one
that according to this experiment is more easily distinguishable (87% precision and 77%
recall) compared to the other three CLOI facilities. The oil refinery is the facility that
PointNET++ has more difficulty to distinguish, since its shapes have 24% likelihood to
be incorrectly predicted as shapes of the petrochemical plant. There are two main factors
for the difference in the shapes of the oil refinery facility: (a) the point density of the
CLOI shapes is higher in the oil refinery facility compared to the other three facilities
(Q1−Q3=[158,790−1,079,207]) and (b) the TLS survey accuracy is higher in comparison
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to the other TLS surveyed CLOI facilities (< 0.7mm linearity error). This is reflected in
the mIoU performance which is higher for the oil refinery facility 37.3%, whereas for the
processing unit and warehouse the mIoU is 33.625% and 33.375% respectively. The method
has similar performance on these facilities (processing unit and warehouse) due to the
same factors (mIoU of 33.625% for the processing unit and 33.375% for the warehouse).
Their point densities are similar, Q1−Q3 range of [3,872−55,240] and [12,368−166,108]
for the warehouse and the processing unit respectively. The wider range in the point density
of the processing unit is attributed to the fact that it is the only outdoor facility in the CLOI
dataset. Technically, outdoor scenes are inherently more occluded and incomplete exhibiting
extreme variations in point density (Hackel et al., 2016). These effects are mitigated by
the limited size and constrained shape of indoor facilities. The scanner properties are also
comparable in the processing unit and the warehouse. For example, the processing unit
has a linearity error of 3mm as opposed to 2mm linearity error of the warehouse. This
similarity is reflected in their mIoU metrics, which are 33.625% for the processing unit and
33.375% for the warehouse. The method has the lowest mIoU performance of 28.75% on
the petrochemical plant due to the different industrial shapes it captures in comparison to
the other CLOI facilities. For instance, the petrochemical plant has around 25% industrial
shapes classified as “other”. These shapes are mostly shapes belonging to electrical circuits
and other electrical equipment (i.e. transformers, motor control centers). There are also
rooms that the other facilities do not have, for instance an exhibition/conference room,
resulting to the majority of the “other” shapes. However, the accuracy of the method on the
petrochemical plant is rewarded by the high performance of dominant classes like the “other”
and “cylinder” with 25% and 45% of the points respectively. As a result, the accuracy is
70%.

Active Learning Cost Savings
The author then validated the proposed model of total annotation cost as presented in

Section 5.1.5 on CLOI. The proposed methodology was tested on all CLOI facilities and here
the oil refinery is used as an example to illustrate the proposed methodology. The author
randomly selected X% of (non-overlapping) 3D blocks of the oil refinery that the author
wanted to test on and included them in the training set with the rest of the CLOI facilities.
The accuracy was then measured on the 1-X percentage of the 3D blocks of the oil refinery
dataset that were not included for training. The total annotation cost was further calculated as
a two-stage annotation cost from (a) the manual annotation cost of the X% fraction of the oil
refinery using predictions after training CLOI with no pre-annotated 3D blocks from the oil
refinery and (b) the manual annotation cost of the remaining (1−X) fraction of 3D blocks
after augmenting the training with X% of the oil Refinery 3D blocks. The resulting accuracy
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Fig. 7.22 Confusion matrices with (a) precision and (b) recall of network trained on all CLOI
industrial shapes.

and total annotation cost curves are presented in Figure 7.23. The analysis in Section 5.1.5
showed that it is never advantageous to pre-annotate more than 50% of 3D blocks, as
such the annotation percentages are selected to be in the range of [0.01,50]. The author also
took 80% of the 3D blocks to validate consistency of the results experimentally. The author
took four random samples at each annotation percentage in order to reduce variance. The
average standard deviation for all the experiments is ±0.4%. Experiments were conducted
for the mIoU curves as well and since they have a similar trend with the accuracy curves,
only the accuracy curves are illustrated.

The author validated the proposed theoretical model as outlined in Section 5.1.5 and
Figure 5.11. First, the author proved that the training accuracy curve is a concave function
with decreasing slope the more data one adds during training. Also, the author evaluated
experimentally in Figure 7.23 that the total cost annotation function is a convex function
with global minimum at around 25% of annotated data in the oil refinery dataset. The results
of the other facilities show that the optimal class pre-annotation percentage is between
20 to 30%. This gives the insight that the optimal window annotation percentage in order
to minimise the total annotation cost is between 25± 5%. One can demonstrate that the
accuracy curves in Figure 7.23 is roughly (because of finite data) a highly non-linear, concave
function, in contrast to the results by Jain and Grauman (2016) where for passive (random
user) annotation their curve was a linear concave function. The mIoU curves have similar
trends with the accuracy curves.
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Fig. 7.23 (a) Test accuracy as a function of the percentage of annotated data included during
training and (b) total annotation cost with respect to percentage of annotated data.
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7.1.6.2 CLOI-NET-Class Performance on individual CLOI classes

All CLOI facilities had very high micro-average AUC (higher than 90%), specifically the
AUC for the warehouse, the oil refinery, the petrochemical plant and the processing unit
was 93%, 90%, 95% and 91% respectively. The AUC of the method for the angles of the
warehouse and the petrochemical plant (78% and 75%) is reduced compared to those of the
other CLOI classes. The percentage of angles in the petrochemical plant dataset is the lowest
in comparison to the other CLOI classes in the same dataset (less than 5%), which means
that inherently angles are rare to find in this dataset and were also difficult to distinguish
even in the manual ground truth annotation. The channels of the petrochemical plant have
also relatively low AUC (71%), which is attributed to the channels being parts of stairs or
roof steelwork that is difficult to identify even with the human eye. This is more evident in
this facility due to the roof having more steel members to support it than the other facilities.
This problem can be addressed if the laser survey specifically targets roof refurbishment and
other laser equipment (i.e. drones) could be used to improve the accuracy of the laser survey.

Figure 7.24, Figure 7.25, Figure 7.26 and Figure 7.27 show the precision (PR), recall (R)
and IoU for each facility for each step of the CLOI-NET-Class methodology and the results
are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Fig. 7.24 (a) Oil refinery class precision (%), (b) oil refinery class recall and (c) oil refinery class IoU (%) for each step of the
CLOI-NET-Class methodology.
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Fig. 7.25 (a) Processing unit class precision (%), (b) processing unit class recall and (c) processing unit class IoU (%) for each step of
the CLOI-NET-Class methodology.
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Fig. 7.26 (a) Petrochemical plant class precision (%), (b) petrochemical plant class recall and (c) petrochemical plant class IoU (%) for
each step of the CLOI-NET-Class methodology.
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Fig. 7.27 (a) Warehouse class precision (%), (b) warehouse class recall and (c) warehouse class IoU (%) for each step of the
CLOI-NET-Class methodology.
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It is noteworthy that for the oil refinery the PR of flanges does not change after each step,
whereas the PR of angles, I-beams and other classes improves greatly after applying
the CLOI-NET-Class methodology (PR of angles, I-beams and other increases by 20%,
13% and 10% respectively). For the same facility, the R of angles does not change in the
CLOI-NET-Class methodology, whereas the greatest improvements in R are observed for
cylinders (R increases by 20%) and channels (R increases by 11%). Similarly for the
IoU of the oil refinery classes, it is worth mentioning that the classes that have the greatest
increase in the IoU metric are cylinders (IoU increases by 22%), elbows (IoU increases
by 26%) and other (IoU increases by 11%). Likewise, the PR of cylinders and valves of
the processing unit does not change, whereas the PR of angles and flanges has the highest
improvement (the PR of flanges and angles increases by 18% and 13% respectively). The
CLOI-NET-Class methodology improves the R of most classes for the processing unit.
Particularly, the R of angles, flanges, valves, I-beams, cylinders and elbows increases by
35%, 20%, 14$, 12%, 10% and 9% respectively. Therefore, the IoU metric is significantly
improved for the angles, I-beams and flanges that have the highest PR and R improvements
(the IoU of angles and flanges is improved by 16% and the IoU of I-beams by 9%). The
proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology greatly improves the performance on most
classes in the petrochemical plant. More specifically, the PR of channels, I-beams, elbows,
flanges and angles improves by 35%, 20%, 15%, 15% and 13% respectively. Likewise, the R
of channels, cylinders, valves, flanges and angles increases by 64%, 26%, 15%, 15% and
10% respectively. Consequently, the IoU of channels, cylinders and elbows improves by
44%, 16%, 15%, 15% and 10% respectively. Similar improvements are observed in the
warehouse. In particular, the PR of angles, I-beams and other is improved by 22%, 14%
and 14% respectively. The R of most classes is increased (for channels increase of 56%, for
I-beams increase of 30%, for angles increase of 18%, for cylinders increase of 17% and for
elbows increase 11%). As a result, the IoU of channels, I-beams, angles, other and cylinders
is improved by 51%, 18%, 15%, 14% and 9% respectively. The classes for which the method
has very high and very low performance metrics are further analysed in the paragraphs that
follow in order to determine the strengths and limitations of the proposed CLOI-NET-Class
methodology.

The average precision (PR), recall (R) and IoU were very high for cylinders and
I-beams (above 75%) for most of CLOI facilities. The average PR of cylinders is 81.25%
(std=6.3%) and the same metric for I-beams is 74.75% (std=16.8%). The reason for the
higher PR standard deviation of I-beams is due to their reduced PR in the warehouse facility
(51%). The I-beams of this facility were highly occluded (more than 50% of their shape
occluded), as such they were misclassified as channels or “other”. The class label adaptation
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for channels (Section 5.1.4.2) improved their IoU by 5% on average and corrected the
misclassified channel points to I-beams and the reverse (7% increase in R and 5% increase in
PR of channels). R is higher for both the warehouse cylinders (81.75% on average, std=3.4%)
and I-beams (78.25% on average with std=3.4%). Respectively, IoU is 68.25% on average for
the warehouse cylinders (std=5.6%) and 61.25% for I-beams (std=12.4%). The cylinder PR
of the warehouse and the petrochemical plant (79% and 76% respectively) is relatively
lower than PR of cylinders in the other facilities. For the warehouse, this is attributed to
the false positives of cylinders in the corrugated steel profiles of the roof, which is a primary
reason for the reduced PR of cylinders (41.25%) using EdgeWise in the same dataset as
well (Section 2.3.3). For the petrochemical plant, the PR of cylinders is lower (76%)
compared to the other CLOI facilities, since it has steel trapezoid profiles in the roof
and corrugated steel profiles for wall cladding, which in many cases are misclassified as
cylinders. Another reason for the reduced PR of cylinders in the same facility is that the
roof is composed of steel tubular roof trusses that in the ground truth were mislabelled
as “other”. The proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology correctly predicted the points
clusters of the tubular steel truss as cylinders, however the performance metrics are reduced
due to the mislabelled ground truth. The petrochemical plant has rollover cables that our
CLOI-NET-Class predicted as false positives due to the sparsity of points in these clusters
and highly occluded cables due to twists and congestion of conduits in cable trays. Another
reason for the inferior cylinder performance of the method in the petrochemical plant is
that this facility has two grip strut safety metal grating walkways and stair treads both with
serrated diamond patterns. The complexity of these geometric patterns that in many cases
can be similar to cylindrical shapes leads to most of the points of the walkway and stairs
being incorrectly classified as cylinder points.

The other CLOI classes (angles, channels, elbows, valves and flanges) had lower
metrics compared to the dominant classes for all facilities, however they are still signif-
icant given that they outperform the current practice and research that do not solve class
segmentation of those shapes. The performance of the method on the petrochemical facility
is initially very low in channel segmentation (6% IoU) as shown in Table 7.5. However,
the proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology increases IoU to 50% with 20% pre-annotated
data (from Figure 5.11) of the petrochemical facility in the training dataset. The remaining
misclassifications of channel points are partly due to cable organizer side channels that
are incorrectly classified as “other” in the ground truth data. Another reason is that the
petrochemical plant has many rectangular columns which are misclassified as channels by the
CLOI-NET-Class methodology, as a result their PR is 63%. A third reason for the reduced R
of channels (72%) is that many channels in the roof are incorrectly classified as cylinders.
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The PR of valves is initially very low (8%) in the petrochemical plant and is not greatly
improved (PR=14%) due to two main reasons: (a) in most cases electrical inductors are
misclassified as valves and (b) the incorrectly predicted valve points belong to spotlights close
to the roof of the petrochemical plant. However, the method has satisfactory performance on
the valves of the warehouse (57% PR, 51% R, 36% mIoU), since most of them (37 out of 79
valves) are globe valves with hand wheels and check valves that have distinctive geometric
shape. The near-missed points of warehouse valves are mostly misclassified as flanges
(Figure 7.16) or points of flanged ball valves with maximum face to face dimension of 33cm.
We have a similar trend in the other CLOI datasets. The angles of the petrochemical plant are
improved with the CLOI-NET-Class methodology (from IoU=8% to IoU=14%). However,
the performance of the method on the angles of this unit is still the lowest compared to the
other CLOI facilities since the angle points were mostly parts of steel cross braces that were
misclassified as “other”.

The performance of the proposed CLOI-NET-Class methodology is significant de-
spite these misclassifications of underrepresented CLOI classes as discussed above. Ad-
ditional methods that address those limitations need to be investigated. Although it is too
soon to claim that the proposed method will address all needs in CLOI industrial class
segmentation, the experiments proved that our method fills the gaps in knowledge 1, 3, 4
and 5 (Section 3.5) and is capable of dealing with complex and diverse industrial spaces.
This method can be the foundation to segment other industrial shapes.
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7.1.7 Measuring instance segmentation (Chapter 6) performance in
isolation

The author evaluated the instance segmentation method that was analysed in Chapter 6.
Experiments were first conducted on the BFS algorithm (Step 1) of the instance segmentation
method to validate the suitability of the selected parameters on the CLOI dataset (minimum
instance size, µ = 20 and minimum neighbourhood distance between two points, ε). The
next step was to use the boundary segmentation method (Step 2) in order to enhance the BFS
algorithm from Step 1.

The author revises the two limitations of the CLOI-Instance methodology with randomly
selected parameters. These are summarised as follows:

1. The BFS algorithm oversegments sparsely scanned regions. For instance, in these
cases, the object may be cut in more than one instances. The reader can refer to
Figure 7.28 for an illustrative example (BFS1).

2. Instances that are located too close to each other will be predicted as the same instance.
The reader can refer to Figure 7.29 for an illustrative example of this case (BFS2).

Therefore, further experiments were conducted on the BFS algorithm to define the
parameters that can mitigate the BFS1 limitation presented above on the CLOI dataset. She
found the lower bound value of the radius for which the BFS algorithm can segment one
object at a time. In other words, each instance point cluster is considered individually as input
and only runs the BFS algorithm on that instance. If the radius is too small, the BFS algorithm
will split an instance in many sub-instances. If the radius is too large, the BFS algorithm
may cover the instance of interest and other closely located instances. The performance of
the BFS algorithm on the radius selection is measured with the mRecins metric. In other
words, this metric measures the number of instances segmented with IoU threshold greater
than specific threshold values over the total number of ground truth instances. Figure 7.30
summarises the results for each CLOI facility. The results show that if the radius of the
neighbourhood (ε) increases, then the performance (mRecins) increases. Considering the
elbow method (Ketchen and Shook, 1996), a good lower bound ε for all facilities is ε ≥ 3cm.
The poor performance of a radius of around 1cm indicates that there are gaps between the
3D points of 1cm within the same instance, whereas gaps of 4cm are not that frequent. This
consistently results in very high mRecins for all the CLOI facilities and all the IoU thresholds
(25%, 50% and 75%), which is close to or even above 80%.

Then, the author investigated the suitability of the lower boundary 4cm neighbourhood
radius (ε) per CLOI class and each CLOI facility for every IoU threshold in Figure 7.31. The
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Fig. 7.28 (a) Ground truth and predicted instances with BFS for (b) ε = 7cm and (c) ε = 2cm
for sparse instances. Results shown for the oil refinery.

results show that the same trend is observed for each class. This work introduces the Recins

metric, which is the same as the mRecins metric with the only difference that the instances
of a particular class are only considered. The only class where there is greater variability
in the Recins metric is the “other” class as shown in Figure 7.31(h). This is expected since
there are instances such as the floor and other shapes that a neighbourhood radius of even
4cm will not be sufficient to capture all the points of this class correctly. An “other” instance
may also correspond to more than one objects grouped together. As such, there will be “gaps”
between the instances and the instance may not be captured as a whole. This is the reason
that for radius 4cm the Recins metric of “other” does not reach 100%. The same trend is
observed for all the CLOI facilities. The parameter ε is then confirmed to be 4cm based on
the above-mentioned observations.
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Fig. 7.29 (a) Ground truth and predicted instances with BFS for (b) ε = 7cm and (c) ε = 2cm.
Results shown for the oil refinery.
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Fig. 7.30 BFS radius with respect to mRec (%) for different IoU thresholds for each CLOI
facility.
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Fig. 7.31 BFS radius with Rec (%) per CLOI class for IoU=50% for each CLOI facility.
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The performance of the BFS algorithm with the selected optimal parameters (µ = 20 and
ε = 4cm) given the ground truth class labels is then presented in Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33.
The author used 20 points as minimum number of points as calculated in Algorithm 3
for these experiments. She tested a range of radii to identify how the distance between
separate instances affects the performance of the BFS algorithm. The mean performance
metrics (mean precision and recall) for IoU thresholds 25%, 50% and 75% are presented in
Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33. Both mPrec and mRec have an increasing trend with increasing
radius (ε). The rate of increase of average precision in Figure 7.32 is higher for smaller radii
and smaller for higher radii (ε > 4cm). In contrast, the average recall for all IoU thresholds
has increasing trend for radii of 1cm and 2cm and then the average recall is decreasing up to
4cm where it converges to 80% for the warehouse and the petrochemical plant and 60% for
the oil refinery and processing unit. The similarity of the warehouse and the petrochemical
plant has been investigated in Figure 7.21 where these facilities have similar normalised
point densities. The same trend for the oil refinery and the processing unit is attributed to the
similarity in the point density of their TLS data, which greatly affects the performance and
the choice of radius ε . The average recall is optimal at a radius of 4cm, therefore the author
chose this value as the optimal radius for instance segmentation experiments with the BFS
algorithm.

Figure 7.29 presents five illustrative examples of the BFS experiments using the radii
of 7cm and 2cm. These results show that the conduit are mostly affected from the large
radius selection, since the BFS algorithm groups those in one instance. It is noteworthy that
the results are improved for the case of 2cm radius. However, if the conduit are connected
through a cable tray or structural component (i.e. angle or channel), then the BFS algorithm
predicts the connected conduits as one instance. The choice of the BFS radius ε does not
impact sparse instances that are not connected to each other as previously explained for the
“other” CLOI class. The illustrated example window in Figure 7.28 shows the over-segmented
floor, for which the choice of ε does not change the results.

The author concludes that the BFS algorithm is more sensitive to changes in the
minimum instance size (µ) for µ ≥ 50 points rather than changes in the neighbourhood
radius (ε) based on the results discussed above. An increase in ε has a relatively linear
increase in the performance, both in precision and recall (Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33),
whereas an increase in µ increases precision but reduces recall (Figure 6.2). This trend was
validated by experiments on all the CLOI facilities.

The performance of the BFS instance segmentation algorithm was then measured with
precision and recall metrics for the optimal parameters of minimum instance size (µ) at 20
points, neighbourhood radius (ε) at 4cm and the class boundary points to enhance the BFS
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Fig. 7.32 Average precision (%) of the BFS algorithm with respect to the radius (ε) for each
CLOI facility.

performance. A class boundary point is defined as a point where its neighbourhood around
a radius of 4cm 4 contains at least two points with different CLOI class labels. The results
for precision and recall per CLOI class for the processing unit, the petrochemical plant, the
warehouse and the oil refinery are presented in Figure 7.34, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.36 and
Figure 7.37 respectively. The results for the petrochemical plant indicate that the average
precision and recall have very small variation for the same IoU threshold (≤ 2%). The
recall of cylinders for the petrochemical facility is also the highest compared to the
other CLOI facilities (61.3% for IoU=50% ), which can be attributed to the fact that there
were not so many cable trays and twisted conduits that were clustered together or erroneously
segmented. This leads to improved instance segmentation of cylinders for the petrochemical
facility. The lowest value of recall of cylinders is for the processing unit (48.5% for
IoU=50%). Another trend is evident for all the CLOI facilities. The precision performance
for most of the CLOI classes is higher compared to the recall performance. Particularly,
the instance segmentation method when tested on the oil refinery has high precision but
reduced recall or in some cases precision and recall have very similar performance (i.e.

4The radius selection of 4cm was chosen, since it optimises the instance segmentation performance.
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Fig. 7.33 Average recall (%) of the BFS algorithm with respect to the radius (ε) for each
CLOI facility.

cylinders or I-beams) as shown in Figure 7.37(a) and Figure 7.37(b) for µ = 20 points.
This is attributed to the absence of noisy instances since ground truth class labels are used
for instance segmentation in this section. The results also show another trend of higher
performance for angles, channels, elbows, valves and flanges compared to I-beams and
cylinders. The case of I-beams is given as an example. Instance segmentation of I-beams
is performed with 59.1% average precision and 64.2% average recall when averaging the
I-beam instance segmentation results for all CLOI facilities. The author attributes that to the
proximity of I-beam instances, which are frequently located close to or attach each other
(i.e. connecting I-beam steel members of a frame). The same trend appears in the case of
cylinders.
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Fig. 7.34 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
processing unit.
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Fig. 7.35 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
petrochemical plant.
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Fig. 7.36 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
warehouse.
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Fig. 7.37 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
oil refinery.
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The author also shows the average results of mPrec and mRec for each CLOI facility at
different IoU thresholds in Figure 7.34(c), Figure 7.35(c), Figure 7.36(c) and Figure 7.37(c).
It is noteworthy that the greater the IoU threshold, the smaller the value of mPrec or
mRec. This is expected since the lower the threshold is, the easier it is to segment a predicted
instance correctly. For example for IoU threshold being set at 25%, correct predictions
are those for which 25% of the union of predicted instance overlaps with the ground truth
instance. The performance per CLOI class and CLOI facility will be discussed in detail in
the section that follows.
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7.1.8 Discussion of instance segmentation results

This section first analyses the overall and then the per CLOI class instance segmentation
performance per facility in isolation. Afterwards, the author addresses the achievements,
contributions and limitations of this method. The IoU threshold that is used for the discus-
sion of the results herein is 50% for consistency with the instance segmentation literature
(Table 3.3).

Overall, the instance segmentation method has competitively good performance
(73.2% mPrec and 71.1% mRec across the CLOI facilities). This is measured in terms
of the over-segmented and under-segmented instance point clusters. In other words, the
instance segmentation performance is measured in terms of a good match to the ground
truth instance point clusters. The petrochemical plant is the only facility that suffers
most from over-segmentation. The primary reason for that is due to the small point density
of the TLS dataset. The petrochemical plant is the most sparsely scanned facility with
the smallest normalised point density range compared to the other three CLOI facilities
(Figure 7.21). This results in greater over-segmentation of its instances (82.4% mPrec and
80.9% mRec, Figure 7.34(c)) in comparison to the other CLOI datasets. On the other hand,
the oil refinery is the CLOI facility that suffers most from under-segmentation. This is
the facility that was densely scanned, however has highly occluded instances. This results
in greater under-segmentation compared to the other CLOI datasets and greatly affects the
instance segmentation performance (65.2% mPrec and 57.1% mRec, Figure 7.37(c)).

Figure 7.39, Figure 7.40, Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42 show representative examples
of the predicted instance segmented point clusters using the CLOI-Instance segmentation
methodology and their comparison to the ground truth segmented instance point clusters. The
point clusters are coloured based on the instance point cluster they belong to. In other words,
different colour between clusters means these point clusters belong to different instances
and there is no direct correlation between the ground truth instance colour and the predicted
instance colour. Dashed yellow lines illustrate the instance point clusters to focus on.

Valves and flanges. The individual CLOI classes for which the CLOI-Instance method
has the highest performance across the CLOI datasets are valves and flanges. The petro-
chemical plant has the highest precision for valves and flanges (84.3% and 95.2% respec-
tively). This is attributed to the majority of flanges being blind flanges with a flat faced
surface towards the pipeline they are connected to. The presence of blind flanges easily
segments the points around them to those of a cylinder and those belonging to the flange
due to the clearly defined boundary points between the flange and the cylinder. The blind
flanges in this dataset are used to isolate the piping system or to terminate a pipe as an
end. The petrochemical plant dataset has flanges that are not close to each other (they are
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further than 4cm apart). Those flanges are slip on flanges with flat surfaces and the points
of the flange are clearly separable from the points of the pipe. This results in high recall
of flanges for this dataset (92%). The recall of valves is also very high (96%) for the same
dataset. This is attributed to the fact that this type of instances are separated from each other
and the likelihood of encountering two valves adjacent to each other in the petrochemical
plant dataset is very low. The most frequently encountered types of valves is this dataset
are hand-wheel ball valves that are easily distinguishable compared to other types of valves.
Similarly, the warehouse has well separated from each other valves resulting in 100% recall
and 68% precision. The lower precision value can be attributed to some cases where a
hand-wheel gate valve and check valve or the sequence of a ball valve and a gate valve
are grouped together in the same instance as shown in Figure 7.38(a), Figure 7.40(c) and
Figure 7.40(d). Another reason for the slight reduction in the precision of valves in the
warehouse dataset is due to over-segmentation of the hand-wheel part of gate valves. This
can be attributed to occluded connections between the hand wheel and the body of the valve,
or the steam and the hand wheel as shown in Figure 7.38(c).

The performance of the CLOI-Instance segmentation algorithm on the processing
unit and the oil refinery is reduced. The results show that the processing unit has the same
limitations for valve instance segmentation as outlined in the previous facilities. In addition
to those, precision is reduced due to highly occluded regions that result in oversegmented
instances. The CLOI-Instance performance on flanges is also reduced in the processing
unit dataset compared to the other facilities (67.4% precision and 69.2% recall), which
is attributed to the fact that weld neck flanges are widely prevalent in the processing unit
dataset. This means that the boundary between a weld neck flange and a pipe is not a clearly
defined flat surface resulting in grouping the two in one instance. A similar case is for the
connection between a flange with threaded rods and pipes that are all incorrectly segmented
in the same instance as shown in Figure 7.38(e). There are two main pain points for the
relatively low performance of the CLOI-Instance methodology on the oil refinery dataset.
These are: (a) adjacent valves that are highly occluded and result in undersegmentation
and (b) oversegmentation of block and bleed gate valves into their parts (gear actuators
and cylinder actuators) as shown in Figure 7.38(g). Figure 7.38(f) shows two characteristic
examples of under-segmentation where two pairs of valves are grouped in two instances for
the oil refinery dataset.
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Fig. 7.38 (i) Ground truth annotated instances and (ii) predicted instances with BFS alogirthm
for representative examples of valves and flanges across the CLOI facilities

I-beams. The main cause for the low instance segmentation performance of I-beams
is their direct connectivity with other I-beams in steel frames of the building that clusters all
the structural connected members of a frame in one instance. The performance of the method
on I-beams is the lowest in comparison to the other structural steel CLOI shapes (angles and
channels). The average precision and recall of the instance segmentation of I-beams for all
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the CLOI facilities is 59.1% precision and 64.2% recall. Figure 7.39 shows 3D windows with
the segmented instances and their respective ground truth instances for the processing unit.
Steel I-beams that are usually welded in steel frames cannot be easily segmented by the BFS
algorithm and this results in 48.5% precision and 47.3% recall. Figure 7.39(b), Figure 7.39(e)
and Figure 7.39(g) show that the I-beams are clustered in the same instance, since they are
directly connected and they belong to the same class. Instances of I-beams that are welded as
parts of steel frames are also grouped together in the oil refinery as shown in Figure 7.41(c)
and Figure 7.41(f). This results in reduced precision and recall of I-beams (50% and 53.2%
respectively). There are also steel frames composed of I-beams that are grouped together
as one instance in the petrochemical plant as shown in Figure 7.42(e). The steel frames in
the petrochemical plant dataset are rare to find compared to the other CLOI dataset, as such
the performance of the CLOI-Instance method on I-beams is higher compared to the other
datasets (80% and 72.4% respectively).

Angles and channels. The instance segmentation performance of angles and channels
is better compared to the instance segmentation performance of I-beams. The average
precision and recall of angles for all the CLOI facilities is 81.4% and 74.3% respectively.
Similarly for channels, the average precision and recall is 77.9% and 73.1%. This is attributed
to the fact that angles and channels are rare to find attached or welded to each other compared
to I-beams. The only exception is the instance segmentation performance of channels in the
oil refinery dataset being 73.5% precision and 56.5% recall. The primary reason for that
is that steel channels in this dataset are connected to each other as parts of stair cases or
sidewalks.

Cylinders. The CLOI-Instance method has relatively low performance on cylinders
compared to the other CLOI shapes (56.4% mean precision and 52.6% mean recall). This
is evident for all the CLOI facilities given the following issues of the CLOI-Instance method.

1. recall of cylinders is affected by complex boundaries that are not clearly defined
between weld neck flanges and cylinders (Cyl1)

2. reducers, which are classified as “other” and their connection to pipes cannot be
segmented given that there is no distinctive boundary that separates them (Cyl2)

3. the pipe junctions where cylinders are welded cannot be segmented by the proposed
instance segmentation method (Cyl3)

4. the conduit that are twisted, bundled in a cable tray or in distances less than 4cm from
each other are grouped in the same cylinder instance (Cyl4).

5. electrical boxes that are closely located to each other (Cyl5)
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6. circular hollow sections of metal stair cases or steel barricades are clustered in one
instance (Cyl 6).

The Cyl1 issue is observed in Figure 7.39(a) for the processing unit dataset for welded
flanges that have points of their connected cylinder misclassified as flange and therefore
belong in the same instance. For these cases, the flange and connected cylinder will be
inevitably grouped in the same instance. The Cyl4 issue is prevalent for all the CLOI datasets.
The processing unit groups different instances together in the case of twisted or bundled
conduit that are positioned in cable trays. Similar examples of the Cyl4 issue are shown
for the warehouse dataset, which has conduit that are connected with strut channels and are
therefore erroneously predicted as one single instance (Figure 7.40(b) and Figure 7.40(g)).
An example of the Cyl4 issue for the oil refinery dataset in shown in Figure 7.41(g). This
dataset has the largest number of conduit, which are mostly placed in cable trays and as
a result connected. This leads to the lowest precision and recall of cylinders compared
to the other three CLOI datasets being 39.3% and 39.4% respectively. The issue with
closely connected conduits is also common in the petrochemical plant dataset as shown in
Figure 7.42(a) and Figure 7.42(d). This results in reduced precision and recall of cylinder
segmented instances being 64.5% and 61.3% respectively. An example of the Cyl2 issue is
observed in Figure 7.38(b) and Figure 7.40(a) where the reducer and pipe are grouped in one
cylinder instance for the warehouse dataset. Similarly, a characteristic example of Cyl3 issue
is shown in Figure 7.38(c). An illustrative example in Figure 7.42(i) shows the Cyl5 issue,
where two instances of electric boxes are in contact due to noise.

Over-segmentation is also common among cylinder instances. The warehouse has one
large vessel with diameter larger than 1m, however the TLS scanned instance has occlusions
that result in segmenting the cylinder to more than one instances (Figure 7.40(f)). This results
in relatively low precision of cylinders for the dataset being 61%. This could be prevented if
a denser laser survey was conducted in that area. The oil refinery has similar issues when
segmenting cylinder instances as presented in Figure 7.41. For example, there are two large
vessels with diameter greater than 1m that are split in more than one instances due to its
sparsely scanned surface (Figure 7.41(f)).

Elbows. The CLOI-Instance method has high performance on elbows across the CLOI
facility datasets (average precision and recall of 87% and 71.8%). There are though three
factors that affect the performance, which are:

1. oversegmentation of 180◦ elbows (El1)

2. grouping of conduit bends (Figure 4.2) with cylinders, since there is no boundary
surface to separate them (El2) and
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3. clustering of sequences of welded 90◦ elbows in one instance (El3).

The facility that suffers the most from these three limitations is the oil refinery
dataset. Particularly, the recall of method on elbows in this dataset is 56.2%, the lowest
metric compared to the other CLOI facilities. An example of the El3 limitation is shown in
Figure 7.41(e). The elbows of the processing unit have also slightly reduced recall (60.3%)
compared to the other datasets, which is mostly attributed to the El1 and El2 limitation.

On the other hand, there are cases where the CLOI-Instance segmentation method out-
performs the manual instance annotation task. One of those is shown in Figure 7.39(h)
for the processing unit, where a flange and a reducer are correctly segmented. The CLOI-
Instance method has superior performance even compared to the manual instance segmenta-
tion especially when segmenting the structural frame and the corrugated roof as shown in
Figure 7.41(d) and Figure 7.41(h) for the oil refinery dataset. There are also some cases where
the segmentation task using the CLOI-Instance method inevitably leads to over-segmentation.
The warehouse has equipment, i.e. pumps that are directly connected to concrete slabs and
the floor. These instances are directly connected and therefore all their points are grouped
in one instance point cluster (Figure 7.40(e)). This results and discussion so far address
research question RQ4a. However, research question RQ4b is not addressed yet; this is the
scope of the next section that validates the CLOI-framework.
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Fig. 7.39 (i) Ground truth annotated instances and (ii) predicted instances with BFS algorithm
for representative windows from the processing unit.
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Fig. 7.40 (i) Ground truth annotated instances and (ii) predicted instances with BFS alogirthm
for representative windows from the warehouse.
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Fig. 7.41 (i) Ground truth annotated instances and (ii) predicted instances with BFS alogirthm
for representative windows from the oil refinery.
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Fig. 7.42 (i) Ground truth annotated instances and (ii) predicted instances with BFS alogirthm
for representative windows from the petrochemical plant.
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7.1.9 CLOI framework validation

So far, we have seen the performance of the framework’s steps in isolation, to ensure that
they are likely to contribute to the performance of the framework as a whole. In this section,
the class and instance segmentation procedures are evaluated as a complete framework using
or re-evaluating the optimised parameters from each of the findings in Chapter 5, Chapter 6
and Chapter 7. This chapter first reviews the overall framework. Then, the chapter recaps
the framework’s performance using the predicted per class boundaries. These types of
boundaries emerged since the class segmentation labels are not perfect and there is a need
to assist the BFS algorithm towards correctly segmenting the instances by adding boundary
information (Chapter 6). The author reminds the reader that a per class boundary is defined
as the point that in the neighbourhood around it has more than one points with more than one
class labels. Lastly, the optimised settings were consolidated and validated as a unit.

The performance of the framework was evaluated based on:

1. the performance of the CLOI-NET-Class segmentation network

2. the performance of the CLOI-Instance segmentation network.

The inputs of the proposed system are the class segmented clusters of the proposed
solution outlined in Chapter 5. The class segmentation experiments showed average accuracy
and mIoU of 79.8% and 44.65% when all the CLOI facilities are included for training
except the one of interest to segment that is tested. CLOI-NET-Class has been proven to
be consistent, reliable and without significant bias when tested on all the CLOI facilities.
The author validated the theoretical active learning model as outlined in Section 5.1.5 and
Figure 5.11. The results in Figure 7.23 showed that the total cost annotation function and
the validation accuracy follow the theoretical model and the optimal data pre-annotation
percentage that minimised the total annotation cost is between 20±10%. The CLOI-NET-
Class performance following the active learning approach had on average 15% higher
accuracy than the passive learning approach.

The CLOI-Instance segmentation approach presented in Chapter 6 was independently
validated in Section 7.1.7. The performance measured was 73% mPrec and 71% mRec on all
CLOI facilities using the ground truth class labels as inputs. The CLOI-Instance performance
was proved to be consistent, reliable and without significant bias for all the CLOI facilities.
The outputs of the instance segmentation process are instance point clusters, which are the
expected outputs of the overall proposed framework here.

The metrics used to validate the system are precision (Prec) and recall (Rec) similar to the
metrics used in the instance segmentation experiments in Section 7.1.7. The averaged metrics
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were used to assess the overall performance of the state-of-the-art instance segmentation
networks. The users assist the system with pre-annotated class segmentation data (active
learning procedure as outlined in Section 5.1.5) and then the system predicts the instance point
clusters with the proposed CLOI-Instance segmentation approach explained in Chapter 6.
The validation of the proposed framework is presented in Figure 7.43.

Fig. 7.43 Validation of the CLOI framework.

The instance segmentation networks SGPN and ASIS were first evaluated given the
predicted class labels from the CLOI-NET-Class method, since these are the only promising
instance segmentation methods in the literature as proved in Table 3.3. These networks couple
instance and class segmentation. In other words, the class segmentation performance greatly
depends on the instance segmentation performance since incorrect class predictions would
inevitably result in incorrect instance predictions and the reverse. The instance segmentation
networks SGPN and ASIS perform the class segmentation task in tandem with the instance
segmentation task. However, the results in Table 7.7 indicate that both SGPN and ASIS have
inferior class segmentation performance compared to the PointNET++ network (Qi et al.,
2017a) as was presented in Table 5.3. In particular, the performance of PointNET++ was
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46% for average precision, 41% for average recall and 32% for mIoU when testing on the oil
refinery dataset. The author presents the average class segmentation results of the SGPN and
the ASIS networks in Table 7.7 and the performance per CLOI class of the ASIS network
in Table 7.8. The ASIS instance segmentation network has clearly superior performance
compared to the SGPN network (Table 7.7). The class segmentation performance is very
low with some classes having performance close to or equal to zero except cylinders that
have higher performance (70% Prec, 43% Rec and 36% IoU) for the oil refinery dataset. The
performance is still poor compared to the results of the CLOI-NET-Class method for all the
CLOI classes. These experiments demonstrate that class and instance segmentation need
to be decoupled for the CLOI framework evaluation. In other words, we can’t expect that
we can improve the class segmentation performance with instance segmentation. In fact,
experiments show that feedback from the instance segmentation to the class segmentation
will significantly degrade the class segmentation performance. This is because instance
segmentation is more challenging and has more errors.

Table 7.7 Performance of instance segmentation deep learning networks on the class segmen-
tation task for the oil refinery dataset

Network mPrec
(%)

mRec
(%)

mIoU
(%)

ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a) 26.5 23.9 14.5
SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b) 12.3 14.5 7.6

Table 7.8 Per CLOI class performance of instance segmentation deep learning networks on
the class segmentation task for the oil refinery dataset

ASIS (%) Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
Prec 2 3 70 38 25 17 3
Rec 0 3 43 1 46 16 1
IoU 0 2 36 1 20 9 0

The author then compared the state-of-the-art instance segmentation networks, the BFS
algorithm and the proposed CLOI framework in Table 7.9 for the instance segmentation
task to answer research question RQ4b. The results illustrated in Table 7.9 show that
SGPN has very low performance on the oil refinery data with the ASIS network performing
better in all efficiency metrics. The oil refinery is used to compare the state-of-the-art deep
learning instance segmentation networks, the BFS algorithm and the CLOI-Instance proposed
methodology. For the application of the BFS algorithm, the minimum instance size had to be
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re-evaluated for the predicted CLOI class point clusters based on performance. Therefore,
the author conducted experiments to determine the minimum instance size based on the
performance in terms of precision and recall on the CLOI datasets. The results in Figure 7.44
illustrate that the optimal tradeoff between precision and recall is for minimum instance size
200 points instead of the minimum instance size of 20 points that was computed based on the
ground truth class segmentation labels (Figure 6.2). This is attributed to noisy predicted class
labels compared to the ground truth class labels used to evaluate the Chapter 6 methodology.
There is an exception for the minimum instance size (µ) and the minimum neighbourhood
size (ε) for the case of cylinders. The results indicate to set the instance size at 50 points and
the minimum neighbourhood size (ε) at 3cm (instead of 4cm) only for cylinder instance point
clusters due to the observation that cylinders have higher class segmentation label predictions
(Section 7.1.6) and the CLOI-Instance methodology benefits from that. The author also
observes in Table 7.9 a 10% increase in precision due to the class boundary constraint on the
BFS algorithm for a minimum neighbourhood of 4cm (Chapter 6).

Fig. 7.44 Performance of the BFS algorithm with respect to the minimum instance size (µ)
for IoU=50% and ε = 4 cm. Test on the oil refinery facility.

The author then tested the performance of the same methods per CLOI shape in Table 7.10
for the instance segmentation task. The results confirm that the performance of the
state-of-the-art instance segmentation networks is not sufficient for the gDT generation
process. The performance metrics of the BFS algorithm and the results of the CLOI-Instance
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Table 7.9 CLOI framework performance for the oil refinery dataset

Method mPrec
(%)

mRec
(%)

SGPN (Wang et al., 2018b) 5.3 6.5
ASIS (Wang et al., 2019a) 16.7 4.5
CLOI-Framework (without boundary) 20.6 19.9
CLOI-Framework 31.1 21.0

method with the optimised parameters are selected based on the discussion in the previous
paragraph. The author presents these results for the oil refinery dataset as an example for
comparison of the best performing existing instance segmentation methods and the proposed
CLOI-Instance methodology. The illustrated results in Table 7.9 and Table 7.10 demonstrate
that the CLOI-Instance methodology clearly outperforms the current state-of-the-art research.

Table 7.10 Performance of instance segmentation networks per CLOI shape in the oil refinery
dataset

Prec (%) Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
ASIS 0 0 27.2 25 41.5 6.3 0
SGPN 3.8 4.2 3.5 7.6 8.6 5.3 14
BFS 15.3 5.3 33.7 36.6 30 10.2 13.5
CLOI-Instance 29.7 17.1 28.2 54.3 45.6 15.1 28
Rec (%) Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
ASIS 0 0 4.6 0.1 25.5 1.5 0
SGPN 2.8 3.5 4.2 3.6 5.9 15.2 4.6
BFS 18.1 8.8 23.2 15 39.3 25.7 9.3
CLOI-Instance 17.7 11.7 28.8 15.7 39.0 25.3 8.8

The deep learning instance segmentation networks have significantly lower performance
than the BFS and CLOI-Instance methods. Therefore, they are no longer considered for the
CLOI system validation. This proves the validity of the third hypothesis of the proposed
CLOI-Instance method as outlined in Figure 6.7.

It is worth mentioning that the CLOI-Instance framework is not evaluated with the
Average Precision (AP) metric that was presented in Chapter 3 (Equation (3.32)), since the
final output of the instance segmentation methodology is not the product of a neural network.
As such, the confidence level scores of the instance predictions cannot be inferred.
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Another important note is that the CLOI-Instance results are calculated assuming that the
users pre-annotate X% of the test facility with X% being the value from Table 7.11 depending
on the facility. These percentages are based on the curves of Figure 7.23.

Then, the author presents the precision and recall per CLOI class and the average
precision and recall curves in Figure 7.45, Figure 7.46, Figure 7.47 and Figure 7.48 to
validate the framework performance. It is evident that for all datasets the recall metric
of all the CLOI classes outperforms the precision metric for all the IoU threshold values.
The greater difference between the mean precision and mean recall is for the oil refinery
(Figure 7.48(c)), which is attributed to the high complexity of this dataset. This leads to
reduced performance for all classes. Although the CLOI-Instance proposed methodology
has promising results compared to the state-of-the-art methods for the instance segmentation
task, the results demonstrate that the predicted class labels significantly reduce the precision
and recall metrics compared to the same results presented given the ground truth class labels
(Figure 7.39, Figure 7.40, Figure 7.41 and Figure 7.42).

Table 7.11 Optimal class segmentation pre-annotation percentage of test facility data for
active learning

Test facility
Optimal

pre-annotated data
(%)

Warehouse 30
Processing unit 30
Oil refinery 25
Petrochemical 20
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Fig. 7.45 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
processing unit facility.
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Fig. 7.46 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
warehouse facility.
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Fig. 7.47 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
petrochemical facility.
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Fig. 7.48 (a) BFS instance precision and (b) recall per CLOI class and (c) mean precision and recall for different IoU thresholds for the
oil refinery facility.
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The CLOI framework performance of cylinders is relatively high across the CLOI
facilities given their high class segmentation performance (Figure 7.24, Figure 7.25,
Figure 7.26 and Figure 7.27) for all the IoU threshold values. The author reminds the
reader that the cylinder class segmentation performance was 81.25% precision, 81.75% recall
and 68.25% IoU on average. There are though some cases where the cylinder instance
point clusters are over- or under-segmented. These cases are the Cyl cases presented in
Section 7.1.8. The results of the CLOI framework show an additional pain point. This is
the uncertainty of the CLOI-NET-Class segmentation on predicting the class labels of the
points. This leads to erroneous instance label predictions and mostly impacts the CLOI
classes that have low class segmentation performance (the reader can refer to Section 7.1.6
for a detailed discussion). Figure 7.49(b) shows an example where the highlighted I-beam
is correctly segmented when ground truth labels are used. However, the evaluation of
the CLOI framework shows that incorrect prediction of the class labels of the I-beam
point cluster (Figure 7.49(aii)) leads to incorrect instance segmentation of the same I-beam
(Figure 7.49(cii)). Another achievement of the CLOI framework is that it correctly segments
sub-instances of an instance point cluster that has the “other” class label and even outperforms
the manual instance segmentation in cases where a ground truth instance is under-segmented
(Figure 7.50(a) and Figure 7.50(b)). This particularly applies for instances close to the floor
or roof of a facility. The superior performance of the CLOI framework is attributed to the
connectivity information that the BFS algorithm uses to segment instances. Another case
where the CLOI framework outperforms the manual instance segmentation is for sequences
of pipe components that have different radii. An example of that is Figure 7.50(c) where the
CLOI framework correctly segmented the cylinder from a pump and a flange with steel rods.

The author then recommends to use the 25% IoU threshold that gives slightly improved
results (48.1% mPrec and 34.7% mRec for all the CLOI facilities). The CLOI shapes
that have significantly higher metrics are those with higher class segmentation results as
explained above. These are cylinders (53.5% mPrec and 44% mRec), elbows (66.8% mPrec)
and I-beams (63% mPrec and 64.3% mRec).

Finally, the performance of the CLOI framework is summarised in Table 7.12 for IoU
threshold 25% and partially answers the research question RQ4b. The comparison of the
manual labour hours that are still required with the proposed CLOI framework with the state
of practice will be addressed in the next Chapter.
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Fig. 7.49 (a) Class segmented ground truth and predicted point clusters, (b) instance seg-
mented ground truth and predicted point clusters (given ground truth class labels) and (c)
instance segmented ground truth and predicted point clusters.

Table 7.12 Performance of the CLOI-Instance method per CLOI shape for all the CLOI
datasets (IoU=25%)

Oil refinery Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
Prec 43.9 27.1 49.6 70.2 57.4 21.3 34.7
Rec 26.1 18.6 43.1 20.4 49.1 35.9 10.8

Warehouse Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
Prec 56 67.1 64.7 76.9 44.4 29.4 30.8
Rec 16.5 34.6 49.1 18.6 100 41.7 28.6

Petrochemical Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
Prec 50 52.6 51.1 70 77.8 29.7 40
Rec 35 46.2 48.2 20 61.8 91.7 8.3

Processing unit Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges
Prec 36.8 39.1 48.8 50 72.3 41.4 14.3
Rec 8.7 23.7 35.5 9.1 46.4 43.5 0.5
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Fig. 7.50 Examples where the CLOI framework outperforms the manual instance segmenta-
tion. (i) refers to ground truth instances and (ii) refers to predicted instances with the CLOI
framework.

7.2 Summary

This chapter presented a detailed description of the experiments conducted during this PhD
thesis as well as all the results and discussions of those. The author started by presenting the
research activities with the first being the generation of the CLOI benchmark dataset. This
dataset is the largest available point cloud dataset of TLS point clouds of industrial facilities.
It has more than 4 billion annotated points with class and instance labels from four industrial
facilities, spanning from factories in the oil and gas sector to warehouses. This dataset is used
to evaluate the developed algorithms and test the hypotheses of this thesis. All developed
algorithms have been integrated into a robust software prototype built upon Potree Viewer
(Schuetz, 2016), which provides a handy user interface to enhance modellers’ user experience.
Experiments were conducted on the methods proposed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 with the
software prototype, respectively. The segmented class and instance industrial point clusters
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were compared against the GT point clusters and evaluated using standardised segmentation
metrics. The CLOI-NET-Class method (Chapter 5) exhibits impressive performance on the
four CLOI TLS industrial facilities in terms of precision, recall, IoU and AUC. The deep
learning methods developed in Chapter 5 also have very high confidence level of performance.
This supports the hypothesis of Chapter 5. Then, the author validated the resulting instance
point clusters at different IoU thresholds (25%, 50% and 75%). These experiments output
instances that very closely approximate the real geometry of the TLS industrial facilities.
On average, the CLOI framework validation achieves higher accuracy than the manually
annotated class and instance point clusters and provides a generic output that can be directly
used for gDT generation. This supports the hypothesis of Chapter 6. Detailed interpretations
of the outcomes achieved are presented in Section 8.1.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

“Looking ahead, I believe that the
underlying importance of higher
education, of science, of technology, of
research and scholarship to our quality
of life, to the strength of our economy,
to our security in many dimensions will
continue to be the most important
message.”

Charles M. Vest, 1941

This PhD thesis started by identifying the problem of high industrial gDT generation
cost, 90% of which is spent on converting the point cloud data to 3D models due to the sheer
number of industrial objects. Then, she demonstrated the crucial significance of the problem
for maintenance, retrofitting and safety of existing factories. The state of practice, the nature
of the input data to be used and the performance of the leading commercial software that she
evaluated uncovered the following key facts:

1. The most frequent and laborious to model industrial objects are pipes, circular hollow
sections, channels, conduit, I-beams, valves, elbows, flanges and angles in descending
order of importance.

2. EdgeWise, the state of practice tool, has only automated the cylinder extraction with the
rest of the industrial shapes being manually modelled. Although 64% of the man-hours
for cylinder modelling are saved, there is still substantial manual time involved.

These facts determined that the major technical problem that remains unsolved is au-
tomating the onerous gDT generation process for effective operation of existing industrial
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assets. The state of research on automated gDT generation strategies was then reviewed
to uncover that two strategies are currently being followed; the S1 strategy, which consists
of object detection and fitting, and the S2 strategy, which consists of class segmentation,
instance segmentation and fitting. Examining the state of research on these strategies revealed
the knowledge gaps that determined the objectives of this thesis which were broken down to
seven research questions. These were answered as follows:

1. Modelling of cylinders should be solved with S2 detection methods due to the imbal-
anced cylinder point clusters in TLS industrial datasets (answers RQ1a)

2. Class segmentation of cylinders can be achieved by applying the CLOI-NET-Class
method with performance of 81.25% precision, 81.75% recall and 68.25% mIoU. This
is a significant improvement compared to the state of practice. (answers RQ1b)

3. Class segmentation of structural steel shapes, I-beams, angles and channels can be
achieved by applying the CLOI-NET-Class method with performance of 98%, 93.25%
and 97% AUC respectively. This is the first method of its kind that automatically
segments the class point clusters of these shapes (answers RQ2a).

4. Class segmentation of elbows, valves and flanges can be solved by applying the CLOI-
NET-Class method with 95.25%, 95.75% and 94.25% AUC respectively. This is the
first method of its kind that automatically segments the class point clusters of these
shapes (answers RQ2b).

5. The optimal manual class pre-annotation cost is at 20%−30% (answers RQ3)

6. The CLOI-Instance method is the first method that can achieve instance segmentation
of industrial shapes with 76.25% mPrec and 70% mRec (answers RQ4a).

7. The saved man-hours of the CLOI framework will be provided in this Chapter to
answer RQ4b.

This final chapter first provides detailed interpretations of results of each method in
Section 8.1. The author then elaborates in Section 8.2 the advantages and disadvantages of
each method as well as those of the overall framework. Then, Section 8.3 follows with the
implications of this research for the academic community as well as the current practice and
society. Finally, in Section 8.4, the author elaborates on directions and recommendations for
future research that arise from this PhD thesis.
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8.1 Interpretation of results

The author substantiates in Chapter 3 that class and instance segmentation in industrial point
clouds remains an unsolved problem. In Chapter 5, the author presented CLOI-NET-Class,
a novel deep learning and geometric method for the segmentation of the most important
industrial shapes in TLS point clouds, and tested it in the largest dataset of real-world
industrial facilities (CLOI). The validation metrics showed that the proposed CLOI-NET-
Class method is reliable, scale and TLS scanning system independent. The proposed active
learning optimisation resolves the bias of the annotated CLOI facilities against potential
facilities that can be added in the future. Therefore, the proposed CLOI-NET-Class method
does not depend on the quality registered industrial point cloud itself (i.e. varying point
densities of the initial point cloud inputs). These support the class segmentation hypothesis
(Figure 4.4). Given the high performance of the proposed CLOI-NET-Class method on real
world TLS industrial point clouds containing defects such as occlusions and sparseness, the
author contends that there is minimal manual human intervention needed in the entire pipeline
due to the high confidence of CLOI-NET-Class’s predictions. Although the CLOI-NET-Class
method still requires manual user intervention, it significantly minimises manual modelling
by carefully selecting a small part to be pre-annotated in order to optimise performance.
Given the theoretical model developed in Section 5.1.5 and validated experimentally in
Section 7.1.6, the CLOI-NET-Class model with passive learning saves on average 66%
(std=3.8%) of the manual labour hours needed for class segmentation. The same model
with the active learning methodology achieves on average 80% (std=6.1%) of manual labour
savings. Further work can theoretically validate the applicability of more complicated models
on the relationship between the prediction accuracy and the annotation cost/time.

In Chapter 5, the author answers RQ1a by concluding that modelling of cylinders should
not be considered as a detection problem followed by fitting cylinder primitives. Rather,
cylinder modelling should be solved with an S2 strategy as a class segmentation task, an
instance segmentation task and then fitting cylinder primitives. To address RQ1b, the author
developed a geometric method that relies on computation of curvatures to segment cylinders
with diameters larger than 1m. To answer RQ2a and RQ2b, the author segments industrial
steel shapes and other CLOI industrial shapes respectively. The analysis on minimising the
manual annotation cost in Section 5.1.5 answers RQ3. To answer RQ4a and RQ4b, a novel
graph-based and instance segmentation method is proposed in Chapter 6 to generate instance
point clusters using the CLOI classes segmented in the CLOI-NET-Class segmentation
network. The following paragraphs demonstrate a thorough, conclusive discussion of the
results and show that the research questions have been addressed.
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8.1.1 Chapter 5 results

In Section 7.1.5, the proposed class segmentation method (CLOI-NET-Class) is evaluated
experimentally. The metrics used were based on a point-wise evaluation and the solution was
optimised to ensure robustness of the results. The class segmentation point-wise evaluation
in Section 7.1.6 consisted of two parts: evaluating each CLOI class independently across
facilities and evaluating each CLOI facility entirely. The metrics used for the evaluation were
average calculations for Precision, Recall and IoU. These are commonly used metrics in
class segmentation applications (Armeni et al., 2016, Qi et al., 2017a,b). These metrics are
micro-averaged for the evaluation of the entire facilities. These metrics are then averaged per
class, in order to aggregate the contributions of all classes (CLOI object types), which is ideal
for CLOI classes due to the class imbalance (many more instances of cylinders, I-beams in
comparison to the other CLOI classes).

All CLOI facilities had very high micro-average AUC (higher than 90%), specifically
the AUC for the warehouse, the oil refinery, the petrochemical plant and the processing unit
was 96%, 96%, 96.75% and 91% respectively. The AUC for the angles of the warehouse
and the petrochemical plant (93% and 91% respectively) is lower compared to those of the
other CLOI classes. The percentage of angles in the petrochemical plant dataset is the lowest
in comparison to the other CLOI classes in the same dataset (less than 5%), which means
that angles are inherently rare to find in this dataset and were also difficult to distinguish
even in the manual ground truth annotation. The channels of the petrochemical plant also
have relatively low AUC (71%), which is attributed to the angles being parts of stairs or roof
steelwork that is difficult to identify even with the human eye. This is more evident in this
facility due to the roof having more steel members to support it than the other facilities. This
problem can be addressed if the laser survey specifically targets roof refurbishment or if other
laser equipment (i.e. drones), is used to improve the accuracy of the laser survey.

The PR, R and IoU were very high (above 75%) for cylinders and I-beams for most
of CLOI facilities, as shown in Figure 7.24, Figure 7.25, Figure 7.26 and Figure 7.27 1.
The metrics on the other CLOI classes (angles, channels, elbows, valves and flanges) were
lower for all facilities compared to the dominant classes 2. This is because of their limited
representation in the datasets and could be mitigated by adding more data. As this work
is the first ever method to automate the current practice for these shapes, there is no other
automated method to compare it with. For the cylinder class, precision and recall of the
proposed CLOI-NET-Class method was compared with the respective metrics by EdgeWise
for the petrochemical plant and the warehouse (Table 7.6) and the results showed that the

1These answer RQ1b and RQ2a
2These answer RQ2a and RQ2b.
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proposed CLOI-NET-Class method clearly outperforms EdgeWise (ClearEdge, 2019). The
evaluation of the EdgeWise software was presented in Chapter 1.

The robustness of the CLOI-NET-Class network was investigated by determining the
class segmentation accuracy using cross-validation. The average class segmentation accuracy
was 66.5% when all the CLOI facilities are included for training except one used for testing.
CLOI-NET-Class has been proven to be consistent, reliable and without significant
bias, since the standard deviation of the class segmentation performance across all CLOI
facilities was small (± 3.57% accuracy). The CLOI-NET-Class performance using the active
learning approach had a higher average accuracy of 82% with a standard deviation of ±
6.12%. This difference may be attributed to the disparity between the CLOI facilities. The
extent of similarity between facilities was investigated by considering two factors: (a) the
point density of each facility and (b) the shape diversity of facilities. These showed that the
petrochemical plant has the largest open spaces compared to other CLOI facilities, therefore
the smallest point density (Q1−Q3 = [871−42,754]points/m3). The petrochemical plant
also captures industrial shapes that are different than those encountered in the other three
CLOI facilities. Therefore, the petrochemical plant is the most easily distinguishable facility
compared to the other three CLOI facilities (PR 87% and R 77%) when a network of all
CLOI shapes is trained (Figure 7.22). These differences are reflected in the lower mIoU
performance of 42.5% compared to the other three CLOI facilities.

In general, the proposed CLOI-NET-Class method can directly segment the seven CLOI
shapes in the form of point clusters and yields 82% average accuracy per point, 95.6% average
AUC among all classes and 70% labour hour savings in the class segmentation task. This
proves that it is the first to automatically segment industrial point cloud shapes with no prior
knowledge at commercially viable performance and is the foundation for efficient industrial
shape modelling in cluttered point clouds. CLOI-NET-Class has been proven to be robust
on all four industrial facilities, despite some remaining issues as discussed previously. The
method has been proven to be consistent and reliable as the class segmentation performance
had a small variance (std=2.37% mIoU) across all CLOI facilities. The author also validated
an active learning mathematical model described in Section 5.1.5 for cost optimisation and
proved that user pre-annotation between 20% to 30% of the TLS test dataset improves the
mIoU by 15% on average 3. The author therefore concludes that research questions RQ1a,
RQ1b, RQ2a, RQ2b and RQ3 have been addressed.

3This answers RQ3.
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8.1.2 Chapter 6 results

In Section 7.1.7, the author evaluated the CLOI-Instance segmentation methodology with
inputs being the ground truth class segmentation labels. The performance of the CLOI-
Instance method depends on two factors: (a) accurate class labels per point and (b) accurate
class boundary points. The evaluation of the method consisted of the evaluation of the BFS
method and the boundary segmentation method using the common metrics of precision and
recall. The performance of the CLOI-Instance method has competitive performance for
all the CLOI shapes, achieving 73.2% mPrec (std=7.8%) and 71.1% mRec (std=13.6%) for
all the CLOI facilities (Figure 7.41(c), Figure 7.40(c), Figure 7.42(c) and Figure 7.39(c)),
with the state-of-the-art instance segmentation methods achieving 74% mPrec and 24.9%
mRec as demonstrated in Table 6.1. Thus CLOI-Instance achieves significantly higher mRec.
The CLOI-Instance method achieves very high performance for all CLOI facilities especially
for classes that are usually not close to each other such as valves or angles.

The differences in the CLOI-Instance performance of CLOI facilities are mainly attributed
to the point density of the TLS survey Figure 7.21, which differs dependening on the facility.
The CLOI-Instance performance per CLOI shape is determined by the following two factors:

1. the proximity of an instance point cluster that has the same class label with its closest
instance

2. the presence of sparsely scanned regions that results in “gaps” between points in the
instance point clusters.

The CLOI classes that are mainly affected due to these factors are cylinders and especially
conduit that are located in less than 4cm distance between each other (Figure 7.37(a) and
Figure 7.37(b)) and I-beams that are welded as parts of steel frames. There are also some
special circumstances where the CLOI-Instance performance on valves and flanges is affected
as presented in Figure 7.38 and discussed in Section 7.1.8. These are closely located weld
neck flanges with pipes or flanges with threaded rods with pipes and over-segmented complex
valve shapes such as block and bleed gate or hand-wheel ball valves. The CLOI-Instance
performance on elbows is also affected in three cases: (a) over-segmentation of 180◦ elbows,
(b) grouping of conduit bends with cylinders and (c) sequences of welded 90◦ elbows
clustered in one instance.

However, a direct benefit of the method is that is segments all the points that belong to
disjoint instance point clusters and even outperforms the manual instance segmentation task
for cases close to the roof of the facility (Figure 7.41(b), Figure 7.41(d) and Figure 7.41(h))
and point clusters close to pipe connections or to steel members/pipe elements (Figure 7.39(g),
Figure 7.39(f) and Figure 7.39(h)).
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There are some limitations that need to be discussed. The CLOI-Instance performance
on the oil refinery dataset is reduced (57% precision and 63% recall), which is attributed
to the high complexity of the dataset, the large number of highly occluded conduits and
the large number of connected I-beams. The boundary segmentation algorithm of the
CLOI-Instance method has boosted performance on cylinders by 11% for the oil refinery
dataset as shown in Table 7.12, however there are still near-missed instances. This is attributed
to the large number of conduits that are placed inside cable trays and also the large number of
pipe junctions where the boundaries cannot be clearly defined between instances of the same
class (i.e. cylinders). The next section then discusses the results of the overall framework.

8.1.3 Overall framework

One of the main goals of the instance segmentation method was to prove that the CLOI-
Instance method requires competitively less manual segmentation time compared to the
current practice (Figure 6.7). The author validated this hypothesis for the overall framework
given that the class segmentation labels are predicted from the CLOI-NET-Class method.
The author uses the percentage of CLOI shapes that the CLOI-Instance method correctly
predicts as a proxy to approximate the number of manual labour hours that are still needed
in order to achieve an accurate gDT generation. The results are summarised for each CLOI
dataset in Table 8.1. A comparison of the manual instance segmentation time as measured
by the author for the CLOI benchmark dataset generation and the CLOI overall framework
segmentation time is presented in Figure 8.1. The total number of man hours needed after
the application of the overall framework is calculated as follows. The number of manually
segmented CLOI shapes is computed as the product of the number of shapes that are missed
by the framework (1− recall) and the average time it takes a modeller to manually segment
a given shape. An assumption for the simplification of the calculation here that each CLOI
shape takes the same time regardless of its complexity. The results illustrate that 35% of
the manual labour hours are saved on average. The oil refinery dataset is one of the most
complex CLOI datasets and this is reflected in reduced savings in labour hours for instance
segmentation. It is noteworthy that for all CLOI facilities, the cylinder CLOI shapes have
relatively low recall (≈ 40%) which is attributed to the large number of conduit that are
clustered together in one instance.
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Table 8.1 Manual labour hours and total segmentation savings of the overall framework per CLOI facility.

Oil refinery Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Recall (%) 26 19 43 20 49 36 11 25
Total # of shapes 211 2347 94 121 723 215 202 563
Manually segmented # of shapes 156 1910 54 96 368 138 180 425

Total # of man hours 173
Total savings (%) 26
Warehouse Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Recall (%) 16.5 34.6 56 18.6 100 41.7 28.6 27.9
Total # of shapes 111 168 910 258 12 85 21 195
Manually segmented # of shapes 93 110 400 210 0 50 15 141

Total # of man hours 67
Total savings (%) 42
Petrochemical Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Recall (%) 35 46.2 41.8 20 61.8 91.7 8.3 29
Total # of shapes 60 264 1489 376 140 53 130 828
Manually segmented # of shapes 39 142 866 301 54 4 119 588

Total # of man hours 74
Total savings (%) 37
Processing unit Angles Channels Cylinders Elbows I-beams Valves Flanges Other
Recall (%) 8.7 23.7 35.5 9.1 46.4 43.5 0.4 25.1
Total number of shapes 188 34 1100 382 274 341 229 370
Manually segmented # of shapes 172 26 710 347 147 193 228 277

Total # of man hours 117
Total savings (%) 28
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Fig. 8.1 Manual and our framework’s total labour hours per CLOI dataset.

The author evaluated in Chapter 2 the state-of-the-art commercial software that semi-
automatically segments cylinders from TLS industrial datasets, however a direct comparison
cannot be made since the total number of cylinders considered by the author in that evaluation
does not match the number of cylinders in the CLOI dataset. However, the number of
cylinders correctly detected by EdgeWise (Table 2.6 and Table 2.10) can be compared with
the number of cylinders segmented by the proposed framework. The results in Table 8.2
demonstrate that the proposed framework correctly segments more cylinders than those
detected by EdgeWise. The proposed framework is designed to better segment conduits and
even with the discussed limitations Table 8.2 illustrates its superiority to EdgeWise which is
mostly in the correctly predicted conduits that EdgeWise does not identify.

Table 8.2 Correctly predicted cylinders of the petrochemical plant and warehouse point
clouds using EdgeWise and our framework.

# of cylinders
correctly predicted Warehouse Petrochemical

EdgeWise 468 164
Proposed framework 510 623

The performance of the proposed framework is then compared directly with EdgeWise
assuming that the modelling of CLOI shapes will be manually performed in EdgeWise.
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Therefore, the average modelling labour time per object is taken from Figure 2.17 and
multiplied with the number of objects that are not automatically segmented. The output in
labour hours in shown in Figure 8.2 and compared with the manual labour hours for the
objects that EdgeWise cannot automatically detect (a fraction of cylinders and the rest of
CLOI shapes). Figure 8.2 shows that 21% and 39% more time savings are achieved when the
proposed framework is utilised for the warehouse and petrochemical plant respectively.

The warehouse and the petrochemical plant datasets are then used as a proxy to estimate
the average percentage of labour hour reduction of the CLOI framework compared to
EdgeWise per CLOI class. The average percentage per class is shown in Table 8.3. An
assumption was made that the modelling time of all cylindrical shapes is the same, since our
framework detects cylinders and not their sub-classes, i.e. pipes. Then, the CLOI framework
is directly compared with EdgeWise for the petrochemical plant with 240,687 objects that
was used in Figure 2.18. The same assumptions are used here for consistency of the results.
The results in Figure 8.3 reveal that 12 person-months are needed when using the CLOI
framework instead of the 17 person months that are needed when using EdgeWise. In
particular, CLOI saves 10% more man-hours for cylinder modelling, which is translated in
773 labour hours saved. Although there is still time required for manual cylinder extraction,
the proposed framework clearly outperforms the commercial software EdgeWise.

Table 8.3 Percentage (%) of the reduction of the labour hours of the CLOI framework
compared to EdgeWise per class.

CLOI class % of labour hour reduction
Cylinders 22.3
Channels 40.4

I-beams 81
Valves 67
Elbows 19.3
Flanges 18.5
Angles 25.7
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Fig. 8.2 Comparison of EdgeWise and our framework with respect to manual labour hours
per CLOI shape for the (a) petrochemical and (b) the warehouse dataset.
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Fig. 8.3 Average modelling labour hours per object type for the most important objects of a
sample facility with shown numbers of objects.

8.2 Contributions & limitations

The author outlines the contributions (Con) and limitations (Lim) of (a) the class segmenta-
tion (CLOI-NET-Class) method, (b) the instance segmentation (CLOI-Instance) method and
(c) the overall framework.

8.2.1 CLOI-NET-Class method

The contributions of the class segmentation (CLOI-NET-Class) method are the following.
Con 1.1 The proposed method can deal with complex real-world industrial facility settings,
such as highly dense industrial spaces (oil refinery dataset). CLOI-NET-Class reached AUC
higher than 90% on all facilities and 44.25% mIoU, while being the first ever method to
segment class point clusters in industrial TLS datasets. CLOI-NET-Class even reached 42.4%
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mIoU on the processing unit, which was surveyed with 3mm linearity error scanner and
the survey was in gray-scale. Con 1.2 The proposed method automatically segments all
CLOI shapes and as a by-product of this research, the largest annotated dataset in the built
environment is generated. Researchers interested in the industrial space are welcomed to
contribute to this dataset directly. Con 1.3 The CLOI-NET-Class method automatically and
robustly solves the class segmentation of cylinders (81.25% mPrec, 81.75% mRec, 68.25%
IoU, 95% AUC), I-beams (74.75% mPrec, 78.25% mRec, 61.25% IoU and 98% AUC)
and valves (41.25% mPrec, 55.25% mRec, 28% IoU and 95.75% AUC) that have easily
distinguishable geometric patterns in the processing unit, warehouse and the oil refinery.
This task was not achieved previously in the state-of-the-art commercial software, EdgeWise.
It also achieves remarkable performance on the remaining CLOI classes and in many cases
defers from the ground truth due to manual annotation errors. Con 1.4 The proposed method
dramatically reduces by 70% the manual class segmentation costs by applying an active
learning method. In this way, the manual annotation time is minimised without sacrificing
performance and manual cost.

However, the proposed method does not intend to be a cure-all. Lim 1.1 It is unable
to further distinguish cylinder shapes into pipes, circular hollow sections and conduits. If
accomplished in the future, this can enhance class segmentation and subsequently add value
to the gDT generation of industrial facilities. Further cylinder classification is part of future
work that should be addressed. Lim 1.2 Although the proposed method presents lower
metrics for shapes with ambiguous and noisy edges like structural steel shapes and flanges,
it is important to consider that for these shapes, it is difficult and ambiguous even for the
human eyes to recognise them. Still, a more detailed TLS survey should be conducted
towards accurate segmentation of industrial steel shapes, should the modellers want higher
performance.

8.2.2 Instance segmentation method

The contributions of the CLOI-Instance segmentation method are as follows. Con 2.1 This
method discards noisy instances thanks to the boundary segmentation step of the methodology.
The author observed in Chapter 6 that the state-of-the-art deep learning instance segmentation
networks give many class labels around closely located points in cases of uncertainty for
their class label predictions. This influences the instance segmentation branch of the network
as well. However, the CLOI-Instance method alleviates this issue by discarding the uncertain
class label predictions of the class segmentation network. The method achieves that with
the class boundary points that enhance the performance of the BFS algorithm. Con 2.2
This method solves for the first time the instance segmentation problem for the industrial
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environment settings with reliable performance and achieves remarkable performance (65.2%
mPrec and 57.1% mRec) when tested with the ground truth class labels as input.

However, the proposed method has its limitations. Lim 2.1 It might group together
instances that are too close to each other. The primary reason for that is that one of the
assumptions of the BFS method was that there should be a minimum neighbourhood distance
of 4cm between separate distances in order to segment those. Instances that are located
too close to each other will be under-segmented. Lim 2.2 Another limitation of the CLOI-
Instance method is that it over-segments instances when there are scanning gaps larger
than 4cm within one instance. If an instance is sparsely scanned, this will result in over-
segmentation in sub-instances.

8.2.3 Overall framework

The overall framework has been experimentally validated using four TLS industrial point
clouds that the CLOI dataset consists of. The industrial shapes investigated in this thesis
are the most important industrial objects to model as specified in Chapter 2. They represent
70% of the industrial shapes in a given facility on average. The consistent results on the
CLOI dataset demonstrate that the proposed framework can reduce the onerous, repetitive
manual work of segmenting industrial shapes and therefore reduce the modelling time of the
resulting models.

Con 3.1 This thesis presents a novel hybrid framework, which has been experimentally
validated to be robust and efficient at automatically segmenting the seven CLOI classes and
then segmenting individual instances of those. This is the first framework of its kind to achieve
significantly high and reliable performance (50% mPrec and 35.3% mRec) compared to
current state-of-the-art research and commercially available software. It is the first framework
to provide significant improvements on cylinder segmentation (53.6% mPrec and 44% mRec)
and the first to segment the rest of the CLOI classes. It, therefore, provides a solid foundation
for future work in generating DTs of industrial facilities. Con 3.2 This research moves
forward the state of automated class and instance segmentation from TLS point cloud datasets
as well as promotes the value of adding “intelligence” to the PCD data. The interpretation of
the results strongly suggest that the performance of both the CLOI-NET-Class and the CLOI-
Instance methods are significantly improved by using the optimal amount of data during
training (≈ 30%) and contextual enforcement rules to accurately segment the CLOI classes.
Con 3.3 It is the first framework of its kind to significantly reduce the manual labour hours
(by at least 33%) compared to the state of practice, EdgeWise. It also has 21% and 39% more
time savings when segmenting the warehouse and the petrochemical facility dataset compared
to EdgeWise. Con 3.4 This research is the first to set the foundations for identifying the
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priority list of industrial shapes that need automated modelling in order to generate gDTs of
industrial facilities based on the intent of modelling, the frequency of appearance of industrial
objects and their modelling time. Con 3.5 The connectivity of pipe components or members
of steel frames assist the modeller in identifying all the connected components of a pipe spool
or steel frame when using the outputs of this framework. Figure 8.4 shows characteristic
examples from the warehouse and the oil refinery datasets. The confidence level of the
predicted class labels from the CLOI-NET-Class method is also an indicator of whether the
performance of the instance segmentation under-segments instances. Figure 8.4(aiii) shows
that the elbows of the pipe spool were predicted with uncertainty (confidence level score
≤ 80%) and this performance led to the under-segmentation of the pipe spool into cylinder
and elbow instances. In this case, under-segmentation can be helpful for the modellers since
segmentation of the pipe spool into its parts will be an easier task to achieve.

Fig. 8.4 Examples of ground truth and predicted instances of piping elements (a,b) and (c)
I-beams of a steel frame. (aiii) Predicted class label predictions (predictions with ≤ 80%
confidence score coloured in red).
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Lim 3.1 The CLOI dataset, although the largest available dataset of TLS industrial point
clouds, is not enough to fully validate the proposed framework. More industrial facility
point clouds with various configurations are needed to enhance the statistical validity of
the framework with an increased confidence level and decrease the bias between facilities
especially for the CLOI classes that are underrepresented in the dataset. As demonstrated
in Chapter 7 more data is not always beneficial, so careful experimental set-up should
be conducted to alleviate from negatively impacting the performance. Lim 3.2 Manual
annotation of TLS industrial point clouds according to the data preparation explained in
this thesis (Section 7.1.4) is an onerous task. In these efforts, an automated segmentation
interface should be adopted to enable for easy generation of labelled class and instance point
clusters. Lim 3.3 Finally, the framework is not designed to segment objects of the same
geometric group, for instance pipes, conduits and circular hollow sections or further object
types within the same class i.e. globe valves, gate valves.
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8.3 Impact for practice and society

This thesis concludes by briefly highlighting some of the implications and use cases of this
research for the current practice of gDT generation, facility management as well as the social
impacts on public safety and environmental implications.

The proposed framework is designed with several practice implications, i.e. automated
segmentation of important industrial shapes, fully automated and ready to test on unlabelled
facilities. The author groups the practice implications in five main categories: (a) remote
management to a facility, (b) direct time and cost savings to EPC and designer teams working
for these assets, (c) training and information transferability, (d) facility management during
operation (e.g. structural maintenance, modifications, repair) and (e) safety and social
impacts.

First, the proposed segmentation framework will minimise the time spent for onsite
inspection and facilitate remote management of the facility. The adoption of the proposed
solution can improve safety by reducing time spent in dangerous and hazardous environments
such as offshore rigs. The minimum time spent on management tasks onshore the more
beneficial it is for facility managers and owners of the offshore platforms. For instance, this
can be very helpful in situations of turnaround planning where the engineering teams will be
more prepared to make changes since their asset is well documented. Henceforth, should
the team be more prepared, the time needed to shutdown the plant for a turnaround planning
can be minimised. This can be very helpful for the operations teams during the planning and
turnaround phases of the project.

Secondly, the enormous time savings (30%) on segmentation time compare to state of
the art tools such as EdgeWise and the quality of the segmentation (70% accuracy) demon-
strated the powerful performance of the proposed framework, significantly overriding the
current manual practice both in terms of time and quality metrics. The proposed framework
overcomes the existing limitations while providing a reliable basis that can be integrated
with future innovative technologies for up-to-date, real-time information of industrial assets.
This way, the framework will contribute to largely streamline the PCD-to-gDT process so
that the cost and benefit ratio will be improved. Therefore, the author first expects to save
industrial managers’ valuable time in the onerous task of generating gDTs, so that they can
concentrate their efforts on tackling unprecedented circumstances and solving problems that
necessarily demand their expertise. This will cut down the total costs associated with the
gDT generation as well.

Then, it is possible to seamlessly integrate the technology developed in this research into
the training induction processes of new engineering hires. This will result in better preparing
the engineering teams for their tasks on-site, enabling them to make accurate as-is condition
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assessments and take timely maintenance decisions. The proposed framework will also assist
in situations where a facility needs to be sold to another owner. Currently, mature fields
that are sold to other owners do not have their records transferred and information about the
existing asset is lost. The proposed framework can assist in maintaining an up-to-date gDT
of the industrial spaces.

Another benefit derived from this research is to enrich the current databases of these
assets and therefore improve their current facility management. For example, a refinery that
has on average 100-200 unit 2D drawings and 20-30 units means it has 6,000 2D drawings
of processes. Better management and integration of this information with maintenance
software will improve productivity and preventive maintenance efforts. Updating the existing
documents is currently a lengthy process subject to safety documentation approvals. The
owners are reluctant to change the 2D drawings due to concerns of malicious changes and
the existing asset’s conditions are not properly documented. The proposed framework can
assist to maintain and change the existing information and the gDT will be more accurate,
more detailed and more accessible to the responsible chief engineer of each facility unit.

The technology derived from this research has also the potential to improve the safety
associated and social impacts of improper maintenance that many poorly maintained facili-
ties are confronted with. Safety is of great importance particularly for offshore platforms
especially in an emergency stage when the offshore staff need to moved with a helicopter
to the closest beach. Safety in oil rig platforms aims to (1) protect the people directly or
indirectly involved in the platform (e.g. those living or working in adjacent platforms) or
those associated with the transportation of goods and people to the platform, (2) protect the
environment against pollution of air, water or soil and (c) protect the assets and the flow of
products these assets deliver (Vugts, 2001). The gDT generation of these assets can greatly
assist coordination efforts for the evacuation of these assets when necessary. The proposed
framework can also provide maintenance engineers and the Real Time Operating Center crew
of these assets with a rapid, yet quantitative judgement of the condition of their deteriorated
industrial object types. This judgement can protect the general public, who could be in
danger from a potential fire in these hazardous environments.
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8.4 Recommendations for the future

The initially stated overarching objective of this research was to devise, implement, and
benchmark a novel hybrid framework that can generate the gDT of an existing industrial
facility with PCD as input. The author believes she has largely achieved this in Chapter 7 by
addressing the seven research questions, while recognising the limitations of the proposed
framework.

There are several gaps in knowledge around industrial gDT in research that follows based
on the findings of this thesis and would benefit from further research, to extend and further
enhance the developed framework. The author closes this thesis with a discussion of the road
ahead and hopes that it will be the bedrock for further research.

8.4.1 Challenges in industrial Digital Twinning

The continued and accelerating introduction of AI and automation into society will generate
wide-spread yet poorly understood externalities; this calls for a new science and engineering
of geometric Digital Twins, with the goal of enabling the design, management and regulation
of such a geometric Digital Twinning system. This gDT system is the foundation for a
Dynamic Digital Twin, therefore this research is the cornerstone for DT generation in the
future. The challenges presented in this section aim to be the start rather than the end of a
dialogue. Digital Twinning is similar to a relevant scientific field of “mixed autonomy”. The
latter inherits the challenges of automation, including those for machine learning systems, and
engineering systems. The proposed Dynamic Digital Twinning system has these challenges
which include safety, security, efficiency, stability, robustness, resilience, and backwards
compatibility. Following are a few additional important challenges specific to Geometric
Digital Twinning, so that it can be properly linked to a Dynamic DT.

Degree of automation. Geometric Digital Twinning is most intuitive in settings which
can be posed as a fraction of a system being automated, such as the fraction of modelling
being automated, as studied in this thesis. However, there are many ways of viewing the
degree of automation of a task, such as 3D modelling. Different LODs, data quality and
data capturing systems have implications on the degree of automation and have different
implications on critical human factors such as 3D modeller competence. These, in turn have
consequences for efficiency. What are the external effects of such partial automation on other
participating agents, such as other engineers, facility managers and owners? How can the
effects of combinations of partial automation be modelled or predicted?

Suitability for automation. The introduction of automation in the gDT generation may
alter the behaviour of the modellers that interact with these gDT models. The challenge lies
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in the fact that we simply do not have models for human behavior and interaction in situations
they have never experienced, such as with the introduction of this automated framework
in their modelling processes. For instance, how can we anticipate the very first interaction
of a 3D modeller with an automated CLOI framework when the system predicts an object
incorrectly, if humans have never experienced that situation before? Or how can we predict
the interaction, once humans have acclimated to this automated procedure? How can 3D
modellers be better trained to effectively interact with the system? Recent research has
shown that “mechanical drafters”, an occupation which is associated with developing design
drawings and producing 3D CAD models as defined by the O*NET databse (O*NET OnLine,
2019), has the highest Suitability for Machine Learning (SML) score for labour inputs in
the U.S. economy out of 964 occupations (Brynjolfsson and Mitchell, 2017, Brynjolfsson
et al., 2018). This score was based on a function that is determined by six distinct economic
factors: substitution, price elacticity, complementarities, income elasticity, elasticity for
labour supply and business process redesign. Further research is needed to determine the
training processes and the interaction of automated systems like CLOI with this and similar
occupations involved in the 3D modelling process.

8.4.2 Opportunities in industrial geometric Digital Twinning

In light of the above-mentioned challenges, the author sees great opportunities to leverage
modern advances in computing, both in terms of algorithms and systems but also for integra-
tion with the end-users for the study of industrial geometric Digital Twinning in a variety
of application domains. Therefore, the author describes specific directions of promising
research in three broad areas:

Learning Industrial gDTs are complex systems which in different scenarios employ differ-
ent learning frameworks, such as deep learning and active learning.

High performance computing Industrial gDT generation benefits tremendously from
high performance computing for large-scale optimisation, processing massive datasets, as
well as complex datasets.

Industrial Digital Twin and Industry 4.0 The application of gDTs on industrial environ-
ments needs to be in line with other advances in IoT devices and sensors. This will enable
the generation of a Dynamic Digital Twin and will assist the maintenance and inspection
programs in industrial facilities and minimise safety risks and accidents.

These broad areas overlap in interesting and exciting ways that point towards promising
research directions. Below, research directions are discussed and indicates the corresponding
area(s) using the above coloured dots.
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Use classification of cylinders. ( , ) First, use classification of cylinders should be
addressed (Gap 2 as outlined in Section 3.5). The author assumed that all cylindrical shape
objects are one CLOI shape. However, cylindrical industrial shapes can be either pipes,
conduits, circular hollow sections (i.e. parts of staircases or columns) or even vessels. Further
classification of those can be achieved by improving Chapter 5 and adding another step in
the class segmentation methodology. In particular, especially for the oil and gas facilities,
a P&ID drawing can be used to infer the topological relationships between the industrial
circular objects of interests. For those objects, the relationship can be inferred using the P&ID
knowledge. An example of a P&ID drawing of the oil refinery is presented in Figure 8.5
with its symbols explained in Figure 8.6. There is a challenge that in some cases the P&ID
drawing may not necessarily reflect the existing conditions. In those cases, panoramic images
can be used to infer further information. The CLOI dataset can be extended to additional
shapes. For instance, equipment (pumps, vessels) and further classifications can be made to
rotating equipment (heating exchangers, compressors).
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Fig. 8.5 P&ID drawing of part of the oil refinery unit.
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Fig. 8.6 P&ID symbols of Figure 8.5
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User selective techniques such as selection of 3D windows based on diversity and
influence of selection could improve the accuracy rate increase of active learning methods
for cylinder classification, therefore these techniques can be considered in future work. Then,
for the instance segmentation part (Chapter 6), a graph-cut based method could be used to
improve the instance results instead of the BFS method. The stability of segmentation of
instances can be further investigated in future research especially in noisy TLS industrial
datasets.

Fluid recognition in pipelines. ( , ) Fluid recognition in the pipelines that run in
industrial facilities and especially in an oil and gas refinery is critical for the production of
the unit. This cannot be achieved by laser scanning. Further data sources need to be utilised
in order to achieve that. Photogrammetry data sources and/or P&IDs can be correlated to the
laser scanned data and inference suggestions on the material type can be made. It is essential
to identify reliable features for material recognition. For example, these can be either the
colour, texture, micro-texture, outline shape (i.e. curvature) or reflectance-based features.
CNN networks have recently been used for material recognition from images (Schwartz and
Nishino, 2019). It should be noted that material recognition is different from object or texture
recognition.

Tagging pipelines. ( ) Pipes need to be tagged in the gDT model as to which spool they
belong to. The tag number corresponds to a pipeline spool with a specific start and specific
end. For instance, it is important to segment the pipes that belong to the same pipe spool and
tag those with the same tag name The piping elements belonging to the same spool can also
be extracted. Tagging is important for preventive maintenance efforts and planning of pipe
routing for retrofitting purposes.

Dynamic Digital Twin. ( , , ) Laser scanning surveys provide static data and the
frequency of the surveys may be prevented due to the expenses of the laser scanning equip-
ment. In many cases, permanent installation of the laser scanners is impossible since it may
impede production. As a result, the gDT models will not be continuously updated. The
need for dynamic updates of the existing conditions of an industrial facility can be of utmost
importance particularly for the oil and gas industry as explained in Section 8.3. Therefore,
the integration of other sensors that dynamically capture data about the condition of the
equipment or failures can assist the preventive maintenance efforts in these environments.
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Overview of detection methods in
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Fig. A.1 Comparison of detection methods for point cloud data of indoor scenes. White
circles refer to moderate/optional, black circles correspond to good/required, * corresponds
to a sequence or set of images, - is not applicable or information was not available in the
publication.
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Fig. A.2 Comparison of detection methods for RGB-D image and RGB image data of indoor
scenes. White circles refer to moderate/optional, black circles correspond to good/required,
* corresponds to a sequence or set of images, - is not applicable or information was not
available in the publication.





Appendix B

Frequency-based analysis

B.1 Representative frequencies of objects
in the petrochemical plant case study

The oil refinery is selected as a representative case study to show the object counts of all
240,687 objects present in every category that was analysed in Chapter 2. The object counts
of architectural, civil and electrical object categories are presented in Figure B.1.
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Fig. B.1 Object counts of architectural, civil and electrical objects in the oil refinery dataset
.

The object counts of equipment and HVAC are shown in Figure B.2 - Figure B.9.
The object counts of Instrumentation and piping system categories are shown in Fig-

ure B.10.
The object counts of safety equipment are presented in Figure B.11.
The object counts of structural elements are shown in Figure B.12 and Figure B.13.

B.2 Frequencies of objects in individual case studies

The frequencies of object categories for each case study presented in this thesis is presented
in Figure B.14-Figure B.16.
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Fig. B.2 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 1)
.
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Fig. B.3 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 2)
.
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Fig. B.4 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 3)
.
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Fig. B.5 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 4)
.
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Fig. B.6 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 5)
.
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Fig. B.7 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 6)
.
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Fig. B.8 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 7)
.
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Fig. B.9 Object counts of equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 8)
.
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Fig. B.10 Object counts of piping equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset
.
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Fig. B.11 Object counts of safety equipment object types in the oil refinery dataset
.
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Fig. B.12 Object counts of structural object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 1)
.
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Fig. B.13 Object counts of structural object types in the oil refinery dataset (part 2)
.

Fig. B.14 Counts of object categories in each facility
.
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Fig. B.15 Counts of piping object types in each facility
.

Fig. B.16 Counts of structural object types in each facility
.
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